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PREFACE

This doctoral thesis is the result of a four-year study in the area of bill-ofmaterial processing systems. The study was started in August 1986 because it
was felt that the development of bill-of-material processors lagged behind the
problems which were known to exist in practice. During the study, many
contacts with different companies confirmed that feeling. Although the basic
concept of the bill-of-material appears to be simple, the problems related to
bill-of-material structuring are significant and affect many organisational
functions. This research focused on the particular problem of representing
bills-of-material of very large numbers of similar but different product
variants. The fact that this subject is relevant to todays manufacturing
companies is not only supported by the many contacts with manufacturing
companies. It is also supported by the fact that since 1987 a number of
standard software suppliers have been developing and releasing Product Control ·
Information Systems comprising bill-of-material systems specifically for dealing
with large product variety.
The study would not have led to this result without the support of many. At
this point I especially would like to thank Hans Wortmann and Jacob Wijngaard
for the stimulating discussions we had and their advices during the research.
Also I would like to acknowledge my employer during the research, the
Institute for Information-Technology and Production Automation TUE-TNO and
the sponsor of this research, the Eindhoven University of Technology.
Furthermore I would like to thank my colleagues at DAF NV, from whom I
have learned a great deal during the last two years of the study. Finally,
special thanks for Barclay Jackson who was so kind to comment on the final
manuscript with respect to the use of the English language.

Veldhoven, October 1990.

Eelco A. van Veen
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCfiON AND PROBLEM FORMULATION.

1.1. INTRODUCTION.
Production control has been a major research topic for many years, as appears
from the great number of scientific publications on various subjects within this
area. Bertrand, Wijngaard and Wortmann (1990) describe production control as
follows: " •• the coordination of supply and production activities in manufacturing
systems to achieve a specific delivery flexibility and delivery reliability at
minimum costs.". Many production control concepts, especially those which are
based on the principle of co-ordinated material control such as Material
Requirements Planning, rely heavily on the availability of supporting
information systems. The information systems which are designed to support
the production control function are called Production Control Information
Systems (PCIS).
During the last few decades, manufacturing companies have continuously felt
the need to increase their logistic performance due to pressure from their
environment, especially from customers. The logistic performance may be
expressed in criteria such as delivery lead times, reliability of delivery lead
times and stock levels. This pressure resulted in a continuous search for
improved concepts for product design, more flexible production facilities and
improved concepts to control the entire process from product development,
purchasing, manufacturing engineering, production, and so on. The search for
improvement also resulted in existing concepts for production control being
enlarged and new concepts being developed.
As the development of production control concepts goes hand in hand with the
development of supporting Production Control Information Systems, the need
for improved production control concepts also resulted in the need to improve
information systems. This thesis is a contribution to the research on the type
of Production Control Information Systems which rely heavily on product and
product structure data.
1.2. MOTIVES AND RESEARCH AREA.
In recent years, a new trend has been showing itself both on markets for
capital goods and on markets for consumer goods. This trend is often referred
to as the transition from a buyers oriented market to a sellers oriented
market. In the first few years after the Second World War the economy was
dominated by scarcity. Production volume was of the utmost importance. Due
to the scarcity, most products were sold easily. Companies could dictate which
products they offered to the market. The price of the product was the major
means of competition. Therefore there was a strong focus on improving the
efficiency of production processes. It was only later, that other means of
competition became as important. The quality of the products became
increasingly important, and also the delivery lead time had become an
important means of competition. The overall performance of these aspects,
price, quality and delivery lead time, determined the strength of the company.

The most recent market trend shows that product flexibility is becoming a new
factor in competition. Product flexibility is defined here as the ability to meet
individual customer requirements with regard to the specifications of a product.
The demand for product flexibility did not come instead of, but on top of the
existing demands on price, quality and delivery lead time. Nowadays the
customers dictate which products are offered on the market. They have an
important influence on the specifications of products. In the consumer goods
industry this trend can be perceived by the growing variety of all different
kinds of consumer products such as clothing, hifi equipment and cars. In the
capital goods industry there is not only a growing variety of standard
products, but more and more customer orders also require specific engineering.
This latter trend has an enormous impact on requirements which are to be
made on product design, production facilities, control systems and supporting
information systems. This leads to the motive for this research: on the one
hand improved production control systems are required to be able to meet
requirements on price, delivery time performance and other performance
criteria, on the other hand the supporting PCIS are burdened by the growing
number of products which are to be controlled and the growing amount of
product data which is to be handled as result of the increased product
flexibility. Many problems arise in defining and maintaining product data (see
e.g. Wortmann and Vos, 1985). In many cases the performance of traditional
PCIS with regard to aspects such data entry support, retrieval functions and
the. correctness and timeliness of provided information decreases if product
variety grows strongly. As a consequence the overall logistic performance may
deteriorate.
Although these major changes in manufacturing require improvements on
various aspects of the business, this thesis concentrates on the development of
new concepts for representing product(structure) data in PCIS.
1.3. PROBLEM FORMULATION.
One of the natural reactions of a company which is confronted with the need
to manufacture a greater variety of products is to produce fewer products to
stock. If the total sales volume remains constant but the number of different
products which can be sold increases, the chance that a particular product will
be sold decreases. Consequently stock turn over rate will decrease. In many
cases forecasting may no longer be a matter of how many products of a
certain type will be sold in a period, but whether a product of a particular
type will be sold or not. The more difficult it is to forecast sales, the more a
manufacturer will consider postponing production and purchase activities until
a customer order has been accepted. Of course postponing these actions will
have an effect on the delivery lead time performance towards the customer.
As we will see in Chapter 3, a number of typical production control
environments can be distinguished which differ in the extent to which
engineering, manufacturing engineering, purchasing and production activities
are postponed until a customer order has been accepted. We will see that, due
to the growing variety of products which must be offered to the market, more
companies are forced to shift from a so called make-to-stock production
environment to an assemble-to-order, or even engineer-to-order production
environment. In general this shift is a gradual transition. Therefore, some
companies are not even aware explicitly of the major changes, introduced by
this shift, in type of production control environment and of the effects on for
example working methods, product design and control mechanisms. Each of the
2

typical production control environments places specific demands on the type of
control required. If the change in actual production control environment is not
managed explicitly, the production control concept and supporting PCIS will
only be modified with great delay.
Most PCIS rely heavily on the descriptions of products, production facilities
and production processes. The majority of the currently available standard
software for production control is based on the Material Resource Planning
(MRP II) concept (Vollmann et al., 1988). As we wlll see in Chapter 2, the
Bills-of-Material and Routings of the products which are manufactured are part
of the core data of the information system. In Chapter 4 it will be shown
that, as product variety becomes wider, the traditional concepts for
representing product and product structure data become less suitable. Many
manufacturers who have moved towards assemble-to-order production
environments because of growing product variety were confronted with all
kinds of problems in the area of representing the massive and sometimes
continuously growing volume of product data.
The contribution of this thesis will be:
- The analysis of the question why traditional concepts for recording
product data and product structure data in PCIS often do no longer
perform satisfactorily if product variety increases strongly.
To develop a terminology and a set of concepts which can be used to
describe and analyse HOM-processors which are specifically developed to
deal with large product variety.
To develop improved concepts for HOM-processors for representing product
data and product structure data in case of very large product variety.
1.4. SfRUCTURE OF THE THESIS.
The next three chapters will be of a descriptive nature. Chapter 2 describes
the way in which products and their Bills-of-Material are represented in
typical MRP based PCIS and characterises the role they play for the major
important business functions. Chapter 3 describes the basics of co-ordinated
goods flow control, typifies different production control environments and
characterises the requirements they place on product data and Bills-ofMaterial. Chapter 4 explores the problems of representing products and their
Bllls-of-Material in the case of large product variety. In Chapter 5 a
framework will be described for specifying products and obtaining their Billsof-Material. Chapter 6 describes a number of recently developed concepts and
systems which support parts of the functional architecture introduced in
Chapter 5. Chapters 7 and 8 analyse these concepts and discuss their major
shortcomings. Chapters 9, 10 and II are devoted to a new concept in Bill-ofMaterial theory, namely the Generic Bill-of-Material. Chapter 12 describes a
case in which the new set of concepts and terms is applied to describe a
dedicated solution developed by a company with an enormous product variety.
Finally, Chapter 13 summarises the conclusions of this research.

3

CHAPfER 2

PRODUCT (STRUCTURE) DATA IN MRP-QRIENTED PRODUCTION
CONTROL INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
2.1. INTRODUCTION.
In this chapter we will first explain the way in which product and product
structure data are commonly represented in traditional, MRP-oriented PCIS.
Nowadays, the majority of the standard PCIS is based on the MRP (II)
concept. Product data in PCIS are generally not only applied for purposes of
material planning but they are also used by other organisational functions.
Generally, each of these functions imposes its own characteristic demands on
which product data and product structure data should be defined. The second
part of this chapter discusses such characteristic demands for a number of
typical organisational functions.
2.2. PRODUCT DATA AND PRODUCT STRUCTURE DATA.

In a manufacturing business, many different products must be controlled. Not
only final and purchased products are important, but also many semi-finished
products such as sub-assemblies are important to recognize and control. Many
products are related to each other, in the way that the one product is
required to manufacture another.

black desk-lamp
,-----····__1__·~~-,
blackll:unpshade
~

T

Figure2.2.1: Product structure of a desk-lamp.

The way in which a product is built up from purchased parts and/or semifinished products (which in turn consist of other semi-finished products and/or
purchased parts) is called the product structure of that product. Figure 2.2.1
depicts the product structure of a final product black desk-lamp. The
relationships between the products in a product structure are so-called
gozinto-relationships. They represent the fact that a product is consumed in
the process of manufacturing or assembling another product. The product C
which is consumed in gozinto-relationship with product P is called the
component product. The product P which consumes. product C is called the
parent product in the gozinto-relationship with C.
The introduction of MRP and other material planning concepts based on the
principle of co-ordinated material planning, made product structure data
become more and more important to the material planning function. These
planning concepts rely on gozinto-relationships to be able to calculate planned
material requirements for component products based on planned material
requirements of parent products. Therefore most PCIS which are based on
4

material co-ordination rely heavily on the representation of the product
structure of the products which must be planned.
The representation of the set of all gozinto-relationships of a parent product P
· is called the bUl""Of-material (BOM) of P. Product data are data on single
products. Product structure data are data which describe the gozintorelationship between two products. These different types of data are commonly
represented in PCIS by means of two separate entity-types, namely:
- product
- bill-of-material relationship
Examples of attributes which are commonly related to the entity-type product
are:
- product number
- product description
- type of product (monopart, assembly, final product, etc.)
- make/buy
- cost price
- lead time
The attribute product number acts as key-attribute.
Examples of attributes which are commonly related to the entity-type bill-ofmaterial relationship are:
- parent product number
- sequence number; the sequence number makes it possible to define a fixed
sequence in which the component products in a BOM are shown
- component product number
- quantity/per, which stands for the number of units of the component
product which is required to obtain one unit of the parent product
- scrap factor
The combination of the attributes parent product number, and component
product number are usually the key attributes. In more advanced systems, the
attribute component product number is in the key replaced by the attribute
sequence number.
Figure 2.2.2 depicts the typical basic data structure diagram of a HOMprocessor used in most currently available PCIS (For conventions on diagram
notations see Appendix B).

~f"I2.._
§-relationship
Figure2.2.2: Typical datastructure diagram of a BOM processor.

Notice that a product which is the parent product in a particular HOMrelationship, may be the component product in one or more other BOMrelationships. Thus, if a product S is considered as a parent product, it may
not only consist of one or more component products. S may also, if considered
as a component product, be applied in one or more different parent products.
Still the BOM of S is only recorded once in the product database, independent
5

of the number of different parent products in which S is applied as a
component product. This principle for recording BOMs in PCIS is commonly
referred to as modular storage of a BOM. Notice carefully that the term
modular refers here to the way in which product structure data is recorded. In
Chapter 3 the term modular is used again but in a completely different
context, namely with respect to the way in which BOMs are structured.
Figure 2.2.3 depicts the HOM-structures of two different final products black
desk-lamp and blue desk-lamp.

blue~-lamp

black~k-lamp

~r----·········

black~ade

blue~

I

nomJtube
Flgure2.2.3: The BOM-structures oftwodesk•lamps.

Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 show the entities of the type product respectively
entities of the type BOM-relationship which establish these BOMs.
product number
123
234
345
456
567
678
789

product description
Black desk-lamp
Blue desk-lamp
Black lampshade
Blue lampshade
Stand

Normal tube
Base

Table 2.2.1: Product entities.

The product stand (567} is the parent product in the HOM-relationships with
the products normal tube and base. However, in the HOM-relationships with
the two desk-lamps, it plays the role of a component product. The modular
storage principle allows the HOM-relationships of the stand to be defined only
once, although it is applied in two higher level products.
parent product
123
123
234
234
567
567

component product

quantity/per

345
567
456
567
678
789

1
1

1
1
1
1

Table 2.2.2: BOM-relationship entities.
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Several retrievals can be obtained from this basic data structure by two basic
functions, namely the HOM-explosion and BOM-lmplosion functions. The
explosion function lists the component products of a product. The implosion
function lists the parent products in which a product is applied. Both a singlelevel and a multi-level explosion respectively implosion can be performed. The
single-level explosion of a product S is obtained by showing the component
products in all BOM-relationships in which S is the parent product. The multilevel explosion of S is obtained by showing the single- level explosion of S
and regarding each component product Ct•···•Cv as a parent product (if
possible), and repeat the explosion process recursively until no further lowerlevel HOM-relationships are found. The single-level implosion list of a product
S is obtained by showing the parent products in all HOM-relationships in which
S is the component product. The multi-level implosion list is obtained by
showing. the single-level implosion list and regarding each parent product
PJ•···•Pv as a component product (if possible) and repeat the implosion process
recursively until no further higher level BOM-relationshlps are found .
. s/ngle-kwelexplosion
black desk-lamp
•blacklampshade
.stand
1IIUIU-Ievelerplosion

mufli.levtlllmplosion

black desk-lamp

~

•black lampshade

.stand
.• black desk-lamp
.. blue desk-lamp

.stand
.. normal tube
.. base

Figure2.2.4: lhesingle-level and multi-level explosion and implosion.

Figure 2.2.4 depicts the single-level and multi-level BOM of the black desklamp and the single-level and multi-level implosion list of the base.
2.3. PROCESS DATA.
In most PCIS, the basic data are not restricted to product data and product
structure data. In addition, these information systems contain data on
manufacturing processes and/or operations which are required to control these
processes. The method which is commonly applied in MRP-oriented software is
to specify a list of operations which must be performed in order to
manufacture or assemble a product. This list of operations is commonly
referred to as the routing, or bill of operations of a product. In most MRP
based software, operations can only be defined in relationship with a particular
product. Often, a relationship can be defined between the component products
in the BOM of a product and the operations in the routing of that product.
This relationship specifies which .component products are consumed in a
particular operation from the routing. This relationship is commonly established
by an additional attribute in the HOM-relationship, which refers to the
operation in question. It enables the production of a list which specifies all
component products which are consumed in a particular operation.
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Examples of attributes which are relevant to the entity-type operation are:
- the product number of the product for which the operation has been
defined
operation number
operation description
the type of resource which is required to perform the operation
the amount of resource which is required to perform the operation (run
time)
the amount of resource which is required to set up the required resource
(set up time)
Figure 2.3.1 shows the data structure diagram of the routing in relationship to
the HOM-processor. The key attributes are most often product number and
operation number.

FIQUfe 2.3.1 :Typiealdalastructurediagram ofBOM processor and routing
moduleofMRP-oriented PCJS.

2.4. ORGANISATIONAL VIEWPOINTS ON PRODUCT STRUCTURE DATA.
In the previous sections we have discussed the way in which data on products,
their structures and production processes are commonly recorded in PCIS. It is
important to be aware that although we spoke of the product structure of a
product, in fact many different product structures can be distinguished for a
product. Envisage a complex product such as a television set. If a number of
different persons were asked to draft a break down structure of that product,
many different results would be obtained.
Also if we look at organisations, different organisational functions will have
different opinions on the way a product should be broken down into component
products. Hence they impose different requirements on the HOM-structure
which is to be defined for a product. Earlier research of Van Rijn (1985)
showed that characteristic requirements can be distinguished for different
organisational functions. In the subsequent sections we will briefly discuss
some organisational functions and typify the requirements they impose typically
on the structure of BOMs of products, namely:
- Product Development
- Manufacturing and Assembly
- Goods Flow Control
- Sales
- Accounting
- Service.
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2.4.1. Product Development.
In general the product development process mainly consists of two different
types of activities, namely:
· - design activities
- development activities
These activities are closely related in the way that Initially, design activities
on a (part of a) product precede the development activities. Of course new
knowledge and insights which are acquired during the development process may
be used to redo (part of) the design process.
Characteristic for the design process is that products are decomposed into
product functions. For each product function specifications are drafted which
apply to the performance of that product function, its relationships with its
environment and other aspects. In many manufacturing businesses the
functional break down of products Is not frequently subject to radical changes.
For example in television industry it has taken many years before new product
functions have been introduced such as remote control and automatic tuning.
In the car industry examples of new functions are ABS and catalyst. During
the design process several alternative principle solutions which meet the
specifications may be discussed, analysed and evaluated. The design process
ends with the selection of one principle solution.
In the development process, a construction must be developed and specified
which realises the chosen principle solution. In this process, raw matrrials,
parts and assemblies are specified, which results in engineering BOMs • The
fact that the set of products which is specified in a parts list constitute a
product function, does not imply that these parts constitute a physical
assembly as well. Obviously, all parts that are required to establish the
function remote control in a TV-set are not physically assembled. Such a
product, i.e. a product which does not physically exist, is called a pseudo
product (Orlicky et al., 1972).
The structure of a product from the engineering viewpoint is often related to
the way engineering drawings are decomposed. That is, if one or more parts of
a large engineering drawing are detailed in separate drawings this may result
in a BOM in which the parent product is related to the overall drawing and
one or more component products are related to the detailed drawings. The
relationship between the drawing documentation system and the product
structure database is of the greatest importance to Product Development.
Component products must be easily retrievable given an engineering drawing
and vice versa.
2.4.2. Manufacturing and Assembly.
From the viewpoint of Manufacturing/Assembly, the HOM-structure should
represent the way in which a product is being assembled or manufactured step
by step. One of the most important questions in drafting a BOM which must
represent the assembly/manufacturing process deals with the part numbering.
More specifically, the question of which semi-finished products originating in
the manufacturing or assembly process should be represented explicitly by
means of a part number. In the extreme, each operation yields a new product
1) In engineering environments BOMs are often called parts lists.
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which is different from the one going into that operation. Theoretically, each
of these semi-finished products could be represented explicitly by a new part
number. However the resulting HOM-structure will become very large (i.e.
consist of many levels) and complex. Notice that in this case each routing
would comprise only one operation. In practice, several subsequent operations
will be grouped generally into a routing. The semi-finished products which go
from one operation to another within the same routing are not explicitly
represented by means of a part number. Only a limited number of products,
which are relevant to the control of the manufacturing/assembly process, are
explicitly defined by a part number. Notice here, that the subassemblies which
are relevant from the viewpoint of Manufacturing/Assembly may not be
relevant to Product Development. This is the case, for example if no drawing
exists for a product which is controlled on the shop floor by a KANBANreordering system.
2.4.3. Goods flow control.
According to Bertrand et al. (1990), the goods flow in a manufacturing
business can be modelled by distinguishing Production Units and Stock Points
(see Figure 2.4.3.1).
I productionordertl
l

I

I

Production Unit

Stock point

Figure2.4.3.1: The basic model of a goods flow.

A Production Unit in this model "... takes care of a part of the production for
specific product types and with specific manufacturing technology."
In general a goods flow can be controlled by releasing production orders to
the Production Units. This causes goods to flow into and out of stock.
Planning concepts which are based on the principle of co-ordinated goods
flow control such as MRP co-ordinate the production order release actions
over a number of different Production Units. As we have already mentioned,
such planning concepts rely heavily on the availability of BOMs.
From the viewpoint of goods flow control it is important that the HOMstructure represents the goods flow in a company. All products for which
stocks must be recorded must be represented by a part number. Products
which are in addition subject to the co-ordinated planning function must also
be part of the HOM-structure.
Semi-finished products which have been distinguished from the viewpoint of
manufacturing/assembly are not always relevant to the goods flow control. This
type of products may only exist within a particular Product Unit. They are
therefore not subject to the control of a co-ordinating planning function. For
the BOM-structure which is applied to allow co-ordinated material planning,
these assemblies are not important. Such semi-finished products which do exist
physically but are made transparent to the material planning function are
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called phantoms (Orlicky et al., 1972), (De Brocket al., 1990). Chapter 3 will
discuss the viewpoint of goods flow control in greater detail.

2.4.4. Sales.
For the Sales function the primary interest does not lie in HOM-structures, but
in the final products which are available for selling. In many cases the
assortment of final products is recorded in a catalogue which may or may not
be automated. When a relatively small number of products is sold, the
catalogue may simply consist of a list of all part numbers representing final
products. These part numbers may be completed with additional information,
which is relevant to Sales, such as price and delivery lead time.
When the number of different final products is very large, the catalogue
system may become much more complex. The variety of products may become
so large that it is impossible to define all final products explicitly. In these
cases features and options are often used to identify final products. Obviously,
if the part numbers have not been defined beforehand, the BOMs of the
products cannot be either. A new BOM must be drafted for each new customer
order. This subject will be discussed extensively later in this thesis.
If final products are to a certain extent specifically designed for a customer
order, it will be impossible to define the variety of final products
unambiguously beforehand. Which products do and which do not belong to the
standard assortment is then determined by factors such as available knowledge
and technology and the business policy.
2.4.5. Accounting.
The accounting function may use the BOM as a tool for calculating cost
prices. In order to calculate the cost price of a product, the so called cost
roll up technique may be applied which is based on the BOM and the routing
of that product (Mather, 1982). The cost price of a product X is calculated by
adding the cost prices of the component products of X and adding the
manufacturing/assembly costs. The latter result from adding the costs of each
separate operation from the routing. Obviously the cost price of each of the
component products of X can be calculated in the same way as for X until
purchased products are encountered in which case the price is known.
2.4.6. Service.
Finally, the function of service may impose particular demands on which, and
the way BOMs are defined. The parts which are manufactured, stocked and
sold for service purposes are preferably defined by part number. In many cases
special service assemblies may exist which have their own BOMs. In addition
service kits may be offered, which are groupings of materials which can best
be replaced all at once.
For the service function it may be important to preserve historical data on
products and their material contents. This may be required to support
maintenance and repair activities and in order to be able to supply
replacements parts for products which have been sold many years earlier. This
is often called configuration management (Samares and Czerwinski, 1971).
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2.5. CONCLUSIONS.
Many different product structures can be distinguished for one product.
Dependent upon the organisational viewpoint different (semi-finished) products
may either be explicitly defined by part number or POt, resulting in different
BOMs and different BOM-structures. Hence the BOM-structure of a product is
not a given fact. It requires decisions to be made. The fact that different
organisational functions put increasingly specific demands on the contents of
product and product structure data is one of the major concerns in present
BOM management. Van Rijn (1985) concludes in his research that one of the
main problems of existing BOM processing systems is the inability to support
different organisational functions adequately. In many businesses this has led
to several separate BOM processing systems each to support the specific
demands of one or more organisational functions. The main problem which
arises in these cases is to maintain the different sets of data in mutual
consistency.
The complication of different organisational viewpoints is not the main
subject of this thesis. Therefore, it will be assumed that only one
organisational viewpoint exists. Only in Chapter 12 ("A case study: generative
bills-of-material in practice.") the consequences of different viewpoints for the
concepts which are introduced in this thesis will be explored.
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CHAPl'ER 3

PRODUCTION CONTROL ENVIRONMENTS AND BILLS-OF-MATERIAL.
3.1. INTRODUCTION.
In the previous chapter a rough picture has been given of the importance of
product and product structure data to several organisational functions. Special
attention was paid to-the requirements which different functions impose on the
way BOMs should be structured. In this chapter the organisational function
goods flow control will be elaborated in greater detail. The important concepts
within the area of goods flow control and a number of typical production
control environments will be explained. Also the typical HOM-structures which
play a role in t~e production control environments will be described.
3.2. GOODS FLOW CONTROL.
In this section we will use the production control model of Bertrand et al.
(1990) as a framework because of its general applicability. This framework will
be primarily used to explain the concept of the customer order decoupling
point and to discuss various production control environments. It does not
affect the applicability of the product modelling concepts which will be
introduced in forthcoming chapters. The goods flow in a manufacturing
business of discrete products can be conceptually modelled as chains of
processes and stock points.

Production Unit

Production Unit

Stock point

Stock point

Flglll'e3.2.1: A goods flow modelled as a chain of Production Units and Stock Points.

The processes in between two stock points can be thought to be performed
within one Production Unit (PU) (see Section 2.4.3; "Goods flow control.")
(Bertrand et al., 1990). Such a model is schematically depicted in Figure 3.2.1.
Bertrand et al. state that " .. a Production Unit is defined by a class of PU-end
items with for each PU-end item a class of operations with corresponding
material and resource requirement." Such a Production Unit should preferably
be:
1. Self contained from a manufacturing point of view; that is a Production
Unit is internally organised in such a way that it can perform the defined
operations independently of other Production Units.
2. Self contained from a production control point of view under certain
constraints. Agreements can be made with a Production Unit concerning
the conditions under which it should operate and deliver the requested
output in terms of products, volume, price, quality and timing. These
conditions mostly refer to the way the Production Unit is organised, the
general availability of materials, a maximum work load in the Production
Unit and so on.
The problem of controlling the entire production process can be decomposed by
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distinguishing several Production Units in the main process. The following two
levels of control are distinguished:
1. Goods Flow Control.
At the level of goods flow control, the outputs of the different production
units are co-ordinated. At this level of control, no attention is paid to the
production control within the Production Units. At the level of goods flow
control a Production Unit is treated as a black-box. The level of goods flow
control is also often called the Logistic Control Level.

2. Production Unit Control.
The objective of the Production Unit Control is to meet the conditions
regarding its output, which have been agreed with the Goods Flow Control. At
the level of Production Unit Control there is no need to take into account the
situation of other Production Units, because the co-ordination with other
Production Units has already been established at the Goods Flow Control level.
The control of the goods flow is realised by releasing production orders to the
different Production Units. In this way the stock levels in the different stock
points of a goods flow chain can be manipulated explicitly. The semi-finished
products for which stocks must be controlled at the level of Goods Flow
Control must be represented explicitly in the material planning system by
means of an identifying item number. These types of items are called goods
flow controlled items (GFC-items). As the number of GFC-items increases, the
self contained control of Production Units will govern fewer processes. A
larger part of the control is allocated to the level of Goods Flow Control. One
can speak of co-ordinated goods flow control if the output of a number of
different Production Units is co-ordinated by planning the release of
production orders to different Production Units as a whole (see Figure 3.2.2).

CO-ORDINATED GOODS FLOW CONTROL

Production Unit

Production Unit
Stock point

Stock point

F.gl.rea2.2: The model of co-or<:Jinated Goods Flow Control.

3.3. CUSTOMER ORDER DECOUPLING POINT.
One of the characteristics by which goods flow patterns can be typified from a
production control point of view is the position of the so called customer
order decoupling point. In order to describe this concept, first it is important
to distinguish between two types of stocks, namely:
1. Anonymous stock.
The objective of anonymous stock is to decouple the main production
process from customer demands in order to protect it from fluctuations in
the demand. Anonymous stock is not yet dedicated to a particular customer
order.
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2. Dedicated stock.
This type of stock has already been dedicated to a particular customer
order. These stocks are caused by differences in the precise moment of
availability and requirement.
The customer order decoupling point can be defined as the anonymous stock
point which lies the furthest downstream in the goods flow. It is assumed that
beyond the customer order decoupling point, no anonymous stocks exist, i.e. all
stock which exists beyond the customer order decoupling point is dedicated to
an order {see Figure 3.3.1).

.

.

I Figure3.3.1:Thecustomerorderdecouplingpointinagoodsflow.
The position of the customer order decoupling point plays an important role in
the goods flow control, because it determines which part of the main process
is driven by customer orders and which part of the main process is driven by
a schedule which is ultimately based on demand forecasts. This difference
affects the type of control which is required. The control concepts which are
applied to the goods flow before the decoupling point should aim at minimising
the costs (due to stocks, set up costs and other costs) given a required
customer service performance, or vice versa to optimise customer service
performance given a maximum cost level. The concepts for controlling the
goods flow beyond the decoupling point should aim at realising the highest
delivery lead time performance (In terms of length and reliability in
relationship with the promised delivery lead time) given a maximum cost level,
or again vice versa to minimise costs, given a required level of delivery lead
time performance.
Generally, moving the customer order decoupling point upstream in the goods
flow reduces the inventory costs but the consequence is that longer lead times
must be quoted to potential customers. Moving the customer order decoupling
point downstream in the goods flow goes with shorter delivery lead times but
it will come with higher inventory costs. Assuming a delivery lead time
performance which must be met, one should aim at minimising the number of
semi-finished products which must be held in the customer order decoupling
point. This should primarily be achieved by structuring the products and
production processes in such a way that the largest possible number of semifinished products can be purchased (and/or manufactured and/or assembled)
within the customer delivery lead time. Stock must be held for the remaining
products which have too high a procurement lead time and/or are required too
early in the main production process to achieve customer order driven
procurement. In that case the commonality of these products is of great
importance. The commonality of a component C which is used in final products
equals the number of different final products in which Cis applied, divided by
the total number of final products. Hence a number of aspects play a role in
positioning the customer order decoupling point in the goods flow, namely:
1. The product aod production structure.
The extent to which products become more specific when going through the
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subsequent manufacturing/assembly stages is determined by the way the
products and the manufacturing processes have been designed. Generally, the
further downstream in the manufacturing process the lower the commonality of
the semi-finished products at that point will be. As the number of different
products in the customer order decoupling point increases in relationship with
a given sales volume, it -becomes more and more difficult to forecast
requirements on these products. Large amounts of stock will be required to
compensate for unreliable forecasts. From the viewpoint of forecast reliability
one should aim at a minimum number of different semi-finished products in
the customer order decoupling point which must be forecasted.
2. Production and procurement lead times.
Given a product and production structure the objective should be to shorten
the lead times of purchasing and manufacturing processes as much as possible.
The more processes performed within the required customer delivery time, the
fewer products which will have to be procured on the basis of forecasts and
the higher the commonality will be of those semi-finished products which still
have to be stocked in anticipation of customer orders.
Not only length but also reliability of the internal lead times may play a role
in positioning the customer order decoupling point. If a particular process has
unreliable lead times which cannot be improved sufficiently, it could be
considered to perform that particular process before instead of beyond the
customer order decoupling point. In that case lead time uncertainty does not
affect the reliability of the customer order delivery time.
3. The market.
There are two Important aspects of a market. Firstly, the delivery lead times
which are required to be competitive. Given internal lead times of processes,
the customer order decoupling point position will have to be moved further
downstream (i.e. more processes are driven by a schedule which is based on
forecasts) if the market demands shorter customer delivery times. In that case
the number of processes to be performed after the acceptance of a customer
order is reduced.
Secondly, the reliability of demand forecasts. As they become more reliable,
better schedules can be drafted leading to fewer risks on stocks of specific
products. Sometimes products are highly specific and the market is very small.
Nevertheless very reliable forecasts can be produced because that particular
market is very well known.
Two remarks regarding the customer order decoupling point are relevant here.
Firstly, it should be noted that it may be Impossible to substantially influence
the aspects which are discussed above. As a consequence the degree of
freedom in positioning of the customer order decoupling point may only be
marginal.
Secondly in the definition of the customer order decoupling point it was
assumed that there is 8 product, 8 production system and 8 market. However,
in practice a complication arises because usually there are many different
products sold in many different kinds of markets. A company which operates in
different product/market combinations may have several different customer
order decoupling points in the goods flows. For the one product/market
combination the customer order decoupling point may be positioned at the level
of final products whereas for another product market combination it may be
positioned at the level of semi-finished products. Therefore one can no longer
speak of the customer order decoupling point of the goods flow.
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3.4. PRODUCTION CONTROL ENVIRONMENTS.

Production systems can be typified from a number of different viewpoints. A
commonly used classification of production systems from the viewpoint of
goods flow control, is based on the position of the customer order decoupling
point. Sari for example distinguishes the following five different production
environments (Sari, 1981):
l. Make-to-stock.
2. Assemble-to-order.
3. Make-to-order.
4. Engineer-to-order.
5. Selling capacity.
Going down this Jist, the customer order decoupling point is typically
positioned more upstream in the goods flow. It is important to realise that this
is a conceptual classification of production environments. In reality one will
mostly find a combination of these environments. For some products it is
required that they can be sold from stock. Other products may be very specific
and rare in which case generally longer delivery lead times may still be
competitive. Characteristic for the selling capacity environment is the fact that
no "state-independent information" exists see Bertrand et al. (1990). That is, no
product data and product structure data are created and maintained
independent of customer orders. Because of the focus of this thesis on
modelling products and their structures, the selling capacity production
environment will not be considered.
3.5. THE MASfER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE AND THE CUSTOMER
DECOUPLING POINT.
As we have mentioned before, the objectives in controlling the goods flows

before and beyond the customer order decoupling points are quite different.
Separate schedules will be used as an input for these types of control. In
analysing the relationship between the decoupling point in the goods flow and
the Master Production Schedule, we will make use of the terminology from the
MRP-11 concept (Vollmann, 1988). The primary function of the goods flow
before the customer order decoupling point is to realise required levels of
stock in the customer order decoupling point at certain points in time.
Material Requirements Planning is driven by a Master Production Schedule
(MPS). The Master Production Schedule specifies time- phased requirements for
one or more (semi-finished) products and time-phased production orders for
fulfilling these requirements and create stock if necessary. The way in which
BOMs are structured is dependent on the way in which the Master Production
Schedule is defined. The products for which a Master Production Schedule is
maintained are called MPS-items. These items constitute usually the highest
level of the BOM which is used for MRP. In order to allow inventory control,
the MPS must ultimately be stated in terms of items which represent buildable
products. As we will see in the subsequent sections, additional BOM-structures
can be defined which support the MPS-function. Within these structures items
are introduced which do not represent a buildable product, but a logical
grouping of such products from a planning viewpoint (e.g. a product family
item). In order to typify BOM-structures in different production environments,
we must first look into the typical Master Production Schedules of these
environments. In particular the relationships between the position of the
decoupling point in the goods flow, which characterises the production control
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environment and the MPS will be analysed. Subsequently, the typical HOMstructures for the different production environments will be explained in
separate sections.
In many cases MPS-items represent products in the customer order decoupling
point. For example in a make-to-stock environment the MPS will often be
stated in terms of final products. In an assemble-to-order environment the
MPS will often be stated in terms of semi-finished products. However, this is
not necessarily the case. Especially if in addition to MRP other control
concepts are applied for the goods flow control, the MPS-items may represent
products which exist before the customer order decoupling point. For example
consider a make-to-stock production control environment in which relatively
simple products are manufactured, such as the desk-lamps from Chapter 2. The
customer order decoupling point consists of finished products. However, the
MPS-items may very well be defined at the level of semi-finished or purchased
parts. An MPS may be defined for the stand and lampshades. The inventory of
finished desk-lamps may be controlled by means of a SIC technique while
production requirements are fulfilled by a KANBAN like technique. In spite of
the above, it will be assumed for the sake of clarity in the remainder of this
thesis, that the MPS is stated in terms of products in the customer order
decoupling point.

3.6. BILL-OF-MATERIAL
ENVIRONMENT.

STRUCTURES

IN

A

MAKE-TO-STOCK

In the make-to-stock production control environment final products are
produced in anticipation of actual customer orders, generally because the
market demands zero delivery lead time. The control of the entire
manufacturing process is (indirectly) based on demand forecasts. Techniques for
co-ordinated material control often play an important role.
In MRP terminology, the MPS will be defined at the level of finished products.
Each final product will be uniquely identified by a part number. The product
assortment is most often described by enumerating all part numbers of
finished products. Customer orders will be stated accordingly in terms of these
part numbers.
Each product has its own BOM. Structuring the BOMs from the viewpoint of
goods flow control is primarily determined by the number of semi-finished
products for which stocks are to be controlled in the goods flow. This is
strongly related to the way in which the total production control problem is
decomposed into Goods Flow Control and Production Unit control. As more
GFC-items are specified in the HOM-structure, the number of levels of aBOMstructure usually increases.
The MPS is amongst others based on demand forecasts. Sometimes groups of,
mostly similar, final products can be regarded as a so called product family.
Such product families may make the forecasting task somewhat easier. If it
turns out in forecasting that the .distribution of the total sales volume of such
a product family over the individual final products is stable, forecasting can be
concentrated on forecasting the total sales volume for each of the product
families. The stable distributions can then be applied to calculate the forecasts
for the individual final products automatically. Of course it is very important
to monitor the correctness of the initially forecasted distribution.
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Notice that the relationships between a product family and its individual final
products are not of a 'gozinto' type. A final product cannot be consumed into
a product family. Nevertheless these relationships are most commonly
represented by means of BOM-relationshlps. The BOM of a product family
which originates as a result is commonly called percentage Bill-of-Material
(Mather, 1982). In the percentage BOM, the parent product represents the
product family and the component products represent the individual final
products. Figure 3.6.1 shows a very simple example, namely the percentage
BOM of the product family desk-lamp.

I Figure3.6.1: The percentage BOM of the product family desk-lamp.
Notice that the item desk-lamp is not a physically existing product. In other
words in the product database it is defined as a pseudo item. The percentage
BOM is used as a means to group a number of final products from the
viewpoint of Master Production Scheduling. It comes on top of the existing
HOM-structures which are used for material requirements planning (see Figure
3.6.2).

blacklampshade

stand

blue lampshade

Figure3.6.2: The percentage BOM comesontopofthe MAP BOMs of the desk-lamps.

3.7. BILL-OF-MATERIAL SfRUCTURES IN AN ASSEMBLE-TO-ORDER
ENVIRONMENT.

In the assemble-to-order production control environment the customer order
decoupling point is positioned further upstream In the goods flow. The main
processes beyond the decoupling point are predominantly assembly-processes. In
most cases this production environment is adopted or comes into existence as a
consequence of a great variety in final products in relationship with the sales
volume. This variety will be too large to stock all final products. Instead, only
semi-finished products, which can be applied in many more different final
products are stocked. The consequence is of course that a certain delivery lead
time must be accepted by the customer, to allow the manufacturer to perform
the final assembling (see Figure 3.7.1).
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Figt.m3.7.1:Adeliveryleadtimemustbequotedtoallowforflnalassemblyin
assemble-to-order production control environments.

Not all parts and components of a final product will have to be stocked in
anticipation of a customer order. Some short lead time component products
may be procured in time after customer order acceptance (see Section 3.3;
"Customer order decoupling point."). Apparently, in the assemble-to-order
production environment two different types of goods flows exist, namely:
- forecast driven goods flow
- customer order driven goods flow

3.7.I. Master Production Scheduling.
A great deal of literature in the area of production control, especially Master
Production Scheduling, is devoted to the application of MRP in assemble-toorder production environments (Orlicky et al., 1972), (Sari, 1981), (Kneppelt,
1984), (King and Benton, 1988). The discussions mainly focus on:
1. The .terms in which a Master Production Schedule should be defined.
2. How the related BOMs should be structured.
Sari ( 1981) shows very clearly that these two questions cannot be considered
independently.
The MPS is the starting point for the forecast driven part of the goods flow.
In the typical assemble-to-order production environment, the MPS can no
longer be stated in terms of finished products, simply because the number of
different variants is too large. This is not 'merely' a forecast problem. Product
variety may be so large that it becomes even impossible to represent each
final product explicitly by a part number and define a BOM for it. This
phenomenon can especially be recognised in systems industries (e.g. computer
systems and medical systems). But nowadays also in other industries (e.g. truck
industry, pumping equipment, cars, tv-sets and clothing) the variety increases
so strongly that it becomes impossible to define the product assortment by
enumerating part numbers.
From a technical viewpoint the different final products can be very similar. In
the case of cars for example, product variants which only differ in whether
they have a right-hand mirror or not, are the same with respect to major
components such as the transmission, the engine and the interior. Commonality
in products is an important concept to the MPS-function, because it is easier
to forecast requirements on products which have a high commonality than on
products which have a low commonality. Assume for example a product family
of cars which consists of an enormous number of different car variants.
Forecasting the requirements on each of these individual cars will be very
difficult. However if each of these cars is equipped with the same engine,
forecasting the requirements on engines will at least be manageable: the
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requirements on engines is directly determined by the total sales forecast for
the product family as a whole. Commonality of products is also important in
case KANBAN techniques are applied which do not rely on forecast reliability
. but on a relatively stable market demand. The higher the commonality of
lower-level products the less vulnerable the demand on these products will be
to mix changes in the demand of final products (Wortmann and Monherilius,
1984).
It is often assumed that the rough shape of the product structures in an
assemble-to-order environment resembles an hour-glass (see Figure 3.7.1.1). The
so-called 'neck-of-the-glass' represents the product structure level with the
fewest number of products. On average the products in the 'neck-of-the-glass'
have the highest commonality. If the product, production system and market
characteristics allow it ·(see Section 3.3; "Customer order decoupling point.")
the decoupling point and MPS should preferably be positioned as low as
possible in the 'hour-glass' in order to achieve the maximum number of order
driven procured products and a minimum number of products which require
forecasting. Still, the MPS could be positioned in the 'neck-of-the-glass'
especially if it reduces the number of different MPS-items which still require
forecasting, given a customer order decoupling point. Obviously, HOMstructures should support such a position of the MPS in the product structure.

Figure3.7.1.1: The typical shape ofthetotal of product structures in assemble-to-order
production control environments.

Bill-of-Material structures are so important for Master Production Scheduling
because they can be structured to either show or hide the commonality of
semi-finished products from the viewpoint of final products as we will show In
Section 3.7.3 ("Modularlsing bills-of-material.").
3.7.2. Product families, features and options.
If the product variety is too large to define a part number for each different
final product the concept of features and options is often used to identify
final products (Mather, 1982). An option represents a property of a product,
such as blue, black, or luxury. A feature represents a set of alternative
options (e.g. colour, length). A product family, its features and its options
must be defined in such a way that each product within that product family
can be uniquely identified by selecting one option for each feature.
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The MPS-items are typically major assemblies or large components (Orlicky et
al., 1972). The forecasting of requirements is commonly based on forecasting
the total sales volume for a product family and tbe number of options which
will be sold within this product family. If options and MPS-items coincide, the
option forecasts deliver us directly the forecasts on MPS-items. However, often
more than one MPS-item is required to realise a product variant which has a
particular option. In that case, in order to translate option forecasts into an
MPS and requirements on MP5-items so called modUlar BOMs are applied. A
modular BOM defines the set of MP5-items which are all required together in
order to be able to realise a final product with a particular (combination of)
option(s). Such a module is often called a planning module. In MRP-oriented
literature (Orlicky et al., 1972), (Mather, 1982), (Kneppelt, 1984), (Orlicky,
1975), (Volkens, 1985), (Mather, 1986), (Vollmann et al., 1988), it is generally
assumed that the parent product of a modular BOM in fact represents an
option. In Chapter 4 ("MRP-11 approach to structuring bills-of-material in
environments with large product variety.") the relationships between options
and planning modules will be analysed in greater detail). The component
product(s) of a planning module are on,e or more MPS-items. A modular BOMstructure allows requirements to be defined on the level of planning modules
instead of on the level of individual MPS-items. Notice that the term modular
in this context has a different meaning than it has in the context of the
technique of recording BOMs (see Section 2.2; "Product data and product
structure data.").

3.7 .3. Modularising bills-of-material.
The technique of redefining traditional MRP BOMs for final products into
modular BOMs is called modularising BOMs. We will illustrate this technique
with the example of the desk-lamps. A product family of six desk-lamps is
assumed to exist. In this family there are two different options for the stand,
namely normal and flexible and three different colour options, namely blue,
black and white. The type and colour are the features of the product family.
The traditional BOMs of these final products are depicted in Figure 3.7.3.1 The
way these traditional BOMs can be restructured into modular BOMs is
dependent on the level in the product structure at which the MPS-items are
defined i.e. the position of the customer order decoupling point in the goods
flow (see the assumption in Section 3.5; "The Master Production Schedule and
the Customer Order Decoupling point.").
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For example if the decoupling point is positioned at lampshades and stands,
these will become the MPS-items. Only stands will have a traditional lower22

level BOM. In this particular example, each planning module in the modular
BOM contains one MPS-item (see Figure 3.7.3.2).

plann,-...1 ~module2

black lampllhade

F~gure3.7.3.2:

bluelampshade

plannl.,module3
whitelampel>ade

ModularBOMs with which six different variants of desk-lamps can be specified.

However if the decoupling were positioned further upstream, i.e. in
lampshades, tubes and bases, MPS-items would be defined at a lower level in
the BOM-structure.
Other planning modules will arise and in this example no traditional BOMs are
used to plan materials for the two different stands because they are assembled
beyond the customer order decoupling point. The resulting HOMs are depicted
in Figure 3. 7 .3.3.
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• Figure3.7.3.3: Alternative modular BOMs forthedesk-lamps.

It may seem that modularising the HOMs as in Figure 3. 7 .3.3 does not establish
a major enhancement because the number of resulting planning modules equals
the number of final products in the initial situation. However two remarks
must be made here, namely:
1. In more complex product families with n features each of which has 2
options, modularising the traditional HOM may result in the reduction of
2n (2*2*2* .... ) different final products which must be planned to 2n+l
planning modules which must be planned. That is, one planning module for
each option (n*2) and one planning module containing products which are
common (1) to all final products. This under the assumption that all MPSitems are selected through a single option. In that case substantial
simplification is realised.
2. Generally, the forecast reliability determines the safety stocks which will
be required. Safety stock can be created by overplanning, i.e. by planning
more requirements then actually forecasted in order to protect against
uncertainties in demand. With traditional BOMs forecasts are made for
final products. Also overplanning on demands is stated in terms of final
products. For highly common products this implies that for those parts
more stock is created than is actually required to protect against a certain
degree of uncertainty. Consider e.g. the common part base. The number of
stocked bases (as a part of final product) will be too large because it
accounts for the uncertainty in demand of the six individual final products
whereas the uncertainty in demand for the base is in fact only dependent
on the uncertainty in total sales volume of the product family.
The modular HOM shows explicitly that the product base has the highest
commonality. As in the make-to-stock situation a percentage BOM can be
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applied to translate sales forecasts on the level of product families into
forecasts on the level planning modules. The percentage BOM which fits the
modularised BOMs of Figure 3.7.3.3 is depicted jn Figure 3.7.3.4.

planning module!

FIQUte3.7.3.4: The percentage BOM of the product family desk-lamp.

Figure 3.7.3.5. depicts the different types of BOMs in their mutual relationship.
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The percentage BOMs and modular BOMs aim at simplifying the process of
forecasting and Master Production Scheduling. Another aspect of BOMs in
assemble-to-order environments concerns the BOMs which are required in the
goods flow beyond the customer order decoupling point. At acceptance of a
customer order a final product is identified by selecting one option for each
feature. Given only a selected set of options the question how the MPS-items
which are determined by the selected options should be assembled is not
trivial. Final products are no longer defined a priori and thus no assembly
BOMs and routings showing the way a final product is built up are available.
Consider for example the modular structure of Figure 3.7.3.3.1f a final product
has been specified, it is known that a base, tube, and lampshade must be
assembled into a final product. However, the information represented by the
traditional assembly BOMs, that the base and tube should be assembled first, is
no longer available. For a simple product such as a desk-lamp this will not be
a problem. However it will become a problem for more complex products such
as cars and complex machinery. Orlicky et al. (1972) identify the problem and
propose to retain the BOMs of sub- assemblies such as the stand even though
they exist beyond the customer order decoupling point. Thus in addition to the
modular BOM for Scheduling purposes, manufacturing BOMs are retained for
assembly purposes. In the next chapter ("MRP-11 approach to structuring billsof-material in environments with large product variety.") we will analyse these
and other, related, aspects in greater detail.
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3.8. BILL-OF-MATERIAL

STRUCTURES

IN

A

MAKE-TO-ORDER

ENVIRONMENT.

Make-to-order manufacturers still have a pre-defined variety of products.
Although the products and their structures are known before a customer order
is accepted, their BOMs may not have been defined explicitly because of the
large variety. In this production control environment, the customer order
decoupling point lies even further upstream. Not only the final assembly
processes are now performed order driven, so are some of the manufacturing
processes. The major difference with the assemble-to-order environment is the
fact that different types of processes are now order driven. Consequently the
delivery lead time which must be quoted to the customer will increase (see
Figure 3.8.1). It is preferable to stock only long lead time items with a very
high commonality in the customer order decoupling point and to procure very
specific. component products within the delivery lead time quoted to the
customer. Unfortunately in practice it often turns out that precisely those
products which are highly common have short lead times whereas the products
with low commonality have a long lead time. If products with a low
commonality are stocked it will increase inventory costs because of low
turnover rates and a high risk of obsolescence. On the other hand if they are
procured after order acceptance their lead time will increase the delivery lead
time which can be quoted in the market.

I Figure3.8.1: The delivery lead time which must be quoted increases as the customer
orderdecoupling point lies further upstream.

These component products are often referred to as critical components. The
MPS in this production environment is generally positioned very low in the
product structure (see Figure 3.8.2).

product family

·-------

MPS-items

~----------------~

• Figure3.8.2: The planningBOM defines relationships between product families and critical
!
components. It does not necessarily cover all MPS-items.
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The importance of the control of the main process beyond the customer order
decoupling point strongly increases. First of all this part comprises more
processes which must be co-ordinated in time in .such a way that the total
lead time is minimised. Secondly more parts are to be purchased on order,
which must of course all be available in time. Especially if the final assembly
lead time is very long, it must be precisely determined when these products
must be available. Finally, the fact that the order driven part of the main
process is larger, i.e. consists of more operations, increases the chance on
disturbances and thereby increases the need for control.
With regard to BOMs, three major types BOMs may be recognised:
1. Planning BOM.
The planning BOM is applied to ease the forecasting of parts which cannot be
procured order driven and which are expensive (i.e. for which it is expensive
to maintain large safety stocks). The planning BOM in this environment usually
defines a relationship between a product family and a number of components
(raw materials) which can be easily planned if the total sales volume for the
product family is known. The planning BOM will neither contain the products
which can be procured within the delivery lead time nor the products with an
extremely low commonality because even though product family forecasts may
be highly reliable the components may still be too specific to forecast (see
Figure 3.8.2).

2. Standard BOM.
These are the BOMs of semi-finished products which have been released by
engineering and which can be applied in the BOMs of final products whfm they
are drafted. Generally these are products with a high commonality. These
BOMs are similar to the traditional BOMs. They may amongst others be applied
for material planning. Standard BOMs may also be defined for final products.
Often the entire BOM of a limited number of 'representative' final products is
explicitly defined. The major function of these BOMs is not to support material
planning, but to reduce the data-entry effort which is required to create an
entirely new BOM. The BOM of a final product can be created by copying the
pre-defined BOM of a resembling final product and modify it as necessary.
3. Reference BOM.
Drafting a complete BOM of a final product from scratch will be very timeconsuming. Since this can only be done after a customer order has been
accepted it is important to avoid having to start from scratch. Therefore in
many cases reference BOMs are applied. These are BOMs which represent the
product structure at a higher level of abstraction, i.e. they do not specify
physically existing products but refer to kinds of productsl. For example the
reference BOM of a medical diagnostic system may specify that the final
product diagnostic system consists of a patient carrier, a generator, an X-ray
tube and an imaging system. Which particular generator is applied for a
particular final product must be determined after order acceptance.
4. Order BOM.
These are the BOMs which have been drafted for a particular customer order.
Modifications to standard BOMs do no automatically cause modifications to the

I l In most BOM-processing systems special tricks are required to
distinguish between part numbers which represent a product and
part numbers which only represent a kind of product.
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order BOM and vice versa. In this way the product specifications for a
particular customer order are fixed and are no. longer subject to all
modifications to standard BOMs.
3.9. BILL-QF-MATERIAL SfRUCTURES IN AN ENGINEER-TO-ORDER

ENVIRONMENT.
In engineer-to-order production control environments, products are largely or
completely developed by specifications which are agreed in a particular
customer order. Dependent on the degree to which products are entirely or
only partly specifically engineered for a customer, the number of products
which can be procured in anticipation of customer orders may be very small.
In fact the customer order decoupling point may be positioned at the suppliers.
The emphasis in the control lies on planning and control of the order related
activities. Lead time and costs will be especially important. The order related
activities not only comprise purchasing and production activities but also
engineering and manufacturing engineering activities. As the products are
developed for a larger part specifically for a customer order, the concept of
production control will more strongly resemble multi-project control. There is
little need for concepts based on co-ordinating anonymous stocks in a goods
flow and re-ordering materials in lots. This type of systems and the BOMstructures supporting these systems will not play a significant role.
The required product and product(structure) data cannot be available directly
after a customer order has been accepted. They will become available
gradually, during the process of engineering and manufacturing engineering. In
order to minimise the lead time it is important that the engineering,
manufacturing engineering, procurement and production activities can overlap.
For that purpose product data which is to some extent final from the
engineering viewpoint must be passed as soon as possible to other
organisational functions such as purchasing and manufacturing engineering. It
is very important to be able to define which minimum information must be
available to start a particular activity. For actual planning it is important to
be able to distinguish between product data which is to some extent final and
product data which may still be subject to changes.
Three main types of product data can be distinguished, namely:
1. Standard data.
Standard product data is data on products, constructions, specifications etc.
which have been released by engineering independent of a particular customer
order.
2. Customer specific product data.
This type of data is drafted, maintained and used only for a specific customer
order. It will be partly copied from standard BOMs and partly created
gradually after a customer order has been accepted. ·
3. Historical reference data.
Reference product data plays an important role in engineer-to-order
environments. Historical reference data is data on customer orders which have
been completed. Historical reference data may improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of engineering and manufacturing engineering processes importantly.
It should be noted that for a good support by these data merely recording
them will not be sufficient. It is important that they are recorded in such a
way that they are easily accessible afterwards and that they can be easily
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manipulated (e.g. by copy facilities). Sufficient attention will have to be paid
to developing adequate search methods and criteria.
3.10.

CONCLUSIONS.

In this chapter we have described a number of typical production control
environments and characterised the HOM-structures which play a role in these
environments. The developments on the markets of manufacturers which we
have already discussed in Chapter 1 ("Introduction and problem formulation.")
will undoubtedly force manufacturers to perform fewer activities in anticipation
of customer orders. They will be forced to move their decoupling point
upstream in the goods flow. Consequently assemble, make, and engineer-toorder production control environments will become increasingly important.
Unfortunately most currently available PCIS cannot fully support these
developments. As we will show in the next chapter, one of the aspects in
which PCIS cannot provide the required support concerns the way product and
product structure data is represented.
The remainder of this thesis focusses on new concepts for representing
product data and product structure data, in particular for production control
environments with an enormous product variety and minor customer specific
engineering. In other words a mix of the production control environments
engineer-to-order, make-to-order and,assemble-to-order, with a strong focus on
the latter: In this chapter we have discussed the typical BOMs which are
applied in different environments without discussing their specific problems. In
the next chapter ("MRP-11 approach to structuring bills-of-material in
environments with large product variety") we will analyse the problems if
traditional HOM-concepts are applied in environments with large product
variety.
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CHAPTER 4

MRP-U APPROACH TO SfRUCTURING BILLS-OF-MATERIAL
IN ENVIRONMENTS WITH LARGE PRODUCf VARIETY.

4.1. INTRODUCTION.
In the previous chapters a nwnber of basic concepts in BOM-theory and coordinated material planning which are relevant to this thesis have been
elaborated. In the remainder of this thesis we will focus on BOM problems,
currently known solutions and new concepts, specifically for production
environments with large product variety. In this chapter the typical solutions
which are generally proposed in MRP-literature are discussed (Orlicky et al.,
1972), (Mather, 1982), (Kneppelt, 1984), (Orlicky, 1975), (Volkens, 1985),
(Mather, 1986), (Vollmann et al., 1988). If product variety becomes extremely
large, many problems will arise in several organisational areas. We have already
discussed the effects of positioning the customer decoupling point and MPS
more upstream in the goods flow (see Section 3. 7; "Bill-of-Material structures
in an assemble-to-order environment.").
In Section 4.2 we will explain a dilemma regarding the creation and
maintenance of product data and BOM data in the case of large product
variety. In Section 4.3 we will discuss the so called add-and-delete technique
as a way to reduce the number of HOM-relationships required to represent the
structures of a range of products. It will be shown that this technique does
not provide a satisfactory solution for the problem of entering and maintaining
large amounts of similar product data and BOM data. Subsequently Section 4.4
analyses the technique of modular BOMs as a proposed solution. This technique
relies heavily on a number of assumptions concerning the way product families,
planning modules, and features and options can be defined. It will be shown
that each of these assumptions may not always be justified and consequently
this solution carries a number of major shortcomings. Section 4.5 formulates
the conclusions with respect to the solutions which have been explored.
4.2. RECORDING PRODUCf DATA AND BOM DATA: A DILEMMA.
A wider product assortment provides more product variety to the Sales
function. However, it will also become more difficult to handle the increasing
amount of Information on the entire product assortment. Notice that in many
types of industries the number of different final products may easily exceed a
million. Sales catalogues which are based on enumerating unique part numbers
will then no longer be feasible. More complicated catalogue systems will be
required to support the unique description of a product variant for the purpose
of order entry and to support the choice of product for a particular customer.
Yet another problem area concerns the definition and maintenance of BOM
data for the enormous number of different products. If the number of different
products is too large to define and maintain a separate part number for each
different product variant, then also no separate BOMs for these products can
be defined and maintained. This produces the following dilemma:
On the one hand the explicit definition of each product (independently
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of the customer order) and its material contents, by a separate part
number and BOM, should be avoidedl. However, on the other hand it is
undesirable to store no order-independent product data and/or BOM data
at all, because it would imply that all effort required to create and
enter a unique product description and the related BOM from scratch is
postponed until after a customer order has been accepted.
In other words this task will become part of the -order driven activities.
Generally, this should be avoided if possible. Practice shows that creating a
unique product description, its (lower-level) BOMs and other product and/or
process data as an order driven activity can be very error-prone and time
consuming, thereby affecting length and reliability of customer order lead
times (van Veen, 1987). Therefore, ideally it should be possible to have the
product data and BOM data which is required to realise a customer order
immediately, although no products and BOMs have been defined explicitly
beforehand. Hence two main contradictory demands play a role, namely:
1. The concept for representing order-independent products and product
structures should not require the explicit definition of product data and
BOM-data of all products.
2. On the other hand the concept should facilitate the determination of the
availability of a described product (e.g. to a customer) and an easy way of
obtaining the required BOMs for a particular order, although they have not
been defined explicitly beforehand.
We will explore this dilemma in greater detail in the subsequent chapters. In
the remainder of this chapter the typical MRP-solutions for reducing the effort
to create and maintain order-independent BOM data are analysed

4.3. THE ADD-AND-DELETE TECHNIQUE.
The add-and-delete technique has been developed with the objective to reduce
the total number of BOM-relationships which is required to define the BOMs
of a range of products. This should facilitate BOM maintenance and lead to a
reduction of the required computer storage capacity which in turn would
improve the performance of the PCIS. In the add-and-delete technique, a basic
product B is distinguished for which a part number and a complete BOM are
defined. Other products which are technically derivatives from B are also
explicitly defined by a part number. However the BOM of such a derivative
merely lists the differences compared to the BOM of B. Consider a basic
product B and a derivative product from B: DJ. Products which are a
component of B but which are not a component of DJ> are specified in the
BOM of Dz with a negative quantity/per. The fact that DJ is a derivative of B
is represented by referring to B as if it were a component product (see
Figure 4.3.1). Usually a particular position number (e.g. 00) in the BOM is
reserved for reference to a basic product. In that way, it can be recognised
during a BOM-explosion of a derivative, that a particular BOM-relationship
refers to the basic product. This product may then be disregarded (if such is
desired) in the output of the BOM-explosion.
I) By explicit definition of product data and BOM data we will mean

that each relevant product is uniquely identified by a part number
and that each BOM defines the exact material contents of a parent
product in terms of the Identifying part numbers of the component
products.
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Flgure4.3.1 :Theadd-and-delete technique.

Mather (1982) states that this technique may be useful from the viewpoint of
HOM-maintenance. However, he also discusses some disadvantages from the
viewpoint of material planning. The most fundamental disadvantage Is,
according to Mather (1982) the fact that add-and-delete BOMs do not allow
overplanning on specific products, i.e. derivatives only. If requirements on
derivatives are overplanned, then the requirements on the basic product will
also be. Another important disadvantage mentioned by Mather concerns the
number of part numbers which must be scheduled. Add-and-delete BOMs do not
reduce the number of (final) product part numbers which must be master
scheduled. For a more detailed discussion of material planning problems which
may arise if the add-and-delete technique is applied we refer to Mather.
The assumption that the add-and-delete technique facilitates BOM maintenance
may be true in the case of initial HOM-definition and if the majority of the
subsequent engineering changes has an isolated impact on the basic product,
i.e. requires no separate modifications in the derivatives of the basic product.
Sometimes the initial BOMs of basic products degenerate into artificial sets of
BOM-relationships which are no longer related to recognisable products but
only exist because they specify a number of components which are common to
many other products. In these cases the HOM-structures may become very
difficult to comprehend and the add-and-delete technique may become a
burden. Another problem in data maintenance is that inconsistencies may easily
arise. Very complex software is required to prevent inconsistencies. Consider
for example Figure 4.3.1; BOM maintenance software must at all times prevent
the removal of component product Y from the BOM of B, if it is still specified
in the BOM of DJ with a negative quantity/per.
Recall that the add-and-delete technique is primarily focussed on reducing the
number of BOM-relationships which must be stored in a database. As data
storage facilities become cheaper and the functionality of HOM-processors to
manipulate BOMs (such as copying facilities) increases; the advantages of the
add-and-delete technique become less important. From the viewpoint of BOM
representation in the case of very large product variety, the add-and-delete
technique is not a satisfactory solution. It still requires that each product
variant is defined explicitly by a separate part number and that a BOM must
still be defined for each part number (although it may contain fewer BOMrelationships). In the case of millions of products even the add-and-delete
technique will prove to be of little use.

4.4. MODULAR BILLS-OF-MATERIAL.
In traditional MRP literature the problem of large product variety is mainly
approached from the viewpoint of forecasting and Master Production Scheduling
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(see (Orlicky et al., 1972), (Orlicky, 1975), (Mather, 1982), (Kneppelt, 1984),
(Vollmann et al., 1988)). The commonly proposed solution is to create modular
BOMs as described in Section 3.7.3 ("Modularising bills-of-material."). In order
to facilitate forecasting, the planning modules which are created should be
significant to the market; they should constitute so-called marketing modules
(Wijngaard, 1987). It is often argued that modular BOMs are aiso a solution to
the problem of maintaining extremely large numbers of different BOMs of
final products. In order to analyze the value of the technique of modularising
BOMs, the basic concepts option and planning module must be defined in
greater detail. We have defined an option as the representation of a property
of a product, such as blue,. black or luxury (see Section 3. 7 .2; "Product
families, features and options."). The concept feature is introduced to represent
a set of mutually exclusive options (e.g. the feature colour and the feature
type) (Wortmann, 1987). The features and options within a product family are
defined in such a way that they can be applied to establish unique, identifying
product descriptions. A plsnnlng module defines a set of products which are
required to realise a final product with a particular (combination of) option(s),
or to realise any product within a product family (in case the planning module
defines the common products). In Section 3.7.2 ("Product families, features and
options.") we mentioned that it is often assumed that a planning module
equals an option. Under this assumption, options (or planning modules) can be
applied to identify a final product uniquely and at the same time to constitute
the BOM of that final product.
Consider for example the desk-lamps from Figure 3.7.3.1. In the example of
Figure 3.7.3.3 the BOMs of the individual desk-lamps are no longer defined.
Instead modular BOMs have been created. A particular desk-lamp is no longer
ordered by means of a pre-defined, identifying part number but by means of
selecting the requited planning modules.

tNolure tiiCII/:1ur

.a?~

planning module 1

plannlngmodula2

planningmodule3

F"IQUre4.4.1: The percentage BOM of the product family desk-lamp, including feature$.

Some standard software systems allow features to be represented in the
percentage BOM, In order to facilitate the selection of planning modules or
options. Figure 4.4.1. shows the percentage BOM of the product family desklamps in the case features are represented in the structure. An order
dependent BOM is established in the process of selecting the required planning
modules or options. For example, when a black, flexible desk-lamp is required,
one appropriate planning module or option must be selected for each of the
features, and a single-'level BOM is created for the customer order in question
(see Figure 4.4.2).

Figure4.4.2: Th9BoM a a particular customer order specifying a black, flexible desk-lamp.
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The assumption that each planning module equals an option is not .the only
assumption which implicitly underlies the technique of modularlsing BOMs. It Is
the first of the following four assumptions generally made:
Assumption 1: Planning modules and options coincide.
It Is assumed that planning modules can be defined in such a way that they
are significant units to the market, i.e. they are suitable for forecasting
(Wijngaard, 1987) and for order entry (Kneppelt, 1984). In other words it is
assumed that each planning module Is in fact an option and vice versa. In that
case the BOM of a planning module defines the full material contents which
are required to realise one particular option (Mather, 1982).1
Assumption 2: Options of different features are independent2.
It is assumed that in forecasting and order entry, an option can be selected
for a feature without any implications for the selection of options for other
features. If this were not the case, options could neither be forecasted nor
selected in the order entry process independently, which also raises the
question whether the separate options are significant to the market in the
first place.
Assumption 3: Options of the same feature do not have lower-level products
in common2.
Wortmann (1987) has pointed out that from a material planning point of view
it is important that planning modules can be created which have few or no
parts in common. When overplanning is applied to options within the same
feature, the products which are common to these options will be overplanned
for each of these options, leading to more safety stock than is actually
required.
Assumption 4: Assembly BOMs can be reconstructed.
It is assumed that no additional information is required for assembling a final
product from the lower-level products defined in the planning modules of that
particular product, or that techniques are available to compensate for the loss
of information caused by abolishing higher level BOMs (Vollmann et al., 1988),
(Kneppelt, 1984) (Orlicky, et al., 1972), (Sari, 1981).
In the subsequent sections we will explore the validity of these assumptions
and the effects when these assumptions are not valid.
4.4.1. Options and planning modules coincide.
Often, planning modules cannot be defined in such a way that they coincide
with options (see e.g. Erhorn, 1985). Lower-level products are not always
determined unambiguously by one option only. Often more complex
dependencies between planning modules and options exist. Two types of
dependencies can be distinguished, namely:
1. Conjunctive options dependence.
2. Disjunctive options dependence.
These types will now be elaborated.
l) When the planning module with common products is regarded as an

option.
2) Of course already under the assumption that an option equals a
planning module.
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1. Conjunctive options dependence.
We will speak of conjunctive options dependence if one or more products are
only required for the particular combination of two or more options. Consider
for example the desk-lamp (Figure 3.7.3.1), but assume that the tube which
makes up the stand of a desk-lamp must have the same colour as the
lampshade. In that case six different tubes (three colours for both flexible and
normal tubes) will be available. Which of the six tubes must be selected for a
particular desk-lamp is not determined by a single option only, but by the
combination of an option for the feature colour and an option for the feature
type. Mather (1982) as well as Orlicky et al. (1972) make some general
suggestions to overcome this problem. First it may be possible to disentangle
the BOMs of such products further, yielding component products for which it
may still be possible to assign them to a single option. However, notice that in
the example, the tube does not have any lower-level components. Another
suggestion is to consider engineering modifications to achieve a single option
dependence. However it is important to realise that these suggestions will not
always lead to a satisfactory result l.
If conjunctive options dependence remains, a planning module needs to be
created which defines the material contents of a combination ofoptions, not of
a single option. In the example of Figure 4.4.1.1. amongst others six planning
modules are created (planning module 4 .... planning module 9) each of which
comprises a tube required for a particular combination of options from the
features colour and type. The figure shows the options dependence of each of
the planning modules.
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...,mod.2

(bltllt:l;1
planning mod. 3

bluelampohada

whlelampohade

black lampohade

{b/llcklllllfl1tNmiiP
planning mod. 6

{NMtlfldllsxibiJ)
planning mod. 7

(h/tttltlfldllexiNtl}

{tJutl)
plannlngmod. 1

I

I

black. noon. tube

I

blue, flex. tube

I

plannlngmod. a

I

while, flex. tube

(NMtlfldntNiniiP

(ltlllwlndntNiniiP

planning mod. 4

plannlngmod. 5

I

bk>o,ncnn.ll.lbe
{b/llcktlfldlllillrllh)
planning mod. 9

I

black. flex. lUbe

I

""""'nonn.ll.lbe
~

planning mod. 10

I

base

F!QU"94.4.1.1: Conjunctive options dependence.

A minority of standard software packages enables the· definition of features
and options as separate entities. Often, features and options must be
l) If planning modules are only applied for translating option forecasts

into material requirements one should try to realise order driven
procurement for products with conjunctive option dependence. For
planning purposes these products may be removed from the planning
module. Notice however, that these planning modules cannot then
be applied for defining the material contents of a product variant,
since they are incomplete.
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represented by entities of the type product (when the planning module is an
artificial grouping of prC)ducta: a pseudo product). Even fewer standard PCIS
support the representation of conjunctive option dependencies. Vander Lee
(1988) reports on a questionnaire on 52 standard PCIS which are available in
· the Netherlands. It shows that 36 PCIS claim to support the representation of
features and options. The report does not provide. any information on the
support of conjunctive options dependence. A further analysis of 24 of these
36 PCIS showed that no more than 15 supported the representation of features
and options (Hemler and van Veen, 1989). This analysis also showed that no
more than 8 PCIS supported the representation of conjunctive options
dependencies. Conjunctive options dependencies can be avoided by defining
product families, options and planning modules in a particular way. We witl
discuss this pragmatic solution in Section 4.4.3 ("Assumption 3, and its
interactions with assumption 1 and assumption 2. ") and show that this may
affect the other assumptions.
2. Disjunctive options dependence.
Disjunctive options dependence comes into existence if a planning module is
required for more than one (combination of) option(s). Consider the original
example from Figure 3. 7 .3.3 again but now assume that the part base is
available in two different colours namely black and white. The black base is
only applied In black desk-lamps. But the white base is applied in both blue
and white desk-lamps. Now a disjunctive options dependence exists for product
white base. Figure 4.4.1.2 depicts the resulting planning modules and their
options dependencies. The planning module comprising the black base must be
selected in case option black is selected whereas the planning module
comprising the white base must be selected when either the option blue or
white is selected.
(b/1«:/r)
plannlngmodute1
black

(bW)
plannlngmodule2

(ltiJiltJ)
plannlngmodule3

Jmpshade blue~ whlle.J,pehade

I Figure4.4.1.2: Disjunctive options dependence.

product family de8k-lamp

--------------------

toalure crJirxH

blittck

I

planning mod. 1

Figure4.4.1.3: Disjunctive options dependence represented by BOM-relationships.

Usually, disjunctive options dependencies are represented by means of BOMrelationships. Consider for example Figure 4.4.1.3 which shows that both option
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white and option blue require planning module 7. Again, product families,
features and options can be defined in such a way that disjunctive option
dependencies are avoided. The consequences will be discussed in greater detail
in Section 4.4.3 ("Assumption 3, and its interactions with assumption 1 and
·
assumption 2.").
4.4.2. Options of different features are independent.
It often occurs that not all combinations of options of different features are
feasible. This may be due to technical Incompatibilities. For example if we
consider the features screen size and remote control for a product family of
TV-sets It can be well imagined that the option for the smallest screen size
cannot be combined with remote control. In addition to technical
incompatibilities many other reasons, such as legislative and commercial
reasons, may prevent certain combinations of options. For example suppose in
the case of the desk-lamp the combination of the option black and the option
flexible is not allowed (e.g. because of commercial reasons). This type of
relationships will be called option-constraints. In MRP-literature little or no
attention is paid to option constraints. Also, most of the currently available
standard PCIS do not facilitate the representation of option-constraints. In the
analysis of the 24 standard PCIS (Hemler and van Veen, 1989) only 3 PCIS
were found which allowed the representation of option-constraints.
Once more, a solution may be found in the way product families, features and
options are defined. However as we will see in Section 4.4.3 these solutions
may affect the validity of assumption 1 (planning modules and options coincide)
and/or assumption 3 (commonality between planning modules).
4.4.3. Assumption 3, and its interactions witb assumption I and
assumption 2.
In the previous sections we referred repeatedly to the possibility of
redefining product families, options and planning modules in such a way that
complex option dependencies and/or option constraints could be avoided. In
tbis section we will explore these possibilities. It will be shown that these
solutions often affect the validity of the third assumption, namely tbat options
of the same feature have no products in common.
I. Avoiding conjunctive options dependence.
Conjunctive options dependence can simply be avoided If options are defined
equal to planning modules and vice versa. This would be In line with the
requirement formulated by Kneppelt (1984) who states that: "Customer order
entry must be accomplished using the same terms as the super bfll-ofmaterial."l. There are two alternatives to redefine the options. The first
alternative is to regard the planning modules of Figure 4.4.1.1 as options (see
Figure 4.4.3.1). Notice however tbat this solution affects assumption 2.(option
independence), because option constraints are brought Into existence. These
should guard that the option for the feature colour corresponds with the
option of the feature colour/type in order to get a lampshade and stand In
corresponding colours.

1) Some authors use the term super bill-of-material instead of

percentage bill-of-material.
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F"IQI.If94.4.3.1 :Avoidingconjunctiveoptionsdependence by redefining options.

Table 4.4.3.1 shows the required option-constraints.
(blue and nonnal)
(blue and flexible)
(white and normal)
(white and flexible)
(black and narrtlal}
(black and flexible)

...
..
..
..

(blue)
(blue)
(white)
(white)
.+ (black)
.. (black)

Table 4.4.3.1: Option-constraints of Figure 4.4.3.1.

The alternative is to create only planning modules and options which define a
colour and type combination as a whole (see Figure 4.4.3.2). In this alternative
no option constraints are required. In fact the information which was implicitly
recorded in the option constraints (see Table 4.4.3.1), namely e.g. that planning
module 1 is always required if planning module 4 or planning module 7 is
selected, is now represented in the planning modules by means of BOMrelationships. However this solution does affect assumption 3 (commonality
between planning modules). That is, the planning modules or options of the
feature colour/type do have products in common (e.g. compare planning module
1 and 4).
We have already mentioned that few systems support the representation of
option-constraints. Also, it is very difficult to forecast requirements on
separate planning modules if they are not mutually inc;lependent. Therefore
often the latter alternative is proposed. However the consequence is that
excessive safety stocks will arise in the case of overplanning. Also it is very
difficult to control the commonality between phi:nnlng modules, partly because
it is difficult to record the reason for commonality between planning modules.
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productfamily

blaok lampohade

black lampohade

black, nonn. tube bluelampohade

blue. flex. lube

while lampohade

blue, norm. tube

while lampohade

1llihile,nonn.tube

Figure4.4.3.2: Avoiding conjunctiveoptionsdependencies by redefining planning modules.

2. Avoiding disjunctive option dependence.
As with conjunctive option dependence, there are two alternatives to avoid
disjunctive option dependence. Again, one will introduce options-constraints,
whereas the other will cause products to be common over planning modules of
the same feature. The first alternative is to take planning modules as a
starting point and to redefine options accordingly. In this solution a separate
feature colour base is introduced with two options namely the option white
base and option black base (see Figure 4.4.3.3).
Notice that the features colour and colour base cannot be determined
independently. In other words, option constraints have arisen which affect
assumption 2 (option independence). The option constraints for this example
are shown in Table 4.4.3.2.
(black)
(blue)
(White)

•
•
•

(black base}
(white base)
(white base)

Table 4. 4. 3. 2: Option-constraints of Figure 4 . 4. 3. 3.

In the alternative solution, options are taken as a starting point and a
planning module is defined for each of these options. This would result in the
planning modules as depicted in Figure 4.4.3.4. Obviously two of the planning
modules or options (planning module 2 and 3) of the feature colour have
products in common which contradicts with assumption 3 (commonality between
planning modules).
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Although the dependencies between the feature colour and the parts black base
and white base are formally represented in this structure, it cannot be
recognised easily. This is due to the fact that parts are common over the
different planning modules (viz. planning module 2 and 3). In order to find the
actual relationships between a white base and the options which control the
necessity of a white base, the item white base must first be imploded in order
to find all planning modules it is applied in and secondly the (combinations of)
options controlling those planning modules must be analysed.
procb;tfamily

{l.1l8dr)

{llhe)

planningmodule1
black base

plannlngmodule2

{ltN/IJj
planningmodule3

blue~

(hom189

(llrldJieJ
plannl.,module4

plannlngmodule5

llexlbleWbe

nonnalwbe

I

Figure4.4.3.4:Avoiding disjunctive options dependence.

3. Avoiding option-constraints.
Generally, option-constraints can be avoided by redefining product families
and/or redefining features and options. In both cases product commonality
between planning modules will arise. However, in the first case this will be
less visible, because the planning modules in question belong to different
product families and therefore to different features.
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Figure4.4.3.5: Two productfamilies are defined because of dependencies between options.

If we consider the example that a black flexible desk-lamp may not be
ordered, two types of measures of a pragmatic nature may be taken to
represent this. The first measure is to split the initial product family into two
separate product families, one comprising the single product black normal desklamp, the other comprising the remaining four variants. Figure 4.4.3.5 depicts
the resulting percentage BOM in case separate product families are
distinguished. Notice that a black flexible desk-lamp is now no longer
available.

The other measure is to maintain the initial product family but to redefine its
features and options. The features which are not mutually independent are
combined into a single feature which has a number of new options each of
which specifies a feasible combination of the initial options. Figure 4.4.3.6
depicts the resulting percentage BOM in case of such a pragmatic redefinition.
Notice that in the latter solution, when defining planning modules, given the
features and options a choice must be made whether to affect the validity of
assumption 1 (planning modules and options coincide) or assumption 3
(commonality between planning modules). In the first case, planning modules
are defined similar as in Figure 4.4.1.1. and disjunctive options dependencies
are introduced. In the latter case planning modules are defined similar to
Figure 4.4.3.2. That choice will affect product commonality between planning
modules.
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Figure4.4.3.6: BOM-structure after redefining the initial options.
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With regard to assumption 3 (commonality between planning modules) it has
been shown that often assumption 1 (planning modules and options coincide)
and assumption 2 (no option-constraint) can be realised at the cost of
assumption 3. At first glance it may seem that it only influences material
planning. The commonality in planning modules will cause that overplanning on
these planning modules products produces excessive safety stocks on the
common products. However, in practice problems will also arise with regard to
product data and BOM-data. This Is due to the fact that complex products may
require very many features and options to be contracted in order to avoid
complex option dependencies and option constraints at the same time. This may
result in very few features with several hundreds or even thousands of
options, each of which in fact represents a combination of recognisable
product properties. In the extreme case, one feature will have to be defined
with as many options as there were final product part numbers in the
beginning.

4.4.4. Representing an assembly structure.
Modularising traditional HOM-structures is often suggested as a solution to the
maintenance problem of the enormous number of final product BOMs. This is
due to the fact that as traditional BOMs are modularised, the higher level
BOMs are simply abolished. Although many authors do realise that in this way
information which is required for the final assembly is lost, relatively little
attention has been paid to this particular problem (Orlicky et al., 1972), (Sari,
1981), (Kneppelt, 1984), (Vollmann et al., 1988). To illustrate the problem,
consider the modular BOMs of the desk-lamp from Figure 3.7.3.3. If one
particular desk-lamp must be identified, three planning modules must be
selected, namely planning module 6 which specifies the base, one of planning
modules 1, 2 or 3 and one of planning modules 4 or 5. The resulting BOM of
the customer order specifies the selected planning modules of the required
desk-lamp. As these planning modules are merely artificial groupings of
materials represented by a pseudo product they can be disregarded in the
assembly BOM. In other words only a single-level BOM of the final product
remains which specifies the required lower-level products (see e.g. Figure
4.4.4.1 for a black desk-lamp).

order nr. 123 black, normal deek..Jamp

black lampehade normal tube

bale

Figure4.4.4.1: The single level BOM for an orderfor a black, normal desk-lamp.

The traditional BOMs of the desk-lamps (see Figure 3.7.3.1) contained the
information that a base and tube must be assembled first into a stand and only
after that a lampshade can be assembled. This information was lost as these
BOMs have been abolished in the process of modularising. Obviously the
further one goes in modularislng BOMs, i.e. the more traditional BOM levels
are abolished, the more information which is relevant to the assembly process
may be lost. Orlicky et at (1972) signalled this problem and suggested allowing
only final product BOMs to be deleted. Lower-level BOMs such as those of the
stands in the example of the desk-lamps should be retained in order to
preserve the required manufacturing information. These BOMs are called
manufacturing BOMs. Figure 4.4.4.2 depicts the structures which would result
in the case of the desk-lamps. This is not a satisfactory solution because a
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particular final product is defined in terms of planning modules which only
provide the required MPS-items. Any higher level assemblies and their BOMs
cannot easily be traced merely on the knowledge of the set of options which
defines a final product. Also, if the variety in final products is in fact already
caused by a large variety In parts at lower levels in the product structure, the
variety in· sub-assemblies will still be enormous. Determining the required
manufacturing BOM if the planning modules and the material contents of a
product are known will be a manual task which will be very error-prone and
time consuming.

~module1

plannl,module2

plann,module3

plannlnglmodule4

plannlnglmodule5

plannlnglmodule6

black lampehade

bluelampehade

whll!elampehade

fleldbletube

normaltube

....

normal stand

I

.

IFigure4.4.4.2: Percentage, modular and manufacturing BOMsforthe product family desk-lamp,
Kneppelt (1984) also concludes that the generation of additional documentation
may be required to support final assembly. He states that" .. where multiple
or complex operations are required to integrate the options for a unique
product configuration, some creative generation of shop documentation is
necessary.". Vollmann et al. describe an example of modularising the BOMs of
cars also comprising a BOM of a dashboard. With respect to the problem
discussed here he concludes that "•.. the industrial engineer needs other means
to say how the dashboard is to be assembled and from what components.".
It may be concluded that the problem of the enormous number of BOMs can
only partly be solved by modularising BOMs. The BOMs of final products may
be removed without any serious consequences because they are in fact
reconstructed as the planning modules are selected. However as lower-level
BOMs are removed, Information which is relevant to the assembly process may
be lost and cannot be reconstructed easily. Considering the growing complexity
of products and assembly processes and the trend to move the decoupling poiQt
and thereby the MPS-items further upstream in the goods flow, the very few
solutions provided in MRP-literature are not satisfactory. The assembly BOMs
which must be retained may still be far too numerous to handle. Also the
MRP-literature does not provide satisfactory solutions for supporting the
creation of an assembly BOM after a unique product description in terms of
options has been drafted.
4.5. CONCLUSIONS.
The typical MRP-11 solution for dealing with situations with large product
variety is modularising BOMs. The problem of large product variety Is mainly
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approached from the viewpoint of forecasting and Master Production Scheduling
and not as much from the viewpoint of creating and maintaining BOMs. It has
been shown that the success of the technique of modularising BOMs relies
heavily on the extent to which a number of assumptions concerning the way in
which product families, planning modules, and features and options can be
defined are met.
As a consequence of the increasing variety and complexity of products, these
assumptions will be less often valid. It is often Impossible to create planning
modules which can play a role of both recognisable options for identifying
products and of defining modules for the BOMs of these products. The
pragmatic solutions which ensure that assumptions regarding option
dependencies and option constraints are justified, in fact take us back to
where we started: an enormous number of planning modules or options which
have to be aefined explicitly by a part number and a BOM defining the
material contents. Consequently there is a great need for concepts which allow
options and BOMs to be defined separately requiring the possibility of defining
complex relationships between options and BOMs and options mutually.

Also far too little attention has been paid to the problem of creating and
maintaining assembly BOMs to support final assembly. This type of support will
become more and more important due to the fact that increasing product
variety will force manufacturers to perform more and more activities customer
order driven as opposed to forecast driven. In other words, the number of the
processes beyond the customer order decoupling point will tend to increase,
which will increase the need for means of control.
In the next chapter a functional framework is presented for more flexible
product specification and HOM-processing systems. In Chapter 6 ("Product
Specification Systems and Bill-of-material Generating Systems: a literature
review.") the recent developments in the area of representing complex options
dependencies and constraints are explored against this framework.
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CHAPI'ER 5

AN ARCHITECTURE FOR PRODUCf SPECIFICATION AND
BILL-OF-MATERIAL GENERATING SYSfEMS.

5.1. INTRODUCTION.
In the previous chapter the principle of modularising BOMs has been discussed
as a solution to the large number of BOMs which must be defined in
environments with large product variety. The underlying assumptions were
explained, and it was concluded that it will often not be possible to meet all
these assumptions in practice. Therefore a new architecture for BOM
processing systems will be introduced in this chapter. It takes as a starting
point: a clear distinction between the process of identifying a product variant
by means of e.g. options, and the process of generating a BOM (structure) for
that product variant. The objective of the new type of BOM processing
systems introduced here is to allow a large yariety of products and their BOMs
to be represented easily. More specifically, the massive amount of data should
remain comprehensible and easily maintainable but nevertheless the HOMstructure of each product variant should be made available immediately, if
required. Although it must be avoided, because of reasons of
comprehensiveness and maintainability, to have to enumerate all product
variants by part number and to define each BOM explicitly, it should be
possible to identify each product variant and obtain its BOM immediately
because of the requirement of accessibility.
In this chapter the design considerations which apply to the development of
systems for product specification and BOM generation will be discussed.
Section 5.2 is devoted to a number of basic definitions. In Section 5.3 a
system's architecture will be introduced. The subsequent Sections 5.4, 5.5 and
5.6 describe the design considerations for the different subsystems which are
distinguished within this general architecture. Finally, Section 5.7 gives a
summary. In Chapter 6 ("Product specification systems and bill-of-material
generating systems: a literature review.") the currently known concepts and
systems, which support the product specification process and BOM-generating
process will be discussed.
5.2. DEFINITIONS.
In the following section a set of basic elements will be introduced. Then, 'n
Section 5.2.2, the concepts item, specific item and generic item will be defined
using these basic elements. The concepts and terminology introduced in these
sections will be applied in subsequent chapters.
5.2.1. Basic elements.
As our primary interest lies in the representation of sets of products and their
product structures, the concept product type is taken as the basic element for
our definitions. A physical, existing product Is represented by at most one
product type. Any product is in fact an instance of a product type. It is
assumed that products which are instances of the same product type are
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mutually exchangeable. For example the thesis in front of you is an instance
of the product type "Thesis: Modelling Product Structures by Generic Bills-ofMaterlsl. 11 Many more instances of this product type exist. The one in front
of you is merely one of these instances. A product type cannot only be defined
for physical products, it can also be defined for non-physical concepts such as
a pseudo-product (see Section 2.4.1; "Product Development."). For a product
type which represents a non-physical concept such as a planning module,
instances cannot always be clearly distinguished.
It will be assumed that an infinite number of product types exists. The
product type "Thesis: Modelling Product Structures by Generic Bllls-ofMaterlal. 11 is merely one of them. For product types an Infinite number of
parameters can be distinguished. A particular product type has a value for each
of these parameters. For example, an infinite number of parameters can be
defined for the product type "Thesis: Modelling Product Structures by Generic
Bills-of-Material." such as: author, title, publisher, year of publication, number
of pages, colour, weight, size, number of sections, letter type, and page
margins. If different organisational views were considered, each view would
probably be interested in particular parameters. Accordingly, different sets of
relevant parameters could be composed for different views. For example, for
the view of scientific references the following parameters are relevant: author,
title, publisher, year of publication. For this particular view, all other
parameters that can be defined are not relevant. Recall that we will only
consider one organisational view here (see Section 2.5; "Conclusions.").
Therefore it will be assumed that for each product type X a finite set of
relevant parameters can be composed. These parameters are relevant to the one
organisational view which is considered here. Product types which have
different values for relevant parameters are actually regarded as different
product types for this view. Product types which only have different values for
non-relevant parameters are in fact mutually exchangeable for this view.
Hence, for this view these product types do not need to be distinguished. Nonrelevant parameters of X will not be considered here. From hereon the term
parameter refers to a relevant parameter.
For each parameter a set of values is defined. A parameter value is the
combination of a parameter and a value. For each pair of parameter values of
the same parameter it can be determined whether they are equal or unequal.
As mentioned, for a particular product type X each parameter of X has one
value. A set of parameter values will be called a speclflcation. The set of
parameter values which belongs to a particular product type will be called the
product speciflcatlon of that product type. The product specification of a
product type identifies that product type uniquely. Using the basic elements
product type, parameter and value, the concepts item, specific item and generic
item will be defined.
5.2.2. The definition of item, specific item and generic item.
Consider a set of product types I which have all parameters in common. Since
each product type of I is uniquely identified by a product specification, a
subset X of I can be defined by describing the set of product specifications of
the product types of X. A set of product specifications is described by means
of a so-called set-description. An item is defined as a subset of I not being
the empty set. Hence, the contents of an item are described by a setdescription. For example (Example 5.2.2.1), item X is a set of three product
types a, b and c, with the respective product specifications {(pl, vn), (p2,
v21H, {(pl, vul, (p2, v22ll and {(pl> v12l, (p2, v21)}. A set-description of X
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The objective of the concept item is to allow data to be recorded only once,
for a set of product types, i.e.. for an item, instead of recording them
explicitly for each individual product type of that item. In order to detennine
whether the data of an item applies to a product type it is important to be
able to determine whether a given product type is a member of a given item.
Whether a product type x is a member of an item X can only be detennined by
detennining whether a specification which identifies x is a member of the set
of product specifications which is defined by the set-description of X. For the
sake of simplicity we will not distinguish between a product type and its
product specification. Three different outcomes will be defined for evaluating a
specification S against an item A. A specification may be valid, invalid or
semi-valid against an item. These outcomes are described below:
A specification S is valid against an item A if there is oreciselv one product
specification P which is a member of A for which holds that S is a subset of
P. In this case the specification S uniquely identifies one product type which
belongs to A. In other words, A has been fully speclfied by S. For example the
specification 9. {(pl, v12)} is valid against the item X (see Example 5.2.2.1),
because there is precisely one product specification in X, of which S is a
subset, namely {(ph v12), (p2, v21)}.
A specification S is lrwalld against an item A, if there is no product
specification P which is a member of A for which holds that S is a subset of
P. In this case S does not identify any product type which belongs to A; A is
not specified by S. Also, adding more parameter values to Scan never produce
a valld specification against A. For example the specification 9. ((ph v13)} is
invalid against X(see Example 5.2.2.1). Adding the parameter value (p2• v21> to
S results in the specification {(pi, v13), (p2, v21)} which is still invalid against
X.
The third possible outcome is that a specification S is semi-valid. A
specification S is semi-valid against an item A if there are more than one
product specifications P which are a member of A and for which hold that Sis
a subset of P. In this case a single product type has not been· identified yet,
but by adding more parameter values to S, it can still be turned into a valid
specification against A. In this case A is partly speclfled by S. For example
the specification 9. {(pl• v11)} is a semi-valid specification against item X from
Example 5.2.2.1. If the parameter value (p2, v21) were added to S, it would
become valid. A would then be fully specified by S.
Figure 5.2.2.1 depicts a schematic overview of the different outcomes of
evaluating a specification against an item.
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~. 5.2.2.1: Schematic overview of different outcomes of evaluating a specification
against an item.
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In practice one will be interested in the difference between items which have
only one product type and items which have more than one product type. This
difference is important because in the first case all data required to support
the manufacturing of an instance of the product type is in principle available.
In the second case, additional specification is first required. In order to
distinguish between items which have one product type and items which have
more than one product type, the concepts specific item and generic item are
introduced. They are defined as follows: an item is a specific item if it
contains precisely one product type. An item is a generic Item if it contains
more than one prod'qct type.
Chapter 6 ("Product specification systems and bill-of-material generating
systems: a literature review.") deals with a number of existing concepts in the
area of HOM research. We will attempt to use the terminology which has been
introduced here, to describe these concepts.
5.3. AN ARCHITECTURE FOR A BILL-OF-MATERIAL PROCESSING SYSTEM.

In Section 4.5 ("Conclusions.") it was concluded that it is often impossible to
define modules which are suitable for both identifying a final product and
defining the HOM of that final product at the same time. Therefore, two
processes are suggested, namely:
1. The product specification process in which a product type is merely
identified by means of parameter values.
2. The bill-of-material generation process in which a HOM is generatfd for a
product type which is identified by means of parameter values.
The distinction of these processes is used for a basic architecture for a new
kind of HOM-processing systems. In this architecture two core subsystems are
distinguished, namely:
- The Product Specification System (PSS); the primary function of this
system is to evaluate whether a given specification S is valid, semi-valid
or invalid against a particular item A.
- The BiJJ.-of-Material Generating System (BGS); the primary function of this
system is to generate a HOM, given an item A and a valid specification
against A. The BGS should not only support the generation of a singlelevel HOM for a fully specified item, but if such exists also the generation
of a multi-level HOM-structure.
The PSS relies on the definition of items and their set-descriptions. The data
which represent items and their set-descriptions will be called product
specification data. The HGS relies on a so-called source HOM-structure. The
source BOM of an item A is the set of gozinto-relationships in which A is the
parent item. In the source HOM, A and its component items may contain one
or more product types. The HOM-structure which is obtained for a fully
specified item A, by selecting and/or specifying gozinto-relationships and items
from the source HOM-structure of X, is called the result HOM-structure. The
result HOM-structure of the fully specified item A unambiguously represents
the product structure of the product type which is identified by the fully
specified item A. It can be manually derived from a source HOM-structure but
in the case of a HOM Generating System it is assumed that the source HOM1) Note that the question for which organisational viewpoint the

generated HOM is structured, is disregarded. Recall that it is
assumed here that there is only one viewpoint.
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structure holds data which allows result HOM-structures to be automatically
generated given an item and a valid specification.
In particular if the product specification process is part of the order entry
function for customer orders, additional support may be required to compose
specifications which are both valid and suitable. Therefore, sometimes a third
process is distinguished, namely the Customer SpeciflcatiotJ Support process.
Whereas the product specification process merely aims at achieving a valid
specification, the customer specification support function advises the user (in
general a salesman or customer) in selecting parameter values which produce
the specification of the product type which is most suitable for him or her.
The demands which a customer puts on the function or performance of the
final product, play an important role here. The reason for distinguishing a
separate system is, that often very complex relationships may exist between
the properties of products and the performance of these products. Especially
for complex capital goods, a large number of product properties may play a
role as well as a large number of performance criteria. Dependencies between
product properties and performance criteria often cannot be represented
unambiguously. Interpretation and ambiguous appraisal may play an important
role. The specific functions and data structures required to facilitate customer
specification support are very dependent .upon the kind of product (Euwe,
1990), (McDermott, 1982). Figure 5.3.1 depicts the resulting architecture.
In order to allow effective customer specification support, information about
the available product variety is required. If a valid specification has been
achieved it can be used to generate the matching result HOM-structure. In the
subsequent sections we will deal with the requirements of the separate subsystems of this architecture. Although Customer Specification Systems do not
belong to the core subject of this thesis, Section 5.4 has been devoted to a
general discussion of these kinds of systems and the fundamental problems in
realising such systems. Reading this section is not required for the
comprehension of the following chapters.
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5.4. THE CUSTOMER SPECIFICATION SUPPORT SYSTEM.
The need for a Customer Specification Support System (CSSS) may arise if the
product specification function is part of the order entry process and non
trivial relationships exist between product properties and the performance of
the final product as a whole. For example In the case of a truck, a customer
may appraise the performance of a truck in terms such as top-speed, fuel
consumption and the kind and amount of goods that can be transported.
However, the product is to be described in terms of parameters such as gross
vehicle weight, wheelbase and type of suspension. For a medical system the
customer may characterise his/her requirements in terms of the function it
should perform, such as the type of tests that must be performed and the
frequency of each type of test, and the type of patient. The required system
will probably need to be described in terms such as the type of X-ray tube,
the type of imaging system and the generator-power. The CSSS should support
the user (in general a salesman or customer) in determining the most suitable
product properties and selecting the matching parameter values. Two extreme
types of support which can be envisaged for a CSSS are:

1. Evaluative support.
In this case the starting point is a valid or semi-valid specification. The CSSS
evaluates a given specification on a number of performance criteria. The
system does nQ.t generate suggestions for selecting particular parameter values.
Once the performance criteria have been estimated or calculated it is up to
the user to determine a suitable action.

2. Generative support.
In this case the starting point is a description of the required performance or
function criteria. The CSSS should then determine which product properties are
required and accordingly which parameter values should be selected. This type
of support is very difficult to realise, due to:
- the difficulty in representing customer requirements unambiguously in
terms of performance criteria,
- the complex relationships which generally exist between performance
criteria and parameter values, and the relationships between parameter
values themselves (i.e. constraints).
One of the major conceptual problems in realising a generative type of
support is calculating an 'optimal' specification. Usually the appraisal of the
performance and functions of a product are very ambiguous and user specific.
In the case of evaluative type of support, for each alternative specification the
performance on a range of criteria can be calculated. The evaluation of the
results and the selection of the parameter value that is to be preferred are up
to the user (the salesman or customer). In the case of a generative type of
support the evaluation of the results and the selection of the best alternative
is to be performed by the system. Assume a set of product properties P
contributes to a set of performance criteria C. In order to provide an advise
about the parameter value to be selected, it must be possible to determine
which result on the performance criteria inC is the best and which parameter
values are to be selected to achieve this. The 'best' performance on a given
set of criteria cannot be determined if the relative Importance of the different
criteria is unknown. In the case of generative support the CSSS must value
alternative products and select the appropriate one, and therefore it should
contain knowledge about how a user weights the performance criteria of a
product. Dependent upon the type of product and the type of performance
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criteria, different types of models may underlie the CSSS. Simulation models,
deterministic mathematical models and models for representing heuristic
knowledge may be used to evaluate the performance of products or generate
suggestions. We will not deal with these models in detail but focus on the
interface of the CSSS In the general architecture.
A primary demand on a CSSS -from a user viewpoint- Is that it should not
accept or suggest parameter values which yield an invalid specification. This
demand requires an interface between the CSSS and the Product Specification
System. The primary difficulty in the conceptual interface is the fact that sets
of parameter values which are mutually exclusive, may contribute to a diversity
of performance criteria. This problem is illustrated by the example in Figure
5.4.1. Selecting the parameter values v12 and v22 would yield the best result,
i.e. the highest contribution to both performance criteria. However, this
suggestion may not be. given by the CSSS because the specification is invalid.
In the case of evaluative support the CSSS system should nat accept a
specification which is invalid. In the case of generative support the CSSS
should nat provide suggestions which result in an invalid specification.
Therefore each specification to be evaluated should be composed using the
Product Specification System.
Notice that the problem of weighting performance criteria is also illustrated in
the example of Figure 5.4.1. Obviously the specification {(plt vu), (p2, v21)}
yields the poorest performance. However whether specification {(pl, vn), (p2,
v22H or {(pl, v12), (p2, v21)} should be advised is dependent on which
performance criterion is perceived as more important, A or B.
Set-description: {i>1 E {'~ 1 ,~ 2 },P.!E {v21 ,v22}1 ~((p 1 ,v 12)MQ.(p:11 V:m})}
Performance criteria: A, B
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5.5. THE PRODUCT SPECIF1CATION SYSTEM.

The primary function of the Product Specification System (PSS) is to support
the composition of valid specifications. Generally an item represents a set of
product types which have been released by Engineering and which are available
to other functions. Therefore the PSS plays a central role in many
organisational functions such as Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering and
Sales. It therefore has a wide variety of users. We will distinguish two
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categories of users, namely:
- Eod-user.
The end-user primarily uses the PSS for the purpose of finding and
identifying available product types by composing specifications which are valid
against an item.
- Engineer-user.
The engineer-user not only uses the data underlying the PSS, but also creates
and maintains it.
For the end-user the way in which specifications must be comoosed and
validated is of great importance. He or she will desire a clear insight in the
available product variety. The demands on a PSS from the end-user point of
view will concentrate on the type of interface between him or her and the
PSS. The demands from the engineer-user viewpoint will concentrate on 1J:m
way in which oroduct specification data is represented, since this may have
major consequences for the maintainability of the data.
5.5.1. The end-user.
Due to the wide variety of end-users, a PSS should provide much flexibility ,in
the way end-users can interact with the system. The different types of endusers operate on the same data defining product variety, and only differ in the
way they compose a specification. Some end-users will require very little
support because of their extensive knowledge of the products. They will prefer
an efficient way of composing specifications and a fast validation process. The
most elementary way of validating a specification is to compose an entire
specification which is validated by the PSS, which either accepts it as being
valid or rejects it because it is semi-valid or even invalid. This approach is
especially suited for checking specifications as a batch function and for very
experienced end-users. For those end-users who have less knowledge of the
products it is important that an interface is available which provides insight in
the available product variety. As the complexity of the product variety grows
and end-users have less extensive knowledge of the products, more advanced
support will be required. The following three aspects characterise the type of
support which can be provided:
1. Composing a specification.
This aspect concerns the support for the end-user in composing a product
specification. Two extremes here are either to give no support at all (the enduser must compose a specification by himself), or to provide the means to
compose a specification interactively.
In the latter case the PSS prompts the end-user with a parameter and shows
the alternative parameter values from which one must be selected. Two
variants here are:
a. The parameters must be determined in a pre-defined sequence. Usually for
a product some parameters are perceived as the most important to most
end-users. So a sequence could be defined in which the most important
parameters are to be determined first. The end-user is presented the
alternative parameter values for every subsequent parameter to be
determined.
b. Let the sequence in which parameters must be determined, be determined
by each individual end-user. E.g. after a parameter value has been
selected, the end-user must specify first which parameter(s) he would like
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to determine next.
The latter is of course more flexible. Different end-users may have different
opinions on which parameters are the most important. Each end-user can first
determine the parameters which are the most important to him. The first
alternative however allows faster product specification and will therefore be
preferred by more experienced users. The best solution would of course be to
offer both possibilities. An end-user must first determine whether (s)he will
follow a default -fixed- sequence, or will determine this sequence during the
product specification process.
2. Validating a specification.
This aspect Is concerned with the point in the product specification process at
which a specification is validated. Two basically different approaches can be
followed, namely:
- retrospective approach.
The end-user selects one or more parameter values first. The validity of the
new specification is determined afterwards.
- anticipative approach.
For each subsequent parameter to be determined, the PSS shows which
parameter values can be selected without producing an invalid specification.
(Note that this approach requires an interactive composition of specifications.)
Of course from an end-user point of view the anticipative approach is to be
preferred. It may however require complex software and relatively much
computer memory and power (also see Chapter 7; "Representing product
specification data.").
In the retrospective approach one can still choose to:
a. validate a specification after all parameters have been determined.
b. validate after each subsequently determined parameter.
The first alternative may prove to be very inefficient. One mistake in the
product specification process requires the computer to start all over again. On
the other hand it may ultimately require less computer memory and power than
the second alternative. Which of the two alternatives must be preferred is
dependent upon the experience of the end-user. If the end-user is very
experienced there is only a small probability of invalid specifications which
must be revalidated. On the other hand if the end-user is unexperienced, the
probability of mistakes is greater, which could lead to a 'trial-and-error'
approach requiring both much patience of the end-user and much computer
memory and power.
3. Informing of consequences.
This aspect concerns the question as to what extent and in what way should
the end-user be confronted with and informed of the consequences of
parameter values he has selected. Due to incompatible combinations, the
selection of a particular parameter value may nile out values for other
parameters. This consideration especially plays a role in the case of
anticipative product specification. It could be designed in such a way, that at
any point in the specification process only those parameter values are
presented which do not produce an invalid specification. In that case the enduser will never be aware of constraints and will never have to review the
selection of a parameter value. We argue however that there is an insuperable
disadvantage to this approach. The end-user will not get full insight into the
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available product variety. He cannot make weighted decisions if he cannot
oversee which parameter values are mutually exclusive or related in any other
way. More specifically, he does not know which parameter values are ruled out
because of previously selected parameter values.
In order to allow a weighted decision, the PSS should be able to show or
'explain' why a certain parameter value leads to an Invalid specification. When

the retrospective approach is followed, this should be after a parameter value
has been selected. When the anticipative approach is followed, the system
should show for each subsequent parameter which parameter values will lead to
an invalid specification. At that point for example, the previously selected
parameter values which cause the current parameter value(s) to be incompatible
could be shown on request.
The feasibility of a PSS which supports an anticipative way of composing
valid specifications has been shown by developing a prototype (Euwe, 1990).
The prototype PSS also allows parameters to be determined in a random
sequence. Furthermore it informs the end-user of constraints which are
encountered.
5.5.2. The engineer-user.

Product specification data consists of:
- the parameter values which can be used to compose a specification and the
parameters they belong to,
- the relationships between parameter values of different parameters, such as
incompatible combinations of parameter values. We will call this type of
relationships constraints (similar to option-constraints; see Section 4.4.2;
"Options of different features are independent.").
The syntax which is used to represent product specification data may have a
strong impact on the maintainability of the data and may also influence the
functionality the PSS can provide to the end-user. The requirements which are
put on the syntax for representing product specification data are such that it
should facilitate the development of a PSS meeting the requirements as
described in the previous section. The syntax should also enable effective and
efficient maintenance of the product specification data. The syntax should
therefore be comprehensible, i.e. it should fit closely to the terms which are
used by engineer-users to define product variety. It should provide a clear
insight into the relationships between parameter values mutually and also
between parameter values and the product variety as a whole.
In Chapter 7 ("Representing product specification data.") two basic concepts
for representing product specification data will be discussed.
5.6. THE BILL-OF-MATERIAL GENERATING SYSTEM.

The function of the HOM generating system (BGS) is to produce a result
HOM-structure for a product type which is identified by an item with a valid
specification. The three basic elements related to the HOM-generator are (see
Figure 5.6.1):
- the result HOM-structure; this is the HOM-structure of a fully specified
item which results from the generation process. It unambiguously describes
the product structure of the product type which is identified by the fully
specified item.
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the source BOM-structure; this is the BOM-structure which contains the
product structure data for a set of product types. The source BOMstructure is constituted by a set of gozinto-relationships between items
which are usually not all fully specified items. The source BOM-structure
also contains relationships between parameter values of speCifications of
parent and component items and/or relationships between specifications and
gozinto-relationships.
- the system which generates a result BOM-structure given a fully specified
item and a source BOM-structure of that item.
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Figure5.6.1: The process of generating a result BOM-structure from a source
BOM-structure, given a fully specified item.
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The design criteria for the BGS must be derived from the concept which
allows generative source BOM-structures to be defined and the demands which
are put on the result BOM-structures. In this section we will only discuss the
main general considerations. Chapter 8 ("The variant bill-of-material concept.")
is devoted to a particular concept for a generative source BOM: the variant
BOM-concept.

5.6.1. The result bill-of-material structure.
Basically, the result of the BOM generating process is a set of nodes (which
represent fully specified items) and directed relationships between these nodes
(which represent gozinto-relationships). They constitute a graph which
represents the product structure of the product type identified by a fully
specified item X. This graph should meet the following basic requirements:
- it should be coherent, i.e. the graph must be connected.
- there is only one top-level item, namely X
- it should be free of cycles, i.e. the BOM-structure may not specify that an
item is part of itself.
The demands on the pragmatlcal structure of the result BOMs arise from the
function(s) for which the result BOMs are used. For example, if it were to be
used to define all planning modules required for a product type it would be a
single-level BOM-structure. However if it were to be used to represent the
assembly structure or the engineering structure it would probably be a multilevel BOM-structure.
The items in the result BOM-structure are fully specified items and represent
parts, (sub)assemblies, kits and an end-item product which are completely
known. Only when additional engineering is required, may the result BOM
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contain so-called 'white spots'. White spots are items which represent parts or
(sub)assemblies which have not (yet) been fully engineered. In Chapter 9 ("The
generic bill-of-material concept.") we will elaborate on this subject.
5.6.2. The source bill-of-material structure.
In the source HOM-structure, X and component Items of X may contain one or
more product types. Not all gozinto-relationships which are defined for X in
the source BOM-structure are relevant to all product types of X. Therefore, to
obtain the result BOM-structure for a fully specified item X, gozintorelationsbips and items from the source BOM-structure must be selected and/or
specified for the result BOM-structure.
A source BOM-structure will be called a generative source BOM-structure if
relationships between parameter values and gozinto-relationships or parent
and/or component items can be defined in such a way that a result HOMstructure can be generated automatically given a set of parameter values. Since
in forthcoming chapters specific concepts for generative source HOM-structures
will be discussed, the definition(s) of generative source BOM-structures will be
further specified then. The data which defines how to select or specify items
and/or gozinto-relationships from the source BOM-structure to generate a
result HOM-structure is part of the generative source HOM-structure but it is
not part of the result BOM-structure. A BOM-concept which allows a
generative source HOM-structure to be defined will be called a generative
BOM-concept.
One of the primary objectives in designing a new generative HOM-concept is
to decrease the effort required to maintain product (structure) data for
massive numbers of product types, without losing the advantage of having the
HOM-structure of an individual product type available, at any moment It is
required. Therefore, the demands on a generative HOM-concept focus on:
- the maintainability of a source BOM-structure.
- the ability to retrieve or generate a BOM-structure for a product type,
whenever required.
Here we will only discuss general design considerations which play a role in
developing a new generative HOM-concept. Recall that in Chapter 8 ("The
variant bill-of-material concept.") we will thoroughly analyse an existing
generative BOM-concept and formulate more specific requirements, which will
lead to an enhanced concept to be presented in Chapter 9 ("The generic billof-material concept.").
Creating insight into a large product variety and the related product and
product structure data is a prerequisite for enhancing product data
maintenance. It is therefore of the utmost importance that sets of product
types, which have certain properties in common, can be defined and treated as
a whole. In that case, communicating over product types with certain
properties does not require one to deal with every individual product type in
detail. For example one can speak of "all trucks with a tandem rear axle" or
"all cars which are right hand drive", without considering each individual truck
product type with a tandem rear axle or each individual right hand drive car
product type. A generative BOM-concept should emphasise the commonality In
product (structure) data of such sets of product types Instead of hiding it.
Also, In order to ease data maintenance, the data in the generative HOMstructure should be easily recognisable. The way in which the data must be
structured and stored must fit closely to the way in which engineer-users tend
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to express themselves.
A generative HOM-concept must allow the generation of the result HOMstructure for a product type if a generative source BOM-structure has been
defined for the item to which the product type belongs. Representing product
structure data by means of a generative source HOM may not be at the
expense of poor availability of the HOM-structures for individual product types
or at the expense of a time-consuming process to obtain these HOM-structures.
It must be possible to generate a result HOM-structure automatically for every
item which is fully specified according to the PSS (i.e. every item which
identifies a product type).
It should be noted that no HOM generating systems exist which support the
three basic elements mentioned above to the full extent. As we will see,
currently known concepts such as the variant HOM-concept only partly support
these three basic elements (see Chapter 8; "The variant bill-of-material
concept.").
5.7. SUMMARY.

In this chapter we have discussed the main design considerations for BOMprocessing systems which support separate functions for identifying a product
type by means of a specification and generating a HOM-structure for such a
product type. We have also discussed so-called Customer Specification Support
Systems which may be used in the order entry process to obtain a product
type which is the most suitable for a particular customer. These systems are
often very dependent upon the kind of product to be specified. Very different
data structures and or algorithms may be required for different kinds of
products. With regard to the Product Specification System two viewpoints were
distingqished, the end-user's and the engineer-user's. The demands from the
end-user viewpoint focus on the type of interface between him and the system.
The demands of the engineer-user concentrate on the way · product
specification data is represented. Chapter 7 ("Representing product
specification data.") is devoted to the analysis of two different concepts for
representing product specification data.
With regard to the BOM generating system we can distinguish between result
HOM-structures and the source BOM-structure. The demands on a result HOMstructure are similar to the demands which hold for manually drafted HOMstructures. The most important demands for the source HOM-structure are that:
- it should define product (structure) data for sets of product types in order
to create better insight into large numbers of product types and to
improve product (structure) data maintenance,
- the way in which the product (structure) data must be defined should fit
closely to the way In which engineer-users tend to express themselves; the
source HOM data must be easily recognisable,
- it should be possible to generate automatically the result HOM-structure
for a product type identified by a fully specified item.
Chapter 8 ("The variant bill-of-material concept.") is devoted to an existing
generative BOM-concept. ·chapters 9, 10 and 11 are devoted to an improved
generative HOM-concept. Chapter 12 discusses a practical case study.
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CHAPIER 6

PRODUCf SPECIFICATION SYSTEMS AND BILL-OF-MATERIAL
GENERATING SYSTEMS: A LITERATURE REVIEW.

6.1. INTRODUCTION.
In · Chapter 4 ("MRP-11 approach to structuring bills-of-material in
environments with large product variety.") we discussed the typical MRP-11
solutions for HOM structuring in the case of large product variety. In the
previous chapter we introduced a general architecture for HOM-processing
systems which support separate functions for:
1. identifying a product type by means of a specification which consists of
parameter values, and
2. generating a result HOM-structure for a product type which has been
identified by a specification.
This chapter is devoted to concepts found in the literature and applicable to
support the product specification process (Section 6.2) and/or the BOM
generating process (Section 6.3). Section 6.4 describes the HOM-processor of a
standard Production Control Information System (PCIS) which was found to
support both the product specification process and the HOM-generation process.
Similar processes are known to exist in computer configuration. Some literature
in the Artificial Intelligence research area has been devoted to this subject
(McDermott, 1982), (Wu et al., 1986), (Bowen, 1986). Therefore, special
attention will be paid to computer configuration systems in Section 6.5.
Finally, the conclusions with regard to currently known concepts and systems
will be summarised in Section 6.6.
6.2. CONCEPTS FOR SUPPORTING THE PRODUCf SPECIFICATION
PROCESS.
One of the first concepts for representing product specification data was the
so-called Product Structure Chart. It will be described in Section 6.2.1. In
Section 6.2.2 we will describe the logical graph concept which can also be
applied to represent product specification data.
6.2.1. The Product Structure Chart.
Carruthers (1976) introduced the Product Structure Chart (PSC) as a means to
control the maintenance of modular BOMs under conditions of design
dependencies. It is assumed that product series exist, each of which is " .. the
complete set of finished goods items which perform the same function(s) and
are very similar in basic shape and design.". Furthermore it is assumed that
" .. each such product series will have a minimum set of descriptive parameters
which can be used to identify any possible end item in the series.". The
objective of the PSC is to control dependencies (in our terminology:
constraints) between parameter values and to control the dependencies between
parameter values and planning modules. Thus contrary to the standard MRP-11
solutions in which a final product type must be identified by means of
planning modules, the PSC assumes that separate parameters and parameter
values are defined to identify a product type. Figure 6.2.1.1 schematically
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depicts a PSC. In the PSC three different types of parameters are
distinguished, viz. :
1. Base parameters
2. Variant parameters
3. Option parameters
Base parameters are distinguished by the fact that for each combination of
values for these parameters a separate product sub-family must be defined
which is called a bsse-product. Variant parameters and option parameters are
mutually independent. That is, in composing a specification, each variant
parameter value or option parameter value can be combined with each other
value for a different variant parameter or option parameter from the PSC. For
a variant parameter precisely one of its values must be selected in the product
specification process. Option parameters only distinguish themselves from
variant parameters by the fact that the value without is allowed for selection.
The PSC is in fact a matrix in which each column represents a base-product.
The top rows in the PSC show which parameter values lead to a particular
base-product. If a combination of base parameter values is incompatible, then
no base-product will be defined for this combination and accordingly no column
will exist in the PSC•
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Figure6.2.1.1: Example of a Product Structure Chart.

The values of variant parameters and option parameters are represented by the
rows below the row which defines the base-products in the PSC. Each matrixelement of the PSC may specify that:
1. either the variant parameter value or option parameter value in the row is
not allowed for the base-product represented in the column. (In other
words, the combination of base parameter values and the variant parameter
value or option parameter value is incompatible.),
2. or the variant parameter value or option parameter value in the row is
allowed for the base-product of the column. In that case the part number
of the required planning module is specified in the matrix-element. If for a
particular variant parameter value or option parameter value the same
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planning module is specified for each base-product, the planning module is
independent of the base parameters. Otherwise, it can be determined from
the PSC of which parameters the planning module is actually dependent.
A closer analysis of the PSC shows that it relies on the solution to avoid
option-constraints as was explained in Section 4.4.3 ("Assumption 3, and its
interactions with assumption 1 and assumption 2."). That is product series or
product families must be decomposed into smaller product families (which are
called base-products in the PSC) in order to avoid option-constraints. It is
obvious that as the number of parameters involved in constraints grows, the
number of different base-products will grow explosively. For example if an
additional value is introduced for an option parameter PS which aiso requires a
constraint on a value of parameter P6• then either PS or P6 must become a
base parameter. This may theoretically double the number of base-products. In
the extreme case that all parameters of a product series have constraints with
one or more other parameters, then all but one parameter would have to
become base parameters. This will aiso be the case if there is at fewest one
planning module dependent on the combination of all parameters of a product ·
series.
Notice that from the vieWPOint of the HOM-generation process, the PSC only
supports the 'generation' of a single-level result BOM. This result BOM defines
the materials contents of a final product type in terms of the planning
modules specified in the matrix elements.
Basically, the PSC relies on the pragmatical solutions discussed in the
previous chapter ("MRP-11 approach to structuring bills-of-material in
environments with large product variety."). If products are very complex
and/or parameters and values are subject to frequent changes, the PSC will be
of little use. This holds even more for the PSC as a written document.
However, the main value of the PSC concept is that it recognises the fact that
separate parameters should be defined to Identify a product type within a
product family and that complex dependencies can exist between parameter
values mutually, and between parameter values and planning modules.

6.2.2. The logical graph.
Wedekind and MOller (1981) describe the logical graph concept as an
enhancement of traditional HOM-processing systems. They pursue two
objectives, namely:
1. improved accessibility of product structure data in order to stimulate the
use of existing product (structure) data instead of repeatedly creating new
product (structure) data, and
2. reduction of the data storage capacity required to store many numbers of
BOM-relationships.
The logical graph concept is based on extending the conceptual database
model of traditional HOM-processing systems (see Section 2.2; "Product data
and product structure data.") with so-called logical nodes in the HOM graph. In
total, Wedekind and Muller distinguish four different kinds of nodes, viz. :
1. Product-nodes.
These nodes represent physically existing products. This kind of nodes is
already known in the traditional BOM-concept (see Section 2.2; "Product data
and product structure data."). The relationships between product-nodes are the
traditional gozinto-relationships or HOM-relationships. The lower-level nodes of
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a product-node can only be of the kind product-node.

2. AND-nodes.
An AND-node X defines a set of lower-level nodes YJ> ... , Yj which are always
applied as a set in a higher level node of X. This type or- node is similar to
the pseudo product which can also be distinguished in traditional BOMprocessors. However in traditional BOM-processors, a node representing a
pseudo product can only have lower-level nodes which represent products or
pse)JdO products. In the case of the logical graph, the lower-level nodes of an
AND-node may be of the kind product-node and/or XOR-node (see explanation
of XOR-nodes directly below).
3. XOR-nodes.
An XOR-node X represents a set of lower-level nodes YJ> ... , YJ such that

during the process of specifying a product type, precisely one of these nodes
must be selected. Hence an XOR-node is similar to an exclusive OR operation.
The XOR-node in fact resembles the concept feature (see Section 4.4; "Modular
bills-of-material."). It can only have lower-level nodes of the kind productnode, AND-node and/or EMPTY-node.
4. EMPfY-nodes.
This kind of node is required to represent the fact that one of the lower-level
nodes of an XOR-node is the selection 'without', or 'no materials required'. An
EMPTY-node cannot have any lower-level nodes.

By means of these nodes, a logical graph can be composed with one top-level
node and merely product-nodes and EMPTY-nodes as lowest level nodes. The
logical graph can be structured to express the fact that particular sets of
product types always go together in a final product type, or that particular
sets of product types cannot be combined in a final product type. Figure
6.2.2.1 shows some examples of expressing relationships between product types
by means of a logical graph.
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q
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w

FIQUre6.2.2.1: Representing logical relationships in a logical graph.

In fact the logical graph defines a set of possible combinations of lowest
level nodes. Often, many different graph structures can define the same set of
possible combinations of lowest level nodes. Figure 6.2.2.2 depicts two
alternative graph structures defining the same set of combinations of lowest
level nodes. Wedekind and Muller describe a method which can be used to
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detennine the structure of a logical graph, given all possible combinations of
lowest level nodes. This method aims at reducing data redundancy in sets of
nodes defined by AND-nodes. If commonallty exists in the AND-nodes which
. are structured to one XOR-node, the common nodes will be deleted from the
structures of the AND-nodes and moved to a higher level in the logical graph.
For example in the case of Figure 6.2.2.2 the method stimulates the structuring
of the graph according to alternative II (the common node a in graph I is
deleted from the AND-nodes and moved to a higher level according to graph
II).

I

D

a

X

X
y
Flgure6.2.2.2: Alternative structures to define the same set of possible combinations
of lowest level nodes.

According to Wedekind and Muller, the specification of the material contents
of a final product type is achieved by exploding the logical graph level by
level from the top node downward. Each time an XOR-node is encountered, the
end-user must choose with which of the directly underlying nodes the
specification process should continue. Each time a product-node is encountered,
it will be added to the single-level (result) BOM of the final product type. The
end result of the process is a single-level (result) BOM, which specifies all
product types required to build the required final product type (one member of
the set of possible combinations of lowest level nodes defined by the logical
graph).
Assume that the lowest level nodes in the logical graph are planning modules.
Then by correctly structuring the graph it can define which combinations of
planning modules constitute a final product type. For example in Section 4.4.3
("Assumption 3, and its interactions with assumption 1 and assumption 2.") we
discussed the desk-lamp case (Figure 4.4.3.5) in which two planning modules
(planning module 1 and planning module 4) could not be combined in a final
product type. Furthermore, precisely one of the planning modules 1, 2 or 3
should be combined with one of the planning modules 4 or 5. These constraints
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on the combination of planning modules can be represented by means of a
logical graph. Figure 6.2.2.3 depicts a logical graph representing this fact.
--------~····---

module1

module2

module3 module4

moduleS

moduleS

. Figure6.2.2.3:The logical graph which represents the constraint of the example
fromFigure4.4.3.S.
I
-----------------~
Wedekind and Muller make an assumption regarding what the lowest level
nodes represent. As a result, the logical graph in the application according to
Wedekind and Mllller does not distinguish between a product specification
process in which a product type is identified by parameter values and a HOMgeneration process in which a result HOM-structure is generated. These
processes are mingled in the logical graph. In fact a final product type will be
identified by its material contents (the lowest level nodes) and the result HOM
will only be single-level. However the basic idea that the logical graph defines
a set of possible lowest level nodes is independent of the meaning assigned to
these nodes. As we will see in Chapter 7 ("Representing product specifjcation
data.") the basic concept of logical graphs can also be applied to define
feasible combinations of parameter values (valid specifications). In that case
the lowest level nodes are interpreted as parameter values. The logical graph is
then structured to represent constraints on combinations of parameter values.
One of the problems Wedekind and Muller signal is that logical graphs are
very vulnerable to changes and may therefore be very difficult to maintain.
This issue will be further analysed in Chapter 7 ("Representing product
specification data.").
A positive aspect of the logical graph is that it can easily be applied to
support an interactive product specification process. Wedekind and Maller
already describe an algorithm for a supporting system, which is based on
exploding the graph level by level, only presenting the XOR-nodes to the
end-user who takes a decision.
6.3. CONCEPTS FOR GENERATING mUS-OF-MATERIAL.
Once a product type has been identified, it should be possible to obtain the
HOM-structure of that product type unambiguously and immediately. In the
traditional HOM-concept this process is trivial: once the part number is known
all HOM-relationships which refer to that part number as the parent can be
retrieved. In the case of modular BOMs it is assumed that a product type is
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identified by composing a single-level BOM consisting of planning modules (see
Section 4.4; "Modular bills-of-material."). In the architecture introduced in the
previous chapter it is assumed that product types can be identified by a
specification and that complex dependencies between parameter values of
specifications and items and/or gozinto-relationships can be defined, by means
of which a BOM-generating system can generate a result BOM-structure.
SchOnsleben (1985) describes a BOM-processing system which allows a
generative source BOM-structure to be defined. This concept will be described
in the following subsection.
6.3.1. A bill-of-material generating system: Variantengeoerator VAR.
SchOnsleben (1985) describes a BOM-generating system which is based on an
extension of the conceptual database model of traditional BOM-processing
systems. The BOM generating system is called "Variantengenerator VAR".
According to SchOnsleben, the objective of this BOM-processing system is to
achieve the optimum in recording and retrieving BOMs and Routings of large
sets of product variants. (A product variant is to be compared with a product
type; from hereon the term product type will be applied.) SchOnsleben assumes
that a range of product types can be defined by a set of parameter values
such that:
1. the parameters are mutually independent, i.e. no constraints on
combinations of parameter values exist, and
2. by determining the values of the parameters for a range of product types
the required component product types can be selected unambiguously.
The BOM-generating system is based on a particular kind of generative BOMconcept, which will be called the variant BOM-concept. The generative source
BOM-structure can be created as a result of an extension of the database
model of the traditional BOM-concept. In the variant BOM-concept the source
BOM of an item X is a set of gozinto-relationships in which X is the parent
item. However, this set is partitioned into subsets. Each of these subsets may
have one or more members. In the terminology of the variant BOM-concept, a
gozinto-relationshlp is usually called a BOM-relationship variant. The entire set
of BOM-relationship~ variants which have the parent item X, is called the
variant BOM of X (the equivalent term of the source BOM of X). Each subset
of BOM-relationship variants within the variant BOM of X is called a BOMrelationship. From hereon, a BOM-relationship variant will be shortened to
variant.
The result BOM is also a set of variants which is structured into subsets
called BOM-relationships. However a specific requirement on the result BOM is
that each BOM-relationship only has one member. The principle of the BOMgeneration process consists of selecting none or one variant from each BOMrelationship in the source BOM to constitute the result BOM. The source BOM
relationships from which no variant is selected in the generation process are
not made part of the result BOM.
The variant BOM-concept described by Schonsleben may be called a generative
BOM-concept because for each BOM-relationship in the source BOM-structure,
a set of rules can be defined which express dependencies between the variants
of that BQM,...relationship and parameter values, such that the required variants
can be selected automatically, given a set of parameter values. These rules are
usually called conditions. The set of conditions for one BOM-relationship is in
fact a decision table. According to SchOnsleben, expressing dependencies
between parameter values and variants is not limited to a single-level BOM, it
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can also be applied in a multi-level HOM-structure. In other words, according
to SchOnsleben, generating a result HOM-structure consists of having variants
automatically selected from the source HOM-structure given an item and a set
of parameter values. When a multi-level result HOM-structure must be
generated, each selected variant refers to a component item. For each of
these component items again one or more source HOM-relationships may be
defined, and again none or one variant can be selected from these HOM. relationships, until the lowest level items are reached. The same set of
parJ,lmeter values is applied for all HOM-relationships, regardless of the level in
the source HOM-structure.
If an item X has a source HOM-structure consisting of one or more HOMrelationships which have more than one variant, then X must represent a
number of different product types. Obviously, in that case the part number of
X cannot be used to control anonymous stocks. SchOnsleben argues justly that
the definition of HOM-relationships with more than one variant should stop
below the level in the HOM-structure at which anonymous stocked product
types are defined. We will show an example of a generative source HOMstructure according to the variant HOM-concept for the six desk-lamp product
types in Figure 6.3.1.1.
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Figtxe6.3. 1.1: The traditional BOM-structures of six different desk-lamp product types.

Figure 6.3.1.2 describes the generative source HOM for the item representtpg
the six desk-lamps product types according to the variant BOM-concept •
Table 6.3.1.1 shows the HOM-relationships and conditions required to establish
the source HOM-structure of Figure 6.3.1.2. The combination of the parent item
and the sequence number identifies a BOM-relationship.
In particular for when a large number of HOM-relationships between the same
parent and component part number exist as a result of different values for the
quantity/per attribute, SchOnsleben created a facility to calculate the
quantity/per by means of a pre-defined formula in terms of the parameter
values of the top-level final product item. In this case, the members of a
HOM-relationship are no longer explicitly enumerated. That is, not each variant
has to be explicitly predefined.

1) A decision table could be defined for each triangle which has
multiple lower level variants. In Figure 6.3.1.2 for clarity these
decision tables are not shown.
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Figure 6.3.1.2: The source BOM-structurefor six different desk-lamp product types.

BC14-relationship variant
BOM-relationship
parent
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
stand
stand
stand

seq. variant qty/per C!Cq)Ollent
10
10
10
20
10
10
20

1

1

2
3
1

1

1
2

1
1
1
1

1

1

black lampshade
blue lampshade
white lampshade
stand
flexible tube
standard tube
base

cooditim
(colour, black)
(colour, blue)
(colour, ~te)
(type, flexible)
(type, standard)

Table 6.3.1.1: Ba-1-relationship variants for the generative source
BCI4-structure of the six desk-lamps.

In Chapter 8 ("The variant bill-of-material concept.") a typical database model
of this concept will be thoroughly described and analysed. Whereas the variant
BOM is a kind of generative BOM-concept supporting a BOM generating
system, SchOnsleben assumes that a Product Specification System is not
necessary: he assumes that the parameters which must be applied to identify a
product type uniquely are mutually independent. We have already shown that
this assumption is not always justified and that a Product Specification System
is required. In the next section a standard PCIS will be described which
supports both a Product Specification System and a BOM-generating system
according to the variant BOM-concept.
6.4. A PRODUCTION CONTROL INFORMATION SYSTEM: SCOUT.
'SCOUT' is a standard PCIS developed by Datanorm in Freiburg, Germanyl. In
1988 an advanced BOM-processing system, which supports a Product
Specification System and a BOM-generating system, was released in the
1) In the Netherlands, this software package is also known under the
name VAX-PROFI.
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Netherlands. The concepts underlying these systems are very similar to the
concepts which were discussed in Section 6.2.2 ("The logical graph.") and
Section 6.3.1 ("A BOM generating system: Variantengenerator VAR.") (Digital
Equipment GmbH, 1984), (Daniels, 1989). In the following two sections, firstly
the concept underlying the Product Specification System will be described and
subsequently the toncept underlying the BOM Generating System.
6.4.,1. scour: The Product Specification System.
The PSS of SCOur is based on a derivative of the logical graph introduced by
Wedekind and Muller (see Section 6.2.2; "The logical graph."). In SCOUT, this
logical graph is called the specification BOM. Whereas Wedekind and Muller
apply the logical graph to define all possible combinations of product types in
a final product, in SCOur the specification BOM is applied to define all
possible combinations of parameter values which identify a product type. The
typical differences between the logical graph of Wedekind and MOller (1981)
and the specification BOM of SCOUT are:
- there is no difference between product-nodes and AND-nodes. In SCOUT for
these nodes, only one kind of node is distinguished which represents a
parameter value. This node is called an option-node,
- in the logical graph of Wedekind and Muller, the XOR-node is merely an
operator, it does not necessarily represent a feature recognised in practice.
In SCOUT an XOR-node is always related to a feature. This kind of node is
called a feature-IJOde.
- in SCOUT the EMPTY -node is not explicitly recognised.
- in SCOUT a separate kind of node, the DUMMY-node, is defined to allow
the specification BOM to converge.
A feature can be compared with a parameter in our terminology. An option can
be compared with a parameter value. Consequently from hereon we will use the
terms parameter-node and value-node to refer to feature-node and option-node
respectively.
The specification BOM has one top-level node. If different product families are
distinguished, they must be represented by means of different parameter values.
(The highest level parameter-node then represents the selection of the required
product family.) For one parameter p, one or more parameter-nodes can be
defined in the specification BOM, because the set of parameter values from
which a selection can be made may be dependent on the parameter values
selected earlier in the product specification process. Similar to the logical
graph of Wedekind and Muller (1981), the specification BOM defines a set of
combinations of parameter values which can be composed. If the specification
BOM is structured correctly for the purpose of product specification, it can
define the set of valid specifications.
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Figure 6.4.1.1 depicts a specification BOM for an item in which product types
can be identified by means of the parameters Pi £ {vi h v12} and P2 £ {v2h
Y22}·

.

,

The-specification {(pi, v12l, (p2, P22)} is invalid. In the logical graph this
constraint is represented by the fact that there is a parameter-node for the
parameter P2 which will be encountered if v12 is selected for PI· This
parameter-node only has one lower-level value-node, which represents v21· In
Chapter 7 ("Representing product specification data.") we will analyse logical
graphs as a technique to represent product specification data in greater detail.
The product specification process is, executed by exploding the specification
BOM. Each time a parameter-node is encountered, the end-user is presented
with the alternative lower-level paths by which the process can be pursued. By
selecting one of the directly underlying value-nodes to continue the product
specification process, the parameter value selected is added to the specification
which is being composed.
All parameter-nodes and value-nodes in the specification BOM are uniquely
identified even though they may be related to the same parameter. The
consequence of this would be that the specification HOM could only diverge. In
order to allow the specification graph to converge, the special DUMMY-node
has been introduced. Different value-nodes may have outgoing arcs to the same
DUMMY-node. The selection of parameter values for parameters which are
represented in the sub-graph following the DUMMY-node cannot be made
dependent on parameter values in the sub-graph preceding the DUMMY-node.
6.4.2. SCOUT: The BOM-generating system.
The BOM-generating system of SCOUT is based on the variant HOM-concept.
In SCOUT, the generative source BOM is called the logical BOM. It is very
similar to the variant BOM which was described by SchOnsleben. In the
particular case of SCOUT, when creating a source BOM for an item, for each
HOM-relationship it must be specified whether this BOM-relationship has only
one variant or whether it has more than one variant. In order to allow
automatic BOM generation, a decision table must be defined for each HOMrelationship which has more than one variant. The decision table specifies
under which conditions of parameter values which of the variants must be
selected for the result BOM (also see Section 6.3.1; "A bill-of-material
generating system: Variantengenerator VAR."). A result BOM-structure can be
generated after a valid specification has been composed with the Product
Specification System.
As mentioned earlier, the Variant HOM-concept will be analysed in greater
detail in Chapter 8 ("The variant bill-of-material concept.").

6.5. COMPUTER CONFIGURATION SYSfEMS.
6.5.1. Introduction.
The configuration of computer systems is a popular subject in the research on
Artificial Intelligence, because it is a complex, time-consuming task and human
expertise and heuristics play an important role. Several prototype computer
configuration systems have been developed using Artificial Intelligence (AI)
concepts. In this section we will describe two computer configuration systems
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which are described in the literature. This because of the apparent similarity
of the computer configuration task with the product specification and BOMgeneration processes described before. This section is for specially interested
readers; reading it is not a prerequisite for comprehending later concepts. In
this section we will seek similarities and differences between the configuration
task and systems and the concepts we have discussed in the previous sections.
We have chosen the computer configuration systems XCON (McDermott, 1982)
·and ISCS (Wu et al., 1986) as representatives for these kinds of systems. We
will. not discuss the basic concepts of AI and knowledge based systems in
particular but refer to standard literature on this subject such as Harmon and
King (1989).
6.5.2. Tbe function of computer configuration systems.
XCON is a computer configuration system used by Digital Equipment to
configure VAX computer systems. This system is one of the most commonly
known applications in the area of knowledge-based systems, partly due to the
fact that it was one of the first AI based systems which was applied
operationally.
ISCS is a system under development by Honeywell Information Systems~ Unlike
XCON, ISCS is not specifically developed for a particular type of computer
systems. The objective of ISCS is to provide a generic system which can be
applied to develop computer specific configuration systems. ISCS in itself is
not a configuration system. It provides the framework and the tools to build
one.
The authors McDermott and Wu et al. describe the configuration process only
slightly differently. McDermott (1982) defines the task of XCON as follows:
l. "The customer's order must be determined to be complete; if it is not,
whatever components are missing must be added to the order."
2. ''The spatial relationships among all of the components (including those that
are added) must be determined."
Wu et al. (1986) distinguish three activities in the configuration process in
general. Accordingly three phases are distinguished, viz. :
1. Data entry and value validation phase; in this phase the specification of the
components to be included in the system and the site-specific information is
validated and checked for completeness.
2. Completion phase; in this phase, any missing components are added to the
initial specification.
3. Assignment phase; in this phase a configuration is designed to meet the
initial demands.
By and large the first two activities described by Wu et al. can be compared
with the first activity described by McDermott. In both descriptions of the
configuration process a specification phase or activity, and a generation phase
or activity can be distinguished. In the case of XCON the specification starts
with a set of characteristic components of the system to be configured. The
objective of the first phase is to obtain a 'complete' and correct specification.
In our terminology that would be a valid specification (see Section 5.2.2; "The
definition of item, specific item and generic item."). Next, less characteristic
material is selected such as cables and other interfacing equipment. McDermott
regards this task as a part of the first phase. Wu has distinguished a separate
phase for this task (the completion phase). In particular if it is argued that
the characteristic components of the system can be regarded as identifying
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parameter values, there is a clear similarity with the product specification
process. Selecting additional 'less-characteristic' materials can be compared
with the generation process.
However there is also a clear difference between the product specification and
HOM-generation processes we have described. This difference can be found in
the second task according to McDermott ~d the third task according to Wu et
al. If the required components and the supporting materials have been selected,
there are often still many different ways in which these components can be
interfaced and positioned. One can think of the way in which peripheral
equipment is assigned to control units, the way in which components are
positioned in cabinets, aod so on. Thus having determined all the required
materials, many different configurations can still be created. Also, in addition
to parts lists, many other kinds of descriptions are generated such as lay-out
schemes. In this phase,. human expertise and heuristics play an important role.
At this point most computer configuration systems basically differ from the
product specification and HOM-generating systems described in previous
sections. After a specification has been found valid, there are still many
degrees of freedom for the descriptions generated. In the case of the product
specification and HOM-generating systems discussed elsewhere in this book,
only one kind of description is generated (the product structure description). If
a result HOM-structure is to be generated for a valid specification, no degrees
of freedom remain. The result HOM-structure follows deterministically.
6.5.3. Representation of product data.
In this section, the way in which the information, required for the
configuration task, is represented will be analysed. In order to perform the
configuration task, information on products, materials and the way they can be
interfaced and positioned must be available. In the terminology of At-research
the term knowledge is often usedl. In addition to product knowledge,
knowledge is required for controlling the configuration process. The latter
knowledge determines the sequence in which several sub-tasks within the
configuration task are performed and the way in which a system is configured
within the given degrees of freedom.
McDermott distinguishes the following kinds of knowledge:
1. Knowledge of components and parts and their properties, including
knowledge of the way certain components are built from other components
or parts. This kind of knowledge is recorded in data structures very similar
to traditional record structures.
2. Knowledge of which components can be combined into (partial)
configurations and knowledge of the way the configuration process should
be executed. The latter kind of knowledge defines for example when a
certain task within the configuration process is completed and with which
task the process should proceed. Also knowledge is defined regarding the
conditions a partial configuration should meet, in order to be extended with
certain components. This kind of knowledge is represented in so-called
production rules (Harmon and King, 1989).
Production rules

which define restrictions

and

the

control of the

I) Given the subject of this thesis we will not discuss here whether it

concerns data or knowledge here. We will apply the terminology
which is used by McDermott (1982) and Wu et al. (1986).
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configuration process consist of a condition part and an action part (see
Figure 6.5.3.1).
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Figure 6.5.3.1 :A production rule.

Tile condition part determines on the basis of tile partial configuration at a
certain point in the configuration process whether tile action, which is defined
in tile action part of tile production rule, can be executed. Tile action may for
example be adding a particular component.
ISCS is based on more extensive forms of knowledge representation. In
addition to production rules, so-called frsmes and relationships between
frames can be defined (Harmon and King, 1989). Tllese frames can represent
components, classes of components and partial configurations. Individual
components and (partial) configurations are called objects. A class of objects is
for example a range of terminals whicll consists of a number of different
specific terminals. Wu et al. distinguish in ISCS the following kinds of
knowledge:
1. Knowledge of components. In ISCS hierarchies of objects or object classes
can be defined. Within such a hierarchy, classes, sub-classes and individual
components can be defined with a specification of the properties which
belong to all objects of that class. Properties which are defined for a class
also hold for all lower-level classes and objects. A kind of product
structure can also be defined. It defines from which components a partial
configuration is made and vice versa which components are a part of whicll
partial configuration.
2. Knowledge of restrictions. This knowledge is represented by means of
production rules. The condition part describes in which cases the action
part of the production rule should be executed. The action may amongst
others consist of selecting additional components and generating warning
messages. Not all restrictions are checked after each modification of the
configuration in the configuration process. For each kind of restriction it
can be defined for which kinds of modifications it should be checked.
3. Knowledge on the control of the configuration process. This knowledge is
defined in a hierarchy of three different kinds of actions, namely:
- operations: the scope of an operation is within one object class. For
example an operation may skip or add an object from the
configuration or assign values.
- tasks
A task defines a procedure in which several operations may
be performed. The operations of a task may refer to
different object classes.
- plans
A plan defines when in the configuration process each task
must be executed. In addition it can change the contents of
a task for the duration of the configuration process.
Comparison of these different kinds of knowledge with the concepts in HOMprocessors reveals similarities in the way product data is defined. However,
there is no similarity if we regard the representation of knowledge concerning
the control of the configuration process. If we regard product data alone it
appears that both in XCON and in ISCS, product data is represented in roughly
the same conceptual way, namely by means of objects and attributes as in
traditional BOMs. The syntax which is available in XCON and ISCS however
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provides more facilities. In ISCS production rules can in particular be related
to attribute values of particular objects. Also. in ISCS. hierarchies of objects
and object classes can be defined. These kinds of formal representations of
hierarchies are not or hardly developed in PCIS.
There is also a similarity in the way product structure data Is represented in
computer configuration systems. In XCON. assemblies or partial configurations
can be defined including a specification of which components make up that
assembly or partial configuration. In ISCS so-called part-of relationships which
represent components or assemblies can be defined between frames. From a
pragmatic viewpoint this kind of knowledge resembles product structure data
defined in PCIS. The differences predominantly arise from differences in syntax
and semantics. The syntax and semantics applied in computer configuration
systems do not agree with the syntax and semantics developed in the area of
PCIS.
If we consider the latest developments in the area of PCIS it becomes
apparent that in PCIS more and more representation forms are applied which
are similar to the ones used in computer configuration systems. For example.
the conditions applied by SchOnsleben to control the generation of BOMs and
the decision tables applied in SCOUT. resemble production rules.
6.6. CONCLUSIONS.
The concepts introduced by Carruthers (1976) and Wedekind and Muller (1981)
can support the Product Specification Process. The drawback of the PSC of
Carruthers is that constraints on parameter values are represented by means of
splitting up product series into as many base-products as are required to avoid
constraints. For complex products with many strongly interdependent
parameters. the PSC will turn out to be unmanageable. Wedekind and Muller
take component product types as a starting point and suggest structuring the
logical graph in such a way that it Implicitly defines all possible combinations
of component product types. An alternative application is to use the logical
graph to define all possible combinations of parameter values. In that light.
the logical graph can be applied to support the product specification process.
Wedekind and Muller themselves already signalled that the logical graph is very
vulnerable to change. We will investigate this aspect more closely in the next
chapter.
The concept for generating BOMs introduced by SchOnsleben focusses on the
product structure data for a range of final products. However, no attention is
paid to the problems in the product specification process. Schonsleben signalled
that although maintaining complex data structures such as conditions may come
with problems, it is more feasible than explicitly enumerating each product
variant and its BOM. However, he argues that the complexity should be
controlled by applying normalisation techniques on conditions in order to
achieve uniformity in defining conditions. A standard PCIS has been found in
which a kind of Product Specification System is available as well as a kind of
BOM-generating system. The underlying concepts are in fact derivatives of the
basic concepts described by Wedekind and Muller (1981) and SchOnsleben
(1985).
Finally we analysed two representative computer configuration systems. These
systems perform tasks which are very specific to computer systems or even to
particular types of computer systems. However, other tasks are very similar to
the product specification process and BOM generating process as they have
7l

been distinguished In the previous chapter. This can be envisaged if the major
components in computer systems are regarded as identifying parameter values.
If we consider the latest developments in the area of PCIS on the one hand
and computer configuration systems on the other, it becomes apparent that
they tend to show more and more resemblance. This appears amongst others
from the introduction of the condition rules in the concept of SchOnsleben and
the introduction of 'part-of' representations in computer configuration systems
such as ISCS.
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CHAPrER 7

REPRESENTING PRODUCT SPECIFICATION DATA.
7.1. INTRODUCTION.
Representing product specification data by means of graphs was briefly
introduced in Section 6.2.2 ("The logical graph.") and Section 6.4.1 ("SCOUT:
The Product Specification System"). In the analysis of computer configuration
systems it was found that constraints especially were often represented by
means of production rules. Due to the developments in the area of Artificial
Intelligence and Knowledge Based Systems using production rules in particular,
increasing attention is being paid to (production) rules as a means of
representing logical dependencies between parameter values. In this chapter
two alternatives for representing product specification data will be discussed,
viz. graphs and rules. The two basic alternatives will be evaluated with respect
to the following three criteria:
1. Can the functionality required for a Product Specification System as
described in Section 5.5 ("The Product Specification System.") be realised
easily?
2. Is the way in which product specification data is represented and stored
comprehensible? By "comprehensible" is meant: are constraints on
combinations of product properties e.g. as a consequence of technical
limitations easily recognisable by the engineer-user?
3. How much maintenance effort is involved in implementing modifications in
production specification data?
The considerations which play a role in adopting graphs or rules for realising
a Product Specification System are a subject for specially interested readers
only. Whether graphs or rules are applied to represent a set-description in an
information system does not affect the fundamentals of the concepts to be
introduced in the forthcoming chapters. Therefore, this chapter is not required
to comprehend these concepts.
7.2. THE GRAPH FOR REPRESENTING PRODUCT SPECIFICATION DATA.
7.2.1. Introduction.
The graph concept has proven its usefulness in a series of applications in
which objects and their relationships are to be modelled (Busacker et al., 1965)
(KnOdel, 1969). One of these applications is the modelling of decision
processes. The reason why the graph concept is suggested as a technique to
represent product specification data is that the product specification process is
in fact a decision process.
A graph which is applied for representing product specification data will now
be called a specification graph. Many variants of specification graphs can be
envisaged. For example, whether the specification graph must be structured as
a tree or whether it is allowed to let the structure converge; whether special
nodes are used to represent parameter values or whether the arcs of the graph
represent parameter values. In this chapter we will assume one basic variant as
a representative of specification graphs which model the specification process
explicitly as a decision process. The specification BOM which is applied in the
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PSS of SCOUT is such a specification graph (see Section 6.4.1; "SCOUT: The
Product Specification System.").
It will be assumed that the speclflcatlon graph Is a directed graph which has
one top-node and one bottom-node. The specification graph must be cycle-free.
A node N in the specification graph which is not the top-node or bottom-node
is related to one parameter. An arc between node N and node M (N not being
the top-node, M not being the bottom-node) is related to one parameter value.
The parameter value belongs to the parameter represented by N. Furthermore,
it is assumed that for each path between the top-node and bottom-node,
parameters occur in the same sequence. By a preceding parameter P of
parameter Q will be meant that the nodes representing P are defined at a
higher level in the specification graph than the nodes representing Q. By a
£ollowi.Dg parameter F of parameter Q will be meant that the nodes
representing F are defined at a lower level in the specification graph than the
nodes representing Q.
The function of the specification graph is to define a set of valid
specifications. Each path in the graph constitutes a set of parameter values or,
in other words, a specification. In order to define the set of valid
specifications, all paths between the top-node and the bottom-node should
constitute a valid specification. Each node N in the specification graph defines
which combinations of values of the following parameters may be part of a
valid specification. In the product specification process each node is a decision
point. Each directly lower-level arc represents a decision.
With regard to the question of whether specification graphs should be allowed
to converge or not, one should realise that if a specification graph could only
be structured as a tree, the path between the top-node and a node N Is
identified by the node N. That is each node N has one unique path from the
top-node downward. Notice however that since the specification graph should
specify all paths which represent a valid specification, as many bottom-nodes
would be required as valid specifications are to be represented. In other words
eventually each product type would be explicitly represented by a bottom-node.
It is obvious that a specification tree is not a solution to the problem of
representing a large variety of product types. Thus a specification graph
should be allowed to converge.

I Figure 7.2. 1.1 :A specification graph which does not represent constraints.

The basic reason why a parameter may have to be represented by more than
one node in the speclflcation graph is that different specifications of preceding
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parameters may lead to different sets of specifications of following parameters
which still constitute a valid specification. Consider for example Figure 7.2.1.1,
P2 only requires one node because both preceding specifications {(pl, vu)} and
{(pi> v12H lead to the same set of following specifications which produce a
valid specification, namely: {{(p2, v21)}, {(p2, v22)}}. In the case of Figure
7.2.1.2, two nodes are required for parameter P2 because the specification of
preceding parameters {(pl, v11)} leads to {{(p2, v21)}, {(p2, v22)}} as the set of
following specifications which produce a valid specification. However the
specification of preceding parameters {(pl, v12)} leads to another set of
specifications of following parameters which produce a valid specification,
viz.: {{(p2, v21)}}. In other words the graph is structured in such a way that it
represents the fact that the specification {(pi> VJ2), (p2, v22H is invalid.
I~

P1

0r
P2

P2

<::Y·

bottoin-node

Figure 7.2.1.2: A specification graph which represents a constraint.

When a specification graph contains two nodes N and M which define the same
set of specifications of following parameters, either Nor M could be deleted.
Assume without loss of generality that N will be retained. Then M must be
deleted (including all paths from M to the bottom-node). The arcs directed to
M must then be directed to N. The specification graph Is made convergent
which reduces data redundancy.
7 .2.2. Evaluation.
This evaluation applies to graphs which are implemented in computerised
information systems, such as the specification BOM of SCOUT (see Section
6.4.1; "SCOUT: The Product Specification System."). It will be assumed that the
structure of the specification graph is directly used to compose specifications
interactively, i.e. a specification is composed by 'exploding' the graph level by
level and selecting a parameter value for each node until the bottom-node is
reached.
1. Supporting the functionality of the Product Specification System.
There is no explicit validation of specifications in the specification graph
because a specification which is composed by creating a path from the topnode to the bottom-node is by definition valid. The specification graph defines
which decisions, with regard to a value for a parameter, are allowed in the
product specification process in order to prevent invalid specifications being
composed. The structure of the specification graph implicitly represents the
constraints against which a specification must be validated. Under the
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assumptions mentioned at the beginning of this section, the specification graph
supports an anticipative approach of the product specification process. However
the sequence in which parameters must be determined, is determined by the
structure of the specification graph. If the graph is restructured, the sequence
in which parameters must be determined by an end-user often changes as well.
Usually the specification graph will not show those parameter values which will
produce an invalid specification. However, as we discussed earlier (Section
5.5.I; "The end-user.") it is important to show the end-user which parameter
values are no longer available for selection due to previously selected
parameter values. This drawback could be avoided, if at every node, all
parameter values of the parameter related to that node were shown. Of course
the parameter values which are no longer valid at that point in the
specification process should be marked accordingly.
A remaining problem is that a specification graph does not readily explain
why a parameter value has been excluded. This is caused by the fact that
constraints are not defined explicitly. In a way they are hidden in the
structure of the specification graph. In the case of an excluded parameter
value, the specification graph can be used to show the different nodes that
have been passed and the decisions which were taken for these nodes. It is
however very difficult to reconstruct at which node, which parameter value
was selected that caused the parameter value in question to be excluded and
consequently which other decision would have avoided the parameter value
being excluded. However, as we will see in Section 7.3.2 ("Evaluation."),
explaining why a specification is invalid, is also a complex' problem for other
forms of representation such as rules.
Finally, because constraints are not defined explicitly, it is impossible to
specify the underlying reason for a constraint. For example, has it a technical
cause, legislative cause or marketing cause?
2. Comprehensiveness of the product specification data.
It is found that graphs are often used to inventory and analyse all
dependencies between parameters and parameter values, given a number of
constraints (see Figure 7.2.2.1).
In the process of drafting a specification graph much knowledge is acquired
about the actual constraints between parameter values. This will be illustrated
by an example. In Figure 7.2.2.1, drafting the specification graph for the given
parameter values and constraints reveals that there is a dependence between
v11 and v21 which has not been explicitly expressed by a constraint. The
graph shows that the combination of v11 and v21 is incompatible because it
produces a node in which no parameter value for P3 can be selected. In other
words the specification was already invalid before P3 was reached. In the
process of drafting a specification graph, these dependencies will become
apparent. On the other hand if only the specification graph is available, it can
be very difficult to reconstruct which parameter values are actually
incompatible. If for example in Figure 7.2.2.I, VII is selected first, followed by
v22• it will be found that v32 must also be selected. From this starting point
it is very difficult to reconstruct the fact that v31 cannot be selected because
v11 has been selected. One must travel back through the graph and find the
first node N such that in the set of valid specifications of the following
parameters there is at fewest one specification which has the excluded
parameter value (v3I in this example) as a member. The parameter value
which was initially selected at N is then one that caused the current
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parameter value to be excluded (but not necessarily the only one).

P1 : f/11• v,2}
P2:

f/21• V22}

P3 : f/31• V32}
~

((p,, v,J af:m(p3, v31))

~ ((p2' v2J af:m(pa, v32))

i

Figure 7.2.2.1: The specification graph reveals constraints.

Using specification graphs for analysing dependencies between parameter
values is usually limited to graphs which are not too complex. A rule of
thumb is that problems arise if a graph becomes too big to draft on a sheet of
paper. Therefore the comprehensiveness of specification graphs decreases
rapidly as more parameters, parameter values and constraints are introduced. It
may be concluded that specification graphs as a way of representing product
specification data forces the user to analyse the relationships between
parameter values thoroughly. However, this will often be limited to those cases
in which the specification graph can be easily visualised and overseen.
Incorrect data such as contradicting constraints will then be discovered.
However this is a merit of the process of drafting a specification graph, not
of the specification graph itself.
3. Maintenance effort.
Wedekind and Muller (1981) already signalled the problem of implementing
modifications in the logical graph (see Section 6.2.2; "The logical graph."). A
similar disadvantage is expected to exist for specification graphs. One of the
major concerns regarding specification graphs is the large data redundancy.
This is caused basically by the fact that a specification graph not only
describes the constraints between parameter values, but also the full process of
composing a valid specification. Given a sequence in which parameters must be
determined, all imaginable different decision states must be modelled explicitly.
This requires many nodes. The relationship between a parameter value and the
parameter it belongs to is represented repeatedly in the specification graph.
The specification graph can be structured to minimise data redundancy, but
this will affect the sequence of parameters and thus the sequence in which
parameters must be determined by the end-user in the product specification
process. The sequence which minimises data redundancy may easily contradict
the sequence which is perceived as natural by an end-user.
The natural sequence for an end-user is usually the one in which the most
dominating properties of a product are determined first (in case of a car e.g.
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luxury level, engine type or transmission) and less important properties are
determined last (e.g. car radio, additional mirror or fog lights). In the example
of Figure 7.2.2.2 the redundancy is apparent. The parameter P2 and its
parameter values are defined twice. Also parameter P3 has been defined twice,
once for the case that one of both parameter values v31 and v32 can be
selected and once for the case that only parameter value v31 can be selected.
P1 :
P2 :
P3:
~

{\'11• V12}
{\'21• V22}
{\'31• V32}

((p1, v1J Atll(Pa• v32))

I Figure 7.2.2.2: A specification graph with redundancy.
According to the rule from Section 7.2.1 ("Introduction.") with regard to
making a specification graph converge, neither of the nodes for P2 may be
abolish~d. However if the specification graph is restructured into the parameter
sequence Pt• P3• P2 it is found that the three arcs originating from the two
nodes of P3 may be directed to one node for P2 (see Figure 7.2.2.3). It is
important to realise that even if it were possible to achieve a compromise
between the natural sequence of parameters in the product specification
process and data redundancy in the specification graph, any new modification
might affect data redundancy and therefore disturb this compromise.
P1 :
P2 :
P3:
t:IQI

{\'11• V12}
{V21• V22}
{\'31• V32}
((p,. v1J At:ll(p a• v32))

~
p,

~

A

f:'

V3~32
P2

~
Figure7.2.2.3:The restructuredgraphwith reduced redundancy.
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If there are many complex constraints, many different nodes representing the
same parameter will be present in the specification graph. In the case of
engineering changes, tbe graph structure must be searched to find all nodes
related to the parameter or all arcs related to the parameter value involved. If
a parameter value is to be deleted, all arcs in the graph representing that
parameter value must be found and deleted. If because of this, nodes are no
longer connected to the graph, they must be deleted as well (including their
outgoing arcs), until no unconnected nodes remain. If a parameter must be
deleted then all nodes related to that parameter must be found and deleted
including their outgoing arcs. Then the graph must be reconnected.
If a parameter or parameter value must be added, great care must be taken in

determining the level in the specification graph at which related node(s) will
be inserted. All (potential) constraints must be taken into account, which may
create large redundancy in the .structure.
Adding and deleting constraints. may have an enormous impact on the
structure of the specification graph. It generally requires new nodes to be
inserted and/or deleted at several levels in the structure. Much attention must
be paid to modifying the graph, from the viewpoint of not only correctness but
also data redundancy, and the sequence in which parameters are to be
determined in the product specification process. Any change in the graph could
create redundancy, requiring restructuring of the graph.
In general, a specification graph is very difficult to maintain, especially if
there Is no overall insight into the structure. Any modification in the
specification graph may cause data redundancy. If data redundancy must be
minimised, then each modification may require restructuring of the
specification graph which influences the sequence in which the product
parameters are to be determined.
7 .2.3. Conclusion.

The graph concept has a dominant impact on the functionality of the Product
Specification System. Applications for composing specifications interactively by
exploding the graph in order to establish a path to the bottom-node are
relatively ejiSe to develop. Also the anticipative approach is relatively easy to
achieve. The underlying reason is that the product specification process is
partly explicitly modelled in the specification graph. That is, the decision
states which may occur in the specification process as well as all allowed
transition between these states are explicitly defined in the specification
graph. However, the obverse of the medal is that if more flexible support such
as a random sequence for determining parameters and/or reconstructing which
parameter values caused another parameter value to be excluded is required, a
specification graph will also require very complex software to provide the
required functionality.
A disadvantage with regard to the functionality of a PSS is that constraints
are not defined explicitly. This prevents the end-user from seeing constraints
on parameter values and the underlying reasons for these constraints.
From a maintenance point of view the major disadvantage of the specification
graph is Its vulnerability to modification. Relatively simple modifications
require considerable effort, not in the least due to any data redundancy. Also
there is a great risk that as a consequence of a modification, the data
redundancy will increase strongly which may require the graph to be
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restructured. Finally the fact that constraints are not defined explicitly may
make it very difficult to reconstruct why a specification graph has been
structured in a particular way, especially if all, technical, legislative and
marketing constraints have led to tbe structure.
7.3•. AN ALTERNATIVE FOR REPRESENTING CONSTRAINTS: RULES.
7.3.1. Introduction.

Rules provide an alternative for representing product specification data. A rule
describes boolean relationships between two or more parameter values. A rule
can either be TRUE or FALSE for a specification, depending on the parameter
values of the specification. The relationships between the parameter values can
be expressed using logical operators such as not, and, or, xor and =>.
Rules can be used to represent product specification data. They are
particularly suitable for representing constraints (such as incompatible
parameter values). The set of allowed values of a parameter can also be
modelled as a rule. For example a parameter Pi with the values vip• Vfq and
Vfr can be represented by the following rule:
((pi, Vfp) XOR (pi> Vfq) XOR (pi> Vfr))
It defines that for parameter Pi precisely one of the values Yip• Vtq or vir
must be selected. We will continue to denote this kind of rule as follows:
Pi

1!:

{Vip• Vfq• Vir}

The set-description of an item defines which product specifications i.e.
product types are members of that item. The set-description can be
established by parameters, parameter values and constraints. The constraints
can be represented by rules. Basically, a set of product types can be defined
by one rule. This rule could be of the following form (where 'product type'
represents a rule describing the product type by Its product specification):
(product type I XOR product type 2 XOR .... )
If we take for example the product family from Figure 7.2.1.2 and substitute
each product type by its product specification, the rule will be as follows:

The rule Is the representation of the set-description of the product family item
(see Section 5.2.2; "The definition of item, specific item and generic item.").
This particular rule expllctty enumerates all product specifications, the very
thing that was to be avoided . For that reason parameters and their parameter
values are generally defined by separate rules and again separate rules are
defined describing incompatible combinations of parameter values. Rules
describing incompatible combinations will now be called exclusions. They have
I) The effect is similar to demanding that a specification graph
should be a tree structure. In that case each path or product
specification is also explicitly defined.
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the following form:
NOT ((pi> Vfp) A!'l.Q (Pjt VjqH
A set-description for the example from Figure 7.2.1.2 would be:
{pi E {VJlt V}2}
fl2 E {v21• v22J
!NOT (lp .. VJ2) AND (p2, V22))}
The possibility of defining parameters and parameter values and additional
exclusions, if required, is sufficient to define any set of product specifications.
In practice, other kinds of rules are sometimes used in addition to exclusions.
This is usually caused by a growing number of exclusions. If a parameter value
vtp of a parameter Pi can only be combined with one of the parameter values
of- parameter p· namely: Vjt• then it may require far fewer rules to express
that if vip is se~ected, Vjt must be selected as well, than to express that vi
cannot be combined witli any of the other values of Pi· This kind of rule wiH
be called an lnclusloa. It has the following general form:
((ph vij) AND (Pm, Vmn> AND .....

=>

(px, Vxy))

Many other kinds of rules can be envisaged to constitute set-descriptions of
items. The goal in defining different types of rules often is to decrease the
complexity of the product specification data. The problem here is that the
concept complexity is very difficult to evaluate. The following factors influence
the complexity of a set-description:
1. The number of parameters.
2. The number of parameter values.
3. The number of rules which are distinguished separately.
4. The number of parameters which are involved in a separate rule.
5. The number of different kinds of rules such as inclusions and exclusions
which are applied.
The difficulty in evaluating the complexity of a set-description lies in the
weighting of these factors. The number of parameters can be reduced by
increasing the number of parameter values; the number of rules can also be
reduced by increasing the number of parameter values. The number of rules
which are distinguished separately can be reduced by introducing new kinds of
rules, e.g. one inclusion may replace a number of exclusions. It turns out in
practice that the complexity is perceived differently by different engineerusers. Individuals often have their own preferences.
7 .3.2. Evaluation.
In this section we will discuss the use of rules as a syntax for representing
product specification data. Again, we will refer to the aspects which were
outlined in Section 7.1 ("Introduction.").

1. Supporting the functionality of the Product Specification System.
When rules are used, the primary function of a PSS is to check whether all
rules are TRUE, given a specification. Whereas in the case of the
specification graph composing and validating a specification go hand-in-hand,
the structure of rules does not naturally support the composition of a
specification. The process of validation is separated from the process of
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composing a specification. If specifications must be composed interactively, a
user interface must be developed to complement the validation function. The
PSS then consists of two clearly separated sub-systems (see Figure 7.3.2.1),
viz. :
a. an advanced user-interface for composing a specification, and
b. a validity control system, to evaluate the validity of a specification.

user interface

validity control
Figure 7.3.2. 1: Architecture for a PSS based on rules.

In Section 5.5.1 ("The end-user.") it was argued that a 'trial-and-error'
approach for composing full specifications is undesirable. If the end-user is
inexperienced, the product specification process will be far more efficient if an
invalid specification is signalled at the earliest possible moment. It is therefore
important that the validation at least is not postponed until the full
specification has been completed.
In the retrospective approach (see Section 5.5.1i "The end-user."), the earliest
moment at which an invalid specification can be signalled is immediately after
the parameter value causing the specification to be invalid has been selected.
In order to ensure that an invalid specification is signalled at the earliest
possible moment, the specification must be validated after each subsequent
parameter value is specified by the user. No doubt more experienced end-users
will require a facility to validate a specification when they choose.
In the anticipative approach, the parameter values which will cause an invalid
specification must be shown in advance. If the next parameter to be
determined is known, all values of that parameter could be evaluated as to
whether they produce an invalid specification or not. For each alternative
parameter value it must be probed that at fewest one valid specification is still
available consisting of all parameter values already selected and the parameter
value which is currently being analysed. The parameter values can be presented
and those that are compatible can be marked accordingly (Euwe, 1990).
A specification for an item is invalid if one or more rules which constitute the
set-description of that item are FALSE. These rules can be used to explain to
the user the cause of the invalidity. The other parameter value(s), that caused
the rule to be FALSE are especially important. The semantics of rules are very
suitable for this purpose because they can express the dependencies between
parameter values explicitly.
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2. Comprehensiveness of the product specification data.
Each rule is an isolated piece of inform1;1tion. Exclusions especially resemble
the way in which constraints are formulated by engineer-users in practice. For
each rule on itself its correctness can easily be validated. However, problems
may arise if the number of rules is large and the rules are complex. As we
have shown in the example of Figure 7.2.2.1 constraints between parameter
values which have not been explicitly expressed by a rule may exist.
Constraints which are not explicitly expressed by a rule, but which follow from
a combination of explicitly defined rules, will be called implicit rules (see e.g.
Figure 7.2.2.1; the exclusion NOT((pl> vu) AND (p2, v21)) is an implicit
exclusion). So although each rule can be very comprehensive in itself because
it explicitly shows a dependence between parameter values, many implicit rules
will diminish the overall insight into all relationships for a given set of
parameter values.
Implicit rules also produce complications in explaining invalid specifications.
Since not all dependencies between parameter values have been explicitly
expressed by a rule, it will be more difficult to explain the cause of an
invalidity. Figure 7.3.2.2 illustrates this with the example of the product family
from Figure 7.2.2.1. As the number of rules grows with the number of different
types of rules, the probability of implicit rules arising increases. Koenders
(1988) describes an algorithm which can be applied to inventory all implicit
rules, given a set of parameters, parameter values and explicit rules.
P1 :
P2 :
Pa:

{V11• V12}
{V21• V22}
{V31• V32}

troi
troi

((P1, V11) Al:':l.tHPa• Va1)) (1)
((P2, V21) A!::iQ (Pa, V32)) (2)

1. Specification: {(p1, V11)}
2. Next select V21 for P2
The validity control should now find that the parameter p 3 in combination
withbothrules1 and2makeitimpossibletoselect v21 at this stage.
Neither Va1 nor Va2 can be selected if V21 has been selected. Therefore, the
the combination of v11 and V21 is invalid. Merely showing rules 1 and 2 will
confuse the end-user because these rules will specify P:J as the cause. But
the end-user has not yet specified P.J. Therefore the explanation should
should showthatV11 and v21 are incompatible.
Figure 7.3.2.2: The validity control check whether a valid specification still exists.

3- Maintenance effort.
Modifying parameters and parameter values requires little effort. An additional
parameter or parameter value only needs to be defined once. If a parameter or
parameter value is eliminated, then of course all rules in which that parameter
value occurs must be eliminated as well.

Modifications in dependencies between parameter values require rules to be
deleted or added. Modifying each rule does not create a problem, because each
is an isolated piece of information the correctness of which is easily evaluated.
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It is the effect that single rules may have in combination with other rules that
may cause a problem. It can be extremely difficult to fathom all dependencies
between parameter values which are expressed by a number of explicit rules. A
lack of insight into tbe effects of all rules as a whole may hinder effective
data maintenance and may cause deterioration of the data reliability.
7.3.3. Conclusions.
Rules provide a very powerful syntax form for clearly expressing logical
dependencies between parameter values. Whereas in specification graphs tbe
core of the product specification data is mingled with the way in which a
specification must be composed, when using rules the process of product
specification and the data on relationships between parameter values is fully
separated. This is an advantage although it imposes some additional demands on
the architecture of the PSS. It allows more freedom in the way a specification
is composed and modifications in the product specification data do not
influence the way in. which specifications must be composed. On the other
hand, whereas an anticipating approach can be realised easily for a
specification graph, it will require complex software- and much computer
capacity when rules are applied instead. The core reason is that in a
specification graph all paths are defined explicitly. Thus if a parameter value
is available for selection by means of an outgoing arc it is already guaranteed
that a path exists to the bottom-node and thus that a valid specification
exists. In the case of rules, these paths are not explicitly defined. They must
be generated during the product specification process in order to evaluate
whether a valid specification can still be achieved after a parameter value has
been selected. This is the price for avoiding the data redundancy commonly
present in specification graphs.
Another advantage of the fact that rules very directly express the
relationship between a number of parameter values is that they are well
suited to explain to an end-user why a specification is invalid. Implementing
changes is relatively easy because the correctness of each rule can be
validated separately. A point of concern regarding rules is the
comprehensiveness of large sets of complex rules. Although each rule itself
may be very comprehensible, it can be very difficult to fathom all implicit
rules. This may create a long-term problem in data maintenance.
7.4. SUMMARY.

In this chapter, two concepts for representing product specification data, viz.
graphs and rules, have been discussed. It was found that graphs can easily
support a rudimentary form of composing specifications by an anticipative
approach. However graphs do not lend themselves easily to more advanced
functions such as showing and explaining constraints and determining
parameters in a random sequence. A major disadvantage of graphs concerns the
maintenance effort. Graphs are very sensitive to engineering changes. Changes
may cause serious data redundancy and/or require restructuring of the graph
which influences the interface to the end-user.
Rules on the other hand do not lend themselves naturally to support the
interactive composition of specifications and an anticipative approach. A more
complex end-user interface is required to provide this support. Due to the
semantics of rules, constraints can be expressed explicitly. Therefore they can
be very suitable for showing and explaining constraints. This is also an
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advantage for the maintenance function. The fact that constraints can be
easily recognised from rules also facilitates maintenance. A rule is an isolated
piece of information the correctness of which can be checked independently of
other rules. A disadvantage of rules is that complex sets of rules may yield
implicit rules. Implicit rules are not 'wrong' but they are difficult to recognise
and it is therefore difficult to check their correctness. Again, supporting
software tools can be developed to support the maintenance with regard to
this aspect as has been shown by Koenders (1988).
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CHAPI'ER 8

THE VARIANT BILL-OF-MATERIAL CONCEPf.

8.1. INTRODUCTION.
In this chapter the variant bill-of-material-coocept will be described and
analysed. A typical database model will be described and it will be shown that
the design choices made in the typical variant HOM-concept result in a number
of shortcomings with regard to the design considerations described in Chapter
5 ("An architecture for product specification and bill-of-material generating
systems.").
8.2. VARIANT BILLS-OF-MATERIAL: PRODUCT VARIETY AT END-ITEM
LEVEL.

In Chapter 6 ("Product specification systems and bill-of-material generating
systems: a literature review.") the 'Variantengenerator VAR' of SchOnsleben
(1985) was briefly described. This HOM Generating System is based on the
variant HOM-concept and it represents the current state-of-the-art in
describing product structures for large numbers of product types (see Section
6.3; "Concepts for generating bills-of-material."). The variant HOM-concept
allows generative source HOM-structures to be defined which can be used to
generate a result HOM-structure given an item and a set of parameter values.
Usually the item which must be given represents a set of final product types
and the parameter values are applied in the product specifications of these
final product types. In other words given a fully specified end-item, the
result HOM-structure for a final product type can be generated automatically
(SchOnsleben, 1985), (Daniels, 1989), (Ashcroft et at., 1988).
As mentioned in Section 6.3.1 ("A bill-of-material generating system:
Variantengenerator VAR.") the basic idea underlying the variant HOM-concept
is that the source HOM-structure is constituted by HOM-relationships which
are sets of one or more HOM-relationship variants. A result HOM-structure is
obtained by selecting no or one variant from each HOM-relationship in the
source HOM-structure.
The variants of one HOM-relationship have different values for one or more
attributes. Usually they have different values for the component item attribute
and/or the quantity/per attribute. If the variants only differ with regard to
their component items, they specify in fact a set of mutually exclusive
component items. Only one of the variants from a HOM-relationship and
therefore only one of the component items can be selected from that HOMrelationship for the result HOM-structure. If the variants only differ in the
quantity/per they specify, they specify that the parent item represents
different parent product types in which the component specified by all variants
is consumed in different quantities. A multi-level result HOM-structure for a
fully specified item X is obtained by performing a multi-level explosion on the
source HOM-structure for item X, in which each time a HOM-relationship is
encountered one or no variant is selected for the HOM-relationship in the
result HOM-structure. The multi-level explosion will continue with the
component item specified in the selected variant. The current state-of-the-art
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shows some BOM-processors which support the automatic selection of variants
and thus support a HOM-generation process. In this generation process a
variant of each BOM-relationship can be selected automatically given a set of
parameter values. Of course this requires the definition of relationships
between these parameters and parameter values, and the variants at lower
levels in the source BOM-structure. The currently known variant BOMprocessors use various types of decision tables to constitute these
relationships.
In accordance with the variant BOM-concept, the source BOM-structure is the
set of BOM-relationship variants which constitute a graph. In this graph two
or more HOM-relationship variants may belong to the same HOM-relationship
and for each HOM-relationship for which rpore than one BOM-relationship
variant exists, a decision table exists. As explained, this source HOM-structure
can be used to generate the result HOM-structure of a fully specified item X.
The result HOM-structure of an item X is the set of HOM-relationship variants
which constitute a graph which is coherent and in which X is the only top. level item. No two or more HOM-relationship variants of the set belong to the
same HOM-relationship. Each HOM-relationship variant belongs to precisely one
HOM-relationship for which no decision table exists.

dtJS/r-lamp
I

------------+-----------

black lampshade blue lampshade while lampshade

+
4""'

-------•-------

normaltube

.A.

= BOM-relationship

..

=BOM-relationshipvariant

•
I
I

base

'·
ltalicitemsrBpf11StNllmotllthanoneprrxlucttype.

Figure 6.3.1.2: The source BOM-structurefor six different desk-lamp product types.

We will now discuss the typical database model of a BOM-processor based on
the variant BOM-concept. In the explanation of the entity-types we will
provide the entities which constitute the generative source BOM-structure of
the six desk-lamps from Figure 6.3.1.2 as examples (this figure repeated here
for completeness).
Figure 8.2.1 depicts the data structure diagram of the typical database model
of the generative source BOM according to the variant BOM-concept. The
following entity-types constitute the database model:
1. product family.
An entity of the type product family represents an end-item. That is an item
which is a set of final product types. This can be read from the data structure
diagram, which illustrates that there can be no entity of the type variant
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which refers to an entity of the type product family as a component item. In
other words a product family can never be a component item and it can
therefore only occur at the highest level in the source HOM-structure. An
example of an entity of this kind is shown in Table 8.2.1:

5

2.________
value

Dala-nJ/81/MIIih/p$11Wk8tll+ifh #

llfllmulu8/ly~

FJQUre8.2.1: Typical data structure diagram for a variant BOM-processor.

2. parameter.
An entity of the type parameter represents a parameter as it was defined in
Section 5.2.1 ("Basic elements."). Notice however, in the typical database model
of the variant BOM-concept, parameters can only be associated with product
families, not with arbitrary items. Examples of entities of the type parameter
are listed in Table 8.2.2.
parameter
colour
type

Table 8.2.2.
3. value.
An entity of the type value represents a value as it was defined in Section
5.2.1 ("Basic elements."). Table 8.2.3 shows some examples of values.
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black
blue
white
standard

flexible
Table 8.2.3.

4. parameter value.
An entity of the type parameter value defines a relationship between entities
of the type parameter and entities of the type value. These entities determine
which values can be selected for a parameter, regardless of the product
families with which the parameter value is associated.
value
colour
colour
colour
type
type

black
blue
'hhite
standard
flexible

Table 8.2.4.

Table 8.2.4 shows the parameter value entities for the desk-lamps of Figure
6.3.1.2.
5. product family domain.
An entity of the type product family domain defines a relationship between a
parameter value and a product family. These entities define which parameter
values may be selected in a product family to perform the generation of a
result BOM. They constitute a part of the set-description of a product family.
The parameter values associated with a product family represent properties of
final products. Table 8.2.5 shows the examples for the case of the desk-lamp.

desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp

colour
colour
colour
type
type

black
blue
white
standard
flexible

Table 8.2.5.

6. constraint.
An entity of the type constraint defines a constraint on the combination of
two or more parameter values for a particular product family. In the example
of the desk-lamp of Figure 6.3.1.2 no constraints were assumed. However, in
Section 4.4.3 ("Assumption 3, and its interactions with assumption 1 and
assumption 2.") an exclusion was assumed on the parameter values (colour,
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black) and (type, flexible). The exclusion which would in that case be defined
is shown in Table 8.2.6.
exclusion

product family

001
001

desk-lamp
desk-lamp

parameter

value

.....

colour
type

~

flexible

Table 8.2.6.

Entities of the type constraint also constitute part of the set-description of a
product family. A constraint can only be defined in tenns of parameter values
which are associated with the same product family with which the constraint is
associated.
7. item.
An entity of the type item represents a set of one or more product types.
item
black l.ampshade
blue lampshade
mite l.ampshade
··Stand
no.tmal tube
flexible tube
base
Table 8.2.7.

Since in the variant HOM-concept no parameter values can be associated with
an item it is impossible to maintain a set-description for an entity of the type
item. Examples of entities of the type item are shown in Table 8.2. 7. Note that
all items in Table 8.2. 7 happen to represent a set of precisely one product
type, except for the item stand (see Figure 6.3.1.2).
8. HOM-relationship.
An entity of the type BOM-relationship represents a set of HOM-relationship
variants. A HOM-relationship cannot exist independently of a variant. At
fewest one variant must be defined for a HOM-relationship. A HOM-relationship
either has an entity of the type product family as a parent item or an entity
of the type item as a parent item. Table 8.2.8 shows the entities of the type
BOM-relationship of the desk-lamp example. Recall that these entities cannot
be defined without defining entities of the type variant for them.
parent item
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
stand
stand

seq. nr.

10
20
10
20

Table 8.2.8.
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9. variant.
A variant is a BOM-relationship variant as it was defined in Section 6.3.1 ("A
bill-of-material generating system: Variantengenerator VAR."). It belongs
uniquely to a HOM-relationship. Table 8.2.9 shows the entities of the type
variant for the example of the desk-lamps.
parent item
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
stan:i
stan:i
stan:i

seq. nr.

variant

canponent i tern

10
10
10
20
10
10
20

1
2
3
1
1
2
1

black lampshade
blue lampshade
white lampshade
stan:i
normal tl.ibe
flexible tube
base

Table 8.2.9.

Note that entities of the type BOM-relationship are identified by the
combination of the attributes parent item and sequence number. Entities of the
type variant are identified by the combination of the attributes parent item,
sequence number and variant.
10. decision table.
An entity of the type decision table defines the set of conditions of one
HOM-relationship, which control the selection of a variant in the result HOMgeneration process. A decision table cannot exist independently. At fewest one
entity of the type decision table rule must have been defined. The examples of
entities of this type are shown in Table 8.2.10 together with the entities of
the type decision table rule.
11. decision table rule.
An entity of the type decision table rule defines the relationships between a
variant and one or more parameter values. It represents a condition which
expresses which parameter values must be part of a specification in order to
select the variant to which the decision rule belongs during the HOM
generating process. Table 8.2.10 shows the decision table rules for the example
of the six desk-lamps.
parent item
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
desk-lamp
stan:i
stan:i

seq. nr.

variant

10
10
10
10
10

1
2
3
1
2

decision table rule
1
1
1
1
1

parameter value
(colour, black)
(colour, blue)
(colour, white)
(type, stan:iard)
(type, flexible)

Table 8.2.10.

Entities of the type decision table are identified by the combination of a
parent item and a sequence number (i.e. by a HOM-relationship). Entities of
the type decision table rule are identified by the combination of a parent item,
a sequence number, a variant and a decision table rule number. More than one
decision table rule can be defined for the same variant, because different sets
of parameter values may require the same variant to be selected.
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As will be shown in the following sections, the typical variant BOM-concept

carries a number of shortcomings, which are predominantly forthcoming from
the fact that parameters, parameter values and constraints cannot be
exclusively associated to an item at an arbitrary level in the product structure.
In the typical variant BOM-concept it has been chosen only to allow setdescriptions to be maintained exclusively for product families. By this design
choice a number of difficulties which arise if set-descriptions can be
maintained for arbitrary items, can be avoided. The advantage is that a BOM
Generating System which allows result BOM-structures to be generated for
final product types, identified by a fully specified item can be realised with
little effort. In the forthcoming chapters an enhancement of the variant BOMconcept called the generic BOM-concept will be discussed. In this concept we
will encounter the difficulties which are a result of allowing set-descriptions
to be defined for arbitrary items. These difficulties require a number of new
concepts to be developed. However, firstly the above shortcomings of the
variant BOM-concept will be analysed.
8.3. CAN A GENERAL PRODUCT SfRUCTURE BE REPRESENTED IN THE
VARIANT BILL-OF-MATERIAL CONCEPT?

One of the demands formulated in Chapter 5 ("An Architecture for product
specification and bill-of-material generating systems.") for a generative BOMconcept is that it should enhance the insight into a massive amount of data on
products and product structures. From this point of view it is important that a
generative BOM-concept enables the stressing of commonality in products and
product structure data. This can be achieved if sets of product types with
particular properties in common can be treated as a whole, i.e. if a set of
different product types can be represented and treated as a single entity. In
order tp improve the insight into product structure data, a generative HOMconcept should also support the definition of one HOM-relationship between a
set of parent product types and a set of component product types. One HOMrelationship between two sets of product types should then replace numerous
HOM-relationships between the individual product types. Such a BOMrelationship should represent the fact that a product type from the set of
parent product types should always contain a product type from ·the set of
component product types. In this way, a certain amount of knowledge of the
product structures of many different product types of a certain kind can be
easily obtained without being forced to go Into full detail, viz. the knowledge
which kind of product types (i.e. items) is always required to establish a
product type of a particular kind (i.e. item), Consider for example the medical
diagnostic systems from the previous section. If a set of medical diagnostic
systems and a set of generators have been defined, a BOM-relationship
between these sets should allow for specifying that a medical diagnostic system
always contains a generator as a component. A source BOM-structure which
represents this kind of knowledge, represents the general product structure of
the product types of its items. The concept general product structure will be
precisely defined in Section 9.4.2 ("Gozinto-relationsl;llps in the generic bill-ofmaterial concept.").
The variant BOM-concept does not fully support the definition of this type of
BOM-relationship. This is due to the fact that sets of more than one product
type can only be defined either by entities of the type product family or by
entities of the type item which have a lower-level source BOM-structure from
which more than one result BOM-structure can be generated. Recall that in
the variant BOM-concept, the fact that an item represents more than one
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product type is derived from the fact that more than one result BOM-structure
can be generated for such an item. Consequently the lowest level items in the
source BOM-structure can only represent one product type. Because of this, a
source BOM-structure cannot represent a general product structure for a
variety of product types down to the lowest level of the product structure.
Consider for example Figure 8.3.1. Table 8.3.1 shows the BOM-relationship
variants which constitute the source BOM-structure of Figure 8.3.1.

z

X
I

I

I

a

c

m

q

p

p

p

n
s

FIQUre8.3.1: Representing sets of product types in the variant bill-of-material concept.

parent item

seq.

variant

c:oup::nent item

XYZ
XYZ

10
20
20
20
10
20
20
20

1
1
2
3
1
1
2

ABC

XYZ
XYZ
ABC
AOC
ABC
ABC

3

K
M
N
p

Q
R

s

Table 8.3.1

This figure illustrates that the set of three product types x, y and z can be
represented by one entity of the type product family, xyzi. Also the range of
product types a, b and c can be represented by one entity of the type item
(ABC). However this is not the case for the sets of product types q, r, sand
k, m, n. Because the BOM-relationship variant XYZ-ABC is the only variant in
the HOM-relationship of XYZ, the source HOM-structure of XYZ does show
that each product type of XYZ contains a product type of ABC as a
component. For the same reason the structure shows that each product type of
ABC contains a product type of P (i.e. p) as a component. But it cannot show
that a product type from XYZ always contains a product type from a set
consisting of k, m, n as a component, because such a set cannot be defined
1) Product types will be denoted by lower case letters. Items will be
denoted by upper case letters.
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as a single entity. Only separate items can be defined fork, m and n, namely
K, M and N. The same holds for the three product types q, rands for which
the items Q, R and S can be defined.

Of course this can be solved pragmatically by creating artificial parent items
for Q, R and S, respectively K, M, N. The source BOM of such an item will
only have one BOM-relationship with as many variants as component items to
be represented. Table 8.3.2 depicts the BOM-relationship variants which would
in that case constitute the source BOM-structure of XYZ.
Notice that the artificial parent item is only fit for clustering different
product types into a set. The BOM-relationship does not really show that the
'component' item is consumed in the 'parent' item. It shows that the
'component' item is a member of the set defined by the 'parent' item. In the
process of generating a result BOM-structure the artificial parent item can
best be suppressed. In Chapter 10 ("Set-relationships between items.") a more
formal concept for representing this type of relationships will be presented.
parent item

seq.

XYZ
XYZ

QRS
QRS

10
20
10
10
10
10
20
10
10

QRS

10

IQti

Klti
Klti

ABC
ABC

variant

c::oqxnent item

1

ABC

1

KMN

1
2

K
M
N

3
1

p

1
1

QRS

2
3

Q
R

s

Table 8.3.2

To summarise, the source BOM-structure according to the basic variant BOMconcept represents a general product structure except for the lowest level, if
all BOM-relationships except for the lowest level BOM-relationship only have
one BOM-relationship variant. Each result BOM-structure generated from such
source BOM-structure will contain the same BOM-relationship variants except
for the lowest level. Consider for example Table 8.3.1. The different result
BOM-structures that can be generated from that source BOM-structure are
only different in whether variant 1, 2 or 3 occurs in the lowest level BOMrelationship XYZ-20 and whether variant 1, 2 or 3 occurs in the lowest level
BOM-relationship ABC-20. In other words the entire variety of result BOMstructures which can be generated is achieved at the lowest level in the source
BOM-structure.
A pragmatic solution proposed to allow the general product structure to be
represented down to even the lowest level is to define an additional
'artificial' lowest level in the source BOM-structure by defining artificial
parent items. Consider for example Table 8.3.2 in which the artificial parent
item KMN occurs. This item allows the showing that each result BOM-structure
generated for XYZ will contain an item belonging to KMN.
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8.4. THE PROBLEM OF REPRESENTING PRODUCT VARIETY AT LOWER
LEVELS IN THE PRODUCT STRUCTURE IN THE VARIANT BILL-OFMATERIAL CONCFPT.

In the variant HOM-concept, product specification data (i.e. parameters,
parameter values and constraints) are exclusively related to product family
items. In other words, the product specification data implicitly define a set of
final product types. Product types In a lower-level Item X cannot be described
in terms of their own characteristic parameters and parameter values. A lowerlevel item X can represent a set of more than one product type because
different result HOM-structures can be generated from the source HOMstructure of X. The numher of different product types represented by X is in
fact determined by the number of different result HOM-structures which can
be generated from the source HOM-structure of X. Consider for example the
lower-level item stand in the source HOM-structure of the desk-lamp from
Figure 6.3.1.2. In this source HOM it is assumed that the item stand represents
two product types because two different result HOMs can be generated from
this source BOM. Usually not all variants from different HOM-relationships
can be combined randomly. Which result HOM-structures are released, is
determined by the different specifications which are valid against an end-item
set-description. However, a problem arises because a set-description can only
be maintained for a product family. Assume n+1 product types have been
released for an item X. But only product types 1, ... , n are applied in one or
more final product types. The problem is how to represent the fact that the
product type n+1 has actually been released. The set-description which allows
the specification for which the result HOM-structure of product type n+1 would
be generated, cannot be associated with an entity of the type product family,
because that would allow final product types to be specified which have not
been released (i.e. final product types which have product type n+ 1 as a
component). However neither can this set-description be uniquely associated
with X, because this is not allowed in the typical variant BOM-concept. In
other words, it is impossible to define a set of product types at a lower level
in the source HOM-structure if not all of these product types are applied in a
final product type. We will illustrate this by the example in Figure 8.4.1.

e 8.4.1 :An example of a source BOM-structure according to the variant
bill-of-material concept.

It illustrates that it is impossible to determine whether an assumed product
type f, described by the result HOM-structure generated for the specification
{(ph vu), (p2, v21)} has been released, if it is not applied in a final product
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type. The figure depicts two product families XJ and X2 with a common
component item A which has a lower-level source BOM. Disregarding the
product families in which A is applifd, four different result BOMs could be
derived from the source BOM of A • One of these four is the HOM which
specifies the component items P and X. This result BOM wlll be generated for
the speclflcatlon ((pl, vu). (p2, V2I)}· We are interested in the question,
whether this result BOM-structure has or has not been released. (The latter
e.g. because the components represented by P and X are incompatible.) The
only possibility of determining whether a product type with the result BOMstructure in question has been engineered and released, is to find out whether
this BOM-structure can be generated for at fewest one final product type. In
that case the product type will certainly have been engineered and released.
Otherwise, if that result BOM-structure cannot be generated as a part of the
result BOM-structure of a final product type, the lower-level product type is
not applied in a final product type. Then the question remains unanswered.
Examining the three specifications: {(ph vu), (p2, v2:m. {(pi> v12), (p2, v21)},
{(pl, v12), (p2, v22H for which a BOM-structure for A can be generated, it is
found that the matching result BOMs are all part of a result HOM-structure of
a final product type. Those product types must have been engineered and
released. For the product type identified by the productspecification {(ph
vu), (p2, v21>J this is not the case. There is no final product type identified
by this specification. It is not allowed to conclude- that a product type f
consisting of the items X and P has been released, but that it is just not
applied in a final product type (yet): a technical incompatibility of product
types from X and P may be the very reason that there is no final product
type which consists of a product type f. On the other hand the conclusion
that a product type f is not relea.>ed, because it is not applied in a final
product type would only be justified if no product types are released which
are not applied in at least one final product type. This is of course a very
far-reaching assumption.
For many applications, the shortcoming of not being able to represent sets of
lower-level product types independently of sets of final product types is
serious. In particular when often ranges of lower-level product types are
released by Engineering at the same time, but not all of these product types
are part of a final product type (e.g. in the case of time phased marketing
release of final product types). The product types not yet applied in a final
product type cannot be represented by an item and its source HOM. Assume
for example a range of similar generator product types (a major component in
a medical diagnostic system) has been developed and released and we would
like to represent the BOMs of the entire set of generators by one source
HOM-structure. This will be a problem if not all of these generators are a
component of a final product type, e.g. a medical diagnostic system. The range
of generators cannot be defined as a set by a product family generator,
because -according to the limitation chosen in the xariant BOM-concept- it
could then no longer appear as a component item in the source BOM of a
product family item medical diagnostic system. No result BOM can be generated
for the generators which have been engineered and released, but which are not
(yet) applied in a medical diagnostic system.
The obvious solution is to allow independent set-descriptions to be maintained
for arbitrary items, or in the terminology of the variant BOM-concept, to
allow product family items to be defined at arbitrary levels in the generative
1) Assuming that at fewest one variant must be selected for a source

BOM-relationship.
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source BOM-structure. However, as mentioned already, this requires additional
concepts to be developed, in order to cope with difficulties which will arise.
This will be the subject of Chapter 9 ("The generic bill-of-material concept.").
8.5. DATA REDUNDANCY IN PARAMETERS, PARAMETER VALUES AND
CONSTRAINTS IN THE VARIANT BILL-OF-MATERIAL CONCEPT.
The source BOM-structure may contain considerable data redundancy in
parameters, parameter values and constraints because some of them which are
actually caused by lower-level product types can only be explicitly defined for
end-items. A certain combination of parameter values may be invalid for many
product families, due to technical restrictions on a particular type of subassembly. Consider the example of medical diagnostic systems which consist
many components, including a generator. Some parameters, parameter values
and constraints may solely be required for determining a required generator
product type. Independent of the medical system in which a generator is
applied, constraints caused by technical incompatibilities with regard to
generators may have to be met. Because in the variant BOM-concept only setdescriptions to be maintained for product families are allowed, the parameters,
parameter values and constraints which have an isolated effect on a lowerlevel item A must be defined for each product family in which A is applied. In
Figure 8.4.1 for example, the constraint on the combination of parameter
values {(ph vu), (p2, v21)} may be required because of a technical infeasibility
of a product type of A (e.g. components from item X and item P are
technically incompatible). In the variant BOM-concept this restriction must be
defined for both X1 and X2. This type of data redundancy increases with
number of items for which parameters and parameter values have an isolated
effect and the number of product family items in which these items are
applied. Such data redundancy is not merely a problem of computer capacity. It
must also be associated with problems in data maintenance. Modifications
required because of changes in one or more generators may have to be
implemented in the set-descriptions of many different end-items instead of only
for the item representing the generator product types.
Another form of data redundancy which occurs in source BOM-structures based
on the variant BOM-concept arises from the fact that sets of alternative
component items have to be defined each time they appear in a BOMrelationship as alternative component items. Figure 8.5.1 shows an example of
this form of data redundancy for three items A, B, and C. The set of
alternative items must be defined once for XJ and once for X:z. The severity
of this form of data redundancy increases as particular sets of the same items
are applied many times, in different BOM-relationships.

~~m

PQ

A' -~8 'c

I Figurea5.1: Data redundancy in the source bill-of-material structure.
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The pragmatical solution to reducing this type of data redundancy is similar to
the one discussed in Section 8.4 (''The problem of representing product variety
at lower levels in the product structure in the variant bill-of-material
concept.") for representing a set of lowest level product types. The solution
consists of defining an artificial parent item with a source BOM consisting of
one HOM-relationship only, which specifies the set of alternative items as
alternative component items. In that case the artificial item specifying a set of
alternative components has to be defined only once, after which it can be
applied in as many higher level BOMs as desired. In the example of Figure
8.5.2 an artificial parent item A is defined with a source BOM specifying A; B,
and Cas alternative component items.

x.
I
p

Figure8.5.2: Defining an artificial parent item in order to represent a set.
As mentioned, A and its lower-level source BOM are only defined once and can
be applied in as many higher level BOM-relationship variants as required. In
the result HOM-structures generated from a source BOM-structure, this

artificial parent item will be suppressed and will not appear as an additional
level in the result BOM-structure. This solution is in fact a step towards the
generic BOM-concept, which will be introduced in Chapter 9 ("The generic billof-material concept.").
Finally, a form of redundancy may occur if an item A is applied in more than
one product family and the sets of product types defined by these product
families are defined by different sets of parameters and parameter values. The
redundancy occurs in the decision tables which control the selection of a
variant for a HOM-relationship of A. As the generation process may start from
different product families, different parameter values may be used to drive the
generation process. Additional decision table rules will need to be defined in
order to be able to select a variant. This is merely because the parent item A
is applied in different product families, which are characterised by different
parameters and parameter values. This can be envisaged by the example of
Figure 8.4.1. Table 8.5.1 shows the decision table rules of the source HOMstructure of A in this Figure.
parent item

seq. nr.

A
A
A
A

10
10
20
20

variant decision table rul
01
02
01
02

v11

v12
v21
v22

Table 8.5.1.
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Assume that a new product family, X3 is defined with the following setdescription:
{p3 e: {VJ1• V32}
P4 e: {v41• v42JI
~ ((p3, VJ1) AND (p4, V41)}
NOT ((p3, v32l AND (p4, v42)}}

Then for each variant in the BOM of A, an additional decision table rule
must be defined to allow for the generation of the same BOMs for A, for the
case where A is applied in the product family XJ> instead of XJ or X2- Table
8.5.2 shows the decision table rules required for the source BOM-structure of
A in that case.
parent item

seq. nr.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20

varianj: decision table rule parameter value

1
2

01
01
02
02
01
01
02
02

1

2
1
2

1
2

v11
VJ1
v12
VJ2
v21
v41
v22
v42

Table 8.5.2.

A negative side-effect of this type of data redundancy is that it becomes
increasingly difficult to determine upon which parameters a lower-level item is
actually dependent. The decision tables in the BOM of such an item may
become very complex and difficult to comprehend. It should be noted that this
type of redundancy can be avoided if it can be achieved that for each parent
item X, with a source HOM-structure containing one or more decision tables,
all end-items in which X is applied, have set-descriptions in terms of the same
parameters and parameter values.
Notice also that in the variant BOM-concept, modifications at product family
level may have an impact on many lower-level items and matching source
BOMs. If a product family, parameter or parameter value is deleted, then it
will probably be insufficient to modify only the set-description of the product
family and the decision tables in its own source HOM. It may also require
modifications in the BOMs (in particular the decision table rules in these
BOMs) at lower levels in the source HOM-structure.
8.6. SUMMARY.

The previous sections have shown the main shortcomings of the variant HOMconcept, as a consequence of the simplification that set-descriptions can only
be maintained for end-items. The first shortcoming of the core variant HOMconcept, viz. that a general product structure cannot be represented down to
the lowest level, can easily be solved by a pragmatic solution. However the
problem of representing sets of product types at lower levels in the BOMstructure and the problem of redundancy in the source BOM-structure are more
serious and cannot easily be solved. In the next section a set of requirements
to be imposed on an improved generative HOM-concept is formulated.
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8.7. DEMANDS ON A GENERATIVE BILL-OF-MATERIAL CONCEPT.
Six major requirements should be imposed on a new generative BOM-concept.
Four are derived from the shortcomings of the variant BOM-concept, the other
two are additional requirements. The four requirements derived from the
shortcomings of the variant BOM-concept are as follows:
Firstly, in a new generative BOM-concept, the explicit definition of sets of
product types must not be limited to final product types. The analysis of the
shortcomings of the variant HOM-concept in the previous sections (8.4; "The
problem of representing product variety at lower levels in the product
structure in the variant bill-of-material concept.") showed that it should be
possible to define sets of product types at lower levels in the product
structure, independently of the definition of sets of final product types. It
should be possible to define set-descriptions for these sets of lower-level
product types in terms of parameters and parameter values which specifically
apply to these product types. For example, it should be possible to define a
set of engines independently of which engines are a component in a final
product type (e.g. cars) and which are not. Thus the set of engines may
comprise one or more engines which are not components in a higher level
product type.
Secondly, it should also be possible to define sets of product types which do
not have a lower-level HOM, e.g. raw materials or purchased products. Note
that a set of product types is not determined only by the number of different
lower-level HOMs that can be derived from the generative source HOM. In the
example of the engines, different engines may differ only in their tuning and
not in their product structure. In that case the set consists of a number of
engines which all have the same lower-level standard BOM. It should be
possible to identify lower-level product types by means of a specification.
Different product types (identified by different specifications) may have a
common result HOM-structure.
Thirdly, a new generative HOM-concept should make it possible to represent
the general product structure of a set of product typesl. Also, even though a
generative source HOM is defined for a set of product types, it should be
possible to automatically generate the multi-level result HOM-structure of each
of the individual product types, given a unique description of the product type
in question. Defining a set of product types and a matching generative source
HOM, without explicitly defining each of these individual product types, should
not prevent the availability of the HOM of each product type from that set
(see Section 5.6.2; "The source bill-of-material structure."). For example, it may
be desirable to define one source HOM-structure representing the general
product structure of a large set of similar cars. In the end however, the
HOM-structure of each individual car must be made available immediately if
that car is to be manufactured.
The fourth requirement concerns engineering changes. Product (structure) data
are frequently subject to modifications. A new type of generative source HOM
should ease the implementing of engineering changes. As we have shown in
Section 8.5 {"Data redundancy in parameters, parameter values and constraints
1) The term general product structure will be specified in further

detail in section 9.4.2.
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in the variant bill-of-material concept.") the implementation of some types of
engineering changes requires much effort in the variant BOM-concept. These
engineering changes may not only affect an item and its single-level source
BOM but also many HOM-relationships even deeper In the source BOMstructure.
The additional two requirements are the following:
Fifthly, a new type of generative BOM should be applicable in engineer-toorder situations. Sometimes, all product types from a set are known in
advance. However in engineer-to-order production environments, this may not
be the case. Some, or all product types have to be completely or partly
engineered for individual customer orders. E.g. if it is known which part of a
product has to be engineered for specific customers, it is important to
explicitly represent this part and the fact that it is not (completely) known.
An example of this is a product family of bottling machines. Each bottling
machine has a number of valves which must fit the bottles to be filled. The
different variants of the major part. of the bottling machines are known in
advance, including even the alternatives for the number of valves. However the
shape and material of the valves are very dependent on the type of bottle to
be filled and the fluid it is to be filled with. The requirements on valves are
so diverse and customer-specific that it is neither possible nor desirable to
engineer them in advance. Thus, a known part of the product may be described
in advance, but another part may not yet be engineered. This part is
engineered to customer specification. A new generative BOM-concept should
support the definition of sets of product types which are not completely
engineered.
The final requirement is related to the question, whether product types are to
be defined explicitly by part number or implicitly by a generic item and a
valid specification. Up to this point, it has been implied that the individual
product types which are a member of a set are not explicitly defined. However
it may be desirable for a number of. product types to identify each of these
product types by a single part number. It should then be possible to represent
membership relationships between explicitly defined individual product types
and the item which represents the set of product types. Consider again the
example of the engines. One of the engines from this set may be one whose
stock is to be controlled by part number. Therefore, that particular engine may
have been defined uniquely and explicitly by a part number.
As mentioned, the following complication will not be considered in a new
generative BOM-concept: Given a number of products, different organisational
functions (e.g. engineering, materials planning and sales) may have different
opinions about which of these products are different types of products and
which of these products are of the same type. That is, which products are
mutually exchangeable and which are not. In developing a new generative
BOM-concept, we will not consider the complication of different views of the
question which products are of the same type and which products are of
different types. It will be assumed that only one view exists.
The new concept for a generative BOM will be described in the following
chapter. It is called the generic bill-of-material concept.
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CHAPTER 9
THE GENERIC BILL-oF-MATERIAL CONCEP'f.

9.1. INTRODUCTION.

In this chapter a new generative HOM-concept is introduced which will be
called the generic HOM-concept. As opposed to the variant HOM-concept, the
independent definition of a set of product types by means of an item is not
limited here to final product types only. Sets of product types at lower levels
in the product structure can be defined as independent entities too. Because of
this enhancement, it will be possible to meet the first, second, third and
fourth requirement formulated in Section 8.7 ("Demands on a generative billof-material concept."). The fifth requirement formulated in Section 8.7 was
concerned with the possibility of allowing not fully engineered products to be
represented in a generative source HOM. In Section 9.2 the initial definitions
of generic item and specific item from Section 5.2.2 ("The definition of item,
specific item and generic item.") will be reviewed in order to allow for the
representation of not fully engineered product types. Section 9.3 introduces
relationships between items. Section 9.4 is devoted to the core of the generic
HOM-concept, namely relationships between items of the gozinto kind. In
Section 9.5 we will focus on reducing the data redundancy in set-descriptions
of items. Section 9.6 describes the way in which a result HOM-structure can be
generated automatically from a source HOM-structure. Section 9.7 discusses a
number of pragmatic considerations concerning the way product data and
product; structure data can be represented by generic items and generic source
HOMs respectively.
9.2. ITEMS FOR AN ENGINEER-TO-ORDER ENVIRONMENT.

In this section the definitions of specific item and generic item, and the
definitions of when a specification Is valid, semi-valid or invalid will be
refined to allow for representing product types which are not fully engineered
(also see Section 5.2.2; "The definition of item, specific item and generic
item."). If a product has not been fully engineered, one or more properties of
that product are not (yet) known. The product will not even physically exist.
Therefore, as a physical product, it cannot be represented by a product type.
However, particular parts of the product may be known. These parts of the
product can be the starting point for further engineering. It will be assumed
that a product type which represents such starting point for engineering can
be defined. This product type may have some parameters with a known value,
but it will also have one or more parameters not yet known. In order to
represent the fact that a product type Is not fully engineered, a special value
is introduced called Ulllcnown. The set of values of any parameter may contain
one special value called unknown. Thus a product type which has one or more
parameters with the value unknown is not entirely known. Additional
engineering will be required to obtain a product type which Is entirely known.
For example, if a parameter of the product type "Thesis: ModellJng Product
Structures by Generic BiJJs-of-Materlal. 11 were dedication, it would probably
have the value unknown. Another product type could be "Thesis: Modelling
Product Structures by Generic Bllls-of-Material." with the parameter value
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(dedication, none). The latter product type is entirely known. The first product
type is not entirely known. The additional engineering will consist of thinking
of a suitable dedication. Once that is known, the value unknown for the
parameter dedication can be replaced and a new product type will have
originated. The physical product which may be the ultimate result will still be
represented by one product type only, viz. by the one that originated from the
engineering process. Two product specifications which have the value unknown
for the same parameters and which also have equal values for their remaining
parameters, are assumed to identify one product type viz. a unique starting
point for further engineering.

With regard to items it is still important to be able to determine whether a
product type is a member of an item and whether all information on the
product type is available. When additional engineering is allowed, one will be
interested not only in whether a product type is entirely known or not, i.e.
between a generic item and a specific item, but also in whether a product type
is entirely known, except for additional engineering. The introduction of not
fully engineered product types requires a distinction between:
- items which are fully specified within the scope of their pre-defined setdescription and which will produce a specific item without any additional
information, and
- items which are also fully specified within the scope of their setdescription but which will require additional information to be added in an
engineering process after a result HOM-structure has been generated.
The process of specifying a product type can be stopped when the
specification identifies one product type, regardless of whether the product
type has a value unknown or not. If it does have a value unknown, the result
BOM which can be generated is the starting point for further engineering.
Therefore the definitions with regard to when a specification is valid or semivalid remain suitable in principle, although they require some refinement.
However, before these definitions can be refined, first the meaning of the
value unknown must be defined more precisely. In the evaluation of the
validity of a specification against an item it will be assumed that the
parameter values (pi, vij) and (pi, unknown) are unequal. The reasons for this
assumption are the following:
1. Suppose (pi, Vij) belongs to a product specification and (pi, unknown) to
another specification. It may not be assumed without first investigating,
that vij is the solution to a (customer) specific requirement with regard to
Pi• wh1ch was expressed by means of the value unknown. The (customer)
specific requirement on Pi could be anything.
2. Suppose (pi, unknown) belongs to a product specification and (pi, vij) to
another specification. It may not be assumed that vij can actually be
realised without first investigating potential constraints over Pi· It could
turn out that Vij is incompatible with other parameter values or that Vij
cannot be realised at all.
Hence, if (customer) specific engineering is allowed with regard to a
parameter Pio this should be explicitly stated by releasing product
specifications with the value unknown for Pi· Under this assumption the
following outcomes can result from validating a specification against an item:
A specification S is valid against an item A if S does not contain one or
more parameters with the value unknown and if there is vreclselv one product
specification P which is a member of A and for which S is a subset of P. In
this case, S uniquely describes one product type, that belongs to A and is
completely known; A is fully specified by S. Recall Example 5.2.2.1, the
specification S: {(plo v12H is valid against X, because it does not have a
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parameter with the value unknown and there is precisely one product
specification defined by the set-description of X, of which S is a subset,
namely {(ph v12), (p2, v21)},
A specification S is invalid against an item A, if there is !!Q product
specification P that is a member of A for which Sis a subset of P. In this
case, S does not identify any product type that belongs to A. Adding
parameter values to S can never produce a valid specification for A; A is not
speclfied by S. For example, the specification {(pl, v12), (p2, v22)} is invalid
against X. Also the specification ((pl> v12), (p2, unknown)} is invalid against X
since unknown is not a value which is allowed for P2·
The third possible outcome is that a specification S is semi-valid against an
item A. Here we will distinguish between the case that Sis definite semi-valid
and the case that Sis indefinite semi-valid. As we will see, the difference is
that an indefinite semi-valid specification does not yet identify one product
type. A definite semi-valid specification identifies only one product type and
that product type can only be the starting point for further engineering.
A specification S is definite semi-valid against an item A, if there is precisely
product specification P with one or more parameters with the value
unknown, which is a member of A and for which S is a subset of P. Note, that
for parameters of S with the value unknown the same parameters in P should
also have the value unknown.

~

A specification S is indefinite semi-valid against an item A, if there are more
than one product specifications P that are members of A and for which S is a
subset of P. In this case, adding parameter values to S may still produce a
valid or a definite semi-valid specification. If a specification is definite semivalid, the item has been specified as far as possible within the scope of the
set-description of the item. Therefore, henceforward such an item will also be
called fully specified by S. The term full specification will now refer to either
a valid specification or a definite semi-valid specification. Thus a full
specification can be either a definite semi-valid specification or a valid
specification. In the former the specification has a parameter with the value
unknown. In the latter the specification may not have a parameter with the
value unknown.
If a specification is indefinite semi-valid, the set-description of the item will
still allow further specification; therefore such an item will be called psrtly
specified by S. The term partial specification will refer to an indefinite semivalid specification I. The definitions of specific item and generic item must be
refined accordingly:
- An item is specific if it contains precisely one product type, which does
not have one or more parameters with the value unknown.
- An item is partly specified and generic if It contains more than one
product type.
- An item is fully specified and generic if it contains just one product type
which however has one or more parameters with the value unknown.

Generating a fully specified result-item from a source-item consists of
determining a full specification V for the source-item and generating an
entity of the type result-item with a set-description which enumerates one
1) Note that the terms full specification and partial specification can
only be applied in relationship to an item.
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member viz. V. The result-item refers uniquely to the source-item from which
it has been generated. Figure 9.2.1 depicts a schematic overview of the
different outcomes of the process of specifying and generating an item for
different specifications.
This section concludes the elaboration on individual product types and
individual items. The subsequent sections will be devoted to relationships
between items. Note that any set of product types can now be explicitly
represented by an item with a dedicated set-description, regardless of the
levels in the product structure at which these product types and items occur. ·

:Incompatible combination.
Figure9.2. 1: Relationships between a source-item. a specification and the result-item.

9.3. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ITEMS.
Two different types of relationships may exist between items. The first type is
the gozinto-relatlonsbip. It may occur as 8 result of the fact that product
types which are each others parent and component, are members of different
items. In order to be able to model the product structure of a set of product
types, i.e. of an item, the generic BOM-concept should allow for the definition
of relationships of the type gozinto-relationship between items. For example, if
a product type c is a component of product type p, and c is a member of item
C and p is a member of item P, a gozinto-relationship could be defined
between the items P and C. If p and c are the only members of P respectively
C, then the BOM of the product type p can easily be obtained from the BOM
of P. This will be more difficult if items consist of more product types. In
Section 9.4.2 the definition of the gozinto-relationship in the generic BOMconcept will be given.
The second type of relationship between two items occurs due to the fact that
items are sets of product types and that they can be distinguished such that
they have one or more product types in common. This type of relationship will
be called a set-relationship. For example one product type could be 8 member
of two or more different items, or all product types of itemS are also member
of item G. We will see that between two items, one of three different kinds of
set-relationships may occur. Which kind of set-relationship occurs is dependent
on how many product types the two items have in common. As we will show,
one of the three kinds of set-relationships (the generalisation-specialisation
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relationship) will help to solve particular problems In the generic BOMconcept. Chapter 10 ("Set-relationships between items.") elaborates on these
kinds of relationships.
9.4. GOZINTQ-RELATIONSHIPS.
9.4.1. Introduction.

Given a number of product types, some may be each others' parents and
components. In that case gozinto-relationships will exist between these
product types. The basic idea underlying the generic BOM-concept is that
gozinto-relationships between sets of product types, i.e. between items should
be defined, instead of gozinto-relationships between Individual product types.
These gozinto-relationships should be the basis for generating gozintorelationships between individual product types and hence for generating the
BOM-structures of individual product types.
Recall that the structure constituted by gozinto-relationships between items,
which allows the BOM-structures for individual product types to be generated
was called the generative source BOM-structure (see Section 5.6; "The bill-ofmaterial generating system."). The BOM-structure for an individual product
type p, which is a member of item P, is generated in two steps.
The first step is the generation of the BOM-structure for P with a full
specification S which identifies p within P, from the source BOM-structure.
The BOM-structure generated for an item P and a full specification S was
called the result BOM-structure (see Section 5.6; "The bill-of-material
generating system."). Whereas in the source BOM-structure generic items may
(and usually will) occur, the result BOM-structure may only consist of items
which are fully specified, i.e. which represent one product type only. This part
of the generation process will be described in greater detail in Section. 9.6.
The second step is trivial: it consists of disregarding the fact that the
gozinto-relationships in the result BOM-structure are defined between fully
specified items, and pretend that the gozinto-relationships are defined between
the product types identified by these fully specified items.
The subsequent sections are devoted to describing the concepts by which a
source BOM-structure can be composed according to the generic BOMconcept.
9.4.2. Gozinto-relationships in the generic bill-of-material concept.
Traditionally, gozinto-relationships are uniquely identified by the combination
of a single key-attribute of the parent and a single key-attribute of the
component (the parent part number and component part number), or by a
single key-attribute of the parent and a sequence number for the gozintorelationship. In the generic BOM-concept, not individual product types, but
sets of product types play a central role. One of the objectives of the generic
BOM-concept is to help avoid the explicit definition of individual product types
by part numbers. To be more precise the aim is to define items, being sets of
product types, and to define one source BOM for an item P, which applies to
all product types which are members of P. Gozinto-relationships should
therefore be defined between sets of product types, i.e. between items, instead
of between individual product types. Since product types are no longer
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identified by a single part number but by a product specirication, which may
consist of any number of parameter values (see Section 5.2.1; "Basic
elements."), gozinto-relationships can no longer refer to the single part
number of the parent product type and the single part number of the
component product type. Consequently, gozinto-relationships can no longer be
identified by their parent product type and a sequence number. However, it
will be assumed that items are identified by a single key-attribute: item
number. Therefore, in the generic BOM-concept, a gozinto-relationship will be
identified by the parent item number and a sequence number.
However, the third demand imposed on a new generative BOM-concept (see
Section 8.7; "Demands on a generative bill-of-material concept.") should be
kept in mind: although gozinto-relationships are defined between items instead
of between individual product types, it should at all times be possible to
unambiguously reconstruct the BOM-structure of individual product types. This
third demand also specifies that "a new generative BOM-concept should make
it possible to represent the general product structure of a set of product
types.". It Is important for the definition of the gozinto-relationship in the
generic BOM-concept to clarify the meaning of the term 'general product
structure'. Two different meanings can be associated with this term.
The first meaning is that a source BOM-structure of an item G represents the
general product structure of the product types which are members of G, if the
BOM-structure of each product type g which is a member of G can be
generated from the source BOM-structure of G. In order to allow the
generation of the BOM-structure of each product type, a minimum requirement
on the source BOM-structure is the following: if a gozinto-relationship exists
between a parent product type p and a component product type c then a
gozinto-relationship must exist between parent item P of which p is a member
and component item C of which cis a member. It is not explicitly required
that all other product types which are members of P also have a component
product type which is a member of C. In other words, a source-item in the
source BOM-structure of G will not necessarily lead to a result-item
identifying a product type of G in the result BOM-structure. If this were the
only requirement imposed on defining gozinto-relationships between items,
given a set of gozinto-relationships between product types, the definition of
the gozinto-relationship could be the following: a gozinto-relationship between
a parent item P and a component item C implies that at fewest one product
type which is a member of P has a component product type which is a member
of C. If this definition were adopted, very little knowledge would be obtainable
from an item and the gozinto-relationships in the source BOM-structure alone.
We can illustrate this by the example of an item CAR and an item ENGINE. If
in the source BOM a gozinto-relationship existed between the parent item CAR
and the component item ENGINE, this would only represent the fact that a car
from item CAR may (or may not) have an engine of item ENGINE. Maybe all
cars of CAR have an engine of item ENGINE but then again maybe not. Merely
the fact that a product type belongs to an item does not provide any definite
information of its product structure (in terms of kinds of component product
types).
The second meaning which can be assigned to the term 'general product
structure' imposes higher demands on the way In which items may be
distinguished. Once the items have been distinguished, they provide much
information on the product structure of their product types. In this case it is
assumed that a source BOM-structure of item G represents the general product
structure of the product types of G, if for each g which is a member of G
holds that:
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for each gozinto-relationship between a parent item P8 and a component
item C8 in the source HOM-structure of G, one gozlnto-relationship between
a parent item Pr and a component item Cr exists in the result HOMstructure of g and,
- in which Pr is the result-item generated for P8 and Cr is the result-item
generated for C
In other words if tt"e source HOM-structure of G contains an item X, than
each product type which is a member of G will have a component product type
which is a member of X. In this case the definition of a gozinto-relationship
is: a gozinto-relationship between parent item P and component item C implies
that escb product type which is a member of P has a component product type
which is a member of C. In this definition much more knowledge is obtained if
it is known that a product type belongs to a particular item. It is immediately
known which kinds of product types will occur in the product structure of the
product type. In the example of the car, a gozinto-relationship between a
parent item CAR and a component item ENGINE expresses the fact that each
car of CAR has an engine of ENGINE. By knowing that a product type belongs
to CAR it is immediately known that this product type will have a component
product· type of ENGINE. It should be realised that this definition of a
gozinto-relationship imposes higher demands on the way in which items can be
distinguished given a set of gozinto-relationships. For example a product type
car 6 cannot be made a member of item CAR if it has a component product
type engine 123 which is not a member of ENGINE.
Here we will adopt the second meaning of the term 'general product
structure' and consequently adopt the latter definition of the gozintorelationship in the generic BOM-concept. ln Section 9.4.4 {"Generic and
specific relationships: CAS-relationships.") we will briefly return to this
discussion.
Given the definition of the gozinto-relationship and the requirements it places
on the way in which items may and may not be distinguished there are still
many different ways in which items can be distinguished. The decision, which
items will be distinguished, has major consequences for the gozintorelationships that can and must be defined between items. At one extreme, few
generic items can be distinguished, each generic item being a set of many
product types. At the other extreme, many generic items can be distinguished,
each consisting of only few product types. First, we will discuss an example of
defining gozinto-relationships to constitute a source BOM-structure for the
extreme case that a separate item has been defined for every single product
type (i.e. only fully specified items are distinguished in the source HOMstructure). From the viewpoint of the aim to simplify the representation of a
product structure, this way of distinguishing items is of course senseless. In
this particular example, the source BOM-structure does not improve insight
into the product structure. However, it is a good starting point to make clear
the problems that arise if items consisting of more than one product type are
distinguished. These problems will be discussed in the next section. First, we
will consider the following product types, parameters and values:
product types
: {a, b, p, q, r}
parameters
: {X, Y, I}
sets of parameter values: X: {x1, x2}
Y: {Y1 t Y2}
I: {123, 456, 789}

The product types were initially identified by single characters a, b, p, q, and
r. Recall that in the generic HOM-concept, these single key-attributes may not
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exist and product types are identified by a product specification. The product
types and their product specifications are listed in Table 9.4.2.1.
product type

product specification

a

{(X, x1 ), (Y, Y1)}
{(X, x1), (Y, Y2lJ
{(I, 123)}
{(I, 456)}
{(I, 789)}

.....

b
p
q
r

Table 9.4.2.1.

The traditional HOMs of these product types are depicted in Figure 9.4.2.1.
They consist of the gozinto-relationships listed in Table 9.4.2.2.
parent product type

cauponent product type

a
a

quantity/per

p
q
p
r

b
b

Table 9.4.2.2.

i

b

I
p

I

Figure9.4.2.1: The bill&-of'·materlal of two different product types.

In the generic BOM-concept, gozinto-relationships are defined between items
instead of between individual product types. Recall that in this example the
extreme case was chosen in which a separate item is distinguished for each
individyai product type. This results in the definition of the items of Table
9.4.2.3 •
The gozinto-relationships which constitute the source HOM of an item Pmust
be defined in such a way, that they allow the reconstruction of the individual
HOM of each product type of P. Assume a parent product type p and a
component product type c. In order to allow this gozinto-relationship to be
generated, its existence should be represented by a gozinto-relationship
between item P of which p is a member and item C of which c is a member. If
no gozinto-relationship between P and C exists in the source HOM-structure,
no result HOM-structure can be reconstructed in which a product type of C
1) Notice the difference between the product specification of the
product type and the set-description of the item of which the
product type is a member.
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can be a component of a product type from P. Hence, if initially a gozintorelationship existed between a parent product type p and a component product
type c, and p became a member of P and c became a member of C, a gozintorelationship must be defined between P and C in the source HOM-structure in
order to allow the reconstructing of the HOM-structure of c. Given the initial
HOMs of the product types and the items defined in this example, the
gozinto-relationships from Table 9.4.2.4 must be defined between items in the
source BOM (the source HOMs are depicted in Figure 9.4.2.2).
item

set-descriptioo
{ ((X, Xt} 1 (Y,
{ {(X, Xt) I (Y,

A
B
p

Y1)}}
Y2l}}

{{(I, 123))}
({(I, 456)}}
{{(I, 789)}}

Q
R

Table 9.4.2.3.

parent i tern

seq~

A
A

10
20
10
20

B
B

canponent i tern

quantity/per

p

1
1
1
1

Q
p
R

Table 9.4.2.4.

Obviously, the way in which items have been distinguished in this example
makes it very simple to generate the individual BOMs of the product types.
First the item to which the product type in question belongs must be
determined. The gozinto-relationships of that item provide the component
items. Since in this example each component item consists of precisely one
member, the product type which is the component in the gozinto-relationship
of the parent product type is determined unambiguously. No further
specification is required, each item being already fully specified.

B

A

I

I
p

I

I

R

Figure9.4.2.2: The bills-of-material of two items.

As mentioned before, one should realise, that because of the fact that all
defined items are specific, the use of the generic HOM-concept in this way
does not contribute to a better Insight into the product structure of a number
of product types. This can only be the case if items have been distinguished in
such a way that information which had to be repeated for each individual
product type in the traditional HOM-concept, only has to be recorded once in
the generic HOM-concept, viz. for the item of which these product types are a
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member. Hence, a minimum requirement to obtain simplification is that some
items consist of more than one product type. That is if the source BOMstructure contains one or more partly specified generic items. For example, if
a number of different product types representing cars are clustered into one
item as are a number of different product types representing engines, then the
information that each car has one engine (traditionally represented by
numerous gozinto-relationships between the individual product types) can be
represented by one gozinto-relationship between the items in question. The
subsequent section discusses a more useful way to distinguish items and the
consequences for the generic HOM-concept: the case in which partly specified
generic items are applied.
9.4.3. Determining a component product type: the conversion function.
In this section we will discuss a concept which is required to support the more
common case in which items consist of more thsn one product type, i.e. when
partly specified generic items are applied. It will be shown that additional
information may have to be recorded in order to be able to unambiguously
reconstruct BOMs of individual product types. In the previous section we
discussed a minimum requirement on the definition of gozinto-relationships
between items, viz. if a gozinto-relationship exists between product type p and
product type c then, in order to be able to reconstruct this relationship in the
result BOM-structure, a gozinto-relationship must have been defined between
the item P of which pis a member and the item C of which cis a member.
If items consist of more than one product type and the gozinto-relationships
of these product types with other product types are replaced by one gozintorelationship between their items, some information may be lost, viz. the
information on which individual product type is a component of which other
individual (parent) product type. In the example of the cars from the previous
section, a single gozinto-relationship between an item comprising more than
one car and an item comprising more than one engine, no longer contains the
information which car is to be equipped with which engine. It merely expresses
that each car from the item CAR will equipped with an engine from the item
ENGINE. The information which product type engine is a component of which
product type car must be recorded in some other way, in order to fulfil the
demand that the BOM-structure of each individual product type can be
reconstructed unambiguously from the source BOM-structure of its item.
Additional information should constitute a function which identifies the
component product type given the identification of the parent product type. In
other words this function should produce a full specification for a component
item, given a full specification of a parent item.
We will illustrate this problem by slightly modifying the example from the
previous section. Consider the same product types and their initial BOMs
(Tables 9.4.2.1 and 9.4.2.2). However, in this example other items are
distinguished, namely the items listed in Table 9.4.3.1.
item
AB
RQ
p

set-description
{X E {x1} AND Y E {y1, Y2}}
{IE {456, 789}}
{I E { 123}}

Table 9.4.3.1.

Ill

Figure 9.4.3.1 depicts the source BOM which follows from the way in which
items have been distinguished here. Each gozinto-relationship has a number of
attribute values such as e.g. quantity/per. These attribute values are not shown
here. In the next section ("Generic and specific relationships: CASrelationships.") a discussion will be devoted to attribute values of gozintorelationships. Here it will be assumed that all attributes of the gozintorelationships have a value and that the attribute quantity/per has the value 1.
In order to be able to reconstruct the individual BOM of a product type b
from AB, the gozinto-relationships in which AB is a parent item must be
retrieved to find its component items. Each of these component items
specifies one or more candidate product types which may be the component in
the BOM of b. AB has two component items, namely P and RQ. Pis a specific
item and thus consists of one product type. In this case no further
specification is required: the BOM of each product type which is a member of
AB will consist of the single product type which is a member of P.

PB

I

Figure9.4.3.1 :The bill-of-material of item AB.

Determining the required product type of component item RQ is more
complicated. Obviously the gozinto-relationship between AB and RQ does not
provide enough information to determine unambiguously whether the product
type identified by {(I, 456)} or the product type identified by {(1, 789)} is to
become a component in the result BOM of b. As we have already mentioned,
for this purpose additional information must be available in the gozintorelationships of the source BOM. This information should constitute a function
which produces the required component product type given a parent product
type. In other words, if a parent product type has been identified by a full
specification for its item, then this function should guarantee that one full
specification is available for the component item, thereby identifying one
component product type. This function will be called the conversion function.
It will be the core of generating result HOM-structures from a source BOMstructure.
The conversion function is constituted by so called conversion rules.
Conversion rules define deterministic relationships between parameter values of
product specifications of parent product types and component product types. In
order to guarantee a function (in the mathematical sense), conversion rules
must be formulated in such a way, that for each full specification of the
parent item; precisely one full specification for the component item is
produced 1, In addition, if the specification of the parent item is valid, then
the specification produced for the component item must also be valid. It will
be assumed that a conversion rule has the following general form:
1) There is one exception to this requirement, which will be
discussed in section 9.4.5 ("The conversion function to determine
gozinto-relationships.").
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IF

<Px• vxylparent dl'!ID ·•••• AND (Pm, vmn>parent

If there are more sets of parameter values of the parent item which require

the same parameter value for the component item, more than one conversion
rule can be defined for that component parameter value. The following
requirements can be derived from the definition of the conversion function.
Given a parent item P and a component item C and the conversion function
Fpc. the set-description Dp of P should be defined in the following way: it
should not allow any specification Sp to be a full specification against P, If
FPC generated a specificati6n Sc for C which is not a full specification
against C according to Do Similarly, Dp should not allow a specification Sp to
be valid if FPC generated a specification Sc which is not a valid specification
against C according to Do In Section 9.5 ("Storing the set-descriptions of
items in a source bill-of-material structure."), a discussion will be devoted to
how the set-descriptions of a parent item and component item can be stored in
the source HOM-structure.
Special attention is required for the role of the value unknown in the
conversion function. It will not be allowed to define a conversion rule for a
component parameter value (pi, unknown) unless at fewest one parameter value
(pj, unknown) of the parent item is present in that conversion rule. In other
words it will not be allowed that a set of parent item parameter values all
unequal to unknown, causes a parameter of a component item to be assigned
the value unknown. In this way it is avoided that a valid specification against
a parent item could produce a definite semi-valid specification for one or more
of its· component items (a product type which is already entirely engineered
cannot have a component product type which is not yet entirely engineered).
Also it should not be allowed to define a conversion rule for a component
parameter value (pc, Yet) (v~i not being unknown) which has a parent
parameter value {Pp, unknownl. In other words, it is not allowed that a
component parameter value unequal to unknown is generated automatically
from a parent parameter Pn which apparently has some influence on Pc• but
which may still be assigneil any imaginable value.
The conversion rules which define the relationships between parameter values
of parent item AB and component item RQ are listed in Table 9.4.3.2.
parent item
AB

seq.

c:ompa;lEll:lt item

10

RQ

conversion rules
(I, 456) IF (Y, Y1l
(I, 789) IF (Y, Y2l

Table 9.4.3.2.

They express the fact t~t )f a result HOM-structure is generated for a
product type of AB, the proauct specification of the required product type of
RQ contains the parameter value (1, 456) if the product specification from the
product type of AB contains the parameter value (Y, fl), and the product type
from RQ contains the parameter value (1, 789) in the case the product
specification of the parent product type contains the parameter value {Y, Y2).
Conversion rules will be related to a combination of a parent item and
component item in the source BOM and not to the single parent item or
single component item. Different parent items may define different sets of
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product specifications leading to the same parameter values for the component
items. Consider for example a second parent item for RQ: FT. This parent item
may consist of product types such that, if their product specification contains
the parameter value (X, xt), the component product type from RQ must be one
whose product specification has a parameter value (1, 789). This would require
the conversion rule '(1, 789) IF (X, xJ)' for the relationship RQ gozinto FT.
Obviously, the two conversion rules (1, 789) IF (Y, Y2)' and '(1, 789) If (X,
xt)', must be kept separated for the different parent items (AB and FT). The
second conversion rule does not apply to the gozinto-relationship RQ gozlnto
AB (also see Figure 9.4.3.2). In the generic BOM-concept described in this
chapter it will be assumed that conversion rules are related to a gozintorelationship between a parent item and a component item. As will become
apparent in Section 9. 7 ("Pragmatic issues in representing product structures by
a generic bill-of-material.") this design choice may result in source BOMstructures with redundant conversion rules.

Figure9.4.3.2: Conversion rules belong uniquely to one gozlnto-relationship.

Finally, we have implied that the parameter values of parent items and
component items are different. However, sometimes the parameter values
applied for an item Care also applied for its parent item P. The conversion
rules are in this case trivial: a parameter value for the component item Cis
made part of the specification of C during the BOM generation process if that
parameter value is also part of the specification for the parent item P. Also in
this case the same constraints which are a part of the set-description of the
component item will also be recognised in the set- description of the parent
item. Recall that in this particular case each specification which is invalid
against the component item must also be invalid against the parent item. A
constraint which causes a specification to be invalid against the component
item must also be defined for the parent item. The problems with regard to
maintaining and storing set-descriptions for parent and component items in a
source BOM-structure will be discussed in Section 9.5 ("Storing the setdescriptions of items in a source bill-of-material structure.")
Summarised, the source BOM-structure including the conversion rules should
contain all information required to generate result BOM-structures for
individual product types. The volume of information which must be represented
by conversion rules is strongly dependent on the way the source BOMstructure has been defined and thus on the way items have been distinguished.
We will discuss the consequences of the way items have been distinguished for
the source BOM and the related conversion rules in greater detail in Section
9.7 ("Pragmatic issues in representing product structures by generic bills-ofmaterial.").
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9.4.4. Generic and specific relationships: CAS-relationships.
In the previous sections it was implicitly assumed that the attribute values of
a gozinto-relationship between a parent item P and a component item Q in a
source BOM apply to all product types which are members of P. In other
words, no matter which product type from' the parent item and which product
type from the related component item are specified, the attribute values of the
gozinto-relationship between these product types are the attribute values
specified in the gozinto-relationship between their items. It is certainly
possible to develop a generic BOM processor based on the assumption that
gozinto-relationships do not have parameterised attributes. However this
assumption requires items to be distinguished specifically from that viewpoint.
It requires that different parent items are defined whenever gozintorelationships of the product types have different attribute values. In practice
however, items may need to be distinguished such that for a parent item P and
a component item C, gozinto-relationships between product types of P and
product types of C require different values for attributes such as quantity/per,
scrap factor and lead time adjustment. In that case one single gozintorelationship between P and C with a standard set of attribute values will not
suffice to facilitate the unambiguous generation of result BOMs of the product
types of P. This will be illustrated now. For the sake of simplicity, we will
disregard attributes such as scrap factor and lead time adjustment here and
concentrate on the attribute quantity/per.
Different product types that do not differ In the types of component
products, may differ in the nmnber of products of a particular type which are
required. Consider for example Figure 9.4.4.1.

itemx

(--;c~---------x;-,

'·-t----------1--;
_________ !._ --~

parent seq. component qty
X

10

Y

1

item Y ( __'!__t__ ______ '!.:~)

Figure 9.4.4.1: The (generic) source BOM of a set of two product types.

xz

If items are distinguished in such a way that product types XJ and
are
members of the same item X and YJ and yz are members of another item Y,
then one gozinto-relationship between these items can be defined, showing that
one product type from Y goes into one product type from X. Now consider
Figure 9.4.4.2 in which a new product type x3, consisting of two products of
the type Yb is introduced.

Figure9.4.4.2: The traditional BOMs of three product types.
Product types XJ and x3 both consist of product type YJ· However, product
type XJ contains one product of the type Yb whereas product type x3 contains
two products of the type YJ· Using the concepts which have been introduced
so far, this can only be represented by distinguishing a new item H, which
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consists of product type x3 (see Figure 9.4.4.3). In that case a separate
gozinto-relationship with a quantity/per of 2 can be defined between the
parent item H and the component item Y: all product types that are members
of H will consist of two products of the same type from Y.

parent seq. component qty
X
H

10
10

Y
Y

1
2

Figure9.4.4.3: Differentgozinto-relationships require different parent items.

However, as we will show in section 9. 7 ("Pragmatic issues in representing
product structures by generic bills-of-material."), there may be reason to
distinguish only one item, comprising XJo x2 and x3. This requires the
possibility of representing the fact that two different gozinto-relationships may
exist between product types from X and product types from Y in the source
BOM. When generating the result BOM of one of the product types of X, one
of these gozinto-relationships must be generated (see Figure 9.4.4.4).

parent seq. component qty
X
X

10
10

Y
Y

1
2

Figure9.4.4.4: Mutually exclusive gozinto-relationships exist between items.

A key question here is, which attributes of gozinto-relationships are
substantially varying and therefore may impose high demands on the way in
which items must be distinguished. These attributes should not remain
attributes of a gozinto-:relationship but they should become parameters which
may be assigned a value dependent on the parent product type specified. Here
we would focus on the attribute quantity/per. Consequently this attribute will
now be treated as a parameter. (However as a result of retaining e.g. scrap
factor as an attribute instead of treating it as a parameter, if two product
types p 1 and P2 require a component product type c from item C, but c
applied in p 1 comes with 1% scrap and c applied in P2 comes with 5% scrap,
this fact can only be represented if p 1 and P2 are assigned to different items,
to allow different gozinto-relationships with a different attribute value for the
scrap factor to be defined.).
In order to represent the fact that different gozinto-relationships between two
items may exist from which one must be selected when generating a result
BOM, the concept of the gozinto-relationship is to be enriched. Therefore, now
we will no longer consider individual gozinto-relationships between items, but
sets of mutually exclusive gozinto-relationships between items. In the previous
sections, we assumed that items were connected by means of single gozintorelationships, because no alternative gozinto-relationships between a given pair
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of items were considered. Now, items may only be connected by means of sets
of gozfnto-relstfonshfps.

In order to stress the difference between sets of gozinto-relationships and
members of these sets, a set of gozinto-relationships will now be called a
Cover Aggregation Set-relationship, derived from the concept of Cover
Aggregation of Codd (1979). This relationship will be shortened to CASrelationship. We will still call a member of this CAS-relationship a gozintorelationsbip. Thus, a gozinto-relationship is a member of a CAS-relationship. A
CAS-relationship is a non-empty set of gozinto-relationships. A parent item
and component item are connected by a CAs-relationship. The initial situations
in which one single gozinto-relationship existed between two items will from
now on be represented by a CAS-relationship consisting of one member. This
will also be the case if the parent item and component item are both specific.
Similar to the way in which an item is identified by an item number, a CASrelationship will be identified by the combination of a parent item number, and
a sequence number. If we consider Figure 9.4.4.1 again, then one CASrelationship exists between X and Y, consisting of one member. In Figure
9.4.4.3 one CAS-relationship exists between X and Y, and one CAS-relationship
exists between Hand Y, both consisting of one member. In Figure 9.4.4.4
however, one CAs-relationship also exists between X and Y, but it consists of
two members. When generating a BOM for a product type from X, one of the
members must be selected (either the one with the parameter value (qty/per,
1) or the one with the parameter value (qty/per, 2)). In the concepts described
here, it will be assumed that a result BOM is also constituted by CASrelationships (but consisting of course of only one member).
The idea of defining sets of gozinto-relationships was also encountered in the
variant BOM-concept (see Section 6.3.1; "A bill-of-material generating system:
Variantengenerator VAR."). SchOnsleben (1985) also recognised the need for
determining the quantity/per value of a gozinto-relatlonship as a function of
the specification of a final product type. There is however a major difference
between the CAS-relationship concept is introduced in this section and the
variant BOM-concept. In the variant BOM-concept, members of a BOMrelationship (variants) may have different values for all attributes except for
the parent item number and sequence number. In other words, variants of a
BOM-relationship may also have different values for the component item
number. For the variant BOM-concept this is a requirement. In the generic
BOM-concept, generating product data and generating product structure data
have been separated. The question, which product type becomes the component
in a parent product type Is not determined by manipulating product structure
data, but by the conversion function introduced in the previous section.
Therefore, whereas the attribute component item is treated as a parameter
value in the variant BOM-concept, in the generic BOM-concept it will be
treated as an attribute value.
The concepts we have developed regarding individual product types and sets of
product types, i.e. items, show a great deal of similarity with the concepts
gozinto-relationship and CAs-relationship. We will attempt to apply the
concepts we have developed to distinguish between specific items, partly
specified generic items and fully specified generic items to define similar
concepts for CAS-relationships. Similarly as for product types, a finite set of
parameters is defined for a gozinto-relationship. Also, for each parameter a set
of values can be defined (including the value unknown). A gozinto-relationship
has one value for each of its parameters. The set of parameter values of a
gozinto-relationship is called a gozinto-relatfonshfp specilicstfon. In the
example of Figure 9.4.4.4 the parameter is the quantity/per (qty/per). The set
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of gozinto-relationships, i.e. the CAS-relationship, is defined by a related setdescription in terms of these parameters and values. In the example of Figure
9.4.4.4 a set-description of the gozinto-relationships which are members of the
CAS-relationship (parent, X), (sequence, 10), (component, Y) is the following (a
CAS-relationship will now be denoted as a parent item-sequence numbercomponent item):
X-10-Y: {qty/per

£

{1, 2}}

Similar to the concept item, it can be determined for a specification whether a
gozinto-relationship meeting that specification is a member of a CASrelationship. For example, it must be possible to determine whether a gozintorelationship can be applied for a product type, defining a qty/per of 3 or not.
As opposed to items users will rarely independently specify a CAS-relationship.
Usually the specification of a CAS-relationship will be composed as a part of
the generation of the result BOM for a fully specified parent item. The
specification of a CAS-relationship should therefore be made available
unambiguously if the parent item is fully specified. As we will see in the
subsequent section, the basic concept of the conversion function can be applied
for that purpose. We will assume that a set-description is available and that
we can distinguish between valid, invalid and semi-valid specifications against a
CAS-relationship.
A specification S is valid against a CAS-relationship X-i- Y if S does not
contain one or more parameters with the value unknown and if there is
orecisely one gozinto-relationship specification G which is a member of X-i- Y
and for which S is a subset of G. In this case S uniquely describes one
gozinto-relationship that belongs to X-i- Y and is completely known. For
example, the specification {(qty/per, l)} is valid against X-10- Y from Figure
9.4.4.4.
A specification S is invalid against a CAS-relationship X-i- Y, if there is no
gozinto-relationship specification G which is a member of X-i- Y and for which
S is a subset of G. In this case S does not identify any gozinto-relationship
that belongs to X-i- Y. Adding parameter values to Scan never produce a valid
specification for X-i-Y. For example, the specification {(qty/per, O}) is invalid
against X-10- Y from Figure 9.4.4.4.
The third outcome is that a specification S is semi-valid against a CASrelationship X-i- Y. Here we will distinguish between the case that S is
definite semi-valid and the case that S is indefinite semi-valid. S is definite
semi-valid against a CAS-relationship X-i- Y, if there is precisely one gozintorelationship specification G with one or more parameters with the value
unknown, which is a member of X-i- Y and for which S is a subset of G.
A specification S is indefinite semi-valid against a CAS-relationship X-i- Y, if
there are more than one gozinto-relationships specification G which are
members of X-i- Y and for which Sis a subset of G. Again, a full specification
is either a valid specification or a definite semi-valid specification.
Similar to the distinction between specific items, partly specified generic
items and fully specified generic items, we can distinguish different CASrelationships. A specific CAS-relationship is a CAS-relationship which consists
of one member that does not have a parameter with the value unknown (e.g.
the CAS-relationships X-10- Y and H-10- Y from Figure 9.4.4.3). A partly
specified, generic CAS-relationship is a CAS-relationship which consists of
more than one gozinto-relationship. A fully specified, generic C~relationship
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is a CAs-relationship which contains precisely one gozinto-relationship which
however has one or more parameters with the value unknown. A result CAsrelationship can only be generated if a parent result-item and a component
result-item have been generated. The result CAs-relationship will be identified
by the combination of the key-attribute of the parent result-item, the
sequence number and the key-attribute of the component result-item.
Once we have defined when a single CAs-relationship is specific or not, we
can also define when a BOM is specific or not. These definitions apply to both
source BOMs and result BOMs. The bill-of-material of an item X is defined as
the set of CAs-relationships in which X is the parent item. The BOM of X is
fully specified if all CAs-relationships constituting the BOM of X are fully
specified and each of these CAS-relationships specifies a component item which
is fully specified. The BOM of X is specific if all component items and all
relationships in that BOM are known. More formally, the BOM of X is specific
if all CAS-relationships constituting the BOM of X are specific and erch of
these CAS-relationships specifies a component item which is specific . The
HOM of X is generic if at fewest one of the CAS-relationships from the set of
CAs-relationships constituting the BOM is generic and/or at fewest one of
these CAs-relationships specifies a component item which is generic. It is
common practice to represent BOM-structures by directed graphs in which
items are represented by nodes and gozinto-relationships are represented by
arcs (the source-node being the component and the sink-node being the
parent). This practice is also convenient for CAs-relationships. Note that the
(multi-level) bill-of-material stroctr.ue of X is given by the directed sub-graph
consisting of the nodes and arcs from which X can be reached.
The definitions which have been formulated for the single-level BOM of an
item X also apply to the multi-level HOM-structure of X. For example, the
HOM-structure of X is fully specified, if all CAS-relationships constituting the
HOM-structure of X are fully specified and each of these CAS-relationships
specifies a component item which is fully specified.
Generic CAS-relationships allow us to represent situations in which a parent
item P and a component item Q can be distinguished such that, some but not
all product types of P have a component product type that is a member of Q.
For the first group of product types a gozinto-relationship with Q is to be
represented, for the second group no gozinto-relationship is to be represented.
Before the introduction of generic CAS-relationships, different parent items
had to be defined to distinguish between these two groups of product types.
Now, we can define a generic CAS-relationship which consists of a gozintorelationship with a qty/per equal to 0, when no gozinto-relationships must be
represented, and a gozinto-relationship with a qty/per unequal to 0, when a
gozinto-relationship must be represented. If the specification generated for Pi-Q contains the value 0 for the parameter quantity/per then no product type
of the component item is required. No result-item for Q and no result CAsrelationship will be generated. Thus, a specific CAS-relationship between a
parent item P and a component item C with the parameter value (qty/per, 1)
represents the fact that each product type p of P has a component product
type which is a member of C. A generic CAS-relationship between parent item
P and component item C represents the fact that at fewest one product type p
from P has a component product type c which is a member of C.

1) A specific CAS-relationship with the value 0 for the quantity/per
will be disregarded.
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With regard to the previous discussion on the definition of the gozintorelationship in the generic BOM-concept related to the term 'general product
structure' (see Section 9.4.2; "Gozlnto-relatlonshlps In the generic blll-ofmaterial concept.") one should realise that the introduction of generic CASrelationships which can take a quantity/per of 0 relieves us from the specific
requirements imposed on the way in which items may be distinguished. However
this is only achieved at the expense of not representing the general product
· structure anymore. In order to determine which kind of component product
types a particular product type p consists of, it Is no longer sufficient to
know to which item p belongs. In addition the generic CAS-relationships must
be examined in detail to determine for which product types of the parent
item the parameter values (qty/per, 0) will occur. As we will see in the next
section this can be derived from conversion rules which can be defined to
constitute a conversion function for CAS-relationships similar to the
conversion function for component items. The fact that we have Initially
chosen for the definition of the gozinto-relationship according to which each
product type p which Is a member of P has a component product type c which
is a member of C, should express the fact that representing a general product
structure of a set of product types is important. Therefore generic CASrelationships, especially those .which contain a gozinto-relationship with a
qty/per of 0, should be avoided if possible. Generic CAS-relationships which
have the parameter value (qty/per, 0) do no longer readily show which kinds
of component product types will always be a part of a particular kind of
parent product type. Such generic CAS-relationships are a trick to avoid the
redefinition of Items which would be required to establish a source BOMstructure representing a general product structure. We will illustrate this in
further detail in Section 9.7 ("Pragmatic issues in representing product
structures by generic bills-of-material.").· Chapter 10 ("Set-relationships
between items") Is devoted to a concept which aims, amongst others, at
avoiding this kind of generic CAS-relationships.
9.4.5. The conversion function for determining gozinto-relationships.
In Section 9.4.3 ("Determining a component product type: the conversion
function.") the conversion function and the underlying conversion rules were
introduced to compensate for the loss of information caused by defining
gozinto-relationships between items instead of between individual product
types. A similar problem occurs if several gozinto-relationships are represented
by one generic CAS-relationship. In that case not only the required product
type of the generic component item, but also the required gozinto-relationship
of the generic CAS-relationship must be determined unambiguously. A fully
specified result BOM can only be generated automatically if both for its CASrelationships and for its component items, fully specified CAS-relationships
respectively fully specified component items can be generated. The information,
which parent product type requires which gozinto-relationship may be lost
because of the way in which items have been defined. For this reason a
conversion function should be available to produce a full specification for the
CAS-relationship with which the conversion function itself is associated. In
order to distinguish between the conversion function which can produce a
specification for a component item and the conversion function which can
produce a specification for a CAS-relationship, the first will be called parent
component cooversion function. The second will be called a CAS coaversion
function. Similarly we will distinguish between parent component conversion
rules and CAS conversion rules.
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The CAS conversion rules underlying the CAS conversion function must be
formulated in such a way that they produce a full specification for the CAsrelationship for each full parent item specification and a valid specification for
the CAs-relationships for each valid parent item specification. The CAS
conversion rules express deterministic relationships between parameter values
of the parent item and parameter values of the gozinto-relationships. Of
course, if the CAs-relationship only bas ooe member, i.e. if it is specific, then
no CAS conversion rules are required. If a CAs-relationship is generic there is
a possibility that some specifications of the parent item will lead to the
parameter value (qty/per, 0) for the CAs-relationship. In that case the
component item of that CAs-relationship is no longer of interest and no
specification need to be generated for the item. For that reason, the CAS
conversion function will be executed first. Then the parent component
conversion function will be executed (if still required).
We will illustrate the role of CAS conversion rules for generic CAsrelationships by a minor extension of the Initial example from Section 9.4.3
("Determining a component product type: the conversion function."). Assume a
sixth product type exists, namely c. This product type only consists of the
component product type p. The product specification of cis: {(X, x2), (Y, Yl)}.
The traditional BOMs of the three parent product types are depicted in Figure
9.4.5.1.

a
I

c

I

I

p

q

I

r

!

Flgure9.4.5.1:1hebi1Js.of-materialofthreedifferentproducttypes.

If it is decided that the product types a, b and c are members of the same
item ABC, then the CAs-relationship between ABC and RQ will consist of two
members. One specifying a qty/per of 1 and the other specifying a qty/per of
0. The latter is only relevant when the result BOM of product type c must be
generated. The source BOM which follows from the way in which the items
have been defined is depicted in Figure 9.4.5.2.

lBO

q;;

I

p

Flgure9.4.5.2:1hesourcebt11-of-materialfor generic item ABC.

In addition to the already existing parent component conversion rules related
to the CAs-relationship between ABC and RQ, two CAS conversion rules must
be formulated in order to be able to unambiguously determine the correct
gozinto-relationships. The CAS conversion rules are listed in Table 9.4.5.1. The
parent component conversion rules are listed in Table 9.4.5.2. The
specification {(X, x2)} is valid against item ABC. In other words, it identifies
one product type within ABC and it should be possible to generate a specific
result BOM automatically. The CAS conversion rule of the CAS-relationship
ABC-10-RQ determines that the value of the parameter qty/per is equal to 0.
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Now only the gozinto-relationship between ABC and P is relevant. For this
gozinto-relationship no parent component conversion rules have been defined
because P is specific.
parent item seq. component item qty/per
ABC

10

RQ

q/p

conversion rules

(q/p, 1)
(q/p, 0)

IF (X, x1}
IF (X, x2}

Table 9.4.5.1.

parent item seq. component item
ABC

10

RQ

conversion rules

(I, 789}
(I, 456)

IF (Y, Y2)
!l (Y, Y1}

Table 9.4.5.2.

Recall that when the (parent component) conversion function was introduced in
Section 9.4.3 ("Determining a component product type: the conversion
function.") to determine a product type within a component item, we stated
that a valid parent item specification should always produce a valid component
item specification. One exception was footnoted but not further explained. The
exception is that if the CAS conversion function produces a specification for
the CAs-relationship with the value 0 for the parameter qty/per, then for
obvious reasons no requirements are placed on the specification of the
component item of that gozinto-relationship.
9.5. SfORING THE SET-DESCRIPTIONS OF ITEMS IN A SOURCE BILL-oFMATERIAL SfRUCfURE.
This section deals with the problem of defining set-descriptions of parent
items and component items and defining conversion functions in such a way
that the requirements of the conversion function are met. Attention will also
be paid to the way in which these set-descriptions can be stored in a source
BOM-structure. Up to this point It has been implied that the set-description of
each item X is explicitly stored for that item X. However this assumption
would lead to source BOM-structures with considerable data redundancy in
parameters, parameter values and constraints. This redundancy is caused by the
fact that parameters, parameter values and constraints belonging to the setdescription of a component item C must in one way or another also be
represented in set-descriptions of the parent items of C: Xj, ..... ,Xm. Consider
the parent item Xf and the component item C and assume that:
- the set-descriptlon of C is Do and
- the parameters of C are also applied for X· and
- the CAS-relationship Xri-C is specific (witif the qty/per unequal to 0).
Because of the second assumption no complex parent component conversion
rules are defined for the CAS-relationship Xrl-C. Due to the third assumption
and the definition of a specific CAs-relationship (see Section 9.4.4; "Generic
and specific relationships: CAs-relationships."), each product type from Xj must
have a component product type which is a member of C. A specification Sx
for Xj for which the parent component conversion function of Xrl-C generates
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a specification Sc for C, violating one or more constraints in Do should not
have been a full specification against X in the first place. This would
contradict the definition of the specific CAS-relationship according to which
each product type from Xj must have a component product type which is a
member of C. If Sx were a full specification, it would identify a product type
within Xj whereas Sc does not identify a product type of C. Hence the setdescription of each component item of ap item X should be 'represented' in
the set-description of X. There are basically two alternatives to achieve this,
viz.:
I. The set-description of each item X Is explicitly defined for X.
In this alternative the set-description of X, (Dx) is explicitly defined by an
engineer-user in such a way that for each full specification according to Dx, a
full specification for each component item of X is generated and that for each
valid specification according to Dx a valid specification for each component
item of X is generated. This requirement is to be guarded 'manually', I.e. by
the engineer-user. In this alternative considerable data redundancy may occur.
This will be clearly visible if the parameters of a component item C are also
applied for its parent item X, because the same constraints explicitly stored
for C are then also explicitly stored for X. As we will see later in this
section, if different parameters are applied for parent and component items
and complex parent component conversion rules are required, this manual task
may become very complex.

2. The set-description of parent item X Is reconstructed only when required.
In this alternative, the part of the set-description of a parent item X which
solely arises from representing the set-description of a component item C, will
only be explicitly defined for C. This is in order to reduce data redundancy.
That is, the set-descriptions of the component items of X are not manually
represented in the set-description of X beforehand, but only at the moment
the full set-description of the parent item is actually required, i.e. just before
or during the product specification process. At that moment, the full setdescription of X will be reconstructed amongst others from the set-descriptions
of its component items. However, usually it will be impossible to reconstruct
the entire set-description of X from the set-descriptions of its component
items. The reason is that constraints may exist which apply not only to one
component item, but also to the parameter values of different component
items. These constraints must be guarded at the point at which the component
items are applied together, i.e. at the first common parent item. For example,
assume a parent item P has two component items viz. CJ and C:z. One of the
parameter values of CJ is (pi> Vfj). One of the parameter values of C2 is (Pr,
Vrs>· Furthermore a product type of CJ with the value (pi, Vij) cannot be
assembled with a product type from C2 with the value (Pr, vrs)· Thus no
product types in P should exist In which component product types with these
parameter values are consumed. This can be achieved if the set-description of
P contains the constraint NOT ((pi, v11) AND (pr, vrs)). This constraint must
be explicitly defined for P. Therefore m this alternative we must distinguish
between the set-description explicitly defined for an item P and the setdescription which actually describes the product types belonging to P. We will
call the former the stored set-desc:rlption of P and the latter the full setdescription of P. The full set-description of P is obtained by combining the
full set-descriptions of its component items and its stored set-description in a
conjunction. The full set-descriptions of the component items of an item Pcan
be retrieved using the CAS-relationships of P. This alternative requires product
structure data to be available for the product specification process as opposed
to the first alternative in which no product structure data is required to allow
product specification. Figure 9.5.1 schematically shows the reconstruction of
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the full set-description of a parent item with two component items, when CASrelationships are specific and no complex parent component conversion rules
are required.

p -----· RP

I

to

J!lfJ

c1: F1
C2:F2
Fullset-descriptionofP: Fp

1

=

11

AND ~ AND Rp

I Figure9.5.1:Reducing redundancy ofset-description.
The full set-description of CJ is FJo the full set-description of C2 is F2 and
the stored set-description of Pis Rp. The CAs-relationships P-10-C1 and P-20C2 are specific. If the parameter values from C1 and C2 are also applied for P,
then the full set-description of P (Fp) will be the conjunction of the full setdescription of C1 (FJ), the full set-description of C2CF:!> and Fp: (RpA!!:IQ FJ
AND F-). Note, that in this alternative data redundancy is limited, but more
effort Tt.e. computer capacity) is required for product specification. This
alternative is preferable for minimising data redundancy but it will require
very complex algorithms for allowing product specification.
Maintaining set-descriptions and developing algorithms for reconstructing the
full specification of an item will become more complex when generic CAsrelationships are allowed and/or complex parent component conversion rules are
applied. Firstly we will illustrate the complications which arise if generic CASrelationships are allowed. Secondly we will illustrate the complications in the
case of complex parent component conversion rules.
Consider a parent item P, a component item C with the full set-description
Do and the generic CAS-relationship P-i-C. If the parameter value (qty/per,
0) may occur in the specification of P-i-C, De will not be relevant to setdescriptions of P, if (qty/per, 0) is part of the specification for P-1-C. Assume
that the set-description Do represents the set of full specifications with the
parameter value (qty/per, 0) for P-i-C. Then the (full) set-description of P
should not merely contain Do but it should contain the term (Do OR De).
That is, if a specification for P produces a full specification for Do then the
validity of the specification generated for C is of no interest.
If complex parent component conversion rules are required, the task of
making sure that constraints of set-descriptions of component items and
constraints over parameter values of different component items are
represented in the set-description of a parent item may become very difficult.
parent item seq. c:omponent item
p
p

i
j

c1
c2

conversion rule
(Pi• Vij) IF
(Pr• Vrs> IF

Table 9.5.1.
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(Pa,
(Pm,

vab) ~
vmn)

(Px,

Vxy)

For example, consider a parent item P with amongst others the parameter
values (p1 , vab>• <Px• vxy) and <Pm• Pmn>· P has two component items viz. C1
and C2- one of the parameter values of CJ is (pit Vij). One of the parameter
values of C2 is <Pr• vrs>· The parent component conversion rules which are
defined are shown in Table 9.5.1.
Furthermore a product type of C1 w~th the value (pi• Vfj) cannot be
assembled with a product type from C2 with the value (Pr• vrs). Thus no
product types in P should exist in which component product types with these
parameter values are consumed. In other words part of the set-description of
P should be devoted to preventing specifications for P for which the parent
component conversion functions would generate the parameter value ((pit Vfj)
for C1 and (Pr• v111) for C2- According to the underlying parent component
conversion rules, both these parameter values will be generated if the
specification of P contains all (pa, v8 b), (px, v:¥1) and (Pm, vmn)· Therefore
the set-description of P should specify the following constraint:
NOT ((p8 , v8 b) AND (px, vxy) AND (Pm, Vmn))
Note that if alternative 2 is adopted, then the task of manually translating
constraints via parent component conversion rules is limited to the constraints
which apply to more than one component item. As we have seen, these
constraints must be explicitly defined for the parent item (the so-called stored
set-description). For the constraints which are part of the set-description of a
single component item, no explicit translation would be required. The algorithm
which reconstructs the full set-description the parent item should take into
account the parent component conversion rules encountered.
It has become clear that if different parameters are applied at different levels
in the source HOM-structure, complex parent component conversion rules will
be required which in turn will require much effort for maintaining setdescriptions of items. Also, allowing generic CAS-relationships which may get
the parameter value (qty/per, 0) will increase the complexity of maintaining
set-descriptions. Finally, it becomes clear that the complexity of a source
HOM-structure will be reduced if product types are designed in such a way
that they can be assembled in many different combinations without having to
guard against incompatible combinations of parameter values at the level of
their parent item(s).
For the remainder of this thesis we will assume that an algorithm exists
which can produce the full set-description or an item. If the term setdescription is used, the full set-description is meant unless specified
otherwise.
9.6. GENERATING A RESULT BILL-OF-MATERIAL STRUCTURE.

In the previous sections, generic items and generic CAS-relationships were
introduced to represent product structures on the level of sets of product
types instead of individual product types. The requirement, that in spite or
this, the HOMs of individual product types must be available at all times,
made us introduce the parent component conversion function. In this section
the 'generation' function is introduced. The generation function generates a
result HOM (structure) from a source HOM (structure), given an item and a
full specification. It is a composite of the traditional HOM-explosion and the
conversion functions, as defined In the previous sections.
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Similar to the traditional BOM-explosion we will distinguish between singlelevel and multi-level generation. The single-level generation function produces
a single-level result BOM for an item I and a full specification S. Given an
item, S may come available in three different ways namely:
I. the item in question is fully specified.
2. S is composed directly by the end-user, i.e. the person who requires a
result BOM.
· 3. S comes available indirectly, i.e. Sis the result of a higher level parent
component conversion function.
If S is invalid, then the generation function will not produce a result; no
product type exists which is identified by S and therefore its BOM cannot be
determined. If S is valid, the single-level generation function will produce. a
single-level specific BOM, consisting of specific CAS-relationships and specific
items. If S is semi-valid, then the generation function may produce either a
specific or a generic result BOM.
Two ways of generating a result BOM-structure can be distinguished, namely:
I. Only a (printed) explosion list is produced. No result BOM-structure is
recorded separately for further manipulation.
2. A result BOM-structure is. generated from which a part is stored
separately. The part of the result BOM-structure which is separately
recorded will be called the order dependent result BOM-strocture. The
order dependent result BOM-structure can be modified specifically for an
order.
We will describe the basic algorithms for these generation processes for the
case of multi-level generation, by means of an informal pseudo programming
language. The generation processes are illustrated by means of the following
example (Figure 9.6.1, Table 9.6.1 and Table 9.6.2):
ABC
I

¢
N
Figure9.6. 1:The source bill-of-material structure for generic source-item ABC.

item

set-description

ABC

{X & {x,, x2} ANDY & {y,, Y2) [NCY.l'C (X, x2l AND (Y, Y2))}

RQ

& {456, 789}}
& {123, 234})
{F & {f1, f2} AND G & {g1, 92}}
{I & {345}}

P1'

z
E

{I
{I

Table 9.6.1.
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parent item 89:1· c:x:llllPOOflllt item qty/per
10
20

ABC
ABC

PT

1

RQ

q/p

PT

10

z

1

RQ

10

z

1

z

10
10
20

E
E

E
M

N

cooversion rules
(I, 123)
(I, 456)
(I, 789)
(q/p, 1)
(q/p, 0)
(F, f1)
(G, 92)
(F, f2)
(G, 9t)
(G, 92)

type1

IF (Y, Y1l
IF (Y, Y2)

p-c
p-c
p-c

IF (X, Xt)
IF (X, x2)

cas
cas

IF (I, 789
IF (I, 456)

p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c

1
1
1

Table 9.6.2.

1. Generating a result HOM without recording it separately.
Directly below a program is given for the multi-level generation process of a
result BOM. The result BOM is not recorded separately. The source BOMstructure is exploded according to the so-called depth-first method.

print P, Sp
procedure printbclllof (P, Sp)
~

while P has any more ccmponent items
do fil'ld next CAS-relatiooship with t;erent item P: P-i.
determine specification of P-i: Sp_i
.il qty/per of Sp_i 1- 0
then get compcnent item of P-i: c
print P-i, SP-i• C, Sc
determine specification of C: Sc
printballof (C, Sc)

end.

When the explosion list of the result BOM for the specification {(X, xl), (Y,
yz)} is requested, a program similar to the one above will produce the
following explosion list (Figure 9.6.2).

1)

Type refers to the type of. conversion rule: p-c stands for parent
component conversion rule; cas stands for CAS conversion rule.
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level, item, speeificatiCD

qty/per

ABC {(X, x1 ) , (Y, Y2)}
P'l' {(I, 123))
Z {(F, £1), (G, 9'2))

.

1.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.

..

• E

..• •M
..• •N
. RQZ {(I,
. . {(F,
.•E
. . .M
..•N

789)}
f2), (G, 9'1))

.2: llllti-level explosiCD list of a
result BCJI-structure.

l

2.. Generating a result BOM-structure and recordiog It separately.
In this case, part of the result BOM-structure will be recorded separately for
a generation identification number or for a (customer) order. One of the
questions in developing a generation process for result BOMs is whether an
order dependent result BOM must comprise the complete BOM-structure of an
item down to the lowest level of the source BOM or not. In the generation
process which will be described here, it will be assumed that the generation of
an order dependent result BOM-structure stops in each path of the source
BOM-structure at the level at which a specific item is encountered, or an item
is encountered which does not have a lower-level BOM. The full result BOMstructure is obtained by exploding one or more order dependent result BOM
levels and subsequently any lower-level source BOM levels (if present).
In Section 9.4.2 ("Gozinto-relationships in the generic bill-of-material
concept.") it was assumed that items in the source BOM were identified by a
single item number. It will be argued here, that the item number of a generic
source-item may not be distinguishing enough as a key-attribute in the order
dependent result BOM-structure. If a generic source-item Z is applied in more
than one CAs-relationship, then it may occur that when the result BOM of an
end-item is generated, more than one different specific items are generated
from Z. Consider for example the item Z of Figure 9.6.2. In the generation
process Z is encountered twice. Once via parent Item PT and once via parent
item RQ. Via these paths two different specifications were generated for Z. In
order to represent the fact that two different specific result-items have been
generated, two different entities must actually be generated. A solution to
this problem is to generate a new unique number for each result-item
generated. For a source-item which Is already specific in the source BOM, no
new result-item is required. The lowest level relationship of the result BOM
refers to a specific source-item, or to a result-item which in turn refers to a
source-item without lower-level CAs-relationships. Here below, the basic
generation process for a result BOM which is recorded separately will be
outlined by means of a pseudo program outline.
Tables 9.6.3 and 9.6.4 show the result of the generation process for the
product type within ABC which is identified by the specification {(X, XJ), (Y,
Y2)}. The structure of the order dependent result BOM is depicted in Figure

9.6.3.
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IDl arplosiGD of i t . P llitl:r SfJSCificstim
aa oz.der dq'a·dad zasult lDf-structure

Bp ~

generate result-item for P, Sp: Presult
woceciure generatebol!lof (P, Sp, Presult>
~while P has any more cauponent items
do find next CAS-relationship with parent item P: P-1.
determine specification of P-i: Sp_i
it qty/per of Sp-i ~ 0
.thf!l get ocmponent item of P-i: c
!f C is not a specific item
.thf!l determine specification of c: Be
generate result-itaa for c with
Be: Cresult
generate result-CAS-relatiooship for
Presult• Cresult• Sp-i •
generatebol!lof (C, Sc• Cresult>
§!& generate source/result CAS-relationship
for Presult• c

souroe-item

001
002
003
004
005

specification

ABC

{(X, x1), (Y, Y2ll

P'l'

{(I, 123)}

z

RQ

z

{(P, f1), (G, 92)}

{(I, 789)}
{(F, f2), (G, 91)}

Table 9.6.3.

001(ABC)

I

002 (P1)

I

004 (RQ)

ob(Z)
obs(Z)
L___,,..--J
E
Figure9.6.3: The multi-level result bill-of-material.
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CAS-RELATIOOSHIPS

parent seq.
001
001
002
904
003
005

10
20
10
10
10
10

component

quantity/per

002
004
003

1
1
1
1
1
1

005
E
B

Table 9.6.4.

The example also shows the disadvantage of the solution to generate unique
item numbers in the result HOM. If the same result-item had been generated
from one source-item, via different paths, then two unique item numbers would
still have been generated for the order dependent result HOM-structure. The
fact that these items actually represent the saqte product type is not
recognisable by their item number. A solution to avoid this disadvantage would
be to modify the generation process such that it ·is checked whether the
result-item about to be generated already exists. The generation pro~s should
attempt to find a result-item which has been generated from the sam:e sourceitem and which has the same specification. One could either choose to search
for the same result-item within the scope of the set of all active resultitems or to limit the scope to result-items generated within one order
dependent result HOM-structure. If the result-item about to be generated
already exists within the chosen scope, then the generation process should at
that point generate a result CAs-relationship which refers to the already
existing result-item as a component item and not generate a new result-item.
9.7. PRAGMATIC ISSUES IN REPRESENTING PRODUCT srRUCTURFS BY
GENERIC BILLS-OF-MA1ERIAL.

It has been frequently mentioned above that the way in which items are
distinguished has a predominant impact on the structure of the source HOM
which can be defined. In this section we will discuss this impact in greater
detail and discuss some important considerations concerning the distinguishing
of items. Recall that the aim of a generic source HOM-structure is to reduce
the complexity of the product structure data required to represent the product
structures of a range of product types. The following six aspects affect the
complexity of a source HOM-structure:
I.
The number of items.
II. The number of CAs-relationships.
III. The complexity of the set-descriptions of itemsl.
IV. The complexity of the set-descriptions of CAs-relationships.
V. The number of parent component conversion rules.
VI. The number of CAS conversion rules.
These aspects are interdependent, e.g. reducing the complexity on one aspect
may increase the complexity on another aspect. An obvious example is the case
in which only specific items are distinguished. In that case the complexity
1) Also see Section 7.3; "An alternative for representing constraints: rules."
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concentrates on I and II whereas the others do not contribute to the
complexity of the source HOM-structure as a whole. The problem of
determining the complexity of a generic source HOM-structure is, that in order
to get a single measure, the six different aspects should be weighted. In the
remainder of this ~~ion we wi!l explore the effects of distinguishing items by
analysing a number of examples. ·This analysis will lead to general guidelines.
An important question tn managing the complexity of source HOM-structures is
whether generic CAS-relationships should be allowed or not. It could be argued
that only specific CAS-relationships should be allowed. A source HOM-structure
which cons~sts of speeific CAS-relationships only, represents the general
product structure of the product types of an item and provides the user with a
great deal of information. It imrilediately shows which kinds of product types
will certainly he part of a (final) product type. However, the requirement that
a source HOM-structure should. represent the general product structure of an
item has a major impact on the way in which items can be distinguished. The
complexity on IV and VI is minimised but this will usually be at the expense
of increased complexity on the others.
In order to come .to .general considerations regarding the way in which items
should be distinguished, we will first make clear the effects on the six
different aspects of complexity as a result of distinguishing items in different
ways. We will illustrate this by the following six examples, which assume a
situation with:
·
* 48 truck product ty,pes: truck 1, ..... , truck 48. Each truck product type is
identified by the' combination of a value for the parameter vehicle model
and a value for the parameter basic drive line. These parameters may have
the following values:
- vehicle modef (vm)
. : •{A, B, C, D, E, F}
- basic drive line (bdl)
:-{t, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8}
* 8 rear axle ·J)rodoct types: rax I, ..... , rax 8. Each rear axle product type is
identified by the-combination of a value for the parameter differential lock
and a value for the parameter reduction rate. These parameters may have
the following values:
- differential lock (dfl)
: (w, w/o)
: . (l, 2, 3, 4)
- reduction rate· (rr)
each truck has one rear axle only.
each rear axle pro4uct type ~s applied in six different truck product types.
Three vehicl~ models are eqUipped with a rear axle with differential lock
and three vehicle models are equipped with a rear axle without differential
lock. The basic drive line of a.truck determines the value for the reduction
rate of the rear axle. Each reduction rate of a rear axle is required to
realise two basic drive lines. ·

*
*

The two extremes which can be envisaged regarding the ways in which items
can be distinguished, are:
Example 1.
For each truck product type and each rear axle product type a separate
(specific) item is distinguished. The source HOM will then consist of 48
(specific) CAS-relationships and neither parent component conversion rules nor
CAS conversion rules are required. This source HOM would be similar to the
way in which traditional BOMs w!>uld have been defined.
Example 2.
All truck product types are clustered into one item TRUCK and all rear axle
product types into one item RAX. In this case only one CAS-relationship is
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required, namely the CAS-relationship betreen the parent item TRUCK and the
component item RAX (see Figure 9.7.1) •

TRUCK

t

RAX
Figure9.7.1:PartoftheBOMofanitem'TRUCK'.

However, In order to be able to determine the required rear axle product type
for a particular truck product type, six parameter values of RAX will have to
be controlled by parent component· conversion rules. According to the general
format of conversion rules (see Section 9.4.3; "Determining a component
product type: the conversion function.") 14 conversion rules will be required.
These are listed in Table 9.7.1.

panmt itea seq.
'!'RUCK

10

~titea

RAX

qty/per

conversion rules
(dfl, w}
(dfl, W)
(dfl, w)
(dfl, w/o)
(dfl, w/o)
(dfl, w/o)
(rr, 1)
(rr, 1)
(rr, 2)
(rr, 2)
(rr, 3)
Crr, 3)
(rr, 4)
(rr, 4)

1

'

IF (vm, A)

H
It
If
If

(vm, B)
(vm, C)
(vm, D)
(vm, E)
IF (vm, F)
IF (bdl, 1)

It (bdl, 2)
IF (bdl, 3)

It (bdl, 4)
H (bdl, 5)
IF (bdl, 6)

It (bdl, 7)
It (bdl, 8)

type
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c

Table 9. 7.1.

Table 9.7.2 shows the values for the different aspects of complexity we have
distinguished, for the two extreme cases. In between these two extremes,
several other ways of distinguishing items can be envisaged by defining the
parent item(s) and/or the component item(s) differently. We will illustrate this
by the following four additional examples (the complexities on each of the
separate aspects are summarised in Table 9.7.6).

1) The case in which all product types i.e. trucks and rear axles are
clustered into one item is to be disregarded. It would cause a cycle
in the source BOM structure, because a CAS-relationship from the
item to itself would have to be defined.
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Exallple
Aspect
Number of items
Number of CAS-relatiooships

Colllplexity of item set-descripticns1
Colllplexi ty CAS-relationship set-descriptions
Number of parent canponent conversion rules
Number of CAS conversion rules

1

2

56
48
0
0
0
0

2
1
2
0
0
14

Table 9.7.2.

Example 3.
All truck product types are still represented by one item, but rear axles with
and rear axles without a differential lock are perceived to be so different that
they are separated by distinguishing two different items, namely RAXwfth Jock
and RAXwfthout lock- The source BOM for this example is depicted in Figure
9.7.2.

TRUCK

~
RAXwilh lock

RAXwlthoutlock

Figure 9. 7.2: Part of the BOM of an item 'TRUCK'.

The two CAS-relationships are generic because if one has a parameter value
(qty/per, 1) then the other must have the parameter value (qty/per, 0) because
a truck had only one rear axle. Notice that because two different items have
been distinguished for rear axles according to the value for the parameter dfl,
no parent component conversion rules in the source HOM-structure are
required to determine the value of that parameter. This information is now
represented by the CAS-relationships, i.e. by controlling the generic CASrelationships, the required component item will be determined. It remains, that
for both CAS-relationships 14 conversion rules are required in total: six to
control the generic CAS-relationship and eight to determine the remaining
parameter rr of the component item. Table 9.7.3 lists the conversion rules for
one of the CAS-relationships. Since in this example generic CAS-relationships
are introduced to control the fact that the correct item, RAXwfth lock or
RAXwfthout lock will be applied in a truck product type,the information that
each truck product type is equipped with one rear axle is hidden in the CAS
conversion rules. At first glance the structure would suggest that a truck can
be equipped with 0, 1 or 2 rear axles, which, in the case of two rear axles,
cannot both be with or without differential lock.

1)

The complexity of the set-descriptions of items and the complexity of
the set-descriptions of CAS-relationship are measured by the number
of generic items and the number of CAS-relationships respectively.
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parent item seq. CCJIIIPOOeDt item qty/per
'l'RUCK

10

RAXwith lock

(q/p,
(q/p,
(q/p,
(q/p,
(q/p,
(q/p,

q/p

c

type

conversioo rules

(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

1)

1)
1)
0)
0)

0)
1)
1)

2)
2)
3)
3)
4)
4)

(vm,
(vm,
(vm,
(vm,
(vm,
(vm,

A)
B)

C)
D)
E)
F)

(bcil, 1)
(b.U, 2)
(bdl, 3)
(bdl, 4)

(bdl, 5)
(bdl, 6)
11: (bdl, 7)

11: (bdl, 8)

cas
cas
cas
cas
cas
cas
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c

Table 9.7.3.

Example 4.

Another way of distinguishing items is to distinguish between those truck
product types with a differential lock on the rear axle and those without. In
this way generic CAs-relationships can be avoided. This would result in two
separate parent items and source BOMs, viz. an item TRUCKABC and an item
TRUCKDEF· Their source BOMs are depicted in Figure 9.7.3. In this source
HOM-structure two CAs-relationships are required. Again, if the correct item
RAXwith Jock or RAXwithout lock is obtained the value for dfl is obviously
known. Therefore no parent component conversion rules are required to
determine dfl. Each CAS-relationship requires only eight parent component
conversion rules to control the value for the parameter rr for one CAsrelationship (see Table 9. 7 .4).
TRUCKoeF

TRUCK ABC

~

~

RAXwlthlock

RAXMhoutlock

Figure9.7.3: Separate source BOMs for separate items.

parent item seq. component item qty/per
'l'RU(]{ABC

10

RAXwith lock

1

conversion rules
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,

Table 9.7.4.
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1)
1)

2)
2)
3)
3)
4)
4)

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

(bdl,
(bdl,
(bdl,
(bdl,
(bdl,
(bdl,
(bdl,
(bdl,

type
1)

p-c

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

p-c

p-c
p-c
p-c

p-c
p-c
p-c

As we see by this example, the complexity of higher level CAS-relationships
can be compensated by defining more parent items each with a separate BOM.
In this case less information is contained within one generic CAs-relationship.
The information, which vehicle model has which rear axle is now contained in
the different distinguished parent items and their separate specific CAsrelationships.

Now we will explore the effects of two kinds of actions, namely the one in
which even more items are distinguished for the truck product types (Example
5) and the other in which again only one item is distinguished for the rear
axle product types (Example 6).
Example 5.
In the previous example it was assumed that the truck items were
distinguished so as to contain precisely enough information to represent
whether a rear axle with or without lock is required for product types of the
distinguished items. If separate items were distinguished for truck product
types of a particular model (TRUCKA, TRUCKB, TRUCKo TRUCKift
TRUCKE, TRUCKF each item would not provide more information for the
items RAXwfth lqck and RAXwfthout lock than a parent item from Example 4
(see Figure 9.7.4}. If a particular item TRUCK] is known, it is still known
whether it has a rear axle with or without lock (as in Example 4). The fact
that the rear axle product type is applied in a truck product type of model j
still does not provide any information on the value for the reduction rate of
the rear axle. Therefore, for each CAs-relationship the same parent component
conversion rules will be required as for the CAs-relationships of Example 4. In
this case only six CAS-relationships exist. The source HOM-structure will
contain 48 parent component conversion rules. In this case data redundancy in
parent component conversion rules arises because they are defined for CASrelationships and the additional CAS-relationships do not provide any
information on the parameter value for which the parent component conversion
rules have been defined.

~~UCK,~K,
RAXWITHLOCK

RAXWITHOUTLOCK

Figure 9. 7.4: Separate items for different vehicle models.

Example 6.
Finally, assume again that two separate items have been distinguished for truck
product types with and without a lock on the rear axle: TRUCKABC and
TRUCKDEF· Furthermore, assume that instead of distinguishing two items for
the rear axle product types, only one item is distinguished (as in Example 2)
(see Figure 9.7.5). The parent item in fact already contains the information
that a rear axle with lock or a rear axle without lock is required. However
this information cannot be passed to the component item by means of a CASrelationship alone, because such a CAS-relationship in itself cannot distinguish
between rear axle product types with a differential lock and those without a
differential lock since no separate component items have been defined for
these product types. Therefore, the CAS-relationship should be given the
information which value for the parameter dfl is required for the component
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item RAX. Table 9.7.5 shows one of the CAS-relationships in the source BOM
of the truck item with product types which require a rear axle product type
with lock. As this structure consists of two of these CAS-relationship, in total
18 conversion rules will be required.

TRUCK ABC

TRUCK DEF

c~
RAX

Figure9.7.5:SeparatesourceBOMsforseparateitems.

parent itEIII seq. c::ompooent i tern
TRUCKABC

10

RAX

qty~ersioo
1

type

rules

(dfl, w}
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
(rr,
{rr,

1)
1)
2)
2)
3)
3)

4)
4)

IF
IF
IF
IF

(l:xU,
(bdl,
{bdl.,
(bdl,
IF (bdl,
If (bdl,
If (bdl.,
IF (bdl,

1)
2)

3)
4)

5l
6)

7)
8)

p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c

p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c

Table 9.7.5.

We have now explored the consequences of several decisions with regard to
distinguishing items. Table 9.7.6 summarises the complexities of the different
examples with regard to the six aspects we have distinguished. Obviously, if we
consider one level in the product structure alone it is already difficult to
objectively minimise the complexity of the source BOM. Which structure has
the lowest total complexity is dependent on the weighting of the six aspects of
complexity we have distinguished. This weighting can be different for different
engineer-users. Therefore, no objective criteria can be developed for
distinguishing items. However we can develop some guidelines for distinguishing
items.
The first guideline is concerned with reducing the complexity of setdescriptions of items. In order to minimise the complexity of the setdescriptions of individual items, it is important that the product types
combined into one item are similar with respect to their identifying parameter
values. If many product types with different identifying parameter values were
clustered into a single item, the set-description of the item would contain
many parameters, parameter values and constraints. Also component items with
many different parameters to be determined will generally require many parent
component conversion rules to be defined In their higher level CASrelationships.
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Example
Aspect

2

Number of itEIIIS
Number of CAS-relatiQ'IShips

2

56
48
COmplex. of itEIII set-descriptions1
0
COmplex. CAS-relationship set-descriptions 0
Number of parent canponent cooversion rules 0
Number of CAS conversicn rules
0

1

2

2
0

3

14

16
12

0

2

5

6

8
6
8

3
2
3
0
18
0

0
48
0

Table 9.7.6.

The second guideline is concerned with avoiding parent component conversion
rules. The examples show clearly that conversion rules contribute considerably
to the complexity of the total source HOM-structure. In order to reduce the
number of parent component conversion rules, one should also attempt to apply
the parameters and parameter values of items for their parent items. In that
case no parent component conversion rules would be required to translate
parent item parameter values into component item parameter values (also see
Section 9.5; "Recording the set-descriptions of items in a source bill-ofmaterial structure.").
The third guideline is concerned with avoiding generic CAS-relationships and
avoiding data redundancy of parent component conversion rules. Recall that
although generic CAS-relationships will be unavoidable in some circumstances,
we aim at avoiding generic CAS-relationships, especially those which have a
the parameter value (qty/per, 0). If complexity (viz. generic CAS-relationships;
see Example 3) and data-redundancy of parent component conversion rules are
to be minimised (see Example 5), the way in which items for component
product types have been distinguished is very important for distinguishing
items for their parent product types. Assume a given set of component product
types and a given set of parent product types as a starting point. Now assume
a component item C is suggested. The parent product types of all product
types of C can now be inventoried. If these parent product types are also
clustered into a parent item P, the gozinto-relationships between the product
types of P and the product types of C can be represented by one CAsrelationship. No generic CAS-relationship will be required to control the
structure of the source BOM. This would have been required, if more product
types were added to P, because for these product types the CAs-relationship
with C would not be relevant (consequently the parameter value (qty/per, 0)
would be required). In other words the CAS-relationship would become generic.
If the parent product types were clustered into more than one item P, this
would result in more CAS-relationships and probably more redundancy of the
parent component conversion rules required to determine the product types
within C. In order to be able to avoid generic CAS-relationships it is best to
start the process of distinguishing items with the component product types.

1) The complexity of the set-descriptions of items and the complexity
of the set-descriptions of CAS-relationship are measured by the
number of generic items and the number of generic CAsrelationships respectively.
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Generally, the more component items distinguished, the more parameter values
will be fixed for a component item and therefore not requiring parent
component conversion rules to be defined. This would reduce the number of
parent component conversion rules. However, as we have seen in Example 3, if
the parent items are not distinguished according to the way the component
items have been distinguished, generic CAS-relationships will result. In other
words, if generic CAS-relationships are to be avoided distinguishing many
different component items will require many different parent items to be
dis9nguished as well (see Example 3 versus Example 4).
Thus if at a lower level in the product structure 'small' items (i.e. items
which contain few product types) are distinguished, this will either lead to
generic CAS-relationships at higher levels in the source BOM or require 'small'
items to be defined at higher levels in the BOM as well. On the other hand if
'large' items (i.e. items which contain many product types) are distinguished,
the set-descriptions of these items will be complex and consequently the
parent component conversion rules of the CAS-relationships in which they are
applied will be complex. Also they may provide less knowledge of the kind of
product types which are members of that item. For example the item fastener
provides less precise information on the product types it contains than the
item bolt. In turn the item bolt provides less precise information than the item
bolt M6. Hence, in order to reduce the complexity of the generic HOMstructure, one should distinguish items containing similar product types in
order to reduce the complexity of set-descriptions of items and thereby the
parent component conversion rules required for these items. In order to avoid
generic CAS-relationships which control the structure of the source BOM, one
should start distinguishing items at the lowest level in the product structure
working upward: given a number of component items it can be more easily
recognised which parent items must be distinguished in order to avoid generic
CAS-relationships. However, in order to prevent that a great number of parent
items being required to avoid generic CAS-relationships one should be very
careful in distinguishing items which are too 'small'. From the viewpoint of a
particular component item C, one should not distinguish more than one item
for the product types which are parents of the product types which are
members of C, in order to avoid data redundancy of the parent component
conversion rules required for C. However one should realise that since a
product type p usually has more than one component product type, p will be
encountered several times, each time if one of its component product types is
assigned to an item. The items to which the different component product types
of p have been assigned may put contradictory demands on the way in which p
should be assigned.
Finally, as mentioned before, a very
complexity of the BOM-structure is that
parameter values of component items
unnecessary complex parent component

important guideline to reduce the
one should also attempt to apply the
to their parent items. In this way
conversion rules will be avoided.

In the process of distinguishing items one may be confronted with the
following dilemma: product types PJo .... ,pi may be parent product types of
lower-level BOMs but also component product types in one or more higher
level BOMs. Reducing complexity of a higher level source BOM-structure and
avoiding generic CAS-relationships in a lower-level source BOM may put
contradictory requirements on the way in which p Jo .... ,pi should be assigned to
items. Generally, the greater the number of product types that are clustered
into one item, the greater the chance that a higher level BOM-structure can
be constituted just from specific CAS-relationships.
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The dilemma lies in the fact that one item X may have been distinguished for
p b .... ,pi in order to avoid generic CAs-relationships in the higher level BOM.
However p Jo .... ,pi may differ significantly in their lower-level BOM-structures.
In other words, in order to avoid generic CAs-relationships in the lower-level
BOM, the item X should be split up into several items each with a BOM which
merely consists of specific CAs-relationships. For illustration consider the
example of the trucks and rear axles. The lower-level BOM-structure of rear
axles with a differential lock will probably be different from the BOMstructure of rear axles without a differential lock. If all rear axles are
members of one item RAX, the source BOM of RAX may contain a generic
CAs-relationship (as depicted in Figure 9.7.6).

RAX

~

AXLE

MECHANISM

Figure9.7.6:ThesourceBOM oftheitem 'RAX'.

To distinguish one item RAX for all rear axle product types will reduce the
complexity of their higher level BOMs (see for example Figures 9.7.2 and
9.7.1). However, the lower-level BOM would require the rear axles to be split
up into two items, namely RAXwJth lock and RAXwJthout lock- Their source
BOMs are depicted in Figure 9.7.7.

RAX.wilhout lock RAXwlth lock

~~K
AXLE

MECHANISM

Figure9.7.7:ThesourceBOMsoftwoitems.

The BOM-structure from Figure 9.7.6 is assumed to be more complex than the
one from Figure 9.7.7. If generic CAs-relationships are allowed, items may be
distinguished for which the source BOM-structure no longer represents the
general product structure of the product types from that item.
To provide a solution to this dilemma a new type of relationship, called
generalisation-specialisation relationship will be introduced in Chapter 10. It
allows the definition of subsets of product types by means of an item within a
larger set of product types which is also represented by means of an item. In
other words all three items, RAX, RAXwJth Igck and RAXwJthout lock can be
distinguished and related to each other y generalisation-specialisation
relationships. As we will show, these relationships make more possibilities
available for distinguishing items, without fully giving up the requirement that
the source BOM-structure of an item should represent the general product
structure of the product ·types of that item.
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9.8. SUMMARY.

In this chapter we have described a new concept in HOM theory, namely the
generic HOM-concept. The analysis of the variant HOM-concept identified a
nwnber of shortcomings which were the starting point for developing an
improved concept. First a number of requirements for a new concept were
formulated (see Section 8.7; "Demands on a generative bill-of-material
concept."). Examining these requirements, it can be concluded that five of the
requirements are fulfilled by the generic HOM-concept as described in this
chapter.
Firstly, the concept allows sets of product types to be defined as single
entities at arbitrary levels in the product structure, independently of their
application in higher level items.
Secondly, a set of product types can be defined as a set without being
dependent on the variety of HOM-structures (which only describe a particular
aspect of the product types) that can be generated. Because of this, ranges of
products that do not have a lower-level HOM-structure can also be defined as
a set and treated as a single entity.
Thirdly, by means of the generation function, which relies on the definition of
conversion rules between a parent item and a component item in the source
HOM-structure, result HOM-structures can be generated for individual product
types that are members of the parent item in question. The parent component
conversion rules contain knowledge of general relationships between properties
of different products.
Fourthly, the particular problems with engineering changes that occur in the
variant HOM-concept are eliminated. Modifications at a particular level in the
HOM-structure do not have an impact on lower-level items and their HOMs.
For example, if a parameter value of a generic end-item is modified, then only
the HOM (probably including the related conversion rules), of that particular
item has to be modified.
Finally, the introduction of a special value unknown in the generic HOMconcept made it possible to represent the fact that not all products which are
part of a set of product types have yet been completely defined and
engineered.
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CHAPTER 10
SET-RELATIONSlllPS BETWEEN ITEMS.

10.1. INTRODUCTION.
Given a number of product types, items can be distinguished in many
different ways. They may also have been distinguished in such a way that some
have one or more product types in common. In other words, one or more
product types belong to more than one item. If a product type belongs to two
different items, obviously a relationship exists between these two items. This
chapter will concentrate on the kind of relationships which occur because
items are sets of product types. This kind of relationship will be called setrelationship. First we will describe the basic concepts of set-relationships, then
the structures which originate when set-relationships are applied in
combination with CAS-relationships. We will show that by allowing a particular
kind of set-relationship to be defined between items, some generic CASrelationships may be avoided.
10.2. SET-RELATIONSlllPS IN THE GENERIC BILL-OF-MATERIAL CONCEPT.
The relationships which arise because two items may have common product
types are called set-relationships. Given two items, one of three different
kinds of set-relationships may exist between these items. Figure 10.2.1. depicts
the three different kinds of set-relationships schematically.

a

c

b

Figuur 10.2.1 :Three different kinds of set- relationships.

Two Items, X and Yare disjunct if each product type which belongs to X does
not belong to Y and vice versa, each product type which belongs to Y does
not belong to X (see Figure 10.2.1.a). Consider the example of a car
manufacturer. Two Items, one consisting of all left-hand-drive cars and the
other consisting of all right-hand-drive cars, are obviously disjunct.
Two items, X and Y have an overlap-relationship if one or more, but not all
product types of either Item, belongs to both items (see Figure l0.2.l.b). In
the example of the car manufacturer, an item left-hand-drive cars and an item
convertible cars will probably have an overlap-relationship, because left-handdrive convertibles belong to both Items, whereas both a right-hand-drive
convertible and a left-hand-drive saloon belong to only one of these items.
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Two items, X and Y have a generall&atioa-specl.alisatiOIJ relatiODShlp if one
item is a real subset of the other item (see Figure 10.2.l.c). The item of the
entire set (X) is called the generalised Item. The item of the subset ( l') is
called the specialised Item. In the example of the car manufacturer a
generalised item could be defined which consists of all left-hand-drive cars. A
specialised item of this item could be the item which consists of all left-handdrive convertibles!. A generalisation-specialisation relationship will be
shortened to gs-relatloDsblp.
Recall that it has been assumed that a product specification with a value
unknown still identifies only one product type (see Section 9.2; "Items for an
engineer-to-order environment."). With regard to set-relationships, this
product type can be treated as any other member of an item. A product type p
with a value unknown is not regarded as a set of product types (the product
types which can be engineered with p as a starting point). It represents a
single unique starting point for engineering (see Section 9.2; "Items for an
engineer-to-order environment.").
Not all three kinds of set-relationships will be considered in the generic
BOM-concept. In the generic BOM-concept it will be assumed that items are
distinguished such that every pair of items are either disjunct or have a gsrelationship.
The fact that items are disjunct is valuable information. Assume we have the
specification of an assumed product type p (specified by a specification S) and
we want to gather all product (structure) data for p. First it must be
determined whether p actually exists. If an item A containing p is found which
then the data defined for A applies to p. Items which are disjunct with A, will
by definition not contain p. There is no reason to assume that the data of
disjunct items will apply to p. For this purpose there is no need to retrieve
any item which is disjunct with A.
As mentioned, overlap-relationships may arise between items, if product types
are made a member of several different items. The items may then be
distinguished in such a way that each item contains a particular piece of
information associated with a particular (combination of) parameter value(s). In
the example of the car manufacturer, the item convertible car would specify
information which applies to all product types which have the parameter value
(model, convertible). On the other hand the item left-hand-drive car would
specify information on all product types having the parameter value (hand of
drive, left). The data for a left-hand-drive convertible product type would have
to be reconstructed by retrieving all items to which this product type belongs.
The data of a product type may be scattered over many different items. A
complete picture is only obtained if all related items have been retrieved. From
the viewpoint of the generic BOM-concept, the disadvantage of allowing items
with an overlap-relationship is that it may become very difficult to get access
to the product structure data which applies to a particular product type. The
CAS-relationships which apply to a product type may be defined for many
different items. Accordingly, many different itemshave to be retrieved to
obtain the entire source BOM which applies to product types with a particular
(combination of) parameter value(s). For this reason we have chosen not to
allow items with an overlap-relationship to be distinguished in the BOM1) There must be car models other than convertibles, because

otherwise the set of left-hand-drive cabriolets would not be a real
subset of the set of left-hand-drive cars.
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concept. This decreases the flexibility available for distinguishing items, but
increases the comprehensiveness of the structures of set-relationships.
A gs-relationship expresses that if a product type p is a member of an item A
then p will also be a member of all generalised item(s) of A. Therefore, all
data defined for generalised item(s) of A are also relevant to p. When
gathering data for p, only the generalised items of A and specialised items of
A must be evaluated in order to find data which applies to p. As we will see,
gs-relationships can in some cases be applied to avoid generic CASrelationships. They also allow the definition of specific items which can be
unambiguously related to a generic item.
It will now be assumed that items are distinguil;hed such that only disjunct
items and items with a gs-relationship exist. GS-relationships are a result of
the way. In which items have been distinguished. In principle, the kind of setrelationship between two items could be determined if the set-descriptions of
the two items are compared. Consider for example two items X and Y of Table
10.2.1 (Example 10.2.1):
item
X
y

set-description

(P1
{P1

£
£

{v11• v12• v13} AND P2 E {v21• v22}}
(v11• v12} AND P2 E (v21• v22}}

Table 10.2.1.

Each product specification of the set defined by the set-description of Y is
aiso a member of the set defined by the set-description of X. Hence X is a
generalised item of Y. Items may aiso have been distinguished such that within
a subset of a set of product types again one or more subsets exist and so on.
In other words, a specialised item in a gs-relationship may be a generalised
item in another gs-relationship. Consider Example 10.2.1. If a third item, Z
with the set-description {PI E: {vu} AND P2 E: {v2l> v2vl existed, then Y
would be a specialised item in relation to X and a generalised item in relation
to Z (see Figure 10.2.2).

= gs-relationship.
~10.2.2: Item Vis both a specialised item and ageneralised item.

Note that by these definitions and the definition of a specific item (see
Section 9.2; "Items for an engineer-to-order environment.") a specific item
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cannot have specialised items and will therefore never be a generalised item in
a gs-relatio~hip. It is impossible to create a real subset in a set with only
one member.
As mentioned, theoretically it can be determined merely by their set-

descriptions whether a pair of items is disjunct or has a gs-relationship.
However in practice this will require considerable effort. All items must be
compared in pairs and all product specifications .of both items in each pair
must be analysed. Therefore it is proposed here to explicitly represent gsrelatlonshlps between items. That is, to determine and explicitly record gsrelationships beforehand, so that they are available when required
operationally. In this way a number of elementary operations can be relatively
easily performed e.g. to retrieve all specialised items defined within an item
and vice versa, to retrieve all generalised items of an item. These simple
operations are far more difficult to perform if gs-relationships have not been
defined explicitly beforehand.
Another advantage of defining gs-relationships explicitly is that data
redundancy in the (recorded) set-descriptions of a generalised item X and a
specialised item Y can be reduced (see Section 9.5; "Recording the setdescriptions of items in a source bill-of-material structure."). Yalways contains
fewer product types than X. In other words, the difference between the setdescriptions of X and Y is one or more additional constraints which apply to
Y. Instead of defining both set-descriptions explicitly (as in Figure 10.2.2) the
explicit definition of the gs-relationship makes it possible to define only the
set-description of X explicitly and to define only the additional constraints for
Y explicitly (as in Figure 10.2.3). The actual set-description of Y consists of
the actual set-description of its generalised item completed with the
constraints explicitly defined for Y .
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! =gs-relationship, explicitly defined.
Figure: 10.2.3: Non- redundant explicit gs-relationships.
As we will show, not all gs-relationships need to be defined explicitly. An item
may have more than one generalised item. However, a gs-relationship will have
to be defined explicitly for only one of these items viz. for the generalised
item which contains the fewest product types. The gs-relationships with other

1) The empty set is to be disregarded here. Recall that there is no
item which consists of zero product types.
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generalised items can be easily reconstructed. Reconsider Example 10.2.1, item
Z has two generalised items, X and Y. X and Y are not disjunct because they
have in common the product types which are a member of Z. Therefore they
have a gs-relationship. The gs-relationship between X and Z does not need to
be defined explicitly, because if Z is a subset of Y and Y is a subset of X
then it follows that Z is also a subset of X. A special gs-relationship to
represent this fact is not required (see Figure 10.2.3).
When we now speak of a gs-relationship we will be referring to an explicitly
defined gs-relationship. Therefore, each item may have none or precisely one
gs-relationship in which it is a specialised item. Tbe specialised item S of item
G defined in a gs-relationship with G Is called a single-level specialised Item
of G. The generalised item G of item S defined in a gs-relationship with S is
called the sirJgltrlevel generalised item of S. The ss-stnletr.re of an item A is
the sub-graph of items and gs-relationships from which A can be reached (if
the gs-relationship is interpreted as an arc where the source-node represents
the more specialised item and the sink-node represents the more generalised
item). It is easily seen that:
- the gs-structure constitutes a tree
- at fewest one gs-relationship in the set specifies A as a generalised item
- the set contains no gs-relationships in which A is a specialised item.
10.3. STRUCTURES OF GS-RELATIONSHIPS AND CAS-RELATIONSHIPS:
AVOIDING GENERIC CAS-RELATIONSHIPS.

In Chapter 9 it was shown that in order to avoid generic CAS-relationships in
a source BOM-structure it may be required to split parent items into 'smaller'
items. However, regarding the same items as components, just the opposite may
be preferred, namely to integrate a number of these items into one 'larger'
item. The concept of gs-relationships allows both. That is to create 'large'
items (the generalised item) and in addition to create several 'small' items (the
specialised items) given the same set of product types. GS..relatlonships allow
the representation of the relationships between these items. We will illustrate
this with the example of rear axles from Section 9. 7 ("Pragmatic issues in
representing product structure data by generic bills-of-material.").

A.

TRUCK

+

RAX

B.

RAXwilhout lock RAXwitttk>ck

~AnCK
AXLE
MECHANISM
Figure 10.3. 1: Different ways of disinguishing items fora number of rear axles.

Consider the eight different rear axle product types from Example 9.7.1.
Assume that it has been concluded that from the viewpoint of the higher-level
source BOM it is better to define one item RAX for all eight product types,
but that it would be better to distinguish two items, RAXwJth lock and
RAXwJthQut Jr.ck from the viewpoint of the lower-level source BOM (see
Figure 10.3.1 . If bqtb requirements could be satisfied, generic CAS145

relationships could be avoided in both the higher level and the lower-level
source HOM-structure.
Both ways of distinguishing items ip one source HOM-structure can be allowed
if the concept of gs-relationships is applied. Obviously, both RAXwith Jock and
RAXwJthout Jock are specialised items of RAX. Figure 10.3.2 depicts the
complete structure of the source BOM for this situation.

TRUCK

~

RAX
RAXwllhoutlock RAXIM!hlock

i
I

= gs-relalionship

~~
BASIC
LOCK
AXLE

MECHANISM

Figure 10.3.2: Source BOM structure with gs-relationships.

By applying gs-relationships in the source BOM-structure, it may be possible to
reduce or even avoid the need for generic CAS-relationships. GS-relationships
may help to structure the source BOMs in a way which is comprehensive for
the purpose for which it is composed. The fact that gs-relationships can be
defined between items has an impact on the way in which result BOMstructures can be generated. In the result BOM-structure gs-relationships do
not play a role. That is, gs-relationships are only necessary during the BOMgeneration process to find source-items for which source CAS-relationships may
exist. Once such an item is found, the gs-relationships through which the item
has been found is of no further importance. Consider for example Figure
10.3.2. If in the generation process item RAX is encountered, no CASrelationships can be found in which RAX is the parent item. But the gsrelationships allow specialised items to be retrieved for which CASrelationships have been defined, viz. RAXwfth Jock or RAXwithout Jock- In the
next section we will define the operations which are required to travel through
a gs-structure. In Section 10.5 ("Intersection of a gs-structure and a BOMstructure.") we will show that combining source CAS-relationships and gsrelationships for a set of items yields some complications. Some restrictions
will have to be imposed on the way in which CAS-relationships and gsrelationships are allowed to intersect. In Section 10.6 ("Generating a result
bill-of-material from a structure of gs-relationships and CAS-relationships.") we
will describe the HOM-generating process in greater detail.
10.4. OPERATIONS TO RETRIEVE A GS-STRUCTURE.
Consider an item A with both one or more generalised items and one or more
specialised items. In order to find the source CAS-relationships which apply to
a product type p which is a member of A, it should be possible to travel
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through the gs-structures of which A is a part, to find other items of which p
may be a member. For this purpose two operations are required, the
specialisation operation and the generalisation operation. The specialisation
operation is used to retrieve the specialised items of a particular item. The
generalisation operation is used to retrieve the generalised item of an item.
Both require an item and a specification as a starting point. We will
distinguish between single-level and multi-level specialisation and
generalisation.
The single-level specialisation operation is defined as follows: given an item A
and a specification S which is not invalid against A, the specialisation
operation produces the set of single-level specialised items of A against which
S is not invalid. If S is invalid, the single-level specialisation . operation
produces an empty set of items because the product type(s) defined by this
specification are not members of A. Therefore, they will neither be members of
any single-level specialised Item of A. Notice, that in order to retrieve all
single-level specialised items of A, a specification T consisting of zero
parameter values must be used. Consider the example from Figure 10.4.1.
Specification U which identifies product type p is invalid against /. Of course
there is no single-level specialised item of I against which U Is not invalid. An
indefinite semi-valid specification V against I may for example refer to the
product types b, d and e. In that case the specialisation operation produces
items II, Ill and W. Vis valid against each of these items viewed separately.
Again another specification W may refer to the product types a and b. In that
case the specialisation operation produces item II. W is still indefinite semivalid against this item.

Ic~b~
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.IV

Figure 10.4.1: The gs-structureofthe generic item L

The single-level generalisation operation is defined as follows: given an item A
and a specification S for item A, the generalisation operation produces the
single-level generalised item of A: B. If S is valid against A, it will also be
valid against B. If Sis invalid against A, then it could be invalid against Bas
well. However, it could also be valid or semi-valid against B. For example,
starting from item Ill the specification referring to the product types a and b
is invalid. However, against the single-level generalised item of III, item /, this
specification is indefinite semi-valid.
The multi-level specialisation operation is the single-level specialisation
operation performed recursively, in which each obtained specialised item is
regarded as a generalised item (if possible). It produces all specialised items of
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an item A for which the specification S is valid. The multi-level
generalisation operation is the single-level generalisation operation performed
recursively. in which each obtained generalised item is regarded as a
specialised item (if possible). It produces all generalised items of an item A.

10.5. INTERSECTION OF A GS:STR.UCTURE AND A HOM-sTRUCTURE.
10.5.1. Introduction.
Items may be part of both a gs-structure and a source HOM-structure. Hence.
a tree defining a gs-structure and the graph defining the source HOM-structure
may intersect. In the next three subsections three different models with regard
to the intersection of gs-structures and source HOM-structures will be
discussed. The models differ in flexibility in defining structures and uniformity
which is compelled in the pragmatic composing of structures. The different
intersections of gs-structures and HOM-structures concentrate on the Items In
a gs-structure for which CAs-relationships can be defined. In the first model,
it is assumed that a CAS-relationship can be defined for an item at an
arbitrary level In a gs-structure. This is the model which has been implicitly
assumed up to this point. The second mode~ assumes the restriction that CAsrelationships can only be defined for the items which are the lowest in the gsstructure i.e. items which have no specialised items. The third model assumes
the opposite, namely that CAs-relationships can only be defined for the top
item of a gs-structure. In the following three subsections, these models and
their consequences for modelling product structures are discussed.

10.5.2. Modell: CAs-relationships for items at intermediate levels in the gsstructure.

In this model it is assumed that the item(s) from which a result HOM can be
generated for a product type p, can be any of the items of which p is a
member. It can be the most specialised item of which pis a member, the most
generalised item of which pis a member, or any item in between. Of the three
different models, this model offers the greatest freedom in defining gsstructures and HOM-structures. However, it will be assumed that CAsrelationships can only be defined for one item of which pis a member. In this
way. for each product type not more than one item can be found from which a
result HOM can be generated. If the source HOM which applies to a product
type p is required, only a single source-item needs to be considered. Given a
result HOM, it can be determined unambiguously from which source HOM it has
been generated.
Figure 10.5.2.1. depicts an example of a structure defined under the
restrictions of this model. Within the set of product types of item GJ, a subset
of two product types is defined explicitly by the generic item G2- For some
applications (e.g. stock control), for each of the two product types of G2 a
specific item has been defined viz. lx and ly The product structure of the
product types of lx and ly is represented by the source HOM-structure of G2The third product type of GJ is also a member of a specific item viz. Iz. If
the product type of Iz has a lower-level HOM, then this HOM cannot be
represented by the source HOM of G2, simply because Iz and G2 are disjunct.
Neither can it be represented by the source HOM of Glt because no CAsrelationships can be defined for G]t because the product types which belong to
G2 would then belong to two items for which source CAS-relationships are
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defined, viz. G2 and GJ· Hence, a separate source BOM must be defined for
the specific item Izo
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Figure 10.5.2.1: CAS-relationships can be defined for any item in the gs-structure.

As mentioned, of the three different models this model provides the greatest
flexibility in defining structures of gs-relationships and CAS-relationships.
However the danger of this flexibility is that it may lead to structures which
are very complex and difficult to comprehend. In the two models discussed in
the following sections, higher demands are imposed on the way in which gsstructures and source BOM-structures may intersect.
The assumption that source CAS-relationships can only be defined for one item
of which a product type is a member, was made amongst others to ensure that
a result BOM can be generated from one source BOM only. However it could
be argued that individual source CAS-relationships should be considered and
not the source BOM as a whole. In other words that it should be ensured that
each result CAs-relationship is generated from one source CAS-relationship
only; In that case the assumption would be that, the source CAS-relationship
with sequence number i can be defined for only one item to which a product
type belongs. However it should be noted that it will become more difficult to
obtain the entire (single-level) source BOM which applies to a product type,
since its source CAS-relationships can be defined for several different sourceitems.
10.5.3. Model 2: CAs-relationships can only be defined for the most
specialised items.
In this model the restriction is introduced that CAS-relationships can only be
defined for the most specialised item in a gs-structure. This implies that in
defining a gs-structure and source HOM-structure, for each item G, not both
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component items and specialised item can be defined. In other words a source
BOM can only be defined for the most specialised items in a gs-structure.
The consequence of this restriction is that If for a generic item G specialised
items QJ, ....,Qt must be defined, then no source BOM for G can be maintained.
Instead separate source BOMs must be defined for the specialised items
Qb ....,Qt- This is Ulustrated for an example In Figure 10.5.3.1. The generic
source-item GJ consists of two product types (Figure 10.5.3.l.A). The source
BOM of GJ can produce a result BOM for each of the two product types. If
for some application two subsets must be defined explicitly within GJ- two
specialised items Ux and I.J must be defined. Two gs-relationsbips will relate
these items to GJ. Accordi'ng tO this model's restriction, CAS-relationships are
now no longer allowed for GJ. The source BOM-structure describing the
product structure of the product types from G1 must now be defined for the
lowest-level items in the gs-structure of GJ, to which the product types
belong, i.e. for lx and ly (see Figure 10.5.3.1.8).
The advantages of this model are the simplicity of the systems which support
the generation process and the uniformity which is compelled in defining
structures in practice. The simplicity of the generation process lies in the fact
that for each item, either gs-relationships or CAs-relationships must be
retrieved, i.e. not both. Also if the source-item with CAs-relationships must be
found in the gs-structure, only a multi-level specialisation is required. The
required item is always the most specialised item.
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The major disadvantage of this model is, that it is impossible to define a
source HOM representing the general product structure for a set of product
types, independently of the definition of generalised and specialised items. It is
impossible to decide independently over distinguishing subsets of product types
(e.g. for stock control) by means of specialised Items on the one hand, and the
decomposition of a complex generic source HOM on the other. Distinguishing a
specialised item within an item G forces separate source HOMs to be defined.
This may hide the general product structure of the product types which are
members of G. Downward in the source HOM-structure, starting from the level
at which an initial source HOM is to be decomposed into separate source
HOMs, commonality in the product structure may no longer be clearly
represented. For example, the source HOM-structure in Figure 10.5.3.1.8 does
not show explicitly that each product type of GJ always has a component
product type of Im· This can only be derived indirectly, by retrieving the
source HOMs of au specialised items of GJ.
10.5.4. Model 3: CAS-relationships can only be defined for tbe most
generalised items in a gs-structure.
In a way, this model is the opposite of that described in the previous section.
The restriction on this model specifies that CAs-relationships can only be
defined for items at the top of a gs-structure. Only for these items can both
gs-relationships and CAS-relationships be defined. The advantage of this model
is that a source HOM-structure can be defined independently of whether
specialised items are defined or not. Hence, distinguishing specialised items
does not imply that separate source HOMs must be defined for these Items.
Also as in the previous model, the generation process is simple. In order to
find an item which has CAs-relationships, only multi-level generalisation is
required. The source-item which has CAs-relationships is always the highest
level item in a path in the gs-structure. The disadvantage of this modetis that
source HOMs of very complex generic source-items, cannot be deliberately
decomposed into several, separate less complex source HOMs by defining
specialised items. In other words, in this model gs-relationships cannot be
applied for avoiding generic CAs-relationships (see Section 10.3; "Structures of
gs-relationships and CAS-relationships: avoiding generic CAS-relationships.").
Figure 10.5.4.1. for example depicts the generic source HOM-structure which
represents the product structure of three product types. These product types
belong to the generic item Go- In this example no specialised items are defined
for Go- The source HOM of Go specifies the specific item Ij and the generic
item GJ as component items. GJ is a set of three product types (x, y and z).
For two of these product types, specific items have been defined (lx and I;J
e.g. for stock control. If the previous model were applied this would require:
1. at fewest a third specialised item to be defined, encompassing the
remaining product types of Go (in this case a specific item Iz for the
product type z).
2. separate HOMs to be defined for the specialised items (/X> ly and Iz)·
In the model discussed here, the generic source BOM remains to be defined for
GJ. The result HOMs of specialised items of GJ are generated from this source
BOM. The explicit definition of I z is not required because its HOM can be
generated from the generic HOM of GJ.
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Figure 10.5.4.1: CAS-relationships can only be defined for the most generalised item In a
gs-structure.

Which of the three models discussed In the previous subsections is 'best' is
difficult to determine. Obviously the last model should only be adopted if items
can be distinguished in such a way that no gs-relationships are required to
avoid generic CAS-relationships. The second model tends to cause data
redundancy in source CAs-relationships if specialised items need to be defined.
From the viewpoint of flexibility the first model is preferable because with
this model as a starting point, both other models can be realised by
introducing organisational standards on how to define source HOM-structures
and gs-structures. However such an approach requires a very strong
organisational discipline, otherwise in due time these standards may be violated
and structures may be polluted. In the remainder of this chapter we will adopt
the first model.
10.6. GENERATING A RESULT BILL-OF-MATERIAL FROM A STRUCTURE
OF Gs-RELATIONSHIPS AND CAs-RELATIONSHIPS.

In Section 9.6. ("Generating a result bill-of-material structure.") two
generation processes were described for the case in which no gs-relationships
exist. The result HOM for a product type p could only be generated from
precisely one item, namely the one item of which pis a member. When gsrelationships are allowed to exist, a product type may be a member of more
than one item. For each of these items CAs-relationships may have been
defined. Thus when generating a result BOM for a product type p, first the
item of which p is a member and for which CAS-relationships have been
defined must be retrieved. For this purpose, the specialisation and
generalisation operations as discussed in Section 10.4 ("Operations to retrieve a
gs-structure.") may be required when generating a result HOM. The gsrelationships which occur in the source HOM-structure will not occur in the
result HOM-structure. They are only applied in the generation process, to find
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all source-items of which a product type is a member. A result-item will be
generated for only one of' these source-items. The existence of gs-relationships
in source HOM-structures requires some minor modifications in the generation
process as described in Section 9.6 ("Generating a result bill-of-material
structure.").
Firstly, if no gs-relationships existed, a result-item which identified a product
type could be generated from one source-item only. There was no question
with regard to which source-item the result-item should referl. However since
a product type can now be a member of more than one source-item the
question arises, if a result-item is generated to represent a product type, from
which source-item should it be generated? In other words, to which sourceitem should the result-item refer? We will adopt the following approach: the
result-item refers to the most specialised source-item from which a result-item
for the .product type in question can be generated. This approach can be
advantageous if it assumes that the most specialised items generally define the
most precise data on the product types within that item. Also, the generation
process will thereby 'automatically' attempt to find a specific item. Hence in
the generation process for an item P and a specification S, the most
specialised item in the gs-structure of P must first be found for which Sis
still a full specification. Assume this is item B. Then a result-item which
refers to B is generated. Note that if the most specialised item turns out to be
a specific item, no new result-item will be generated, but the order dependent
result HOM-structure will refer to that specific item as a lowest level
component item (in accordance with the generation process which is described
in Section 9.6). For example, a range of rear-axle product types1is represented
by a generic item RAX. RAX only has one specialised item, viz. the specific
item RAXspec: RAX is a component item in the source BOM of the item
TRUCK comprising truck product types. In that case some order dependent
result HOM-structures which can be generated for truck product types will
have a lowest level item RAXspec Other order dependent result HOMstructures for truck product types will include the result HOM-structure of a
rear axle.
Secondly, assume a parent item P and a component item C. If no gsrelationships existed, the generation process would return to the previously
encountered parent item P of C, if C did not have any (more) lower.;..level
CAS-relationships. If gs-relationships are allowed, C could still have specialised
items or generalised items for which CAS-relationships have been defined.
Therefore, the generation process should first attempt to find each item Q
such that:
- Q is a specialised item or generalised item of C, and
- the full specification for C is also a full specification for Q, and
- lower-level CAS-relationships have been defined for Q.
Only if such an item Q cannot be found, should the generation process return
to parent item P. The generation proceeds with the CAS-relationship:
- with the next higher sequence number, and
- which is defined for P, a generalised item of P or a specialised item R of P
for which the specification is a full specification

1) Recall that it has been proposed to let a result-item refer to the

source-item from which it has been generated.
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10.7. AN EXAMPLE.
In this section we will extend the example from Section 9.6 ("Generating a
result bill-of-material structure.") for the case that gs-relationships have been
defined. The product types and their BOMs are the same as in Section 9.6.
However in this example some additional items have been defined. Table 10.7.1
lists all items and their gs-relatlonships (the far right hand colwnn refers to
the single-level generalised item of the item in the most left hand colwnn).
Figure 10.7.1 depicts the resulting gs-structures.
gener.
item

item set,-description
I
ABC (X & (x1, x2) ANDY & (y1, Y2li!Ql(((X, x2) ~ (Y, Y2)})}
AB
BZJ:(X, x2)
A
BZJ:(Y, Y2)

c

RQ
Q

PT
p

z
B

BZJ:(X, x1l
(I E: {456, 789}}

ABC
AB
ABC

g(I, 789)
{I E: {123, 234}}

RQ

l'«Jl'(I, 234)
{F"& {f1, f2} AND G E: {q1, q2}}
{[(I, 345)}}

PT

'l'able 10.7 .1.

ABC

RQ

PT

a

p

E

z

Figure 10.7.1 :Thegs-structureoftheltemswhich have been defined.

Table 10.7.2 shows the CAS-relationships which constitute the source HOMstructure. Figure 10.7.2 depicts the source HOM-structure.

Figure 1~.7.2: The source bill-of-materialstructures forltemAB and C.
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parent item seq.

~titan

AB
AB

10
20

PT
RQ

c
PT

10
10

z

RQ

10

z

z

10

PT

type

oonversioo rules
(I,
(I,
(I,
(I,
(F,
(G,
(F,
(G,
(G,

123)
456)
789)
123)
£1 )
92 )
£2 )
91 )
92 )

IF
IF

(Y, Y1
(Y, Y2

IF
IF

(I, 789)
(I, 456)

)
)

p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c
p-c

E

Table .10. 7 .2.

In this example we will outline the generation of the result HOM-structure for
item ABC with the valid specification SABO {(X, x1), (Y, Y2)}· The result
HOM-structure is partly order dependent.
No CAs-relationships have been defined for ABC (see Table 10.7.2). Therefore
no result HOM-structure can be generated from ABC. However, ABC has two
specialised items viz. AB and C (see Table 10.7.1). SABC is valid against AB.
AB in turn has a specialised item A, but S is not valid for A. AB is not
specific therefore an order dependent result-item is generated (item number
001). This result-item refers to AB as the source-item from which it has been
generated. For AB two specific CAs-relationships exist.
CAS-relationship AB-10-PT produces the component item PT. The parent
component conversion function of AB-10-PT produces the valid specification
SJYr. {(I, 123)} for PT. PT has a specialised item P against which SPT is valid
(see Table 10.7.1). Pis also specific and therefore no order dependent resultitem is generated. An order dependent result CAS-relationship is generated for
the parent result-item 001 and component item P (001-10-PJ. No further
generation is performed in this path of the source HOM-structure. The
generation process returns to AB.
The next CAs-relationship of AB (AB-20-RQ) produces RQ. The parent
component conversion function of AB-20-RQ produces the valid specification
SRO: {(1, 789)} for RQ. RQ has one specialised item, but SRo is not valid for
that item. Therefore an order dependent result-item, which refers to RQ as the
source-item from which it has been generated, is generated (item number 002).
Subsequently the order dependent result CAS-relationship 001-20-002 is
generated.
The CAs-relationship of RQ (RQ-10-Z) produces component item Z. The
parent component conversion function produces the validspecification
{(F,
f2), (G, g1)}· No specialised items are defined for Z. Thus a unique result-item
number is generated (item number 003) which refers to Z as the source-item
from which it has been generated. Directly following, the order dependent
result CAS-relationship 002-10-003 is generated.

Sz:

The CAS-relationship of Z (Z-10-E') delivers component item E, which is
specific. No unique result-item is generated for E. An order dependent result
CAS-relationship is generated for the parent item 003 and component item E
(003-10-E').
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Tbe result of the generation process is listed in Tables 10.7.3 and 10.7.4.
Table 10.7.3lists the order dependent result-items which bave been generated.
Table 10.7.4 lists the order dependent result CAS-relationships which bave been
generated. Figure 10.7.3 depicts the order dependent result HOM-structure.
ncde

item

001
002
003

RQ

specificatioo

{(X, x1) 1 (Y, Y2))
{(I, 789)}
((!", f2) I (G, 91)}

AB

z

'J.'able 10.7.3.

CAS-RELATIONSHIPS

parent

component

result-item seq. result-item quantity/per
001
002

10
20
10

p
002

003

1
1
1

003

10

E

1

001

'J.'able.10.7.4.

001 (AB)
I

p

I

ck(RQ)

I

003(Z)

b
Figure 10.7.3: The order dependent result bill-of-material structure.

10.8. SUMMARY.
In this chapter we have assumed that for the purpose of defining source
BOMs and generating result BOMs, items are distinguished in such a way that
they are disjunct i.e. they have no product types in common, or that the one
item is a real subset of the other item. In the latter case we speak of a
generalisation-specialisation relationship between the items. The concept of
generalisation-specialisation relationship allows subsets to be defined within
sets of product types. It also supports the relationships which exist between
these sets and their subsets. This kind of relationship also allows subsets of
single product types, I.e. specific items to be related to a set of many product
types, i.e. a generic item. Specific items can in practice be used to identify
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product types. Individual product types are then in fact identified by a single
part nwnber and are still related to sets of product types for which their
BOMs have been defined. In this way, the sixth requirement fonnulated in
Section 8.7 ("Demands on a generative bill-of-material concept.") is fulfilled.
The gs-relationships can also be applied when contradictory demands are
placed on distinguishing items for a set of product types as discuased in
Section 10.3 ("Structures of gs-relationships and CAS-relationships: avoiding
generic CAS-relationships."). One or more 'large' items can be distinguished to
become component items in higher level source BOMs, whereas more 'small'
items can be defined to become the parent items in lower-level source BOMs.
By applying gs-relationships some generic CAS-relationships may be avoided.
The advantage of applying gs-relationships as opposed to generic CASrelationships is that the extent to which a set of product types has a conunon
product . structure is more explicitly visible. The larger the nwnber of
specialised items which need to be defined, the greater is variance in product
structures. When generic CAS-relationships are applied, this variance is hidden
in complex CAS conversion rules. However it should be noted that gsrelationships will increase the complexity of the total structure, just as with
generic CAS-relationships.
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CHAPT'ER 11

A CONCEPTUAL DATABASE MODEL FOR A
GENERIC BD.J......OF-MATERJAL PROCESSOR.

11.1. JNTRODUCI'ION.
In Chapter 8 ("The variant bill-of-material concept.") a typical database model
for the variant HOM-concept was described. In this chapter a conceptual
database model will be presented for the generic HOM-concept. It should be
noted that the database model to be discussed in this chapter is of a general
nature. It is discussed to illustrate the concepts developed in the previous
chapters. If a generic HOM-processor is actually going to be developed for a
practical application. some modifications/extensions should be considered. For
example. it is imaginable that instead of conversion rules. arithmetic
expressions are more suitable to control parameter values of CAs-relationships.
This kind of modification does not affect the core of the generic HOMconcept.
First, the. data structure diagram of the typical database model will be
presented and explained (Section 11.2). Next some additional database
constraints difficult to express in a data structure diagram. will be formulated
(Section 11.3). Finally we will make a brief comparison with the conceptual
database model of the variant BOM-concept (Section 11.4)
11.2. THE DATA STRUCTURE DIAGRAM OF A CONCEPTUAL DATABASE

MoDEL.

Figure 11.2.1 depicts the data structure diagram of a conceptual database
model which can support the generic HOM-concept. The entity-types in this
diagram are defined directly below. Examples are given for most entity-types.
1. parameter.
An entity of the type parameter represents a parameter as defined in Section
5.2.1 ("Basic elements."). Table 11.2.1 lists a number of entities of the type
parameter.
parameter
exterior colour
interior colour
colour
qty/per
11 .2. 1.
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panontoomp.
element
.f

'"'------..
Older

12

---=-------..

a _ __..__,

CAS

13.

&
/

d\

'

;1

conversion
rule

~

value

value
o-ucture relalionehlpe matl<lld with # are mulullllyexclueivtelotoneanllly.
Datastruclure relationships matl<lld wl1h @ are mutually excluaive lotoneanllly.

Figure11.2.1:Datastru'cturedlagramofthetypicaldatabasemodelofthegenerieBOM-concept.

2. value.
An entity of the type value. represents a value as defined in Section 5.2.1

("Basic elements."). Table 11.2.2 lists some examples of the type value.
value
xed
green.
blue
black

1
l.ll1cnorm

Table 11.2.2.

3. parameter value.
An entity of the type parameter value defines a relationship between an

entity of the type parameter and an entity of the type value. Entities of this
type allow a set of values to be defined for a parameter.
parameter

value

exterior
exterior
exterior
exterior
interior
interior
interior
colour
oolour
oolour
qty/per

1

colour xed
colour green.
colour blue
colour black
colour green
colour black
colour l-blue
black
green.
blue

Table 11.2.3.

For example, the parameter exterior colour may have the values red, green,
blue and black, whilst a parameter interior colour may only have the values
blue, black and green. Also a value may belong to more than one parameter.
For example, the value black belongs to both the parameters exterior colour
and interior colour. Table 11.2.3 lists some examples of parameter values.
Notice that in the particular database model presented in this chapter,
parameters with a continuous domain of values, are disregarded. If a generic
HOM-processor is going to be developed for practical applications it should be
considered to allow parameters to be defined with a continuous domain. This
could especially be useful for calculating the value of the parameter
quantity/per in a CAS...relationship (also see Section 6.3.1; "A bill-of-material
generating system: Variantengenerator VAR.").
4. source-item.
An entity of the type source-item represents an Item as defined in Section 9.2
("Items for an engineer-to-order environment."). An entity of the type sourceitem represents either a partly specified generic item, a fully specified generic
item or a specific item. Parameter values can be assigned to a source-item by
defining entities of the type item/domain. The (n)one-to-many data structure
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relationship of the entity-type item to itself, represents the fact that gsrelationships can be defined between items. An item may be a single-level
specialised item of one other item (data structure diagram relationship
clockwise). An item may also be the single-level generalised item of many
other items (data structure diagram relationship anti-clockwise). Whether an
entity E of the type source-item represents a specific, partly specified generic
or fully specified generic source-item I, is determined by the entities of the
type item/domain and the entities of the type item constraint which are
uniquely related to E or uniquely related to an entity of the type source-item
which represents a generalised item of I (see Section 10.2; "Set-relationships in
the- generic bill-of-material concept."). These entitles represent the setdescription of I. Table 11.2.4 lists some examples of entities of the type

source-item.
item

generalised item

-

car
dashboard

Table 11.2.4.

5. item/domain.
An entity of the type Item/domain represents a relationship between a
parameter value and a source-item. By means of entities of this type,
parameter values can be assigned to more than one source-item. On the other
hand more than one parameter value can be assigned to a particular sourceitem. The set of entities of the type item/domain which are uniquely related to
an entity E of the type source-item defines the parameter values which are
part of the set-description of the source-item represented by E. Table 11.2.5
shows some examples of entities of the type item/domain.
item

parameter

value

car
car
car
car
car
car
dashboard
dashboard

exterior
exterior
exterior
exterior
interior
interior
colour
colour

red
green
blue
black
green
black
green
black

colour
colour
colour
colour
colour
colour

Table 11.2.5.
-r

6. item constraint.
An entity of the type item constraint describes a relationship between two or
more parameter values of different parameters for a particular source-item.
Together with the entities of the type item/domain of a particular source-item,
entities of the type item constraint represent the set-description of an item.
In Chapter 7 ("Representing product specification data.") we discussed different
syntaxes for defining item constraints. For simplicity, in this database model it
has been assumed that item constraints have the form of an exclusion. That is,
an item constraint specifies a set of parameter values which cannot be a
subset of a specification which is valid or semi-valid against the item to which
the item constraint is associated. In the example of the car, two item
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constraints may have been defined because of clashing colours. For example, a
red or blue coloured car cannot have a green interior. Table 11.2.6 shows the
entities whicb represent this fact.
excl.

itelll

value

parameter

001
001
002
002

car
car
car
car

red
green
blue
green

exterior
interior
exterior
interior

colour
colour
colour
colour

Table 11.2.6.

Notice that an entity of the type item constraint is uniquely related to an
entity of the type source-item. The data structure diagram also shows that an
item constraint defines a set of parameter values which must be associated to
a source-item. What the data structure diagram does not show is that all
entities of the type item/domain associated to the same entity of the type item
constraint must also be related to one entity E of the type source-item whicb
represents source-item I. However the entity of the type item constraint is not
necessarily associated to E. It may also be associated to an entity of the type
$ource-item whicb represents a specialised item of I. This design was chosen to
eliminate data-redundancy. If a source-item X has a specialised source-item Y,
it Is unnecessary to repeat the full set-description of X as a part of the setdescription of Y. Only the additional item constraints for Y must be explicitly
defined for Y (also see Section 10.2; "Set-relationships in the generic bill-ofmaterial concept.").
1. source CAS-relationship.
An entity of the type source CAS-relationship represents a CAS-relationship
between two source-items. The source CAS-relationships constitute the source
BOM-structure. A source CAS-relationship may either be partly specified
generic, fully specified generic, or specific. Table 11.2.7 shows an example of
an entity of the type source CAS-relationship. Note that in this example the
'quantity/per' property Is defined as a parameter. Therefore it does not occur
as an attribute in the CAS-relationship.
parent seq.

car

10

canponent
dashboard

Table 11.2.7.

8. CAS-relatiooship/domain.
An entity of the type CAS-relationship/domain, defines a relationship between
a source CAS-relationship and a parameter value. The function of these
entities is similar to the function which entities of the type Item/domain have
for items.
canponent

parameter

value

qty/per
Table 11.2.8.
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Table 11.2.8 shows the example of the entity which relates the parameter
value (qty/per, 1) to the source CAS-relationship car~JO-dsshboard. Note that
this particular parameter value will also be related to many other CASrelationships.
9. CAS-relatlonsbip constraint.
An entity of the type CA5-relationship constraint describes a relationship
between parameter values of different parameters associated to the same
source CAS-relationship. We have already mentioned that the number of
different parameters for CAS-relationships will in practice generally be limited
to the single parameter quantity/per. Therefore in practice these constraints
will rarely be applied. An entity of the type CA5-relationship constraint
uniquely defined for the entity E of the type source CA5-relationship, must
specify a set of entities of the type· CA5-relationship/domain which are
associated to E.
10. parent component conversion rule.
An entity of the type parent component conversion rule defines the
relationship between one parameter value (pf,
of a source-item and a set
of parameter values {(p8 , vat), ... , (pm, v n» which belong to the source-item
which is the parent item P in the source 'EAs-relationship to which the parent
component conversion rule is associated, or which belong to a generalised item
of P. The term {pj, VJj is the consequence of a parent component conversion
rule. The set {(pa, vabJ, ... , (pm, vmn» is the cause of a parent component
conversion rule. In the example of the CAS-relationship car-lO-dashboard, the
value for the parameter colour" will be determined by the value for the
parameter Interior colour of the car. For an example, see the following
explanation of the entity-type parent component cause element.

VJ/.

II. parent component cause element.
An entity of the type parent component cause element defines a parameter
value which belongs to the 'cause-part' of a parent component conversion rule.
Assume that in the example of the cars, all cars with a black or green interior
must always have a black dashboard. A parent component conversion rule for
the CAs-relationship specifying that each car has a dashboard, may specify
that if the parameter interior colour of the item car has the value black or
green, then the parameter colour of the item dashboard must have the value
black. This will be formulated in two parent component conversion rules which
are shown in Table 11.2.9.
conv.
rule
~ent seq. canponent value parameter no.

!CAS-Relationship

car
car

item/domain

10 dashboard black colour
10 dashboard black colour

001
002

cause element
value

parameter

black

interior colour
interior colour

green

Table 11.2.9.

12. CAS conversion rule.
An entity of the type CAS conversion rule defines the relationship between
one parameter value (pi, vi} of a source CAs-relationship and a set of
parameter values {(p8 , v8 tJ), ... , (pm, vmn» which belong to the source-item
which is the parent item P in the source CAS-relationship to which the
conversion rule is associated, or which belong to a generalised item of P.
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13. CAS cause element.
An entity of the type CAS cause element specifies a parameter value which
belongs to tbe 'cause-part' of a CAS conversion ,rule.
14. order.
An entity of the type order represents any order for which a result BaMstructure is generated and recorded. The term order ~ay also be interpreted as
the particular order to generate a result BOM-structure. Recall that during the
process of generating a multi-level result BOM-structure not only is a result
end-Item generated, but also lower-level result-items. All these items belong
uniquely to the order for which the result BOM-structure is generated.
15. result-item.
An entity of the type result-item represents an item which either has been
generated in the BOM generation process, or is defined manually, specifically
for an order. An entity of the type result-Item can be generated from one
entity of the type source-Item, and for precisely one entity of the type order
(see Section 9.6; "Generating a result bill-of-material structure."). It can also
be defined manually in the process of order specific engineering. In that case,
the entity of the type result-item does not refer to an entity of the type
source-item. A result-item, may be related to one or more parameter values
which constitute the specification of the item. Table 11.2.10 lists two examples
of result-items.
result-item source-item order
001
002

car
dashboard

123
123

Table 11.2.10.

16. result CAS-relationship.
An entity of the type result CAS-relationship defines a relationship of the
type gozlnto between a parent result-item and a component result-item. Table
11.2.11 shows the result CAs-relationships for the result-items 001 and 002
from Table 11.2.10. Again, the 'quantity/per' of this relationship is represented
by a separate entity and not by an attribute.
parent item seq. COIIpXlent item
001

10

002

Table 11. 2 •11.

17. result/source CAS-relationship.
An entity of the type result/source CAS-relationship defines a relati!1nship of
the type gozinto between a parent result-item and a component source-item.
These relationships constitute the interface between an order dependent result
BOM-structure and the order independent source HOM-structure.
For clarity, the entities representing relationships between parameter values
and result-items, the entities representing relationships between parameter
values and result CAS-relationships, and the entities representing relationships
between parameter values and result/source CAs-relationships have not been
defined in the data structure diagram. Instead, the data structure diagram
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shows so-called 'many-to-many' data structure relationships between the
entity-types parameter value and result-item, between the entity-types
parameter value and result CAS-relationship, and between the entity-types
. parameter value and result/source CAS-relationship.
11.3. ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS IN THE DATABASE MODEL.
Some constraints important for the integrity of the database cannot be
(easily) expressed in a data structure diagram. They will be formulated here
below:
1. Constraints and parameter values.
Exclusions in which two parameter values are defined which belong to the
same parameter are senseless. Due to the definitions of parameter and
parameter value no specification can have these two parameter values a5
members. Therefore the constraint will never be effective in the product
specification process. Hence, if constraints are exclusions, the following
database constraints should be met:
- No two or more entities of the type item/domain which are associated to
the same entity of the type item constraint may be associated with the
same entity of the type parameter.
- No two or more entities of the type CAs-relationship/domain which are
related to the same entity of the type CAs-relationship constraint may be
associated with the same entity of the type parameter.

2. Constraints and domains.
Another database constraint with regard to item constraints arises from the
fact that the parameter values for which an item constraint has been defined
for a particular source-item, must of course be relevant to that source-item. A
similar database constraint is important to CAS-relationships. These constraints
have already been formulated, but we will repeat them in this section for
completeness. It concerns the following database constraints:
- All entities of the type item/domain which are associated to the same
entity of the type item constraint must also be associated to one entity E
of the type sol,ll'Ce-item which represents source-item I. The entity of the
type Item constraint itself must be associated to E or to an entity of the
type source-item which represents a specialised item of I.
- All entities of the type CAs-relationship/domain which are associated to the
same entity of the type CAS constraint E, must also be associated to the
entity of the type source CAs-relationship to which E is associated.

3. Cycles.
In order to ensure for a source BOM-structure that no result BOM-structures
can be generated which contain a cycle, cycles in the graph constituted by gsrelationships and source CAS-relationships are not allowed. This leads to the
database constraint that:
·
- The structure constituted by the set of source CAS-relationships and gsrelationships may not contain a cycle.
It has been stated, that in some cases the result BOM-structure is merely a
starting point for further engineering activities. The order dependent result
BOM-structure may be manually modified after it has been generated. In this
stage cycles in the BOM-structure must still be avoided. This requires the
following database constraint:
- For each order dependent result BOM-structure it should hold that the
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structure constituted by result CAS-relationships is cycle-free.
4. Result HOM-structure.

A number of database constraints can be formulated to represent the fact that
the result HOM-structure is always fully specified. Since a result-item is
always fully specified, the following database constraint can be formulated:
- no two entities of the type parameter/value, which are associated to the
same entity of the type parameter, can be associated to the same entity of
the type result-item.
Since a result CAS-relationship is always fully specified, the following
database constraint can be formulated:
- no two entities of the type parameter/value, which are associated to the
same entity of the type parameter, can be associated to the same entity of
the type result CAS-relationship.
Since a result/source CAS-relationship is always fully specified, the following
database constraint can he formulated:
- no two entities of the type parameter/value, which are associated to the
same entity of the type parameter, can be associated to the same entity of
the type result/source CAS-relationship.
5. Specific result-items.
If a result-item is specific, then its material contents must be entirely known.
This fact can be represented by the following database constraints:
- for each entity E of the type result-item, which represents specific resultitem I, no entities of the type result CAS-relationship may exist which
refer toE as the parent item and which is generic and/or which refers to
an entity of the type result-item representing a generic result-item, as
being a component item of I.
- for each entity E of the type result-item, which represents the specific
result-item I, no entities of the type result/source CAS-relationship may
exist which refer to E as the parent item and which is generic and/or
which refers to an entity of the type source-item representing a generic
source-item, as being a component item of I.
6. Conversion rules.
In order to ensure that conversion rules can be applied for generating a
BOM, at fewest the following four database constraints must be met:
- For each entity R of the type parent component conversion rule which is
defined for the entity V of the type item/domain, V must be associated to
the entity C of the type source-item which is the component item in the
entity of the type CAS-relationship, to which R is associated, or V must be
associated to an entity of the type source-item which represents a
generalised item of the source-item represented by C.
- For each entity R of the type CAS conversion rule which is defined for the
entity V of the type CAS-relationship/domain, V must be associated to the
same entity of the type source CAS-relationship as that to which R is
associated.
- All entities of the type parent component. cause element which are
associated to the entity R of the type parent camponent conversion rule
must be associated to the entity of the type source-item which represents
the parent item P of the source CAS-relationship to which R is associated,
or they must be associated to an entity of the type source-item which
represents a generalised item of P.
- All entities of the type CAS cause element which are associated to the
entity R of the type CAS conversion rule must be associated to the entity
of the type source-item which represents the parent item P of the source
CAS-relationship to which R is associated, or they must be associated to an
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entity of the type source-item which represents a generalised item of P.
7. Conversion rules and the value unknown.
Also in relationship with conversion rules, database constraints must be
formulated in accordance with the restrictions imposed on applying parameters
with the value unknown in conversion rules (see Section 9.4.4; "Determining a
component product type: the conversion function."). The following database
constraints are required:
- An entity of the type parent component conversion rule which is defined
for an entity of the type item/domain, which is in turn associated to the
value unknown, must also be associated to at fewest one entity of the type
parent component cause element which is associated to the value unknown.
- If an entity of the type parent component cause element is associated to
the entity C of the type parent component conversion rule, then the entity
of the type item/domain for which Cis defined must also be associated to
the value unknown.
Equivalent database constraints can be formulated for applying the value
unknown in CAS conversion rules. In that case the respective entity-types
are: CAS conversion rule, CAB-relationship domain and CAS cause element.
8. Intersection of CAS-relationships and gs-relationships.
Finally a number of database constraints are required to represent the way in
which HOM-structures and gs-structures may intersect. Recall that three
models were discussed (see Section 10.5; "Intersection of a gs-structure and a
HOM-structure."). Each model requires other database constraints to implement
it in a HOM-processor.
In the first model the only restriction was that source CAS-relationships may
only be defined for one source-item of which a product type is a member. The
database constraint which represents this restriction is the following:
- for each entity S of the type source-item which does not represent the
single-level generalised item of any other source-item, the following should
hold: in the set of entities of the type source-item which is obtained by
performing the multi-level generalisation operation for S, only one entity
may occur which is as a parent item associated to one or more entities of
the type source CAB-relationship.
The other models imposed higher demands on the way in which HOMstructures and gs-structure should intersect. In the second model it was
assumed that CAs-relationships could only be defined for the most specialised
source-items in a gs-structure. The database constraint representing this
restriction is the following:
- no entity of the type source-item may exist which is as a single-level
generalised item associated to one or more other entities of the type
source-item and which is as a parent item associated to one or more
entities of the type source CAS-relationship.
In the third model it was assumed that CAs-relationships could only be
defined for the most generalised source-item in a gs-structure. The database
constraint representing this restriction is the following:
- no entity of the type source-item may exist which is as a single-level
specialised item associated to another entity of the type source-item and
which is as a parent item associated to one or more entities of the type

source CAB-relationship.
These database constraints concluded the description of the conceptual
database model of the generic BOM-concept. In the next subsection we will
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discuss the main differences and similarities with the conceptual database
model of the variant BOM-concept.
11.4. THE OAT.ABASE MODELS OF THE VARIANT BOM-CONCEPT AND THE
GENERIC BOM-CONCEPT: DIFFERENCES AND SIMlLARJTIES.
The two elements which play a central role in a BOM-concept are items and
relationships of the type gozinto. First we will discuss the differences and
similarities with regard to relationships, then those with regard to items.
With regard to the relationships of the type gozinto, the variant BaMconcept and the generic BOM-concept are similar In the sense that in both
concepts not a single relationship between a parent item and component item,
but a set of relationships is assumed. In the variant BOM-concept this set was
called the BOM-relationship and a member of this set was named a BOMrelationship variant. In the generic BOM-concept the set of relationships was
called a CAS-relationship and a member of a CAS-relationship was called a
gozinto-relationship. When the database models of both corc=pts are compared
this similarity is not easily recognisable (see Figure 8.2.1 and Figure 11.2.1).
This is due to the fact that in the variant BOM-concept the variants within a
HOM-relationship must be explicitly defined. In the data structure diagram this
is represented by the entity-type variant. In the generic BOM-concept it was
chosen not to require the gozinto-relationships of a CAS-relationship to be
defined explicitly. However, in order to be able to define which gozintorelationships are and which are not members of a particular CASrelationship, parameters, parameter values and constraints needed to be
defined instead. In the data structure diagram these can be recognised by the
entity-types CA5-relationship/domain and CA5-relationship constraint. If it
were decided to require the gozinto-relationships of a CAS-relationship to be
defined explicitly, a separate entity-type 'gozinto-relatlonfhip' which would be
uniquely associated to the entity-type CA5-relatlonship , would need to be
defined. The entity-type gozlnto-relatlonship would then be comparable with
the entity-type variant in the variant BOM-concept. The advantage of defining
gozinto-relationships explicitly is that the problem of relationship properties
becoming parameter values instead of attribute values is avoided. All
relationship properties such as the 'quantity/per' could be modelled as
attributes in the entity-type gozlnto-relationship. The disadvantage of this
approach is that the number of gozinto-relationships may become extremely
large. This will occur when parameters with a continuous domain are allowed.
As the number of different gozinto-relationships grows it will become more
difficult, if not impossible to enumerate them all explicitly by separate entities.
Finally, note that even if the gozinto-relationships were defined explicitly in
the generic BOM-concept then as opposed to the variant BOM-concept, all
gozinto-relationships of a CAS-relationship would necessarily refer to the same
component item. Therefore the attribute component item would not be an
attribute of the gozinto-relationship, but of the CAS-relationship to which it
belongs (also see Section 9.4.4; "Generic and specific relationshipS: CASrelationships.").

1) Note that in this figure only entity types related to the source
BOM-structure are modelled.
2) Similar entity types would need to be defined for the entity types
result CA5-relationship and result/source CA5-relstionship.
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With regard to items, two main differences of a separate kind can be
distinguished, viz. the fact that set-descriptions can be maintained for any
item instead of for end-items only, and the fact that gs-relationships can be
defined between items. The first difference is recognised in the data structure
diagram of the generic BOM-concept by the fact that instead of separate
entity-types product family and item, only one entity-type source-item exists
such that to each entity of this type entities of the type item/domain and item
constraint can be associated. Earlier (section 8.4; "The problem of representing
product variety at lower levels in the product structure in the variant bill-ofmaterial concept.") we mentioned that maintaining set-descriptions at several
levels in the source BOM-structure would require additional concepts to be
developed. One of these concepts is the conversion function. The conversion
function can be recognised in the data structure diagram of the generic BOMconcept by the entity-types conversion rule and cause element. Entities of
these types allow relationships to be defined between parameter values
associated to the parent item and parameter values associated to the
component item of a CAS-relationship.
Finally, in the generic BOM-concept, gs-relationships can be defined in order
to allow a source BOM-structure of specific CAS-relationships only to be
defined and in order to reduce data redundancy in set-descriptions. Gsrelationshlps can be recognised in the data structure diagram by the one-tomany data structure relationship of the entity-type source-item to itself.
This brief comparison of the conceptual database models of the variant BOMconcept and the generic BOM-concept concludes the description of the generic
BOM-concept. In the next chapter we will discuss experiences with a
generative BOM-processor based on the variant BOM-concept in practice. In
the final chapter we will formulate the conclusions of this study.
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CHAPfER 12

A CASE SfUDY: GENERATIVE BILLS-OF-MATERIAL IN PRACTICE.
12.1. INTRODUCTION.

The author is since 1988 a participant in a development project on product
definitions of DAF N.V. The company is a Dutch manufacturer of trucks, vans
and diesel engines. The objective of the project is to develop an architecture
of product definitions and supporting systems for the long term. DAF has
already been using a kind of generative BOM-concept for some years. As we
will see in this chapter, the concept developed by the company is a derivative
of the variant BOM-concept. But it already carries some aspects of the generic
BOM-concept.
)

At the time of publishing this thesis, the project had not been concluded.
However, the first phases of the project produced a great deal of valuable
knowledge on pragmatic aspects of the variant BOM-concept. Partly, this
knowledge will also apply to the generic BOM-concept. In Section 12.2 we will
first describe the main processes within DAF and the BOM-systems related to
these processes. In Section 12.3 we will focus on the variant BOM-concept.
The severity of the shortcomings of the concept as discussed in Chapter 8
("The variant bill-of-material concept.") will be discussed. In Section 12.4 we
will analyse whether adopting the generic BOM-concept could prove to be a
significant improvement. Sections 12.5 and 12.6 are devoted to experiences
obtained by analysing the use of a generative HOM-processor in practice at
DAF. First, we will concentrate on aspects of data maintenance. Next we will
devote a short discussion to the problem of multi-organisational viewpoints,
which may be encountered in practice.
12.1.1. The Company: DAF

DAF owns several production sites in different European countries. The annual
production volume in 1989 exceeded 58.000 vehicles, varying from light vans to
heavy trucks. The organisation is structured following three main organisational
functions, viz. Product Development, Manufacturing, and Marketing and Sales
(see Figure 12.1.1.1 for a part of the organisational structure).

I

I

DAFN.V.
I

I

I

I

I PROOUCTDEVELOPMENTII MANUFACTURING II MARKETING ANDSALESI
Figure 12.1.1.1: OrganisatiOnal structure of OAF N.V.

DAF explicitly propagates the market policy of meeting individual customer
requirements as closely as possible. A great variety of product types is offered
to the market in order to fulfil many customer requirements with a preengineered vehicle. If a pre-engineered vehicle cannot fulfil a customer's
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requirements, customer specific engineering may be taken into consideration. In
terms of the production environments discussed in Chapter 3 ("Production
control environments and bills-of-material."), the company operates in a mix of
the four different environments. Some final products are manufactured to
stock, some are assembled to order and some products are specifically modified
and engineered for a customer. However the assemble-to-order production
environment Is dominant.
12.1.2. The Products.
The final product range varies from small vans to heavy trucks. In addition, a
wide variety of diesel-engines is sold. The complete range of final product
types is divided into a few hundred product families. A typical heavy line
product family comprises several millions of final product types. In some
complex product families, over a hundred parameters must be assigned a value
in order to identify one final product type. The parameters and values causing
this variety, differ strongly with regard to the impact they have on the
product. E.g. parameters may represent vehicle characteristics such as Gross
Vehicle Weight, Wheelbase and Cab Configuration, but other parameters
represent characteristics such as Electric Window Winders, and Heated Mirrors.
Typical for European car and truck industry is that a great deal of variety in
final product types is caused by the different legal regulations on vehicles
specifications, imposed by different countries.
12.2. MAIN PROCESSES.
In this section we will describe the three main organisational functions. For
each function we will characterise the main product definitions and their
supporting systems to the extent to which they are related to the subject of
this thesis.
12.2.1. Product Development.
In the product development process completely new final product types are
developed and existing product types are improved by modifications.
Completely new final product types are typically developed in ranges. That is,
a range of similar final product types, based on one common engineering
concept, is developed as a whole. Market requirements determine the variety of
final product types which must be developed and released by Product
Development. The entire range of product types is commonly divided into a
number of different product families. Each product family comprises product
types which are the same with respect to one or more characteristics (e.g. the
same axle configuration and the same hand of drive). The product development
process yields information on final product types and their components and
systems. This information predominantly consists of written specifications,
drawings and BOMs.
In order to structure the product types and organise the product development
process, a standard product structure of final product types has been defined.
This structure decomposes· a truck into main engineering unit IJl'OI1PS. Each
main engineering unit group in turn is decomposed into several engineering
unit IJl'OI1PS. The structure is standard in the sense that each final product
type can be decomposed by this structure. It describes the structure of the
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final product types at the highest level of abstraction. Figure 12.2.1.1 depicts a
part of this standard generic product structure.

~URI

L-----~ ~----~ ~

Figure 12.2.1.1: Part of the 'standard product structure' of final truck product type&

The variety of different trucks is created by developing several alternative
maiD englneerlng units (meu) for each main engineering unit group, developing
several eng/neeri.Dg units (eu) for each engineering unit group, and allowing
trucks to be configured by combining engineering units from different
engineering unit groups. E.g. three or four different sized fuel tanks and
several different drivers seats are available for selection. Some engineering
unit groups apply to each final product type (e.g. the engineering unit group
fuel tank). Other engineering unit groups however, only apply to some final
product types (e.g. the engineering unit group air-conditioning). If an
engineering unit group is relevant to a final product type, then precisely one
of the alternative engineering units from that group must be selected for that
final product type.
The set of final product types defined by a product family item is described by
means of parameters, parameter values and constraints. They constitute the
set-description which defines the set of product specifications each of which
identifies a final product type released by Product Development. For the
purpose of determining whether a given specification identifies a released final
product type or not, a Specification Control System is available.

product family
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! Figure 12.2.1.2: The Engineering source BOM-struc:ture.

The traditional HOM-structure of a final product type would consist of main
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engineering units, which in turn consist of engineering units. The BOM of an
engineering unit is a standard BOM which is explicitly defined. In general, no
BOM of a final product type will be defined explicitly, unless It is required to
build a product of that particular type for an order. The BOM-structures of
the product types of a product famlly are represented by a source BOMstructure based on the variant BOM-concept. The BOM generator selects the
required main engineering units and engineering units from the source BOMstructure, given the product famlly and a set of parameter values (see Figure
12.2.1.2). A result BOM consists of BOM-relationships with no choices between
variants left.
12.2.2. Manufacturing.

The manufacturing process is organised into Component Manufacturing and
Assembly. This distinction can be clearly recognised in the product
descriptions which support the control of these two processes. The product
descriptions applied to describe and control Component Manufacturing are very
similar to the standard MRP product descriptions, i.e. an item may have a
standard BOM specifying its component items and a routing specifying the
operations which must be performed to manufacture the item.
The parts produced by component manufacturing are fed to the assembly-lines
to produce major assemblies such as cabs, engines and axles. In turn, these
major assemblies are used on the final assembly lines to yield final products.
With regard to the generative BOM-concepts, the product descriptions
supporting the assembly processes are of particular interest. The assembly
description of the product types within a product family is very similar to a
source BOM-structure according to the variant BOM-concept. It consists of two
levels (see Figure 12.2.2.1).
The first level defines the msjor 888embly-ltems (mal) required to produce a
final product. Often, several alternative major assembly-items are specified,
from which one must be selected for a final product type. The second level
defines the contents of each of the major assembly items. In fact, the BOMrelationships have one or more variants which specify alternative assembly
parts (ap). The BOM-relationship coincides with one operation which describes
the way in which the chosen part must be assembled.

product family
I

mal= major-mly item
ap = -mlypart

I

="""""""'

Figure 12.2.2.1: The Assembly source BOM-structure.
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The two level assembly structure is a source HOM-structure, but the result
HOM-structure of a final product type is not generated explicitly for assembly
purposes. The required assembly parts are selected during the actual assembling
of the major assemblies and the final product. The relevant part of the source
HOM-structure is available at the assembly line. Documents with the
specification of the final product type are attached to the major assemblies
and final products. The combination of such a document and the source HOMstructure determines unambiguously which assembly parts are required.
12.2.3. Marketing and Sales.
The most important product description for Marketing and Sales, which is
related to the subject of generative HOMs, is the description of the set of
final product types released by Product Development. In other words: the
product family Items and their set-descriptions. The two main functions which
rely on these product descriptions are:
- the function which determines the varieties of product types made
available to different markets, and
- the customer order entry function for final product types.
Marketing and Sales executes its marketing strategy amongst others by
promoting different varieties of vehicles in different markets. For example, In
Africa a different variety of vehicle product types is promoted than in
Scandinavia. A vehicle which is available in a market, is called a standard
vehicle for that market. These different varieties of standard vehicles are
created by distinguishing subsets of vehicles within the variety defined by a
product family item. Such a subset is established by pre-selecting or
eliminating values for one or more parameters of the product family within
which the subset is distinguished.
In the end, the customer order entry function must of course produce a
specification which uniquely identifies one final product type. It is of the
utmost importance, that the product type identified by the specification,
represents the vehicle required by the customer. This supports the requirement
that the parameters and values should be pragmatically defined in such a way
that they allow communication with the different parties in the customer order
entry process (see Chapter 4; "MRP II approach to structuring bills-of-material
in environments with large product variety.").
12.3. A GENERATIVE HOM-PROCESSOR IN PRACTICE: THE VARIANT HOM.
12.3.1. Introduction.
In this section we will focus on the Engineering source HOM-structure,
because it most closely resembles the variant HOM-concept. The generative
HOM-concept applied by Product Development is actually based on the variant
BOM-concept. However OAF has developed a number of enhancements to
compensate for some of the typical variant BOM problems discussed in Chapter
8 (''The variant bill-of-material concept."). As we will see, these enhancements
are in fact steps in the direction of the generic BOM-concept. They consist of
the definition of main engineering unit groups and engineering unit groups,
which can be compared with generalised items in the generic HOM-concept. A
main engineering unit group is a generalised item of one or more main
engineering units. Similarly, an engineering unit group is a generalised item of
one or more engineering units. Even the product family items have a
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generalised item. This one item comprises all product family items as
specialised items (see Figure 12.3.1.1).

Figure 12.3.1.1.: The Engineering source BOM-structure and the gs-relationships.

These generalised items distinguish themselves from items in the basic generic
BOM-concept, because no set-descriptions have been defined for them. In spite
of the enhancements of the variant BOM-concept, some of the typical
shortcomings of tbe variant BOM-concept are still recognisable, namely:
1. The fact that lower-level product variety cannot be defined independently
of end item variety.
2. The fact that a variant source HOM-structure does not represent a general
product structure.
3. The problem· of data redundancy.
In the following subsections the relevance of these shortcomings will be
discussed for this particular case.

12.3.2. Represendng lower-level product variety.
This concerns the question whether the set of product types represented by a
main engineering unit item can be represented independently of any higher
level application. This turned out to be a minor shortcoming, because at OAF,
product types are rarely released at the level of main engineering unit items if
they have not been applied in a final product.
Also, supporting systems are available for a product family to reconstruct
which variants in the source BOM of a main engineering unit item can still be
selected if it is applied in a particular product family item. In other words,
systems support is available to determine which product types represented by a
main engineering group are applied in a final product type and are therefore
released by Product Development..
In the Manufacturing systems some lower-level assemblies such as axles,
engines and cabs have to be treated independently of their application in a
higher level final product type. This is in particular the case for major service
assemblies. Currently, in order to enable correct order intake and logistic
control, additional, separate product family items have been defined to
represent these product types.
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Sununarised, from the OAF Engineering viewpoint there Is currently little
need to represent product variety at lower levels in the product structure.
However, this need may come as soon as product types of main engineering
units must (temporarily) be released Independently of the final product types
which have been released.
12.3.3. Representing a general product structure.
The shortcoming that a variant source BOM-structure does not clearly
represent a general product structure, is partly compensated at OAF by the
standard product structure (see Figure 12.2.1.1). This structure provides a
rough insight into the product structure of arbitrary product families, main
engineering units and the (final) product types they comprise. It does not
represent a general product structure in the sense that it shows the items
(main engineering unit groups and engineering unit groups) which are part of
all final product types. It only shows which kind of product types msy be part
of a final product type. However it does allow communication over structures
and parts of final products without being forced to go into the details of the
specialised items in the source BOM-structure.
If we consider the assembly source BOM-structure, some of the major
assembly items are in fact generalised items themselves. Some product types of
these major assembly items are to be anonymously (stock) controlled. This
requires these product types to be Identified by a single part number in the
control systems. The part numbers created for this purpose can be compared
with specialised, specific items in the basic generic BOM-concept.
Summarised, in the OAF Engineering BOM-systems we observe concepts which
resemble generalised items which have the function of making the massive
amount of data more comprehensible. In the Manufacturing BOM-systems we
find concepts which resemble specialised items to facilitate logistic control. In
both cases there is a strong resemblance to the concept of generalisationspecialisation relationships.
12.3.4. Data Redundancy.
As was to be expected, data redundancy exists in the set-descriptions of
product families. A typical example of data redundancy of constraints,
parameters and parameter values is found in rear axles. Rear axles, amongst
others are well characterised by the parameters rear axle type and reduction
ratio. However, the rear axles of the two different types have completely
disjunctive sets of values for the parameter reduction ratio. Therefore a great
number of constraints must be defined to prevent specifications in which the
values for rear axle type and reduction ratio are incompatible. The rear axles
in question are applied in a number of product families. For each of these
product families the parameters rear axle type and reduction ratio are
important for identifying a final product type. The parameters, parameter
values and related constraints only apply to the rear axle. Nevertheless, they
are to be defined separately, repeatedly for each of the product families.

Data redundancy of the second kind (see Section 8.5; "Data redundancy in
parameters, parameter values and constraints in the variant bill-of-material
concept.") caused by one (main) engineering unit being applied in different
product family items, in which other parameters are applied to identify final
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product types, occurs occasionally. This type of data redundancy predominantly
affects the decision tables of the source BOMs of main engineering units.
However, it is kept to a minimum by an accurate control on releasing
parameters and values for product families.
Data redundancy of the third kind, viz. the fact that the same set of
mutually exclusive main engibeering units or engineering units are to be
defined repeatedly for many higher level items, also occurred in the
Engineering source BOM-structure of OAF. However, considering the set of
engineering units from one engineering group it was found that very few BOMrelationships specified precisely the same subset of engineering units from an
engineering unit group. In other words it could not be said that the same
subset of engineering units was separately defined many times for different
BOM-relationships.
Summarised, it may be concluded that the different kinds of data redundancy
which can occur in a variant source BOM-structure do indeed exist In the OAF
variant BOM. This of course requires additional efforts in data maintenance.
However the severity of this data redundancy varies with the different kinds
of redundancy.
To conclude the analysis of the source BOM-structures at OAF, it has been
shown that to some extent the shortcomings of the variant BOM-concept can
be recognised in practice. In the particular case of OAF, the effects of some
shortcomings have been minimised by introducing additional concepts. Other
shortcomings are currently the subject of the OAF-project, we have mentioned
at the beginning of this chapter.
12.4. THE GENERIC BILL-OF-MATERIAL CONCEPT.

In this section we will explore the aspects which play a role in the question
whether the generic BOM-concept can be adopted in a case such as OAF's or
not. As we have already mentioned, in this particular case some of the
shortcomings of the variant BOM-concept have already been solved by adopting
certain aspects of the generic BOM-concept. That is, the definition of the
'standard product structure' in order to create insight into the general product
structure of final products and the definition of specialised specific items for
major assembly items in order to improve logistic control.
Now we will discuss some characteristics which influence the suitability of the
generic BOM-concept for an environment in general. Whether the generic
BOM-concept will be more suitable for a particular environment than the
variant BOM-concept, is largely dependent on the types of products, the way
in which they are engineered and the requirements which are imposed on the
way in which items are to be distinguished and their BOMs are to be
structured. However as mentioned before, the generic BOM-concept has a
general advantage over the variant BOM-concept with regard to the uniformity
of data. The generic BOM-concept lends itself pre-eminently to achieving
uniformity in parameters and parameter values used for specification. If a
parent item and its BOM are created, the component items show immediately
which parameters need at least to be specified in the BOM generation process.
Generally the following questions play a role in evaluating the usefulness of
the generic BOM-concept (each question will be discussed in detail further
below):
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I. Does the variety of final product types originate at the highest level in the
product structure or does it originate at lower levels?
2. Should sets of lower-level product types (e.g. subassemblies) be handled
independently of sets of final product types, or are lower-level product
types only released if they are required for a final product type to be
released?
3. Can items be defined in such a way that product types from different
component items of one parent item can be specified independently of each
other, or must additional constraints be defined on parameter values which
belong to different component items?
4. Is there a need to represent a general product structure?
5. Is it important to identify one or more product types from an item by
means of a single part number?

1. The level at wbicb variety originates.
If the HOMs are structured in such a way that the variety of final product
types is not caused by variety in component product types, then all variety is
apparently caused by different operations which can be performed on the same
material contents. In other words there is no need to represent lower-level
product variety by generic items. The only variety which should be represented
by means of a generic item is that of final product types. In this extreme case
there is no reason to prefer the generic BOM-concept over the variant HOMconcept.
2. Independent sets of lower-level product types.
If lower-level product variety does occur, the question arises whether it is
important to represent product types by a generic item from which some
product types are and others are not applied in a final product type. For
example, it may be worthwhile to develop an entire range of main component
product types as a whole, even though not all of these component product
types are required in a final product type. Releasing a final product type
which requires one of the component product types in question will then
require very little effort. The set-description of the item to which the final
product type belongs must be modified as well as the parent component
conversion function of the CAs-relationship. As we have shown before, this
cannot be represented in a variant source HOM-structure. In other words, at
this point a generic source HOM-structure would perform better.
3. Independent specification of component items in one HOM.
Suppose the component items in the source HOM of an item X are
independent. In this case no constraints are required for X to represent
dependencies between parameter values of different component items.
According to the discussion in Section 9.5 ("Storing the set-descriptions of
items in a source bill-of-material structure.") this may allow set-descriptions to
be recorded low in the source BOM-structure. However if many dependencies
exist between parameter values of different component items in a source HOM,
constraints will have to be defined for their parent items. Therefore more
constraints must be recorded higher in the source BOM-structure which may
cause data redundancy. In this case the advantage of the generic BOM-concept
over the variant BOM-concept with regard to data redundancy will decrease.
4. The need to represent a general product structure.
If there is a need to represent a general product structure in order to
maintain insight into the massive amount of data, the concept of
generalisation-specialisation relationships will prove to be very helpful. It
allows items to be distinguished in such a way that source BOMs can be
defined for them which only consist of specific CAS-relationships. This
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concept is an important advantage of the generic BOM-concept over the
variant BOM-concept.
5. Tbe necessity of specific items.
If it is important to control one or more product types from an item by
single part number, the concept of gs-relatlonships available in the generic
BOM-concept is very suitable. It allows some product types of a generic item
to be represented by a specific item, thus allowing functions such as
anonymous stock control.
If these characteristics are considered for the OAF case-study, the following
may be concluded. With regard to question 1 (Does product variety originate at
final product type level only?) obviously not all product variety within a
product family is established by using one standard set of component product
types. In other words product variety at lower levels in the BOM does exist
and therefore the generic item concept may prove to be useful.
With regard to question 2 (Are lower-level product types to be represented if
they are not applied in a final product type?); from the engineering viewpoint,
lower-level product types are only released to allow final product types to be
released. In other words no main engineering unit product types are released
in the generic source BOM-structure which are not applied in a final product
type. This could indicate that there is only little need to represent lower-level
product variety independently. However this strategy of releasing could also be
the very result of this limitation of the current BOM-systems.
Finally question 3 (Are constraints over parameter values of different
component items required?}; if the current main engineering units and product
families are considered, a number of constraints currently defined at the level
of product family items could be defined at the level of main engineering
units. In other words some constraints could be defined lower in the source
BOM-structure than at the top-level, since they do not afrect other main
engineering units. However still many constraints represent dependencies
between parameter values which are important to different main engineering
units. Therefore these constraints must still be defined at product family level.
We have already mentioned the fact that concepts are available in the OAF
structures to represent a 'standard product structure' and to improve the
logistic control of major subassemblies. This clearly indicates that there is a
need to represent generalisation-specialisation relationships (question 4 (Need a
general product structure to be represented?) and question 5 (Need product
types to be identified by a single part number?)). In other words the generic
BOM-concept would prove to be helpful with regard to this aspect.

12.5. ASPECTS OF DATA MAINTENANCE.
Because OAF has been using a kind of variant BOM-processor for some years,
much knowledge can be acquired with regard to various aspects of data
maintenance. Some of these aspects will apply to generative BOM-concepts in
general, and thus also to the generic BOM-concept. In the following
subsections we will first focus on the data maintenance problems which arise
in general if a set of product types is described by means of a set-description
instead of by enumerating the product types by part number. Secondly another
important aspect will be discussed, namely: how to ensure that for each
specification which is a full specification according to the set-description of
an item, a correct result BOM(-structure) can be generated? Finally, attention
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will be paid to the importance of developing and maintaining operational
guidelines on distinguishing items, parameters and parameter values and
constraints.
12.5.1. Comprebensfveness of set-descriptions.
In both the variant BOM-concept and the generic BOM-concept, the concept
'set-description' plays an important role. It is a way to formally describe a set
of product types, other than by enumerating all different product types by
number. The complexity of a set-description is determined by the following
aspects (see Section 7.3; "An alternative for representing constraints: rules."):
1. The number of parameters.
2. The number of parameter values.
3. The number of rules distinguished separately.
4. The number of parameters involved in a separate rule.
5. The number of different kinds of rules such as inclusions and exclusions
which are applied.
Practice shows that as set-descriptions become more and more complex, the
overall insight in parameter values and their interdependencies deteriorates
rapidly, thereby increasing the required maintenance effort and the probability
of error. This is due to the limited ability of humans to consider as a whole a
great number of variables and their interdependencies. This Insight can be
improved by defining items, parameters and parameter values in such a way
that the perceived complexity of the set-descriptions is reduced, and by
providing suitable maintenance support systems.
The complexity of set-descriptions can be influenced by the way in which
(product family) items are distinguished, and the way in which parameters and
values are distinguished. Assuming a particular set of product types, roughly
speaking as items comprise fewer product types, the set-descriptions of these
item will become less complex. In the theoretical extreme that only specific
items are distinguished, the simplest set-descriptions are obtained. Each setdescription then consists of just one set of parameter values, i.e. a product
specification.
In reducing the complexity of the set-description of an item, the largest
reduction will be achieved if separate items are distinguished on the basis of a
parameter which occurs in the most constraints with other parameters. In that
case, these constraints do no longer have to be part of the set-description of
either of the new items. For example, in the case of the rear axles (see
Section 12.3.4; "Data redundancy."): if both axle types are represented within
the same item RAX()o then the following set-description would be required:
RAXo:{axle type & {I, II} AND reduction ratio & {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,10}1
OOT(axle types!· ~ reduction ratio=1 l
OOT(axle type=! ~ reduction ratio=2)
HQI(axle type=! ~ reduction ratio=3)
HQI(axle type=I ~ reduction ratio=4l
OOT(axle type=II ~ reduction ratio=5)
OOT(axle type=II ~ reduction ratio=6)
OOT(axle type=II ~ reduction ratio=7l
NOT(axle type=II ~ reduction ratio=10)}

However if, instead of one Item RAX()o two separate items (RAXJo RAX:)
which distinguish themselves by the value of the parameter axle type were
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defined, the following set-descriptions would be required:
RAX1 : {axle type & {I} AND reduction ratio & {5,6,7,10}}
RAX2: {axle type & {II} AND reduction ratio & {1,2,3,4}}

For each of these new items, the nwnber of parameters remained the same.
The nwnber of parameter values for each parameter decreased (viz. the
parameter axle type} and so did the nwnber of constraints. An alternative to
reduce the nwnber of constraints is by redefining parameters and their values.
Consider RAXo again. The two separate parameters axle type and reduction
ratio can be redefined into one new parameter axle type/reduction ratio. The
set-description of RAXo' would then be the following:
RAXo': {axle type/redUction ratio & {I/5, I/6, I/7, I/10, II/1,
II/2, II/3, II/4}}

In this case the nwnber of parameters decreased, whereas the nwnber of
parameter values of-each parameter increased. The reduction of complexity in
particular has been achieved by reducing the nwnber of constraints. One should
realise that such a redefinition of parameters is in fact a step in the direction
of enwnerating all product types by means of their product specification. Of
course, in that case no constraints at all would be required. In this particular
case-study these considerations were observed in the definition of product
families.
From the viewpoint of supporting systems, new types of functions are required
to facilitate the maintenance of generative BOM data. For example, 'whereused' functions on parameters and parameter values will become very
important. Developing these advanced maintenance support tools is also part of
the DAF-project we mentioned.
Summarised, applying set-descriptions consisting of parameters, parameter
values and constraints requires special attention to keep the set-descriptions
comprehensible. This requires advance maintenance tools. E.g. if a parameter or
parameter value is modified or applied differently, it should be traced in which
constraints and decision tables it is applied so that the consequences of a
modification can be evaluated. Also much attention is required for the
pragmatic definition of parameters, items and constraints. In many cases,
complex constraints can be avoided by defining a new parameter. If the
definition of parameters and values is not tightly controlled, an uncontrolled
growth of the number of parameters may result which ultimately deteriorates
the comprehensiveness of set-descriptions. Therefore it is important that new
parameters should only be defined after carefully considering all consequences.
One should aim at extensively using existing parameters and values. We will
elaborate on this in Section 12.5.3 ("The importance of operational guidelines
for data maintenance."). Another complication is when different organisational
function introduce their own characteristic parameters in one set-description.
The set-description may then contain far more parameters than are required to
identify a product type. In the extreme, a product type could be identified by
completely different specificationsfor different organisational functions. As
we will show in Section 12.6.3 ("Different specifications for the same product
type.") this may result in complex set-descriptions containing many parameters
and constraints. In order to avoid this, the parameters and values should be
defined by agreement of the different organisational functions involved and
each product type should be identified by one valid specification only. The
DAF case-study showed that this is a very difficult task.
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12.5.2. The relatioosblp between tbe set-description and tbe source bill-ofmaterial structure.
Another difficulty in maintaining generative BOM data concerns the
relationship between the set of product types defined by a set-description of
item X, and the variety of result BOMs that can be generated from the source
BOM of X. In practice, It turns out to be difficult to guarantee completeness,
i.e. to guarantee that the correct result BOM is generated for every valid
specification of the parent item. Basically, this is a consequence of the fact
that when a source BOM-structure is drafted, not every single product type is
considered explicitly, as is the case in the traditional BOM-concept. The
strength of tbe generative BOM-concept of not having to consider and define
each single product type and its BOM explicitly, comes with difficulties of this
nature. As we will see later in this section it is believed that these
difficulties are less important in the generic BOM-concept than the variant
BOM-concept.
Clearly, in the case of DAF the number of different final product types is too
large to use traditional BOMs. Therefore, it will have to deal with the
problems of data maintenance in the generative BOM-concept. However, the
theoretical number of different vehicles even prohibits automatic generation of
a result BOM-structure for each valid specification by computer to check
wheth~r a correct result BOM-structure can be generated for each released
product specification. This problem Is not specific to DAF, since these numbers
of final product types occur in many other industries. Therefore, in order to
check the relationship between the set-description of an item and its source
BOM(-structure), the source BOM(-structure) is not considered as a whole, but
the deCision tables in the source BOM are considered separately as far as
possible. Generally, the set of parameters which is important to one decision
table only comprises few parameters. The theoretical number of different sets
of parameter values that can be generated is generally smaller and usually
manageable. If decision tables are defined at several levels in the source BOM,
the relevancy of a decision table D 8 in the generation process may be
dependent on the outcome of a higher level decision table DX' In that case D8
cannot be evaluated against the set-description of the product family item
independently of DX' D8 and D must first be integrated into a temporary
decision table Dz- Verhelst (1972f discusses criteria for correct decision tables
in general and techniques for constructing decision tables in such a way that
they are correct according to these criteria. Here we will illustrate the
problems of applying decision tables In variant source BOM-structures. For the
purpose of checking a decision table against a set-description, a set A must
first be composed comprising the parameters which occur in the condition part
of the decision table. Subsequently a set T is generated comprising all
specifications S]t ... ,St> where each Si from T must meet the following
requirements:
- Each parameter which is a member of A occurs in SJ and has been
assigned a value. Each parameter which occurs in SJ is a member of A.
- Each specification
is either valid or indefinite semi-valid against a
product family item , i.e. there is a probability that SJ will be a part of a
valid specification according to the set-description.

fi

1) Such a product family item must be related via BOM-relationship

variants to the decision table to be evaluated.
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For each specification SJ from T, the decision table of a BOM-relationship
which is tested may produce one of the following kinds of outcomes:
1. The decisioo table produces one outcome.
One variant, which specifies one component item number is selected. There is
no indication of an error in the decision table, or set-description of the
product family item. However this fact does not of course guarantee that the
selected variant is the correct one. This can only be judged by the engineeruser.
2. The decision table produces two outcomes.
In this case there is a clear indication of an error in the decision table
and/or the set-description of the product family item. The variants specified in
a BOM-relationship should be mutually exclusive. Thus if a specification SJ of
T produces two outcomes in a decision table, then the decision table is
incorrect because the condition part has not been defined in such a way that
the variants are mutually exclusive, or SJ should not have been a member of T
in the first place. In other words SJ should not be a subset of any valid or
indefinite semi-valid specification for the product family item.
3. The decision table does not produce an outcome.
Often, not all product types of a product family item require at fewest one
product type of one of the components specified in the variants. E.g. not every
truck has an engineering unit from every engineering unit group. For these
product types none of the engineering units specified in a variant in the
decision table is to be selected. However the fact that no outcome is produced
by the decision table may also indicate an error in the decision table and/or
set-description of the product family item. In order to be able to distinguish
decision tables which potentially have an error, it is important to distinguish
between producing an outcome and selecting a variant. That is the outcome
select none of the variants should be explicitly defined in the decision table.
Then it is possible to distinguish between the situation in which an outcome is
produced but no variant is selected and the situation in which the decision
table does not produce an outcome at all. The latter case indicates a potential
error in the decision table and/or set-description of the product family item.
Another kind of error which may be signalled is if the condition part of a
decision table contains a condition which cannot be true with respect to the
set-description of a product family item. Assume that a condition consists of a
set of parameter values. If all parameter values of the condition are present in
a specification, the condition is true and the related outcome is produced. If
that set of parameter values, regarded as a specification, is invalid for all
product family items to which the decision table is relevant, then obviously
this condition can never become true when generating a result BOM-structure
for any of the product family items. Again this indicates an error in the setdescription of one or more product family items or an error in the decision
table.
These aspects of data maintenance do not apply solely to variant source
HOM-structures. They also apply partly to generic source HOM-structures.
Instead of decision tables, conversion functions play a central role here.
However, in particular it is believed that co-ordinating set-descriptions and the
set of result HOMs that can be generated will be easier in the generic HOMconcept. In a variant source HOM-structure a decision table D , which may be
defined at any level, including all higher level decision tables 81 .... ,Dm which
determine whether Dp is relevant at all or not, must be tested as a whole
against one or more product family items. But in the generic source BOM-

lJ
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structure each source BOM-module (i.e. a parent item and its component items)
can be evaluated separately. Therefore each conversion function only has to be
tested against one parent item. Similar to the decision tables of variant source
BOMs, we will formulate some indicators for signalling potential errors in
conversion functions. Recall that a conversion function is defined for a CASrelationship between a parent item and a component item. It produces a full
(respectively valid) specification for the CAs-relationship itself and/or for its
component item, given a full (respectively valid) specification of the parent
item. The rules which can be used to analyse a source BOM module for
potential errors are formulated by means of the status of the parent item
specification and the status of the specifications produced by the conversion
function.
The starting point for analysing conversion functions is that if a full
specification is available for an item P, it must be possible to generate its
fully specified result BOM-structure. Thus each of the conversion functions in
the source BOM of P must produce a full specification for the CASrelationship it is associated to or to the component item of that CASrelationship (unless the resulting CAS-relationship specifies a qty/per=O; in this
case the specification of the component item Is not relevant).
For testing a conversion function of a parent item P, again, a set A must first
be generated comprising the parameters which occur in the condition part of
the conversion function. These are the parameters which can influence the
conversion function. Next a set T is generated comprising all specifications
SJ, ... ,St where each SJ from T meets the following requirements:
- Each parameter which is a member of A occurs in S and has been assigned
a value. Each parameter which occurs in S is a member of A.
- Each specification SJ is either valid, definite semi-valid or indefinite semivalid against P. If a specification Si from Tis indefinite semi-valid for P,
then specifying Si any further by adding new parameter values to the
specification will not influence the outcome of the conversion ·function.
The set T describes the entire domain of the conversion function.
A potential error in the set-description of the parent item, the conversion
function or the set-description of the component item is to be signalled if one
of the specifications of T produces a CAS-relationship specification which is
not a full specification and/or a component item specification which is not a
full specification (unless the CAS-relationships specification produces a specific
CAS-relationship with qty/per=O). This is erroneous because either a
specification of a non-existing product type has been generated, or a
component product type has not been specified unambiguously. In other words
the specification which has been generated does not provide all relevant
parameters with a value. The conversion function cannot produce any
additional information, because all relevant parameters from the parent were
already given a value. This conversion function does not allow automatic
generation of a specific BOM. Therefore it cannot be correct.
This type of test, which signals potential errors is. an essential part of the
support required to maintain source BOM data in a generative BOM-concept.
However as the number of specifications which are to be evaluated for a single
decision table or a single conversion function grows, it will be increasingly
more difficult to perform these checks as part of the daily operational
maintenance.
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12.5.3. Tbe importance of operatioaaJ guidelines for data malnteuance.
Different e.ngineer--users.
The fact that there are several ways to distinguish items. parameters.
parameter values and constraints. provides a great deal of flexibility in
representing products and their structures. However it may also decrease
uniformity and comprehensiveness of data. This may occur especially if
different (engineer)-users separately define the data they have generated. If no
operational guidelines on how to represent products and structures are
maintained. different habits of engineer-users may come into existence. E.g.
regarding the use of a particular type of constraint (inclusions or exclusions)
or the distinction of items on the criterion of a particular parameter and so
on. These different habits may confuse those who have to use this data and
who are unfamiliar with the particular habits of different engineer-users. The
more different (engineer-)users use each other's data and the less the
originator of the data is known, the more need there is for general guidelines
to produce uniformity in defining data. Of course dependent on the type of
products, organisational characteristics and the rate at which new products are
developed, it may be more or less difficult to develop and maintain operational
guidelines. The inability to develop guidelines may then be partly compensated
by centralising the task of deciding in which way data should be represented
in the systems.
In the DAF case study it was found that some guidelines were far better
developed and maintained than others. Very strict guidelines existed for
distinguishing product families and engineering units. This was less the case
for distinguishing main engineering units and thereby the structure of the
source BOMs, and the parameters, values and constraints. The many different
parameters, values and constraints contributed especially to the difficulties of
making a product family set-description easily accessible to a large group of
users.
Parameters and parameter values.
New parameters and parameter values for identifying product types, arise
especially when new series of products are developed. In these new products
existing engineering units may be applied. If an existing main engineering unit
item MEU1 with its lower-level source BOM is applied in a new product family
item which has a different set of parameters, then the decision tables in the
BOM of MEUJ must be modified. They will become increasingly complex,
because they must reflect the fact that a particular engineering unit must be
selected under different conditions of parameter values, dependent on the
product family item for which a result BOM-structure is generated (also see
Section 8.5; "Data redundancy in parameters, parameter values and constraints
in the variant bill-of-material concept."). In order to avoid this, the following
strategy is suggested. When determining the parameters and values for a
product family, extensive use should be made of parameters and values already
in use, to control the selection of a component item (i.e. a BOM-relationship
variant) in other product families. If we translate this guideline to the
generic BOM-concept, one should try to use the parameters which identify
product types within a component item C, to identify product types of the
parent items of Cas well. In that way, the complexity of conversion functions
is minimised (also see Section 9.5; "Storing the set-descriptions of items in a
source bill-of-material structure.").
Constraints.
The DAF case study showed that constraints may be difficult to comprehend
and therefore difficult to maintain. As we mentioned in Chapter 7
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("Representing product specification data.") there are several ways to define
dependencies between parameter values, e.g. by means of exclusions and/or
inclusions. It turns out that representing the same kinds of dependencies
between parameter values by means of different kinds of constraints in
different product families decreases the comprehensiveness of an entire set of
set-descriptions. It is therefore suggested that it should be attempted to use
the same kind of constraint to express dependencies between a number of
parameter values for different product families. In this way uniformity is
obtained and it will generally be easier to compare the dependencies between a
number of parameter values for different product families.
Items.
Finally the consequences of different ways to distinguish items, 'main
engineering unit items' in particular, will be discussed. This will be illustrated
by the example of Figure 12.5.3.1. which depicts two source HOM-str\lctures for
a product family item. These source HOM-structures emphasise different
aspects of the products and their structures. The result HOM-structures
generated from these alternative source HOM-structures are not the same, but
they are similar in the sense that they specify the same set of lowest level
items. However in the first case a significant difference in one or more
parameter values in decision table l apparently causes two separate main
engineering unit items to be defined. The consequence is that if engineering
unit item A is considered, it appears to be dependent on the parameters from
decisipn table 1, although this is actually not the case.
In the second source HOM-structure, the relationship between parameters and
engineering unit items is emphasised. Only one main engineering unit item is
distinguished. A decision table 1', similar to the one which first controlled the
selection of main engineering unit items, now controls the selection of
engineering unit items within a main engineering unit item. Whereas the first
structure emphasises the fact that two different ranges of significantly
different main engineering units exist, the second str\lcture emphasises the
precise relationship between parameter values and engineering unit items. It
shows explicitly that the difference in main engineering units only arises from
the difference in engineering unit items B and C, and that engineering unit
item A is common.
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Figure 12.5.3.1 :Two source BOM-structureswiththe same lowest level items.

A guideline here is that in order to reduce redundancy in the source HOMstructure and increase the insight into the relationships between materials and
parameter values, HOM-relationships with more than one variant should be
defined as low as possible in the source HOM-structure (see Figure 12.5.3.1
alternative II). A similar guideline holds for the generic HOM-concept. One
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should try to define generic items at a low level in the HOM-structure. In this
way redundancy in higher level HOM-structures may be reduced. However• one
should keep in mind that as a consequence, the number of set-descriptions in
the HOM-structure will increase.
Finally, when defining items, one should be consistent with regard to the
parameters which cause different items to be defined. E.g. if different generic
items developed for different axle loads are defined for rear axle product types
then one should try to use that same parameter again, to distinguish items
containing rear axle product types, when new product types are developed.
12.6. DIFFERENT ORGANISATIONAL VIEWPOINTS.

When the generic HOM-concept was introduced in Chapter 9 ("The generic billof-material concept.") only one relevant organisational viewpoint was assumed.
However. in practice several different organisational viewpoints will be
involved. Each of these organisational viewpoints may require its own
particular kind of descriptions of an item (e.g. BOMs, routings, drawings, Sales
documents and Service documents). Also, as in traditional BOMs, they may
impose their own particular demands on the way in which these descriptions
are structured (Also see Section 2.4; "Organisational viewpoints on product
structure data."). In the case of DAF we have already mentioned that the
Engineering and Manufacturing functions maintain different descriptions for the
same product family items in order to support their control systems. In this
section we will first discuss the impact of maintaining more than one kind of
description for an item (Subsection 12.6.1). Secondly, the consequence of multiorganisational viewpoints for distinguishing items, parameters and values will
be discussed (Subsection 12.6.2). FinaHy attention will be paid to the case in
which different functions use different identifying product specifications for
the same product type (Subsection 12.6.3). In section 12.6.4 we will summarise
our findings.
12.6.1. Different kinds of descriptions of an item.

Although a great deal of information is common to the Engineering and
Assembly source HOM-structures at DAF, they describe different aspects of the
product types of an item. Ultimately, they both specify the same set of
assembly-parts required to build a particular vehicle. However, the
Engineering BOM represents the decomposition of a vehicle into engineering
units, whereas the Assembly BOM describes the assemblies from which a final
product type is built and the operations and assembly-parts required to produce
these assemblies. An additional difference may arise because different final
product types may have the same specific Engineering BOM, whereas they have
different assembly descriptions. This Is for example the case if the assembly
parts of two different vehicles are the same but they are assembled
differently, e.g. at a different position. The differences between the two
vehicles must then be recognisable in the prescribed operations. Note here,
that although a specification may only be indefinite semi-valid for a product
family item, i.e. the specification does not identify one unique final product
type yet, one or more descriptions of different kinds may already be specific.
E.g. if there are alternative ways to assemble the same set of assembly parts,
then there must be a parameter which controls the selection of the assembly
operations to be performed. This parameter may not influence the Engineering
description. Hence a specific Engineering description could be obtained without
one product type being uniquely identified. Generally, it is desirable to know
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within a set-description which parameters are relevant to which kinds of
descriptions. For each parameter it should be known whether it must be given
a value in order to generate a specific description of a certain kind. In that
way a particular kind of description can be generated with a minimum of
specification effort.
12.6.2. Distinguishing Items, parameters and parameter values.
As appeared from the DAF case study there are many different opinions

regarding which product families aod main engineering units should be
distinguished and the way a product type should be identified by a product
specification.
The discussion of which items (i.e. product families and main engineering
units) should be distinguished, is dominated by the perception of users
regarding the "importance" of a parameter. As we will see, the question of
what "importance" is, is not easily answered. In general, distinguishing
separate items for different values of a set of parameters, explicitly stresses
the fact that the product types from these items are different with respect to
that particular set of parameters. The parameters which are "less important"
are then used to distinguish between product types within an item. For
example, different product families will be distinguished to stress the
difference between tractor and haulage truck product types. Whereas, product
types that only differ in whether electric window winders are installed or not,
are typically members of the same product family. A way to determine the
"importance" of a parameter is to analyse the effect of a parameter on the
product description. From the viewpoint of data maintenance it is preferable to
distinguish product types in such a way that product types whose product
descriptions differ the least are clustered into one item. This will reduce data
redundancy in the BOMs. Product types which have substantially different
descriptions will be assigned to different items. In this way one very complex
source BOM from which it must be possible to generate two entirely different
result BOMs, is avoided. E.g. different main engineering units are
distinguished for two significantly different kinds of rear axles, because their
lower-level source BOMs differ strongly, whereas axles of the same kind which
only differ in reduction ratio have BOMs which are only slightly different.
Therefore these product types will be made a member of the same main
engineering unit.
Since different kinds of product descriptions may describe different aspects of
product types, it may occur that two product types have only slightly different
descriptions of one kind, but very different descriptions of another kind. In
that case, from the viewpoint of the first kind of description, one would like
to make these product types a member of the same item in order to reduce
data redundancy. However, from the viewpoint of the second kind of
description, one would prefer to distinguish different items for the product
types in order to reduce the complexity of the resulting description(s). For
example, two product types have almost the same Engineering BOMs, but are
assembled completely differently, e.g. on different production sites or in a
different sequence. Whereas Product Development would like to distinguish only
one item for these product types in order to establish one relatively simple
Engineering BOM, Manufacturing would like to distinguish separate items for
the different types of vehicles, to prevent having to incorporate two very
different assembly structures into one very complex variant assembly
description. Hence, the existence of different kinds of descriptions further
complicates the problem of distinguishing items.
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12.6.3. Different specifications for the same product type.
Different organisational functions may prefer other parameters to be defined
because they have different opinions about which parameters characterise the
product types best, and are therefore the most suitable for communication. For
example, for Marketing and Sales purposes, the parameter country specification
is a parameter which is a very useful characterisation of vehicles. A parameter
such as kind of air pressure tank is not recognisable in the communication
with the market. From Engineering and Manufacturing viewpoints, the
parameter country specification has an impact on many different aspects of
product types. For these functions, the parameters which represent the
separate characteristics of the products are more suitable. A parameter which
refers to the kind of air pressure tank which must be assembled is a more
comprehensible characterisation for e.g. Manufacturing.
A problem arises if a product type can be identified by means of different sets

of parameter values, which are all part of the set-description of an item. E.g.
if one organisational function requires the parameter value country
specification and another requires colour headlight then two valid
specifications can be drafted for a product type for the French market,
namely: {(country specification, French)} and {(country specification, French),
(colour headlight, yellow)}. In other words the set-description of the product
family item should contain the information required to determine that the first
specification is already valid. Hence, the dependencies between values of the
parameter country specification and values of the parameter colour headlight
must be expressed and maintained. If each organisational function were allowed
to create its own set of parameter values, many different sets of parameter
values would arise probably causing numerous and complex constraints in the
set-descriptions of items. Therefore it is suggested that one should aim at
achieving a situation in which a product type is identified by one
specification only. This requires a set of parameters as a compromise between
the requirements of the different organisational functions.
12.6.4. Summary.
In practice, not one but several different kinds of descriptions of an item may
exist. Sometimes, one will be interested in the description of a product type

for a certain purpose, rather than in the unique identification of the product
type itself. Therefore, in a set-description it should be recognisable which
parameters are relevant to which kinds of descriptions. This complication
concerns not only the variant BOM-concept but also the generic BOM-concept.
In practice the existence of different organisational viewpoints complicates the
task of distinguishing items, parameters and parameter values. Often conflicts
will arise as a result of the conflicting interests of different organisational
functions. From the viewpoint of data maintenance it is important that stable
compromises are achieved in how items, parameters and parameter values
should be distinguished.
12.7. CONCLUSIONS.
The DAF case study produced valuable insight into practical aspects of
applying a variant HOM-processor. Some of these aspects also apply to the
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generic BOM-concept. The most important aspect concerns data maintenance.
The use of a generative BOM-concept comes with new types of data structures
such as decision tables and set-descriptions, which are often subject to
frequent changes. It turns out that the maintenance of this type of data
requires significant effort and expertise. In order to keep this type of data
comprehensible and manageable, very strict operational guidelines should be
developed and maintained to ensure uniformity in the way product data and
product structure data is represented. In addition, sophisticated maintenance
support tools are required to support the engineer-user In analysing the data
and creating insight into relationships between parameter values within a setdescription, relationships between parameter values in a set-description and
parameter values decision tables, and so on.
The case-study also produced insight into the complications which arise if not
one but several different organisational functions are involved in using a
generative BOM-concept. With the involvement of different organisational
functions it was also found that beside the BOM, other types of descriptions
of a generative nature are used to support the control of different processes.
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CHAPTER 13

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
13.1. INTRODUCTION.
The focus of this study was on representing product data and product
structure data for production environments characterised by complex products
and large product variety. In MRP II oriented literature, much attention has
been paid to structuring HOMs in production control environments with large
product variety. However the emphasis of this literature lies on problems
related to large final product variety and the problems it causes for
forecastlng and master scheduling. The majority of the literature on BOMs
focusses on the typical MRP II solution for these problems: the technique of
modularising BOMs.
The objective of this study was to make a contribution to BOM-theory with
regard to the following three aspects (see Section 1.3; "Problem formulation."):
- The analysis of the question why traditional concepts for recording
product data and product structure data in PCIS often no longer perform
satisfactorily if product variety increases greatly.
- To develop a terminology and a set of concepts which can be used to
describe and analyse HOM-processors specifically developed to deal with
large product variety.
- To develop improved concepts for HOM-processors for representing product
data and product structure data in the case of very large product variety.
13.2. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CONCEPTS.
Chapter 2 ("Product (structure) data in MRP-oriented production control
information systems.") and Chapter 3 ("Production control environments and
bills-of-material.") introduced the basic concepts In HOM-theory, both from the
viewpoint of Product Control Information Systems and from the viewpoint of
different organisational application areas. Chapter 3 focussed strongly on the
application of HOMs for 'production control'.
In Chapter 4 ("MRP-11 approach to structuring bills-of-material in
environments with large product variety.") the commonly known technique of
'modularising HOMs' which is often advocated in typical MRP II literature was
discussed and analysed. The assumptions which implicitly underlie this
technique were described explicitly. These assumptions apply to the way in
which products are recognised in the market, i.e. the options by means of
which products can be identified and forecasted, to the way in which materials
and parts are dependent on these options and finally to the way in which
products must be assembled. In practice these assumptions often cannot be
met, due to the complexity of products and to the limitations on product
design. When all assumptions cannot be met, more complex data structures will
be required in HOM-processors to:
- allow representing relationships between parts and materials on the one
hand and options on the other hand and/or,
- allow representing assembly structures.
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Even though often all assumptions cannot be met, the technique of
modularising BOMs is still a valuable technique, because it reveals the actual
cause of the complexity of a product assortment.
13.3. A SET OF CONCEPTS TO DESCRIBE GENERATIVE BILL-OFMATERIAL PROCESSORS.
In comparison with the amount of literature on the technique or modularising
BOMs, the amount of literature devoted to advanced HOM-processors, which
allow more complex relationships to be modelled is quite limited. Nevertheless,
analysis of a number or practical situations has shown that some companies
have developed dedicated BOM processing systems in order to solve their own
specific problems with regard to recording complex product and product
structure data. Analysis of a number of these practical situations and analysis
of the problems of meeting all assumptions underlying the technique of
modularising BOMs have led to the development of a general architecture for
HOM-processing systems for environments with large product variety. The core
of this architecture distinguishes two separate processes, namely:
- a product specification process, and
- a bill-of-material generating process.
Within this architecture it is assumed that it is no longer required to
predefine each product type by means of a part number, but that sets of
product types can be defined as single entities within which an individual
product type can be identified by means of a number of identifying properties
(viz. parameter values). Also it is assumed that a HOM-concept is available
which does not require a separate HOM to be defined for each individual
product type, but allows a 'generative' BOM to be defined for a set of similar
product types from which the individual BOM of a particular product type can
be generated by the BOM-processing system.
This architecture provides a set of concepts which can be used to analyse and
describe HOM-processors and company specific systems. In addition, Chapter 5
("An architecture for product specification and bill-of-material generating
systems.") describes a set of basic concepts and terms which can be used to
describe so-called generative HOM-concepts. The architecture and terminology
have been applied in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 6 ("Product specification
systems and bill-of-material generating systems.") we have analysed the most
important concepts described in literature on more advanced HOM processing
systems. Using the general architecture it can easily be shown which role
these concepts play in the total architecture.
13.4. GENERATIVE BILL-OF-MATERIAL PROCESSORS AND COMPUTER
CONFIGURATION SYSfEMS.
A very specific research area closely related to the subject of this thesis is
the configuration of computer systems. The problem of configuring computer
systems is a very popular application area for research on Artificial
Intelligence. A number of (prototype) configuration systems have been
developed for this application area. The analysis of two representative systems
of this kind showed that although they perform tasks very specific to
computer systems, they also support processes very similar to the product
specification process and the BOM generating process. These similarities are
difficult to recognise because research on BOMs and research on Al-based
computer configuration systems have developed from different viewpoints with
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a different tenninology, and with different concepts and techniques as starting
points. However if we consider the most recent developments in BOMprocessing systems, such as the variant BOM-concept and the generic BOM. concePt, it becomes apparent that the data structures required in these
concepts show similarities with the kind of data structures applied in AI-based
systems. At a conceptual level it seems that BOM processing systems and AIoriented computer configuration systems are tending to grow towards each
other. In order to realise the new kinds of BOM-systems in practice, it is of
the utmost importance that sufficient research is devoted to integrating
traditional software concepts and Al-oriented software concepts in operational
(Production Control) lnfonnation Systems.
PRODUCf
SPECIF1CATION
13.5. REPRESENTING
AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEM.

DATA IN AN

Chapter 7 ("Representing product specification data.") is devoted to two
different ways of representing product specification data by which a set of
different product types can be defined. The first is based on specification
graphs, the second is based on so-called specification rules. Analyses have
shown that the application area of graphs for representing product
specification data is rather limited, mainly due to their vulnerability to
modifications. However, an advantage of specification graphs is that when they
are composed, an engineer-user will be forced to inventory all constraints
explicitly. It seems that specification rules are much simpler to maintain. But
one should be aware of the fact that although each specification rule in itself
can be very comprehensive, it may be very difficult to retain an overall
insight, especially if the number of rules is very large. So-called implicit
constraints which cannot easily be recognised and which are very difficult to
trace may come into existence. This may easily affect data maintenance and
data integrity. This is a point of concern also noted in the AI-research area
(Bachant and McDermott, 1984).
13.6. THE VARIANT BILL-OF-MATERIAL AS A GENERATIVE BILL-OFMATERIAL CONCEPT.
Analysis of the most recent standard PCIS (which are partly still in
development) and analysis of company dedicated systems have shown that
most new developments in this area take very similar concepts as a starting
point. These concepts are mostly derivatives of the so-called variant BOMconcept. As a consequence of the fact that this is a moderately new concept
which is not yet commonly applied in practice, how to use this concept in
practice and its typical pitfalls are not yet commonly known.
Characteristic for the variant BOM is that it focusses particularly on a
solution for final product variety. This limitation makes it possible to realise a
generative BOM-processor with relatively little effort. However, as has been
shown in Chapter 8 (''The variant bill-of-material concept."), this limitation
makes the variant BOM-concept very vulnerable to data redundancy and data
maintenance problems. A number of problems encountered in practice with
regard to variant BOMs can be associated with the fact that only sets of final
product types and no sets of lower-level product types can be defined as
separate entities. Other problems encountered in practice seem to arise from a
lack of general knowledge and experience with the application of these kinds
of BOM processing systems. It turns out that one of the critical keys to a
successful application of a variant BOM is the way in which items, parameters
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and parameter values have been pragmatically defined and the extent to which
consistent operational guidelines are available for defining new items,
parameters, parameter .values and constraints.
13.7. AN IMPROVED GENERATIVE BILL-oF-MATERIAL CONCEPT: THE
GENERIC BILL-OF-MATERIAL.

The third point on which this thesis should contribute was the development of
improved concepts for BOM-processors for environments with large product
variety. The analysis of the basic shortcomings of the variant BOM-concept
were the starting point for formulating a set of requirements on a new
generative BOM-concept, called the generic BOM-concept. The basic idea of
the generic BOM-concept is that in order to keep large amounts of product
data and product structure data manageable, this kind of data should be
defined at the level of sets of product types instead of Individual product
types. The product structure data regarding individual product types will be of
a more generic nature, namely in terms of relationships between properties of
different product types, without referring to the individual product types
themselves. Chapters 9, 10 and 11 describe the basic generic BOM-concept.
The generic BOM-concept provides many possibilities for modelling large
varieties of product types and their product structures without large amounts
of 9ata redundancy being required. However, the generic HOM-concept relies
on very complex data structures which will be more difficult to fully
comprehend and see through than the relatively simple data structures of the
traditional BOM-concept. At this point we are confronted with a trade-off
between complex structures and redundant structures. The variant BOMconcept and the generic BOM-concept are concepts which may allow a
reduction of data redundancy, at the expense of more complex data structures.
Nevertheless, if products and product structures are modelled suitably, the data
themselves may be comprehensive. Ranges of product types and their product
structures can be modelled by means of generic items, parameter values and
conversion rules which may be easily recognisable to engineer-users.
No practical experiences have been obtained with the generic BOM-concept
yet. However a number of experiences during the study of the variant BOMconcept in the OAF case, will also apply to the generic BOM-concept. It has
become apparent that although a number of shortcomings of the variant BOM
are not present in the generic BOM-concept, very much attention will still
have to be paid to the way in which items, parameters and parameter values
are distinguished. In other words although the way in which product data and
product structure data can be represented has been enriched, the key to a
successful application must still be found in modelling the products according
to the requirements of one or more organisational functions. Also, as with the
variant BOM, it will be of the utmost importance that the definition of items,
parameters and parameter values in practice, is tightly controlled by a
consistent set of operational guidelines.
The research on new kinds of HOM-processing systems will be continued at the
Eindhoven University of Technology. Currently a prototype BOM-processor
based on a kind of generic BOM-concept is in development. This BOMprocessor will be applied to investigate interfaces with other functions In
Production Control Information Systems and to use case-studies to investigate
the use of generic HOM-concepts in practice (see Hegge and Wortmann, 1990).
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APPENDIX 8

NOTATION CONVENTIONS IN DATA STRUCTURE DIAGRAMS.

1. The data structure relationship in Figure 1 represents the fact that for
each entity a of the type A, precisely one entity b of the type B exists
which refers to the entity a.

Figure1

2. The data structure relationship in Figure 2 represents the fact that for
each entity a of the type A, none or one entity b of the type B exists
which refers to the entity a.

....
3. The data structure relationship in Figure 3 represents the fact that for
each entity a of the type A, at least one (thus potentially more than)
entity of the type B exists which refers to the entity a.

4.. The data structure relationship in Figure 4 represents the fact that for
each entity a of the type A, none, one or many entities of the type B exist
which refer to the entity a.

If because of one or more data structure relationships, given an entity a of
the type A one or more entities bJ, ... , bn of the type B can be found
unambiguously, then a is associated with bJ, ... , ba Also, each bJE. {b]! ... , bJ
is associated with a.
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SAMENVATIING
Het proefschrift handelt over modellering van produkten door middel van
· stuklijsten en de daarbij ondersteunende stuklijstsystemen. Het is in bet
bijzonder gericht op produktie-situaties met een zeer grote produktvari&teit.
Het proefschrift vormt een bijdrage aan de buidige stand van zaken met
betrekking tot de volgende drie aspekten:
l. Een analyse van de oorzaken van bet felt dat traditionele stuklijstconcepten niet voldoende ondersteuning leveren bij een sterk groeiende
produktvarieteit.
2. De ontwikkeling van een terminologie voor de nieuwe generatie stuklijstsystemen die sterk in ontwikkeling is.
3. De ontwikkeling van een nieuw concept voor stuklijstsystemen speciaal voor
zeer grote produktvarieteit.
Na een inleiding over stuklijsten en bet gebruik ervan in bet algemeen, wordt
in boofdstuk 4 aangegeven waarom de traditionele oplossing voor bet omgaan

met stuklijsten bij grote produktvarieteit, namelijk bet modulariseren van
stuklijsten, in de praktijk vaak niet voldoet. Het wordt duidelijk dat aan deze
oplossing een aantal veronderstellingen ten grondslag liggen waaraan in de
praktijk slecbts zelden kan worden voldaan. Het gevolg hiervan is dat een
aantal uitbreidingen gewenst is op bet traditionele stuklljst-concept.
•,
Er wordt een raamwerk gepresenteerd voor een nieuw type stuklijstsystemen,

zogenaamde generatieve stuklijstsystemen. Kenmerkend voor dit type systemen
is dat niet meer alle produktvarianten expliciet door middel van een
kodenummer gedefinieerd boeven te worden. Hiertoe wordt bet begrip
produkttype geintroduceerd. Een verzameling van produkttypen kan worden
gedefinieerd door middel van (meerdere) parameters en parameterwaarden en
eventueel restrikties die in acht moeten worden genomen bij bet kombineren
van parameterwaarden. Een dergelijke verzameUng produkttypen wordt
aangeduid als een item. Zoals bet niet meer noodzakelijk is om een
produkttype expliciet te deflnleren, zo ook Is het niet meer noodzakelijk om
voor elk produkttype expliciet een stuklijst te definieren. Stuklijsten kunnen
worden gedefinieerd voor items, d.w.z. voor verzamelingen van produkttypen.
Door middel van een generatief stuklijstsysteem, kan de stuklijst van een
individueel produkttype worden gegenereerd zodra dit produkttype bekend is.
In het raamwerk voor generatieve stuklijstsystemen worden twee hoofdfunkties
onderscheiden, namelijk:
1. Het specificeren van een produkt type.
2. Het genereren van de stuklijst(struktuur) voor dat produkttype.
De meest belangrijke recente ontwikkelingen binnen dit probleemgebied
worden beschreven, in bet raamwerk geplaatst en geevalueerd. Daarbij wordt
ook kort aandacht gescbonken aan computer konfiguratie systemen die zijn
ontwikkeld in bet onderzoeksgebied van de Kunstmatige Intelligentie.
Een van de stuklijst-concepten die het meest recent zijn ontwikkeld is de

zogenaamde variantstuklljst. Een variantstuklijst systeem is een type
generatief stuklijstsysteem. In een aantal bedrijven zijn in bet verleden
bedrijfsspecifieke stuklijstsystemen ontwikkeld die op dit concept gebaseerd
zijn. Recent kan worden waargenomen dat ook steeds meer Ieveranciers van
standaard softwarepakketten dit type stuklijstsystemen introduceren. Het
concept van de variantstuklijst is speciaal gericht op een grote varieteit in
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eindprodukten. In hoofdstuk 8 wordt aangegeven welke problemen in de
praktijk bij variantstuklijsten kunnen optreden als gevolg van bet
concentreren op eindprodukt varieteit.
Deze problemen bebben geleid tot een nieuw type generatleve stuklijst, de
zogenaamde generieke stuklijst. In bet generieke stuklijst-concept wordt de
aandacht niet speciaal gericht op de varietelt in eindprodukten. Met betrekking
tot de vastlegglng van een varieteit van produkten wordt geen principieel
onderscheid gemaakt tussen produkten op eindprodukt niveau en produkten op
lagere niveau's. Een aantal specifieke problemen van variantstuklijsten wordt
hierdoor opgelost.
In bet generieke stuklljst-concept worden stuklljstrelaties vastgelegd tussen

items in plaats van tussen indivlduele produkttypen. Het begrip relatie is in dit
concept zodanig gedefinieerd, dat indien bekend is tot welk item een bepaald
produkttype X behoort, op basis van de generieke stuklijst direkt k.an worden
vastgesteld welke soorten komponent-produkttypen onderdeel vormen van X.
Het generieke stuklijst-concept wordt uitgewerkt in een conceptueel datamodel
voor een ondersteunend stuklijstsysteem. Tevens wordt een aantal overwegingen
geformuleerd die betrekklng hebben op het in de praktijk modelleren van
produkt(strukturen) met behulp van een generieke stuklijst. Steeds speelt
hierbij bet begrip 'komple.xiteit' een centrale rol.
Tot slot wordt een beschrijving gegeven van een praktische bedrljfssituatle
waarin grote produktvarieteit een dominerende rol speelt. Naast een typering
van de wijze waarop daarbij een variantstuklljst wordt gebruikt, wordt
aangegeven op welke punten bet nieuw ontwikkelde stuklijst-concept een
bljdrage kan leveren.
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STELLINGEN
behorende bij bet proefschrift

Modelliug Product Structw'eS by Generic Bills-of-Material

van
Eelco A. van Veen

Eindhoven, 11 januari 1991

In veel literatuur waarin de techniek van bet modulariseren van
stuklijststrukturen wordt beschreven, worden veronderstellingen gedaan met
betrekking tot de manter waarop planning modules pragmatisch kunnen
worden gedefinieerd. Deze veronderstellingen z:ijn in de werkelljkheid vaak
niet geldig. Een voorbeeld van zo'n veronderstelling is, dat planning
modules samenvallen met opties die in de markt kunnen worden gebruikt
voor bet specificeren van ·een produkt.
Bron: Orlicky, j.A., Plossl, G.W., Wight, O.W., "Structuring the Bill-ofMaterial for MRP", Production and Inventory Management, vol 13,
nr. 4, 22-27, fourth quarter 1972.
Mather, H., "Bills of Materials, Recipes and Formulations", Wright
Publishing Company Inc., Atlanta, 1982.
Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift.
II

Het principe van bet modulair opslssn van stuklijststrukturen heeft onder
andere als voordeel, dat de inhoud van de stuklljst van een item
onafbankelijk is van de toepassing van dat item als component in andere
stuklijsten. In bet concept van de zogenaamde variantstuklijst bestaat dit
voordeel niet meer.
Bron: Hoofdstuk 8 van dit proefschrlft.
Ill

Steeds vaker worden in concepten en systemen in de produktiebeheersing
datastrukturen toegepast die gelijkenis vertonen met datastrukturen die
in kennissystemen worden gebruikt. Generatieve stuklijst-concepten vormen
bier een sprekend voorbeeld van. Het is daarom van belang de
kommunikatie tussen de beide disciplines voort te zetten en verder uit te
bouwen.
Bron: Hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift.

IV
Het onderbouden van produktspecifikatie-gegevens voor komplexe produkten
is een zeer moeilijke taak. Wie hieraan te weinig aandacbt besteedt, wordt
gekonfronteerd met grote problemen en hoge kosten in bet ontwikkellngs,
produktie- en/of gebruiksstadium. Desondaqks wordt bet onderhouden van
produktspecifikatie-gegevens in de praktijk nog vaak onderschat.
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v
Bij bet goed overdragen van de ernst van stuklijstproblemen blj nietingewijden is 6611 van de moeilijkheden, dat kleine voorbeelden nodlg zijn
teneinde de principe-problemen goed duidelijk te kunnen maken. Deze
voorbeelden geven ecbter niet goed bet effekt weer van zeer vee/ en zeer
komplexe produkten op de ernst van de problemen. Mede bierdoor worden
stuklijst-problemen nogal eens onderschat.
VI

De stelUng 'rubbish in, rubbish out' geniet ruime bekendheid. Het wil
echter niet zeggen dat 'rubbish out' altijd veroorzaakt wordt door 'rubbish
in'. Men moet dus bij informatiesysteem-problemen een scherp onderscheid
maken tussen:
- problemen die veroorzaakt worden door bet informatiesysteem zelf en
- problemen die veroorzaakt worden door de ingevoerde gegevens.
VII

In een aantal gevallen kan nagenoeg dezelfde informatie met minder
gegevens worden vastgelegd door komplexere datastrukturen te
introduceren. Echter in sommige gevallen blijken eindgebruikers een
grotere boeveelheid gegevens te verkiezen boven een verboogde
komplexiteit van gegevens. Het verdient aanbeveling, in de cognitieve
wetenschap onderzoek te wijden aan: bet kunnen bepalen van een optimum
tussen de grootheden "hoeveelbeid" en "komplexiteit" van gegevens.
VIII

Als een informatiesysteem meer vrijbeden toelaat bij bet modelleren van
de werkelijkheid, vindt een taakverscbuiving plaats van de ontwerper van
bet informatiesysteem naar degene die bet modelleringsproces in de
praktijk uitvoert. Vanuit dit oogpunt is een informatiesysteem dat meer
vrijheden toelaat dan een ander informatiesysteem niet per definite
'beter'.
IX

Het felt dat de laatste jaren 'produkt-flexibiliteit' steeds vaker als
konkurrentiemiddel wordt aangemerkt, mag voor een onderneming geen
excuus zijn voor een ongekontroleerde wildgroei van produktvarieteit. Een
uitbreiding van produktvarieteit moet altijd worden getoetst aan de
bijdrage daarvan aan de doeistellingen van de onderneming.
X

De .verhoglng van de motivatie van een promovendus als gevolg van bet
deeltijds in de praktijk werkzaam zljn, zal in veel gevallen opwegen tegen
de extra werkdruk die voortkomt uit bet hebben van twee werkplekken.
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XI
Een figuur kan meer verwarring veroorzaken dan duizend ·woorden.

XII
Er bestaat een correlatie tussen bet aantal voetnoten in een proefschrlft
en bet aantal last-minute problemen.
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